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l~ Almost eigbt years after its creation on 20 July'1965, 
the United States Army; Vietnam, more recently known as the 
united S;tates Army Vietnam/Military Assistance GOIllRland,t. 
Vie,tnam Support Command (USARV /MACV SUPCOM), accomplishe.(il 
its mission in support of United States and Free World' ";,-,' 
Military Assistance Force~~n the Republic of Vietnam and 
was disestablished on 28 March 1973. Durlng the three 9 

years pr~ceding the cease-fire agreement, all of USARV's 
gr.ound combat units were redeployed to CONuS and other 
Theaters. The USARV/MACV SUPCOM continued$to be engaged 
in the unique mission of phasing down and closing out the 
command.' During the las~ sixty days subsequent to the . 
signing of ,the cease-fire agreement, twenty-four units 
redeployed to CONUS and to USAREUR and the remaining units 
were inactivated in the Republic of Vietnam. At the sam~ 
time 13,244 US Army troops and over, 36,000 ROK'troops were 
req,eployed to world-wide stations/and Korea respectively. 

2. The attached after action report re~iews the USARV/MA0V 
SUPCOM activitie~;in preparation for and the execution of 
Free World Milit'ary Assistance Forces redeployment from the 
Republic of Vietnam. The period covered by the report ,is 
generally f,rom 1 November '1972, the date _ of accelerated 

,planning for possible redeployment, until 29 March 1973, 
when redeployment was complete9. The beginning of this 
per:iod also coincides with the closure date of tille"last 
Operational Report-Lessons Learned (ORLL) submitted. 

3. The final phaseout and withdrawal o.f.a Theater A~my from 
an active area of operations was unique. .' Headquarters operated 
with fewer and more junior personnel at a time when the tempo 
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and magnitude of operations were increasing. There were, 
~d are, no field manuals on this subject. Plans were 
based onilogic, common sense, and a fundamental understanding 
of functions. The smaller staffs insured daily and'direct 

" j 

coordination:which'allowed for immediate reaction to Presi-
dential and national\desires. The successfu+ wifhdrawal of 
US:Army forces from RVN can be attributed to a very small 
group of relatively junior officers exc~ted by challenge, 
and inspired by the need to re~ct.to continually changing 

• • I . 
requl.rements. The personnel l.nvolved,represent a cr,oss 
section of Army talent. It was obvious from their perform
ance that the Army's units I and activities can look forward 
-to mann~ng by very high quality personnel in future years. 
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, ANNEX B ,(lstAvn Bde) to\USARV/MA~V SPPCOM After Action 'Report 
" 

1. 'PURPOSE . ,To 'repbr;;t: the significant acti yi ties andmajbr 
problem areas e~periencced by--the 1st A~iation- Brigade' Head-' 
quart~rs: and i ts subordinat~, _CQ~at Aviation, Groups during 
pre-ceasefire operations -as well a~-events enmp~ntered during 
the"'standdown and wi thdra\V~l of' US : Army· aviation from tpe _ 
Republic Of Vie,tnam '- (RVN) • t, f' 

.' l~ I 

2 .' GENERAL. - --!)(~. 
1-

a. This 'i,annex re~p<?rtp acti vi ties of the -Headquarter§_!~ 
1st Aviation ~rigad~ and its subordinate uni-l:.i durin~ the' 

, period, 1 November." 197'2 through- 2 8 March 1973. The Headquarters 
report isdiviCied into two major categories": (1) Significant 
Activities and' (2 ) Commanders I Observations ,:' and' RecoiTImenda tions . 
The Sign,ificant Acti vi ties' category is further- subdivided' ,into ., 

, a Pre-X-Day PhC!:.se extending from -1 November -1:-9~2---th-rough 0 • 

,27 January 1973 and a Wi.thdrawal Phase beginning 28 Jan'uary;, 
1973 (X-Day) and terminating on the final day of B·rigade .wi.th
drawal on 29 March 1973. 

, b. Information pertainin'g to the Pre-X-Day Phase has been 
included due to its significance during the planhing stages for 
the 60-day w,ithdrawal and redeployment from the RVN. Inclusion 
of_activities during this phase also has insured complete 
coverage of eve~ts apd observations which occurred following 
submission of the last Operational Report-Lessoris Learned 
Report (ORLL)r period ending 31 October 1972. 

I 

c. Activities related to standdown and withdrawal were 
combined under the Withdrawal Phase for this Headquarters 
because the~e was no distinct division between the two p~ses. 
Unit standdowns and withdrawals were continual from X-Day 
,through X+60 beginning with standdown of the Air Cavalry Troops 
on X~Day and terminating on X+59 as U-21 aircraft belonging to 
the Command Aircra~t Company were ,flown from South Vietnam to 
Singapore for re~rograde. The Headquarters staff was phased 
down gradua~ly throughout the redeployment phase as job re
quirements diminished and functions ceased. Final l~t Aviation 
Brigad~ functions ceased on X~59, 28 March 1973. 

\ 

d. 1ndividual After Action Reports of each subordinate 
Combat Aviation Group are attached as appendices: 11th CAG 
at Appendix 1, t2th C~G at Appendix 2, 17th CAG at Appendix 3, 
and 164th CAG at Appendix ,4. 
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ANNEX\e..', <,1st Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM Af;;r 'Action Report 
3. SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES (PRE-X-DAY). 

... ' I 
a.Pe.rsonnel. / 

I 
t 

," 

(1) During--tne period 1 Noverriber 1972 to 27 January 1973, the ACofS, . Gl, was extensi vely involved in the' coord ina ted staff 'planning for the withdrawal of US aviation forces in Vietnam. Personnel replct,cement was the dominant factor in plann.;i.ng 'each contingency. Ap avia"t;or shortage throughout the Brigade began to manifest itself in 'November 1972. A shortfall of 45 aviators was projected for December. This shortfall, 'a(dded t;o the understrength figur~s throughout t e Brigade of approximately 100 aviators, made the shorta aI t critical. Further complicating the personnel structure e the Christmas'Drop Policy ,and the DA Travel Ban during the December holidays. Through ,\ coordinated action with DA and USARV/MACV SUPCOM, the Christmas Drop Policy for aviators was modified. This action reduced the aviator short~ge within the RVNi however, DA could offer no relief on" the aviator sp.ortfall projected in December. DA did program additional aviator input to therRVN for January ,1973 to ai,d in mee'ting the authorized aviatc;:>r strength levels in r:---~f Vietnam.' This action only minimized the Brigade's losses as 'I the Brigade remained approximately 140 aviators understrength on X~Day at wh~ch time all replacement personnel to the RVN were terminated. I 

(2) Other activities by the ACofS, Gl, included providing detailed information to uhits on proper~audit procedures for unit funds, domestic 'hire funds, and other sundry funds. Suspense dates and control procedures were revised to : . facilitate the timely completion of collateral investigations and flying evaluation boards.' A hiring .,:,;freeze was imposed on all civilian personnel. This.fre~ze was subsequently lifted w~en. the ceasefire ..was antlounced'td'.allow for the hiring of mlsslo~ essen~ial personnel. ", 

(3) Significant progress wa:smade in identifying drug abusers. During the period 1 ~ 8 Decembe~ 1972, all units of the Brigade underwent a urinalysis test~ These tests were brought about by massiye in;co.?ntry personnel tr.ansfers during Increment X~V. 'A caid file sys~em was instituted to readily identiJy .. ;each drug abuser:",' the ;(humber of times the indi vidual was"posiP':i Vel" his unit,':'" date tested, and disposition of the individual,.""", \.~ .. " ' .' ".:.( "-"':; ·;t:r "~'. " 
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ANNEX' B (1st Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUP COM After Action Report 
f -It " ' ,t . . . --.J . (4) The.LAdjutant Genera}.' s staff, was primarily' 

. ,. with enl;i.sted personnel strength accounting,' awards 
involved. 
and I • 

J' 

• I 

decorations, and withdrawal planning·. r ' 
:. ' ". 

• .' \ • I 

(a) Vietnam continu~d to experienc'e a critical shortage 
of personnel at the maintenance supervikor/first sergeant 
level (MOS 67Z50) I. Based upon "an authorized strength of 122 
personnel in grad'es E-7 and E- 8, only, 41 to '47 individuals 
w~re assigned to the Brigade during any portion of th~ period 
1 November ~972 to 27 J~nuary 1973. 

~ 

(b) Shortages of personnel who possessed hardskill 
maintenance and housekeeping MaS's were encountered as a 
result of a procedural change in drug abuser disposition. 
This procedural change announced in November involved 
approximately 150 enlisted soldiers. It required medical 
evacuation to a CONUS'station of those personnel identified 
as first-time drug users'. Replacement of these unanticipated 
'lo,sses cou'ld not be programined' and, i~i tially, created some 
per~onnel shortages in various aviati6n MOS' s. .' 

,(c) Processing awards and decorations was a significant 
activity of the Adjutant General's office. During this 
reporting period, the following awards w.ere made to members 
of this Command: 

-Silver star 
Legion 6f Merit 
Distinguished Flying Cross 
Soldier's Medal 
Bronze Star with "V" .... 
Bronze Star for Service 
Bronze Star for Achievement 
Army Comm~ndation;Medal with "V" 
Army Commendation Medal fo~ Service 
Army Commendation Medal for Achievement 
Air Medal with "V" 
Air Medal 
Purple Heart 
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ANNEX B I(lst. Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Actio~ Report 

'(d) Throu~hout ·this period, the Adjutant General's office 
'p.lanned for a possible announcement of a ceasefire with sub
sequent withdrawal of troops from the RVN~, Among the W.l~nning 

J areas were,: phased losses" of personnel with close and t'c6ntinuous 
strength accounting; processing of officer evaluation reponts; 
awards and decorations; and termination of sUspense and o$her 
correspo~derice./ ~lanning proved initially diffi~ult du~ to a 
lack of e.xperience~for a withdrawal of :this nature; however, 
utilizing the experience,of previously ~hnounced incremental 
troop withdrawals and guidance received from higher headquarters, 
mos~~~~i~g was completed and awaiting .implementati9n upon 
the ce ~e announcement._ , 

b. Int~c.~ a.Jl..C?:Securi ty. I 

(1) The ACbfS, G2, continued to accumulate all available 
data on the enemy's heat seeking missile, the SA-7. These 
data were used to brief all newly arrived aviators and to 
provide supplementary information to field commanders concern
ing high threat areas. ! The SA-7 data were also widely dis
seminated toa varie,ty of re,search and other service. users. 

(2) In addition to the accumulation and'dissemination ' 
of SA-7 data, close observation was maintained on the enemy' 
disposition and his location of heavy anti-aircraft weapons. 
Close coordination with the Air Force and other Army intel
l:j.gence channels provided invaluable int'elligence which was 
further disseminated to t~~ordinate commands. 

(3) A physical security inspection was made qn 23 December 
in the 1st Aviation Brigade Headquarters. Courtesy coun,ter'" 
.l):ltelligence inspections were conducted for the 1st Aviation 
Brigade Headquarte~s and the 12th Combat Aviation Group between 
10 - 15 January. Continued emphasis was placed on escape and 
evasion training and techniques and two members of the Brigade 
attended the Annual Escape and Evasion Conference sponsored 
by the USAF at Clark AFB in tqe Philippines. 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn,Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
'" . 

c. Operations. 

(1) Operational Plan Formulation and Planni~g. 
1 

(a) Preliminary planning was begun for the withdrawal of 
all US' Army ,aviation ,'elements from the RVN following tpe late 
October dews releas,es of a possible ceasefire in Southeast 

" 

/ 1 

Asia and US troop withdrawal. Planning' was well under way 
in November~, Very little guidance was ptovided this head-, 
quarters concerning the terms of a possible withdrawal except , 
that all US military personnel had to be out of country/within 
a 60...,'day time, frame. Due to ~he "c::los~ hold"\ security require
ments of available information,coor~ination ~nd thorough 
planning was quite difficult. 'The limited number of staff 
officers assigned to the Campaign 'Planning Group were required 
to develop the10verall OPLAN based upon logical planning 
assumptions and their own analysis of foreseeable problem 
areas. All pertinent aspeots were considered and integrated 
into the 'final OPLAN., The aviat~on annex to the USARV/MACV 
SUPCOM OPLAN 215 was, prepared on 15 November 'I well wi thin the 
suspense date established by USARV/MACV SUPCOM. Ten days 
l'ater the 1st Aviation Brigade OPLAN 215 was approved and , 
disseminated to the field for." .. further planning by subordinate 
headquarters. • 

(b) The OPLAN was thorough and complete in all respects. 
Areas concerning personnel, equipment retrograde and transfer, 
installation security, logistical matters, divilianization 
of military functions for on-goin~ requirements, and property 
transaction were integrated into the composite plan. Only a, 
few minor alterations were required in the final plan prior ' 
to its full implementation on X-Day. These changes were 
necessitated du~ to further available guidance aqd to events 
occurring between initial planning in November and the OPLAN's 
implementation on 28 IJanuary 1973 . 

. .' I 
(2) ATC and Flight·~nformation. In October 1972, the 

Southeast Asia NOTAM Center ceased operations in the ,RVN. 
Th~s event created a'~oid~in the areas of Flight Information. 
and Notices to Airmen, a very serious matter due to the 
recurrent chariges o~ air traffic control ~requencies, 
functions, and assets. Toporrect this situation, the 
1st Aviation Brigade established a procedure for dissemina
tion of flight information and Notices to Airmen by means 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
I 

of electronically transmitted messages to each,maj-ob ~viation 
element followed by telephonic' verification of the message 
receipt and data. 

(3) Standardization and SafetyConference~'<,. A quarterly 
USARV/MACVSUPCOM Standardization and Safety Conference was 
held ob 11 - 13 January 1973. The major topics of discu~sioi 

.. were the new aviation regulations and training programs as well , 
as training safety. Interpretation and feasibility of observing 
regulatory requirements within the RVN were discussed in con
sideration~b reduced facilities and resources. Panel discus
sion and ,'conferences (were held atnong standa:rdization instructor 
,pilots and unit instructor pilots for each type of US aircraft 
in the RVN. "Several problem areas were disclosed and viable 

,solutions developed to be utilized at the unit level. Since 
each US aviation unit in Vietnam had represent~tives at the 
conference, problem areas which had pr~viously been solved 
by Jone unit were passed to other units for ,edification. 

( 4) Ins~trument Waivers for Army Aviation in Vie,tnam. 

(a) Instrument flight requirements established by .Depart-
, ment of ,the Army during 1972 required that all 'Army aviators 

posses,s a current Standard( ~nstrumer:t Flight Cert~fication 
by 31 December 1972., Those 'Army ava...ators possessJ.ng only the 
Tactical Instrument Certification or no instrument rating at 
all were required by regulation to undergo necessary instrument 
flight trainin~ and ground study in order to upgrade or obtain 
a Standa~ Instrument rating. 

\(b) Due to lack of ,itable training resources and. 
facilities, it became impo ,sible for most aviators in the RVN 
to meet this requirement. Therefore the Commander, Is,t 
Aviation Brigade ~ought re ie.f from this DA policy require
ment by submitting a, waiver request to USARPAC,. The waiver 
was submitted on benalf of 11 Army ,aviators in Vietnam who 
we,re not in possession of a) Standard Instrument Certification. 
There were several problems encountered in th~is endeavor 
because the waiver r~quest had to identify aviators by 
name as it appli.ed to each individual. Developing thi's 
waiver listing was relatively simple for those personnel in· 
aviation un~ts and assignments. However, much difficulty 
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ANNEX Bf (1st ,Avn Bde) 'to ,USARV/MACV SUPCOM'After Action Report 
I, " 

developed for those Army aviators in,non-aviation as~ignments 
such as MACV,or Army Advisory Groups'and Teams throughout 
Vietnam. When the listing was firialized,a/waiver was approved' 
as /requested per CINCUSARPAC GPAV message 052201Z Feb 73. ' 

d. Equipment Retrograde/Turnover. 

,1. 

, (:1) Based on a serie~ of messages received, from higher hep.d
quarters, ACofS, G4, 1st 'Aviation Brigade, initiated title tr~Slnsfer 
to VN~F for dlmerous'items of aviation· equipment. Subsequent'ly, 
the major end'items were hand receipted back to ACofS, G4, for , 
use by us Forces until such time as they became excess to USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM requirements. 'ACofS, ~4, developed tpe necessary , 
procedures to effect physical trans"fer of the property which 
had be,en title transferred. Simultaneously, plans were 
formulated f9r the total retrograde of 1st Aviati0n Brigade 
personnel and equipment. Combat Aviation Group' Aircraft 
Maintenance Officers were appointed as Project Officers for 
the transfer of aircraft/ armament systems, and avionics 
equipment within each Military Regiqn. The project officers 
were directed ,to monit<;?r, control and report physical transfers 
of these assets a,§ they "occurred. A series of plans were 
formulated to pr:pvide, for the orderly retrograde of 1st 
Aviation Brigade':,: personnel and,' assets based on sequenced 
input and directiy~s req.eived trom higher headquarters. A 
synopsis of:'" each of thes'e pl~ns follows: 

':' .. " 
" 

(a) Vung Tau Plan: A fe'a~ibility study was conduCted to 
determine the bei~(t, poss'i~le. PO'int,', ;: 0'£ ~e~arture for:, t~~ ;sUrfaCe( i' 

retrograde, of"US Army av~at~on assets~' ,All ports wh,].Jcli were 
capable of ,handling. SEATRAIN vessels and Navy 1 aircra:ft carrier " 
were scru'tinized., 'TlJ.e initial decision to, utilizeVung Tau, 
as the singular point of retrograde operations was based on .' 
'the geographical make-up of the Vung Tau area. The deep water 

C:. ,port was adj acent to the airstrip which would facili ta:\:eeasY,f' 
'moveIl.le'nt of U-8 aircraft from the airstrip "'to the dOc:ks; Vung 
,1a~ ~as already equipped with bili~t i~ace'and facilities to 
,sl1Pport th~ large task.forc::=e ;r-equired'for'this type operation 
·Wi\th'r rr\init:mim ·engin'eer' improvements',; Vl,lng Tau port area is 
,Sur.rouI:ldeq, on' three $ides' ~y wat~i Which, w~.uld'minimize 
securi ty 'force, requirements. Ol,1ly i"i;;~o maj or drawba.cks were 
,evident "in :the, early stages 9f" pl~hning: )1), The, <fistanc~, 
some aircraft', would have to be flown to arrive at the retrograde 
site;' and;. (2) "the fact that'non":flyable aircraft would have to 
be moved by sling operation over long, distances creating serious 
hazard to aircraft and crews. 1st Aviation Brigade OPLAN" 215 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action'Report 
I 

was developed on the premise that Vun~ Tau would be used for 
retrograde operati0ns. , " 

. (b) Retrograde by Air: Indications were recel. \red from 
higher headquarters that the possibility existed that limited 
SEATRAIN resources ;might be available to provide for retrograde 
movement. Based on this information, ACofS, G4, 1st Aviation 
Brigade, drew up plans to facilitate the retrograde of·lst 
Aviation Brigade assets using Air Force cargo aircraft. ,I To 
devise tpi$ plan, a survey was conducted of all airfields' 
capabilities for handling C-14l and C-SA arrcraft.. Potential 
staffing requirements were ,.evaluated a,nd equipment was identified 
for such a contingency. Much of this planning hinged on the 
requirement for U,8 and other fixed wing aircraft to be ferried 

, to~an offshore location for subsequent preparation and disposi-
tion. i . 

(c) Newport Plan: Constant refinement of input and improved 
dlsposition instructions on US Army aviation assets causedtre
vtsions in plans and planning guidance., A plan was sought which 
wouJld eliminate' any additional engineer support, reduce security 
'requirements, and reduce distances aircraft would have to travel 
to. effect retrograde .. The most feasible plan became known as 
the Newport Plan. Under'this plan the 388th TC.would shoulder 
the bulk of the retrograde requi~ements by processing all air
craft from Military Regions III and IV and. all AH-IG and CH-47C 
ai"rc'raft retrograde requirements from Military ,Region II. The 
388th TC would use the Newport dock facilities at Saigon. ThB 
604th TC would process the OH-6A retrograde requirements for 
Military. Region II from Nha Trang and the l42nd TC would be 
responsible for 'all retrograde ~equirements in Military Region 
I from DanaQg. Because of existing facilities at these locations, 
no additional engineer support was required, no additional 
security forces were required, and the flight time and aircraft/ 
crew hazard was reduced to a minimum., 

, 
. (2) All a,f the abov~ enumerated plans required reorganiza-
tion of Norman Harwell Associates (NHA) contract support personnel 
because of the non-availability of sufficient military personnel 
to accomplish the projected mission. The Newport Plan minimized 
the movement of NHA civilian personpel and equipment. To cover 
the advent of maintenance and retrograde requirements which might 
still be required beyond a possible X+60 day limitation in the 
e,ient of a cease,fire, the Commander, Aviation Maintenanqe . 
~ctivity, initiated action to expand or extend the NHA civilian 
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AN~EX'B (1st Avn ~de) to USARV/MACV' SUPCOM. After Action Report 
: I 

. 1 I 

personnel contract to~take care of this contingency. The ultimate 
result of these planning steps and phases was not known until 
.the pompletion of retrograde operation .in the RVN. 
I· \ 

\ 

(3) Detailed plans' were written describing the packaging 
a,nd ~hipment,of aviation repair parts at the unit PLL level, 
Forward Supply Points~ and the Central OSSA.' Because o~ the 
requiremept ~o support aviation operatibns after the ceasefire, 
fl"@;xibility was designed into the plans. Aviation unitG would 
pack their own PLL when the unit ceased operations. This packaged 
PLL would be turned into the supporting Forward Supply Point. 
The computer in the C.entral OSSA would identify parts as they 
were no longer required and send material release orders to 
the Forward Supply Points detailing what parts were to be 
packaged a;nd' where they were to be· shipped. Using these pro
cedures, when the AHIG J.:lelicopters stopped flying, all applicable 
repair parts would be identified, packaged,and ret-rograded. 
Supply suppor~ to aircraft still flying ,would continue. When 
the Forward Supply Points stooddown, supply support would shift 
directly to the Central OSSA. A team of NHA contract civilians 
were identified to be used after the departure of military 
personnel to pack and ~etrograde the repair parts and supplies 
which remained in the Central OSSA. 

o 

(4) On 20 December 1972, the Aviation Material Management 
Center (AMMC) stooddown. Their primary mission for the four 
months prior to the standdown was Class IX support to VNAF. 
This mission was transferred to the Theater Aviation Material 
Management Center (TAMMC) in Okinawa on 1 December 1972. In 
early November an agreement was made b,etween the Department. of. 
the Army and the Department 'of the Air Force to issue VNAF 
Aviation Intensively Managed Items (AIMI) for UHIH aircraft 
through June 1973 and CH47A aircraft through M~rch ~973. 
Quantities were negotiated and the US Army Aviation Systems 
Command (AVSCOM) was tasked to provide them. These AIMI items 
were issued from AVSCOM toVNAF through AMMC in order to comply 

,with billing requirements. Close coordination was made wit;.h 
VNAF and AVSCOM and the issues were completed in ,December 1972. 
With the standdown of AMMC, all open dues-out for VNAF and dues
in from AVSCOM for normal requisitions .were left open. Recon
ciliations were made with both activities and files adjusted. 
Approximately 3,000 due~-in and dues-out remained. A specJal 
computer printout of these files was made to allow manual pro
cessing. When issues were made, manual billing cards' were 
also prepared. The US Army Avia -trion Supply AC.ti vi tyl (USAASA) 
was the retail aviation supply acti vi ty for' all Army aviat i.on 
ip the RVN. They were tasked to receive ano. ,to issue the 
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I 

remaining repair-parts to VNAF after AMMt ceased operation. Rep/air parts remaining. in AMMC stocks were screened against USAA'SA requirements. Those required to support Army aviation in the RVN were re.tained; -the balance w?s. retrograded' toTAMMC • 

. e. Logistics. 

(1) In the latter part of October 1972, a s.eries of messages from USARV/~CV'SUPCOM, CINCUSARPAC, USAAVSCOM and DA initiated a p~oject calle~ Enhance Plus. _ T~is pr~ject w?ls Ito constitut~ a wlde range bUl1dup of RVNAF ml1ltary power thropgh the maSSlve insertion of war-mClterials. The 1st Aviation Brig-aqe was directed. to titLe transfer 286 UHIH arid 22 CH47A air-craft, armament subsystems, avionics consoles, aircraft repair parts and components, tools, ground support equipment, and property book TOE items. On 8 November 1972,the title transfer. of all required equipment and assets was completed. Hand receipts were issued byVNAF to US forces covering the aircrart, armament sUbs'ystems, avioni8s . consoles, and repair parts. Final physical transfer of these assets would take place as they became excess to US Army requirements. 

(2) Using the Project Enhance Plus requir,ements as a start-ing point for determining remaining assets tha't would be retroigraded in the event of a ceasefire, 1st Aviation Brigade commenced planning' and preparation for a total withdrawal of its personnel' and assets. Based on actual and projected on-hand balances of assets and equipment, 1st Aviation Brigade, G4 staff began assembling data which would be essential in planning a mass retro'grade operation. This data included, but was not limited to, type. of assets to be retrograded;1 amounts by type of air transportability kits and herqulite bags on hand and needed; number, by type, of vessels, SEALAND vans, and Air Force cargo aircraft req~ired; short tons by location~of supplies' and repair parts that would have to be retrograded; manhour r,equirements' . for preparation of aircraft for retrograde by surface or air; apd various contingency evaluations-based on the premise of ferry operations, to offshore locations of fixed wing aircraft. 

(3) Information was gathered to.determine materials requd.;r-ed for future massive retrograde operations. Materials on hand were identified, located and earmarked for retrograde operations. Items which were deemed necessary but not on hand were requisitioned on high priority from CONUS to facilitate complete availability when retrograde operations commenced . 
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I ' ANNEX B (lst.Avn Bde) to,USARV/MACV $UPCdM After Action Report • 'I (4) Feasibility s~udies were conducted to 'determine retro:'" grade sites for each contingency operation. Where retrograde operations were to be p:r:imarily c6nducted Py air, a plan was developed selecting primary and alternate aerial ports based on geographic location, aircraft han41ing capability, and aerial port staffing and equipment. The initial plans for surface movement via SEATRAIN vessel supported by feasibility studies indicated that vung Tau port would be ~he most logical and advantageous retrograde site for 1st Aviation Brigade assets because of the port draft, accessibility from the airfield to the port itself, and billeting space for personnel 'manning the retrograde site. As-thes~ plans continued to take shape, anI alternate plan for surface retrograde was developed utilizing the ports of Danangand Newport with limited retrograde via SEALAND van from Nha Trang. This latter plan was adopted because of the geographical accessibility to present locations of 1st Aviation Brigade units, limited requirements for security, and l~ck df ,requirements for engineer support. , , , 

(5) ACofS, G4, 1st Aviation Brigade, began publication of letters o~ instruction and consolidated information to form the IJogisticaf' Annex to ist Aviation Brigade OPLAN 215. OPLAN 215 , augmented by interim letters of instruction, provided units in .' the field 'wi th infc,>rmation arid procedures to cover all contingencies of the standdown, withdrawal and roll-up of 1st 1\viation Brigade Ul1i'ts in the RVN. 

(6) Because of the surface transportation assets required to retrograde U-8 ~ircraft'i 1st Aviation Brigade requested' authority from USARPAC and DA to ferry these aircraft to Singapore for subsequent retrog~ade. Delays in a response to this request created ~any technical problems at the lower levels and<made firm planning difficult. Due to CONUS requirements ~or rapid disposition of these aiicraft, DA directed that the U-8 aircraft would be retrograded by SEATRAIN vessel ,dire'ct from the RVN to CONUS. U21 ... aircraft would be ferried to Sing~pore and the qontract with the Lockheed depot repair facility ther~uld be expanded to accommodate the ,additional input of 37 U21 aircraft. 
(7) On '21 November 1972 the ACofS, G4, 1st Aviation Brigade, published a Milestone 'Chart. The Milestone Chart was to be used as a mS:nagement tool to check on the timeliness of required actions by various staff elements in the accomplishment of their assigned missions during the actual operation of Project Enhance Plus ,and the retrograde of 1st Aviati~n Brigade assets after a ceasefire had been signed. 
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ANNEX B '(J.st Avn Bde) to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report:; 

, (8) Contingency, plans were formu~at a USARV!MACV SUPCOM 
level requiring the use of US Army u,HIH aircraft assets for 
extended perioqs of time to provide aviation support to the , 
Four Party Joint Military Commission and International Commission 
for Control and Supervision. These programsrequired.extensive 
planning for support and accountability beyond the 'normal scope 
of the 1st Aviation Brigad~ mission., Additiorially" plans were 
, I" , 

developed to ;.loan ten UHIH aircraft with a 36S-day support 
package to Air America! tol, augment its aviation fleet for opera-' 
t.ions in the RvN after a ceasefire to support the Defense At'tache 

,Office (DAO). These requirements were in addition to the 286 

, , 
~-, 

UHIH aircraft already title transferred to VNAF as part of Project 
Enhance Plus. Mess~eq were sent to higher headquarters request
ing an input of seVen UHIH aircraft in order to meet all' require-

',rnents and contingencies. 

(9) To simplify the retrograde of repair parts and aviation 
peculiar equipment, a request was sent to CINCUSARPAC asking for 
blanket disposition instructions. The only aircraft in Vietnam 
that'was not elsewhere in the Pacific was the~OH6. D.isposition' 
was given to retrograde all repair ,parts except those applicable 
to the OH6 to TAMMC in Okinawa. Retrograde of OH6 parts would 
be to Sharpe Army D~pot. All aviation peculiar equipment tha.t 
was not transferred to VNAF was to be shipped to Red River Army 
Depot, Texarkanna, Texas. I 

(10) In early November, OHS8, ,OVI and CHS4 aircraft were 
transferred ifrom the RVN,. This was an oPP9rtunity to test the 
plans designed for the-identifibation, packing, and shipping of 
parts after a 6easefire. Aviation units turned in PLL's to 
their supporting Fo;t:'ward £upply Points. USAASA then prepared 
DD Forms 1348-1 and the parts were retrograded directly from 
each storage facility. Few problems were experienced and the 
ceasefire plans were found to be sound. The retrograde of these 
parts was completed, on 29 December 1972. 

(If) Excess stocks of supplies, equipment and repair parts 
were identifieq and located within, depot/facilities, and released 
for early retrograde to CONUS or other out-o~-country loca~ions 
in an effort to 'reduce on hand balances~prior to' a maximum 
effort for total withdrawal. 

(12) ~ning facilities were to close as directed by the Army 
Support Element of each Military' Region. 1st Aviation Brigade 
Food/Service Supervisor ~isited each Military Region to insure 

, an orderly standdown of each dining facility and that 1st Aviation 
Brigade personnel would consume a minimum of C-rations. 
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ANNEX B ,( 1st Avn Bde) to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
, ( , ~--~ .... -. 

'(I?) A ~aintenanc~". Afsi§J:,anyang. Inspecti<;>n ~eam (~IT) was 
es't~b~xshed ~n the Qua-l-~~tV~ss';lrance. Branch, Av~ai;:~on Ma~ntenance 
Act~v~ty, ACofS, G4, 1st A.J..;iat~on Br~gade, for the\purpo,se of 
making subordin9te unit visits in an effort to assi\st these 
units in preparing administration; maintenance activities, and 
assets for future withdrawal operations. All subordinate units 
within the Brigade were visited during iDecember and early 
January and each received assistance as necessary from the 
MAlT. 

f.Transfer of ~illetingi Bases, Installed Property and 
Equipment and Other Real Property. Plans were formulated by 
Logistics Division, ACofS, G4, 1st Aviation Brigade, to transfer 
post, camp and station equipment and buildings on an j'as' is/ 
where' is" basis to the GVN age'ncy designated, to occupy each 
speci-fic facility.. 'These! ba.sic plans followed previous base 
transfer guidelines, but excluded unnecessary repair and replace
ment of major items. 

g. Safety. The quarterly USARV/MACV SUPCOM Standardization 
and Safety Confe~ence was convened at Vung Tau, RVN o~ 12 January 
1973. The Unit Safety Officers of each group and company size' 
elements were represented. Main topic, areas included accident 
trends and'cause factors, the new AR 95~1, accident rates, 
aircraft accident reports, outlook for Safety Officer replace
ments, and future requirements in safety related areas of unit 
operations. Numerous, informative discussions were held and 
valuable data gleaned from the confer~nGe which e~ch Unit 
Safety Officer w~s able to apply to his Safety Program in order 
to increase the safety consciousness within his unit. 

h. Inspector General. 
I 

(1) The 1st Aviation Brigade Inspector General section 
formed an IG Team from key personnel within the headquarters 
element to conduct Pre-USARV/MACV SUPCOM IG assistance visits 
to the units within the 1st Aviation Brigade. 

(2) The 164th ColtlQat Aviation Group and its five subordinate 
units located at Can Tho were inspected on 10 - 12 January.' 
Assistance was provided in those areas where discrepancies were 
noted. This Pre-IG Inspection was helpful to ,the units of the 
164th CAG. The Group received a Superior rating from the USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM IG Inspection conducted,15 .. - 19 January 1973. 
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ANNEX B, '(lstAvn Bde) ~ARV/MACV SUPCOMCAft~: ',Action RepoJ;t 

(3) \ 'Al J±. Aviation Brigade. Pre-:l~ a~~istance visit wa~ also 
begun o~~nuary 1973 for. units of the 17th Combat Aviation 
Group~ This visit was proceeding quite well and most. units had 
been aided in several problem areas. On 24 January 1973 the 
announcement was made of the signin9 of a ceasefil!"e to be 
completed on 28 January,' and 17'th CAG was hotified that the 
IAnnual USARV/MACV SUPCOM IG !Inspect~on would be canc~led. The 
Brigade IG Inspection Team then disdontinued its functions. 
HowevE?r, the discrepancies noted by the Pre-IG,Team enabled 
corrective action,. to be taken by units of the 17th I'CAG and' 
enabled them to complete standdown and withdrawal actions 'with 
few problems. .' 

4. SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES (WITHDRAWAL'PHASE). 

a.! Personnel. 

(1) During the withdrawal phase from 28 January to 28 March 
1973, the ACofS, Gl, commenced the standdown/redeployment actions 
pertaining to the withdrawal of 1st Aviation Brigade personnel 
from the RWJ. Eighteen Domestic Hire and other Sundry Funds, 
were terminated and fj,.nal audits conducted on all accounts. 
All 'terminal audits and files were turned into Vietnam Open 
Mess Agency (VOMA) by 2 March 19'73. 

(2) All units ~ithin the Brigade underwent urinalysis testing 
before 28 February 1973 when urinalysis testing was terminated 
in the.RVN. Personnel, under the age of 29, departing the RVN 
after 28 February 1973 were required to have a Commander"s 
Ce'r'tificate stating that each had been evaluated negative on 
an urin,alysis test conducted wi thin 60 days of his departure. 

(3) On X-Day the US Army Aviation Supply Activity had 24 
military, 155 NHA contract personn~l, and 330 local national 
personne~ assi~ned. Mititary pers6nnel we~e reduced according 
to the withdrawal schedule. Reduction of NHA personnel commenced 
on 27 February 19~3 and by 28 March 1973, the total was reduced 
to approximate1y 100. Those remaining personnel would co.nduct . 
the final preparation and shipment of the aviation supply parts 
in the ASA open storage depot. The local national employees 
were r~duced in three phases with the final reduction occurring 
on 28 March 1973. 

(4) The ,awards and decorations function of this headq~arters 
was a significant morale f~ctor fo~ personnel assigned to the 
Brigade. This headquarters attempted, and succeeded within the 
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l' 
I _ 

limited time available, in assuring that all personnel assigned' on XTDay, and who had peen recommended, received their awards, prior to g~parture from the RVN. Action was taken· on r~com~ . mendations for award based upon the announced unit'drawdown schedule to insure timely presentation.' At the request of this' headquarters, subordinate units were requir~d'to 'submit abbrevic;lted,~ecommendations in packet. form, ·i.e., BSM, AM, ARCOM, etc. Much credit must be given to these.units in. that their submission procedures were, flawless and e:pabled this headquarters to complete the awards and decorations function with minimum difficulty. 
• ' i , (5) During the withdrawal pnase, the following awards were processed: 

Silver star 
Legion of Merit 
Distinguished, Flying Cross 
Soldier's Medal 
Bronze Star Medal with Valor Device 
Bronze Star Medal "Service" 
Bronze Star Medal '·'Achievement" 
Army.commendation Medal with Valor Device 
Army Commendation Medal "Service" 
Army Commendat'ion Medal "Achievement" 

5 
12 
74 

2 
13 

1252 
246 

34 ' 
1847 

471 
110 Air Medal with Valor Device 

Air,Medal "AGhievement" 
Purple Heart 

i 11548 
14 

'(6) The processing and orderly termination of suspense corresponderice, to include Congressional a'nd Presidential Inquiries; line of duty investigations, an,d individual support 

\ 

cases was smooth and convenient to all commanders. Effective X-Day, all outstanding suspense items were identified and controls were established to insure early completion. Subsequent papers received from higher headquarters were telephonically processed and all responses made, by this headquarters. Cooperation and services provided by subordinate commands,' down to company level, were excellent and responsive, arid reflected the individual commander's determination to make the withdrawal complete in all respects. ' Much credit fUu,st be given to Headquarters USARV/MACV SUPCOM~djutant, General's office which was primarily responsibl~' for the timely te:r::mination of this correspondence and development of these procedures. 

(7.) On X-Day the Record Management qfficers of e~ch Combat Aviation Group were notified to-st~ictly adhere to the USARV/ MACV SUPCOM message "which detailed' the disposition of records 
" 
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ANNEX B'(lst Avn Bde) to USARV /MACV SUPCOM After Action R~port' 

- throughout the standdown. They, in turn, notified s~bordinate 
,units to label all ;records and'begin preparation for shipment of 
records anqfiles." The Admin Service's Division was responsible 
for preparation and shipment of Confidential and'Secret documents 
and files.~ Confidenti~l files were sent via registered mail to 
USARHAW on X+20. Secret files and documents, except fo'r 13 
mission essential files, were mailed on X+30. All other records 
of the Brigade and, its uni,ts were shipped by X+58. 

b. Intelligence/Security. 

I (1) All available information on ~nemy SA-7 missile firings' 
at Army aircraft was compile'd in ,a report entitled' "SA-7: Final 
Analysis." This reportfwas sent to uS4,AVSCQM PM AEWSPS and to 

!, BG Maddox" the Director of Army Aviation. Record copies were 
, a~so sent to the records hOldin9'ar~. fo~ 1st Avic;ttic;)U Bri9ade' 
flIes at USARHAW. All of the flIes f the 1st AVlatlop Brlgade 
G-2 section concerning the SA-7 miss Ie were sent to USAAVSCOM 
PM'AEWSPS on 17 February 1973. 

(2) A 
closure of 
tions were 
s~ction or 
m nt. All 
rna nero ! 

counterintelligence inspection was conducted upon 
each 1st Aviation Brigade installation. These inspec
conduqt~d by members of the 1st Aviation Brigade G-2 
by members of the 575th Military IntJlligence Detach
inspections were completed in ~ very satisfactory 

i 

c. Operations. 

(1) Operation'HOMECOMING . 
.I 

(a) operati~n HOMECdMING was the unclassified code word for 
the recovery and return of American Prisoners of War from'both 
North and South Vietnam. In a,nticipation of American POW releases 
in South Vietnam by the PRG during the 60-day time period stipulated 
by the Paris Agreement, a plan was formulated for Army ,aviation' to , 
support Operation HOMECOMING. ' 

(b) The USARV/MACV SUPCOM s€rved as the principal agent for 
developing the Operation HOMECOMING Plan. Army aviation: was to 
assume a ker role in the entire operation. 

, ',(c) A tentative plan was developed on 5 February 1973. The 
gener~l concept was for an advance party in three aircraft to 
arkive at the designated release point prior to the scheduled 
release time. This advance party would be composed of US 
personnel overseeing the prisoner release, interpreters, a 
medical team and pathfinders. ' 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bd~) to USARV/MACV SUP~OM After Action Report' 
I • 

(d) The main 'lift' ,force would arrive at the release site at the designated rele1ase time for the POW pickup'. Additional air. craft would. be ava~lable for use it;l replacement, m,aintenance, and 'recovery of downed aircraft as Lnec..essary. Commanp and rc;:::..ontrol aircraft would serve as radio relay between the advance party and the Command Operations Center. The main extraction for~e" aircraft would pick' up tllePOW' s and return them to an, aJrbase for .opward movement to II, Clark AFB in the Philippines. via C9A Air Force aircraft. . 

(e)' Within a few days the PRG representatives indicated that their first American POW release wopld occur in Military Region III north of Saigon. Based upon this information, a more ,\advanCed pI/an was developed. All' aspects ,were thoroughly evaluated and all pertinent staff sections cooperated with the plan's finalization~~ 

(f) Aviation pYanners developed their spec~fic portion with the ~ey aviation personnel who wO~be involved. These included commanders ana. operations offic s of the 1st Aviation Brigade, 12th Combat Aviation Group, and th Corps Aviation Company. Details developed included a team designated Force A,lpha. This force would consist of two UHlH "slick',' helicopters and one medical evacuation "dustoff" helicopter. This element' would transport the .:advance party into the release site to complete the transfer requirements and to set up the area for the arrival of Force Bravo.' Force Bravo would consist of five UHlH "slick" helicopters and would be utilized to transport the rele~sed POW's to Home Base at Tan Son Nhut for transfer to C9A aircraft and movement to Clark AFB. 
, 

(g) Force ~harlie, a backup force, was positioned at an intermediate si te to' respond ·'to any emergencie~. This reserve force consisted of one UHIH "slick" to be used as a spare and . one UHlH ~quippedto perform maintenance repairs. A CH47C was also'available to perform recovery operation,s if necessary. 
. . (h) The final Army aviation requirement's would ,be 'accomplished by two command ,and cO,ntrol UHIH aircraft which would work in relays to provide radio relay communications bet-ween the Advance Party at- the release si te ~I).d the Command Operatiofls Center. '-1--

(i) EX,cept for the delay in the release of the POW's, all portions of the Operation HOMECOMING Plan was accomplished accordini to schedule. The aviation support of Operation HOMECOMING was proven to be a sound concept during the conouct of the first mission. This concept wbuld continue to be' used during subsequent rel~ase of US Prisoners of War anywhere in South Vietna~. The plan was not required to be used ,again. 
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" ' ANNEX B (1st Avn 13de) to USARV/MACV SBPCOM After-Action Report 
. . . -

(2J VNAF Flight Following Service. 

(a) T~e withdrawal 'schedule outlined in 1st Avia~ion Brigade 
OPLAN 215 required standdown of all Aviation Detachments (Divi
sion~l) (ADD's) on X+15. This plan was established iniorder for 
CH47C aircraft:-support to be available after standdown in or(J,er 
t<;> re/trie'vevar-ious major items of ATC equipment from remot~') 
sltes., f' , 

(b) Due to ,the standdown of the,ADD's, a void would occur 
for aircraft flight : following services (FFS") throughout Vietnam. 
This, problem area was recognized very early in the wi'thdrawal 
planning and action was undertaken to fill this void through 
utilization of assets of the Vietn~ Air Force. 

(c) Although the VNAF had' not attempted to p1rovide VMC 
flight following service to the US Army, it was discovered that 
they had an excellent capability through their Aircraft Control 
and Warning Centers (AC&WC) which had been used primarily for 
cont~ol of tactical operations. These centers coul~ easily 
provide the US Army with FFS. These VNAF AC&WC's, located at 
Can,Tho, Saigon, Ban Me Thuot, Pleiku, and Danang are equipped 
with long range radars and sole-user telephone ci~cuits, plus 
high frequency radios f9r communications between stations. 

(d) A request was submitted in January 1973 through the US 
Air Force Advisory Group to Headquarters, VNAF, :requesting 
flight following service for US Army aircra£t. Several coordina
tion meetings were held to f~nalize operating procedures. A 
discrete UHF radio frequency 'was assigned and an agreement 
completed for the VNAF to begin providing the flight following 
service for the US Army effective 1 February 1973 (X+4). 

I ,_ 

(e) Itr was also agreed that the US Army FFS should continue 
to operate for a short transition period. Ho~ev r, after a few 
days of operation, it was determined that the AF service was 
very satisfact.ory and the 'US Army flight foIl lng ~ervices 
oificiall~ terminatedloper~tions on 12 Febru ry 1973 (X+15) ; 
as scheduled~ Various aviation unit operations offices 
continued to~provide backup FM and VHF ~adio flight following 
services for their aircrews throughout the withdrawal period. 

! This ATC transfer of flight following service contributed to 
a smoother and earlier withdrawal of US Army ATC e'quipment,: 

I 
1,--, 
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. i / ' 
while providing cOB~inuous VMC flight following service 
us aircraf,t during the fimi'l phases of withdrawal, of, US 
from the Republic of vietnam. I 

I ' 

for all 
forces ' 

(3) Aviation Waiver~ In inid':"February, the 1st Aviation. 
Brigade was advised that a waiver, pre~iouslYi omitting aviators 
in Southeast Asia ,from requirements for attaining annual night· 
and instrument flying minimums, completing the Annual ,.Wri tten . 
Examination and of mCiintaining instrument qualif,icatibns, l,1ad 
been rescinded effective 1 January ,1973. In light of this news, 
and because', numerous aviators, ,had already departed the RVN 
without knowledge of this,resqinded waiver, attempts were made 
to obtain an extension of the waiver due to, the RVN withdrawal 
acti vi ties currently in" progress. This request was no't, favor
ably considered. 

, (4) Redeployment.. Througho,ut the withdrawal pJ;1ase, the 
ACofS, G3, was involved with a variety of ongoing actions per
taining to the total withdrawal/transfer! of 1st Aviation ~rigade 
assets and personnel. The schedules established by 1st Aviation 
Brigade OPLAN 215 were closely monitored and minor aiterations 
made when the si',tuation' or directives required. The ACofS, G3, 
insured that those units being redeployed prepared their neces-: 
sary equipment and/or Color Guards for shipment and received 
ne'ce'ssary redeployment orders,. Several units required extensions 
to their scheduled inactivation/redeployment dates and order 
amendments were prepared as needed. 

, 
(5) Operational .Reports. Aviation~erational reports 

continued throughout the withdrawal phase and new reports were 
added to provide the commander with current aircraft status and 
utilization on aidaily basis. These r~ports caine from Brigade 
unit~. as well as from the Special Aviation Detachments in support 
of the International Commission for Control and Sup~rvision and 
the Four Party Joint Military Commission. Flying hour records 
for each of these detachments were also maintained in order to 
provide the' USARV /MACV SUPCOM Comptroller' a bas is for which to 
compute user-country costs for Army aviation,-slipport. 

(6) After-Ac~ion Report. The ACofS, G3, was also re~ponsible 
for compiling the 1st Aviation Brigade and Aviation Officer After
Action Report for USARV/MACV SUPCOM. This major task was 
developed according to established formats and input was received 
from all staff sections. Each subordinate Combat Aviation Group 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) to~SARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
consolidated after-action reports from it~_ subordinate units and a Group Report was 'submitted to Brigade. Each Group Report ,was included in-total as an appendix to complete the ,1st Aviation~ Brigade After-Action Report '. The report covered acti vi ties from 1 November 1972 th~ough,the final' withdrawal of each unit. Arrangements were mape for the After~Action Project Officer to complete this report during USARV!MACV SUPCOM rollup opera,tions at USARPAC following redeployment of the 1st Aviation , Brig'ade~ I ' ,I , 

,(7) Ongoing Actions. Opera·tion~l prob ems, routine and unusual, were dispatched effectively 'throug' out the withdrawal phase and smooth G3 functions continued un il the 1st Aviation BrigE!.de ceased all operations and departe the RVN. 

d. Equipment Retrograde/'rurnover. 
\. (1) On 28 January 1~73 the 388th TC , 604th TC, and l42nd TC Direct Support Units organized their personnel and equipment to COmmence retrograde operations under the Newport Plan. The 38 8th, TC was to assume responsibility for. rretrograde of all aircraft from Military Region III and IV and all AHlG and CH47 aircraft from Military Region II. This operation was established at the deep water port of Newport, Saigon, RVN. The 604thTC was to assume responsib~lity for retrograde of all OH6A aircraft located in Military Region II operating at Nha Trang, RVN. The l42nd,TC established retrograde operations at Danang, RVN, to accommodate all rotary wing aircraft scheduled for rebrograde from Military Region I. Previously identified and stocked retrograde materials were moved to the retrograde processing sites. Teams of NHA civilian and US Army personnel were established to accept and prepare aircraft for retrograde. ' 

(2) A combined Retrograde Operations Support Southea~t ~sia (ROSSA) and Maintenance Assistance Inspection Team was fo.rmed using USAAVSCOM and 1st Aviation Brigade Quality Assurance Sec:tion personnel to assi~t the organiziations at the retrograde sites in classification, documentation, historical record checks, and preparation 9f aircraft. WECOM technical assistance personnel were sent to the field to assist units in turning in and processing weapons systems. 

(3) Initial aircraft inp~t to retrograde sites arrived on 30 January 1973. The aircraft input followed the unit standdown 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) to U8ARV/MACV SUPCOM ~fter Action Report 

I,', 

schedule as contained in, 1st Aviation Brigade OPLAN 215 with 
changes. . By 7 February, 1973, all of MR I' and .II OH6A aircr'aft 
had been'secu,red in SEALA!ND vans and provided to SEALAND Corpora-

, ,{ 

tion for 'shipment. By 22 February ,'19 73, all MR III and IV OH6A 
aircraft. had been secured in SEAL'AND vans and proVide\!' ,SEALAND. 
Corporation for shipment. , , ', 

(4) Coordination was :effected with TMA f<,Jr the tentative 
input of SEATRAIN vessels, on l 16'February 1973 and 5 March 1973. 
The USAAVSCOM escort team for the first SEATRAIN arrived'from 
CONUS on 8'February 1973. The second escort team ,arrived' 
from CONUS on 25 February 1973. The first vessel was programed 
to receive no less than thirty'U8, nine CH47C, forty-five AHIG 
aircraft, and the wing boxes and"blade boxes for the U8s and 
AHIGs. All aircraft were ·to·be tetrograded from Newport. 
The second SEATRAtrN'was programed to recei.ve twenty-five CH47C 
and 52 AHIG aircraft and all the blade boxes for the AHIG 
helicopters. The initial s op for this second vessel was Danang 
followed by a second stop r pick up of the remaining aircraft 
at Newport. 

(5) On 28 January 197 , the US Army Aviation Supply Activity, 
with its Forward Suppll.y POJ,.nts, had in stock, approximately 2,330 
tons o~ repair parts ~alued qt $35 million which were to be 
retrograded or issued to Air America in support ofiICCS and/or 
DAO. Repair parts were applicable to UHIH, U21, CH47C, U8, 
AHIG, and OH6A ai+craft as well as avionics and armament 
Components. The retrograde of repair' 'parts was keyed to the 
standdown and re,trograde of aircraft by type. Armament systems 
and repair'parts were immediately retrograded on 28 January 1973. 
By 10 March 1973, all repair parts had been packaged and shipped, 
except those applicable to UHIH and U21 aircraft. OH6A aircraft 
parts were retrograded to. Sharpe Army Depot, armament itemq to 
Red River Army Depot; and- all other,items to USARBCO, Okinawa. 
A requirement existed to fly UHIH and U21 aircraft until after 
28 March 1973'~ In order to conform to the military withdrawal 
schedule, NHA contract civilians,' assumed the responsibility to 
retrograde remaining repair and sup~ly parts aft~r 28 March 
1973. 

(6) Dues-out to units were canceled fifteen days pridr to 
their standdown dates. Dues-in from CONUS were canceled 
throughout the period as net assets became excessive to require
ments. Maximum utilization of lateral search was utilized to 

'preclude requisitions on CONUS. An ag~eement with VNAF was 
consummated for VNAF to provide NORS support on a fill or ¥ill 
basis during' the entire withdrawal period. ,\ 
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ANNEX B (lst~) to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

(7) On X-Day, the requisition object~ve of all stocks at 
the Forward Supply Points and all stocks except UHIH, U21 and 
avionics were zeroed. This precludeq, replenishment requisitions 
of those line items of stock. NORS onlyisupport was provided 
for aircraft stc?-nding down prior to 27 February 1973. Routine 
requisitio~s were processed to CONUS forU21 and UHlH aircraft 
until 27 Februa17Y 1973,· then NORS only support was provided. 

(8) Units were. responsi~le forpa~kaging PLL\items and 
turning them in to the supporting Forwaro Supply Point for· 
retrograde. Repair parts' from the units. applicable to UHIH 
and U21 aircraft were retained in-country and all other partp I. 

were/retrograded. Identification and processing of repair~rts 
to be :r:etrogtaded and' the final close out lof the! Aviation Supply 
Activity by ~HA contract personnel posed no significant problems. 

I 

(9) UHIH and U21 main~enance problems were minimal during 
the withdrawal 'phase. Adequate tools, parts and civilian mainte
nance personnel (NHA) were available during the en/tire period 
which enabled the'lst Aviation Brigade to meet or 'exceed the 
operational readiness requirements desired by USARV/MACV SUPCOM. 
Aircraft flying \commitments were also minimal during this period 
~hich sign~ficantl~ enhanced the oper~tional readiness of air-
craft. No major maintenance problems developed. 

(10) On·20 February 1973, the transfer of 24 T55-L7C engines 
was effected which completed the engine transfer program to VNAF 
under Project Enhance Plus. 

f 

(11) The Aviation Supply Activity was tasked with providing 
a 90-day support package of repair parts to Air America in support 
of ten UHIH aircraft in support of DAO and a second 90-day package 
in support of thirty UHIH aircraft for the JCCS. The support 
package was computed using demand data on record. During the ' . 
period 27 February 1973 through 14 March 1973, all repair parts 
in-country which matched t~e support package were identified 
and earmarked for turnover' to Air America after all support 
requirements of US Army missions terminated. The physical issue 
of these parts was' to be accomplished by NHA contract personnel 
after' 28 March 1973. 

I \. 

(12) On 27 January 1973, VNAF was provided with a listing 
of 286 UHIH aircraft serial numbers which would be physically 
transferred to them under Enhance Plus aS I they became excess 
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ANN~X B (1st Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

- to the. needs of tile. us A'7rny •. A· sCheC!~k UljlH transfers 
(completed transact1.on) 1.S 11.sted below: . ' 

DATE NUMBE~ j CUMULATIVE 

9 Feb 73 6 6 
10 Feb 73 21 '27 
12 Feb 73 16 43 
13 F~b 73 16 59 
14 Feb 73 7 66 
15 Feb 73 12, 78 
16 Feb 73 7 85 
17 Feb 73 7 92 
20 Feb ~-~ 10 102 
21 Feb 2 104 
22 Feb 73 2 106 
23 Feb 73 \ 6 112 
24 Feb 73 7 119 
25 Feb 73 1 120 
27 Feb 73 2 122 
28 Feb 73 2 124 

6 Mar 73 17 141 
9 Mar 73 29 170 

10-20 Mar 73 116 286 

e. Logistics. 

(1) Intra-RVN air transport for personnel and material 
was inadequate and unresponsive toithe needs of the 1st Aviation 
Brigade., All US Air Force schequled air service wastermina ted l 

on 28 January 1973. The bulk of 1st Aviation Brigade intra-RVN 
movement was 'handled through organic means or. via special air-
lift request. ,. I 

(2) The 1st Aviation Brigade was task~d to,provide avi~tion 
support for ICCS, FPJMC, 'and ,'DAO. Additionally, a s,tanding re-
quirement existed to transfer 286 UHIH aircraft to VNAF as input 
directed by Project Enhance Plus. FPMC was supported by VNAF 
titled aircraft which were transferred ~o VNAF and hand 
.receipted back for use by the US crewmen flying for JMC. 
DAO was supported by ten UHIH aircraft selected and designated 
for bailment ~o Air America. This bailment agreement was sent 
to the home office of Air America on 8 March 1973 for signature 
and implementation. ICCS was supported initially by VNAF titled 
aircraft which were transferred to VNAF and hand receipted back 
to US forces. Simultaneously, twenty-three US titled aircraft 
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were designated and selected for transfer to_Air Am~rica to assume 
this mi~sion after signature and initiation of 'the . agreement sent 
to the Air America horne office on 9 Mar'ch 1973. Seyen VNAF titled 
aircraft were also required by Air America to meet the t01;:arcom~ 
mi tm~nt of 30 UHIH a.trcraft required t,o support ICCS. ,Fixed Wing 
support for this same requirement woul'd be prdvided by ai:r;.crafi;. 
already owned and'operated by Air America. \ 

- f. Tran'sfer of B'illeting" Bases, Install~d Prop'erty...and 
Equipment and Other -Real, Property. The transfer of'installed, 
property and equipment, base closures, dining facility closures, 
and, final actions pertaining to property b6bks were completed 
in a timely manneJ; and few problems resulted dUring these trans
actions. Tables showing closure dates for 1st Aviation Brigade' 

,dining facilities, property book:;;, and bases' follow: 

DINING FACILITIES 

UNIT CLOSURE DATE 

1. 12th CAG 23 Jan 73 
2. F Troop, ,4th Cavalry /1 Feb 73 
3. C Troop, 16t,h Cavalry 1 Feb 73 
4. F Troop, 8th Cavalry 4 Feb 73 
5. 60th Aslt Hel Co ,,- '5 Feb 73 
6. H Troop, lOth Cavalry 6 Feb 73 
7. 17th CAG 8 Feb 73 
8. F Troop, 9th Cavalry l:'2 Feb 73 
9. H Troop, 17th Cavalry , , lS Feb 73 

10. 18thJCorps'Avn Co 17 Feb 73 
11. 180th Aslt Spt Hel Co I 19 Feb 73 
12. 129th Aslt Hel Co 27 Feb 73 
13. 57th Aslt Hel Co 28 Feb 73 
14. D'Troop, 17th Cavalry 16 Mar 73 , 

15. 1st Avn Bde 25 Mar 7/3 

PROPERTY BOOK CLEARANCE 

UNIT DATE 

,I. . 321'st Avn pet 8 Feb 73' 
2. F Troop, 4th Cav 10 Feb 73 
3. 344th Avn Det (Div) 10 Fe,b 73 

C~ 4. 94th Med Det 10 Feb 73 
5. F Troop, 9th Cav 12 Feb 73 
6. 546th Med Det r'3 Feb 73 
7~ D Troop, 17th Cav 14 Feb 73 

'. 
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ANNEX'B (lst:Avn Bde) to ,USARV /MACV SUPCOM After-..Action Rep?rt 

UNIT 

8. 318th ~vn Det (Div) 
9. H Troop, lOth Cav 

10. F Troop, 8th Cav 
11. S19th Med Det " 

J 

12. C Troop, 16th Cav 
13. HHC, 12th CAG 
14. 1290 th Med Det· 
15. 312th Avn Det (Div) 
16. H Troop, 17th Cav 
17. 774th Med Det 
18. 34'Sth Avn Det (Div) 
19. 611th TC 

, ... 20. 180th As1t Spt He1 Co, 
21. 399th Avn Det· (Div) 
22. 25th Med Det 
23. 142.nd TC 
24. 129th Aslt He1 Co 
25. 60th As1t He1 Co 
26. 62nd CAC 
27. HHC, 11th CAG 
28. 57th As1t He1 Co 
29. HHC, 17th CAG 
30. 604th TC 
31. HHC, 164th CAG 
32. HHC, 1st Avn Bde 
3'3. 59th CAC 
34. 388th TC 
35. 201st CAC 
36. Comd Acft Co 
37. 18th CAC 

BASE CLOSURE 

1. Tan My 
2. Camp Worthington, Ninh Hoa 
3. Lassiter AAF, Bien Hoa 
4. 'La,ne AAF, An Son 
S. P1eiku, 17th CAG 
6 . Can Tho, 164th CAG 
7. Danang, 11th CAG 
8. Nha Trang, 201st' CAC 
9. Tan Son Nhut, 12th CAG 

10. MACV Annex, 1st Avn Bde 
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ANNEXB (1st A'vn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Actio~ Report 

g. inspector General. 

(1) The 1st Aviation Brigade Inspector General served on 
the USARV/MACV SUPCOM Base Closure Inspection Team following 
X-Day. This team was programed to make preliminary and final 
inspections of all US Army installiations in the .RVN. A basel 
closure schedule was established and followed with only minor 
deviations. ' 

.... J 
1 . • , . 

(2) The pr~l~inary inspection served to inform all unit 
commanders of t¥USARV/MACV SUPCOM base c'iosure requirements 
in order that high standards could be met in advance and all 
bases could meet their scheduled closure dates without being 
overburdened with last minute police'and maintenance require
ments. 

(3) The final inspection insured that USARV/MACV SUPCOM 
base Closure standards had been met and permitted th.e final 
transfer of the base property and facilities to GVN ,agents. 
All 1st' Aviation' Brigade units ,completed their inspections in 
excellent fashion and no significant problems were encountered 
in base closure/transife,r. 

\ 

h. Flight Surgeon. . \ 

~ *'. I 

(1) Adequate personnel were present in the Surgeon's office 
and in all six Army aviation dispensaries throughout the RVN. 
These dispensaries provided medi~al aid as necessary and in
sured proper medical 'clearance of assigned aviation personnel. 

(2) All dispensary opera,tions were enhanced by the utiliza
tion of previously stockpiled' medical supplies throughout the 
detachment withdrawal phase and medical equipment and supplies! 
were transferred to GVN personnel on an "as is/where is" basis. 
This procedure 'greatly facilitated the medieal detachment stand
down process. 

(3) .. All aviaition medical detachments were inactivated at 
X+4£., but flight surgeons ,at Can Tho, Danang

'
, \ and, Nha Trang 

were reas'signed to the Army aviation unit at the base and 
continued ,to provide aviation medical service until final unit 
standdown. 

(4) The 1st Aviation Brigade Flight Surgeon served as 
flight physician f0r Army aviation units at Tan Son Nhut from 
X+15 until final Brigade redep'loyment.~ 

/ 
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ANNEX B (1st.' AV~\ Bde} , to After Aqtion Report 

i. 'Safety~ 

(I) The USARV/MACV SUPCOM(aircraft accident rate for the 
first nine months of FY 73 was 13.8 per 100,000 flying ~ours. 

/' The FY 73 goal for'USARV/MACV SUPCQM was 15.0 perlOQ,Oo-O 
flying l).ours. The command experienced, 210 accidents during 
FY 72 fo,r an aircraft accident rate of 17. 0. Only 3 ° US Army 
aircraft accidents have occurred in the RvN in FY 73.' 

\ 

(2) Several 'factors were instrumental in reducing the 
accident rate during the past six months: 

(a\) i Strong Command guidance., 
\ 

(b) Quarterly Safety ConferenGes. 

(c) Unit S~fety Program Assistance Visits •. 

(d) School-trained Safety Officers at each company-size 
aviation unit. . ,~. 

(e) Thorough utilization of EIR's and component analysis 
p,rogram. 

(3) Aviation personnel in every unit are to be commended 
for their sense of professionalism with regard to safety. This 
represents the most effective asset in attaining this fine 
safety rate. 

j. Aviation Contractor S~pport. 

(1) Norman Harwell Associates, Inc (NHA) was the US 
civilian contract agency directly responsible to provide 
maintenance l support for US Army aviation in f, the RVN. Over 
1,200 individuals were employed in this firm under the aviation 
support contract. These civilians were generally organized in~o 

,four direct support transp6rtat~'on companies I and the Command 
Aircraft Company as well as an ,aviation supply activity and 
aviation maintenance activity to provide total aviation support 
throughout the RVN. The 142nd TC was located at Danang· in 
MR I. Direct sUPP9rt aviation maintenance in MR II was per
formed by the 604th TC at Nha Trang. The 388th TC and Command .' 
Aircraft Company were based on Tan son Nhut Air 'Base in Saigon. 
The 611th TC at Can Tho served as the aviation support company 
in MR IV. Additionally, over ISO NHA'personnel worked at the 
US Army Aviation Supply Activity in 'Saigon receiving, stocking 

'I. 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bq.e) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
1".-·<" 

I , i ..l. and distributing aviation repair parts and supplies to fQrward supply ppints and aviation units throughout the RVN. 
. , I' '.~;; ! (2) By Decemb'er 1972, NHA personnel were' perform} .. ng nearly a:i-l us Army aviation maintenance above the .organizatiopal level., Military personnel in the direct support companies .and·the supply activity primarily served in administrative and super-' viso7y.positiolls. The tra~s~o:mation from main~enanc~erformed by mliltary personnel to clvlllan contractor malntena~e for us Army aviation occurred gradually throughout the years of the Vietnam conflict. The 'contractor had devel'oped a smooth opera- i tion resulting' in high quality workmanship"and performance as problem areas were encountered and eliminated. 

(3) As the possibility of a ceasefire and US tr00p withdrawal became a reality, the contractor became an integral element of withdrawal planning and execution. The'massiveretrograde ope~ation was the first key area of consideration. Specific teams of NHA personnel were identified for use at the retrograde sites of Dananq, Nha Trang, and Newport to prepare aircraft for phipment to CONUS. These personnel were in positibn at their assigned ports on X-Day and all aircraft retrograde oper.att6ns progressed most efficiently throughout the withdrawal ;'period. Over 210 US Army aircraft were processed for .retrograde, most ahead of schedule, due to the fine organization and efforts of these NHA retrograde teams. 

(4) As rrlore information became available concerning Army aviation support to be provided to the Four Party Joi~t' Mi~itary Commission and the International Commission for Contrdl~ and j' Supervision, the civilian contractor again became a k~'y element (' of consideration. Special aviation detachments were formed to support the five ICCS regional si t,es and the eight FPJMC regions. In order to keep military personnel in these detachments at'a ' minimum, ,only Army pilots and crewmen were designated f9r these detachments. Eleven maintenance sections basically con~isting of 23 men each were identified from contract civilians within the transportation companies to complete the formation of these special aviation detachments. These contr~ct maintenance persopnel kept all aircraft in a high state of operational readiness in order to insure that each aircraft wap prepared to fulfill its important mission of transporting the peacekeeping supervisors throughout the RVN. Unprog!amed efforts were often required from the maintenance crews due to identification markings necess?ry for the aircraft. The initial 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) \to USARV/MACV, SUPCOM After Action Report 

requirements, plus\later changes, were required on Each suspense was ~et with the fine efficiency and which'ty~ified aviation contract maintenance. 

) 
short.notice. 
expediency 

I 

\ 
\ 

(5) Another area of endeavor in which NHA personnel contributed immeasurably concerned the! ret,rograde of over 2, 000 tons of, aviation repair parts. These p1arts, p:r\imarily located at the Central Direct Support Sup lyAgency in Saigon and at Ithe forwardsppply points in each ilitary regibn were retrograded to various CONUS and inter-~ eater Iodations. -Identification, packaging, and shipment prepar tion was conducted by the civilian personnel unde:r: military Sti' vision during the 60-day withdrawal phase. Following the depar't' e of the military personnel, the contractor continued the' etrograde operations· for.th9seU21 and UHIH parts and supplie which remained. This final procedure was' complet.ed rapidly,/in the same fine professional manner which characterized the support rendered' by NHA contract personnel to US Army aviation in the RVN. The outstanding performance and efforts by the NHA contractor greatly facilitated the smooth withdrawal of Army aviation from the Republic of Vietnam in accordance with the ceasefire protocols. , 

5 . COMMANDERS I "OBS,ERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: I JACK V. MACKMULL, BRIGADIER GENERAL, USA. 

a. Personnel Sho~tages. 

i 

(1) {Observation. .Personnel shortages as a resul\ of the ban on Christmas holiday travel and Christmas drops seriously affected many US aviation units in Vietnam. 

(2) Evaluation.- Although no Christmas drops were planned for 1972, the policy was implemented at the last minute. In conjunction with Christmas drops, Department of the Army restricted PCS travel during the holidays. As a result~ many Army personnel departed Vietnam prior to the holidays while their I programed replacements were q,elayed until early January. T~is created ,serious effects within aviati9n units due'to the personnel turmoil and loss of, personnel in key MOS's, many of which were already at alarmingly low levels. 

(3) Recommendations. Future prograrnrners of replacement, personnel must recognize that Christmas drops and DA travel ban policy ca~ seriously affect the person~el replacement schedule wi thin the Army,. Sufficient replacement personnel must be 
I 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV'SUPCOM After Action Report 

requisitioned with reporting dates to their command prior to, 
15 December in order to offs~t the expected losses"during the 
holiday period due to Christmas drops . 

. b. Personnel Redeployment. 
. I 

I 

\ (1) Observation. Redeployment of personnel during incre-
mental phases presen~ed various problems due-t::o numefous chang-es 
in established schedules. 

.. .-
(2) Evaluation. On X-Day,.the 1st Aviation Brigade had 

4,243 personnel assigned. Initially, difficulties were en
countered in planning personnel shipments 'due to the lack of 
firm guidance on procedures for the incremental drawdo~n of 
personnel. During the initial phase of withdrawal;. the number 
of personnel scheduled to depart the Brigad~. during the per~od 
X-Day to X+14 was changed on three separate occasions between 
X-Day and X+6. Finally on X+6, the Brigade was able to advise 
subordinate commands of the number of personnel depFlrtures 
authorized during the first IS-day increment. While this late 
advice caused no insurmountable problems/ it.did lead to con
fusion on the part of subordinate commands. As it was, the 
Brigade was directed to have an assigned strength of 3,158 on 
X+14. Morning reports on X+14 indicated precisely this desig
nated total. 

During each of the four incremental phases, problems were 
encountered because of changes in the basic plan. Most of these 
changes resulted from situations which could not.have been anti
cipated during prior plan~ing conferences. Nevertheless, the 
varied changes and ,uncertAinties concernihg personnel redeploy-

,ments\ caused- frequ~nt phases of confusion at this headqu~rters 
~nd was amplified at field units. 

(3) Recommendations. None. 

c. Personnel on R&R and Leave in CONUS. 

i (1) Observation. ,Those B:rigade personnel on leave or R&R 
in CONUS on X-Day posed a particular problem in personnel. 
accountability and clearance. 

(2) Evaluation. At the beginning of. the withdrawal the 
1st Aviation Brigade had aP1?roximately 152 personnel on R&R 
or leave in Co'NUS. In accordal1ce with USARV!MACV SUPCOM OPLAN 
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215, subordinate units were required to identify these individuals 
to the servicing personnel service company :in one of two cate
gories: Missionlesserttial or non-mission ~ssential. Those 
personnel identified. as mission essehtial were notified to 
return to the RVN~as soon as possible. All'personnel thus 
identified returned to their duties within 14 days . 

. \ Personnel in the non-mission es~ential category were ~denti
fie~ so CONUS assignment instructio'ns could be obtained, thereby 
allowing ,the individual to remain in CONUS rather than'return 
to the RVN. Difficulty was encountered because the PSC's were 
not" able to obtain, on a timely basis, assignment instructions 
from HQ DA. i This delay created the requir~ment to internally, 
reassign some p~rsonnel to permit their unit of assignment to 
reach zero str~ngth and to meet required unit inactivation/ 
redeployment schedules . I 

(3) Recomm~ndations. In similar situations in the future, 
those personnel on leave or R&Raway from the unit who are 
identified as non-mission essential should be given priority 
processing from HQ DA in order for the PSC;unit to'rapidly 
clear their accountability and simplify the problems encountered' 
by the individual as he awaited orders. 

d. Strength Accountability of Medical Evacuees. 

(1) Observation. Strength accountability of medical evacuees 
became a significant problem to units within the Brigade at X+17. 

(2) Evaluation. Individuals who reported to the'replacement 
companies for .onward transportation to CONUS were subject to 

~ urinalysis screening. During outp~ocessing, approximately 95 
enlisted individu~ls proved positive for use of drugs. These 
individuals had previously been losses to their units' morning 
report. lAW CONUS assignment instructions, however, these 
individuals were transferred to the Detoxification Center as 
a result of their positive urinalysis test and subsequent re
assignment orders were puhlished'clirecting re~abilitation UP 
para 7b, AR 6~5-212 at a CONUS hospital. This action required 
corrections to the losing units' morning report. Generally 
these correQtions were not made' in a timely manner and created 
many administrative problems. 

(3) Recommendations. That therprevious in-country unit 
of assignment of an identified drug user be notified immediately 

, j 
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. . ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOMJ'After Action Report ---by the.outprocessing replacement company and that instructions . be provided concerning correction of unit morning report entries in' the medevac meSsage. .' \ . 

\e. SA-7 Missile Information. 
\ 

(1) Dbservation. Information concerning the SA-7 missile and SA-7 firings was in high demand by research organizations \ such as th~ United States Army Av,iation Systems Command in st.'\ Louis, Missouri; AFSSCOMEW, Kelly Air Force Base, Texas; DA., MG Sammet, Washington, DC; and other services and organizations such as 7th Air Force, Air Force Advisory Group, 358th Flight Detachment, 70th Aviation Detachment, as well as all units within the Brigad~. \ 

(2) Evaluation. The ACofS, G2, was tasked to fulfill this requirement. Data collection efforts from the field, as well as maintenance of. these reports and dispatching messages to the large list 'of addressees became a major task of the G2 section. , . 

(3) Recommendations. The G2 should be prepared to suggest countermeasures, high threat areas, and the hest flight altitude at which to fly in order'to avoid aircraft losses 170 the SA-7 and other antiaircraft threats. 

f. Theft of Repair Parts. 

(1) Observation. A sudden increase in pilferage of aviation repair parts from the Saigon Central DSSA was experienced' in November. On severa! occasions, unauthorized Vietnamese personnel were seen inside the warehouses at night. 

(2) Evaluation. A limited guard force consisting of one' US gate guard and three Vietnamese local hire walking guards secured tHe storage area. The NHA night shift consisted of five US contract civilians. A survey of the area was made. The night shift was increased to 20 civilians, providing an ~ncreased presence of p~rsonnel, in the area~ Lighting qf the 'perimeter fence line was improved and a layer of concertina': wire reinfo~ced the top of the fence. 'Guard towers were constructed around the perimeter and the guard force increased to eight Vietnamese guards in addition to the US guard. A,s a result of the irtcreased pecurity, warehouse break-ins stopped. 

(3) Recommendations. None. 
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g. FligQt Waiver Rescission. ! 

(1) ,Observation. The new Army Regulation:; 95-63, dated 
8 December 1972 and '95-1, ; dated 20 December 1972, caused res
cission ofa lonSf standing waiver applicable to instrument 
qualifications, written examinations, and accomplishmerrit of 
instrument and night flying minimums for fixed and ro.tary wing 
aviators in Southeast Asia. D~e to several conflictin~ items in 
these and other pertinent ~viation regulations, the f~ct that 
this S~A waiver had been rescinded was not recognized until 
19 February 1973. This created numerous problems for those 
avia tors in thel RVN... ' J 

(2) Evaluation. The new Army Regulations 95-63 and ,95-1 
were received in Srigade Headquart~rs on 12 January 1973; just 
prior to the USARV/MACV,SUPCOM~$tandardizatior- and Safety 
Conference. Aviation personnel studied these'regulq,tions 
and noted several conflicting areas between the two ne,w 
regulations as well as Army Regulation 95-64 and TM 38-750. 
This headqu,arters then 'dispatched messages to' USARPAC request
ing clarification. Several,telephone' conversations were also 
undertaken from the USARV/MACV SUPCOM Aviation Standardization 
and Training Officer to officers at the USARPAC Aviation Office 
to further define deficiencies among the regulations. This 
he'adquarters was advised that most of the conflicting items 
listed had already been addressed and further clarification ,~ 
information would be forthcoming from Department of the Army . 

.I I 

On 9 February 1973, clarification information was received 
at this headquarters 'and disseminated to subordinate commands. 
On 19 February 1973, CINCUSARPAC GPAV message dated l7063lZ Feb 
73, Subject: Reestab~ishment of Anpual Flying Requirements for 
Aviators'Assigned in SEA, was received. It stated that the old 
CINCUSARPAC waiver of December 1969, which granted a waiver in 
instrument qualifications, written examinations, and accomplish-. 
ment of instrument and night flying minimums for fixed and rotary' 
wing aviators in Southeast Asia had been rescinded effective 
1 January 1973. The rescission of this waiver would affect 
every aviator in the RVN, most of them adversely. This adverse 
effect was due to several reasons: 

(a) The untimely notification"of the waiver rescission 
seven w~eks into the new semi-annual portion of the ye~r was 
the ,major problem because many aviators had departed tne RVN 
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\ . 
\ I 

with thei.rflight reco.rds\closed under the provisions of the 
rescinded' waiver. These aviators were unaware of the reestab
lishment of the re1;roacti ve flight requirements .. 

(b) The US Army was engaged in the total withdrawal of all 
personnel and assets. from the RVN under provisions. of !the \ 
ceasefire. The restrictions placed on. avi ion utilizat.ion, \ 
as well as increased personnel work re9ui ements prior to and 
following the ceasefire, prevented many iators from flying. 
Night flying missions and missions for trument traiI),ing were 
virtually nonexistent. 

(c) Those aviators remaining in the RVN could not meet 
their pro-rated semi-annual night and instrument minimums due 

, to the accelerated withdrawal of Army aviation from the RVN. 

This headquarters then. requested that the effective rescis
sion date of the waiver be advanced to 28 March 1973 due to 
reasons listed above. A date oft 28 March would eliminate.the 
huge administrative problem which existed in Vietnam due to 
the 1 January 19173 waiver rescission date; an administrative 
requirement which would further burden redeployment operations 
from the RVN. 

CINCUSARPAC's answer to the USARV!MACV SUPCOM Aviation 
Officer's reqri~st followed in a messag~ dated 262l42Z Feb 73 
and was received at this headquarters on 28 February. This 
message stated that CINCUSARPAC recognized the peculiar USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM problems associated with 'rescinding waivers for 
avia~6r flying requiremerits, but determined th~t, in view of 
DA training object'ives, a change of the date of rescission of 
the SEA waiver from 1 Jan 73 to 28 Mar 73 was not warranted. 
It offered some relief to aviators by proposing that waivers 
could be ·granted on an individual basis by commands gaining 
aviators who had departed the RVN after 1 January 1973. Wa~vers 
could be granted to those aviators who would be unable to complete 
their night and/or instrument flying minirqums by including an 
entry in the remarks section i of the aviator's Form 759 
stating that assets and facilities were not available to 
achieve night and i'nstruntent minimums during the period 
1 January through the date the aviator' departed the RVN. 

All US Army commands in the RVN were notified of the 
rescinded waiver and were advised to enter the f6llowing state
ment in the remarks section of the individual aviator's DA Form 
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759: ,"Assets --ana-...fa9ili ties were j not available during .period 
,I January 1973 to (dai:e..",of close-out) for maintenance of annual 
night and instrumerbt .fl2lLng requirements as required by AR 95~1." 

Furthermoire., all : commands were required to' insure that all 
. aviators who had departed the RVN after 1 January 1973 be noti
fied\concerning the SEA waiver rescission, in order that each, 
of these aviators might request a 'waiver of annual tiight and 
instrument flying requirements from 1 January 1973 'to the date 
of close-out oftbeir individqal flight records in SEA by in
cluding the stateIQent addressed above. Copies of the aviation 
messages were provided to those aviators whose records' had been 
closed out, but who had not yet departed the RVN. , , 

This administrative burden, while completed fpr USARV!MACV 
SUPCOM, is not complete for those commands gaining aviators 
who departed the RVN in'1973. Over 1,200 of these aviators 
affected by/the waiver's rescission could conceivably request 
flight waivers from their gaining commands. Those aviators 
going to nonflying assignments have no other recourse. 

(3) Recommendations. That Aviation Staff personnel at 
higher headquarters consider all the ramifications of staff 
actions and decisions which affect significant numbers of 
personnel. 

h. ADD Extension. 

(1) Observation. IThe X+15 standdown date for all Army Avia~ 
tion Detachments (Divisional) (ADD's), did not permit continued 

'operations at some Army airfields. Airfield operations had tO,be 
extended in the interest of proper air traffic control and 
safety. 

(2) Evaluation. The Army ADD's throughout the Republic of 
Vietnam were responsible for Army flight following service and 
airfield operations. Six detachments supervised these operati'ons 
at Hue, Danang, An Son, Pleiku, ~ha Trang, Ninh Hoa, Phan Thiet, 
Saigon (H-3) , Bien H/oa, and .Can Tho. These detachments were 
scheduled to cease operations on X+15 and to complete standdown 
operations by X+30. This schedule was programed in order to 
utilize available CH47 support to transport major 'avionics 
items to retrograde sites and was planned to coincide with 
programed aircraft density and personnel reductions. 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

. : As final 'Army flight followi'ng services were terminated and 
the. ADD's began standdown, minor problem$ developed in the area 
of airfield operations. The aircraft density at several key 
1st Avi?tion Brigade. locations remained at a relatively high 
level·due·to r!=ductions\ in the rate of personnel and equipment 
wi thdraw.;lls and in prep~rations to meet certain avi.ati·on 
contingency missions.

1 
. ':therefore, the airfield yoperations 

portion of each ADD at Danang, Pleiku, Nha Trang, An Son, 
Saigon,' and Can· Tho was directed to remain operational uritil 
aircraft traffic density in the vicinity of those airfields' 
was reduced to a level that would permit final standdown. 
Airfield ~ontrol towers 'were closed and operations continued 
utilizing vehicle or ground-mounted FM radio facilities. Back
up FM flight following service·was maintained by unit operations 

~·sections. The 'inactivation dates of 'the ADD's remained the same 
(X+30) except for the 345th ADD at Can Tho. In cases where air
field operations were extended beyond the unit inactivation 
date, required' personQel were reassigned to the aviation unit 
at the operated airfield. ATC equipment was retrograded on 
schedule and no further pr<:>blems were encountered. 

(3) Recommendations. None. 
\ 

'\ 

; i. Coordination, Communication and Control. 

(1) Observation. The coordination, 'communication and control 
of activities during ceasefire operations were fragmentary in 
some instances due to the widely separated geographical areas 
involved and high degree of security classification that sur
rounded activities at the outset. 

j 

(2) Evaluation. In an operation involving many ndtions, 
agencies, widely separated geographical locations, and compli
cated actions, definitive lines of communication and control are 
necepsary. Security classification should be conducive to 
effective missio'n accomplishment and exchange of ,information. 
These necessary elements for efficient operations were develope~ 
as they became essen~ial to accomplish each task. Only after 
operations had progressed to the near stage of completion were 
the security restrictions lifted to facilitate ease of communica
tion. 

(3) Recommendations. That future operations of this magni
tude be developed in the same manner as field orders--to include 
all encompassil)g lists of agencies' for all correspondence and 
messages and a central clearing agency for all information 
pertaining to the operations involved. Security classifications , 
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ANNEX B f(lst Avn Bde) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

should be a mattet of 'early concern and establi~hed only to 
tha/t: degree which will facilitate communications and not res,trict 
actions 'and qommunicatioris. Addressing operations in this ¢anner 
would facili~ate smoother operations and efficiency. These 
essentials cd,uld not have been foreseen as there was no precedent 
established. ' ? 

" 

Directives and Decisions. 
I 

(i) Observation. Sufficient g;uidance and definitive in-
formation wer~ not available from higher headquarters to enable 
working staffs to arrive at a totally complete plan of execution 
for the, 6,O-day w~ thdrawal . .,. 

r' i ", 
(,2) Evaluation. There was a lack of' information critical 

to the planning of an orderly and expedited withdrawal of 1st 
Aviation Brigade personnel and assets, as well 'as a lack of 
decision/approval tq ferry UB aircraft to Singapore; no firm 
commitment was recei:ved as to mode/of transport for retrograde 
6perations.: Information from all concerried activities was not 
channeled-through a central coordinating agency; thus,' DA, 
CINCUSARPAC, USARV/MACV SUPCOM, and 1st Aviation Brigade did 
not always have the same information on all aspects of the 
plans; and, all higher headquarters were not aware of all 
contingency plans/involving USARV/MACV SUPCOM aviation assets. 

(3) Recommendations. That future operations of this magni
tude and complexity pe provided with a cOInmunication/coordination 
outline which would allow alliconcerned agencies to be addressees 
on all pertinent in,formation. That considerat,ion should be given 
to early 4ecisions on critical factors of the bperations; i.e~, 
use of SEATRAIN vessels, surface/air movement of fixed wing 
aircraft, etc. ' . 

k. Retrograde of Stoc~s. 
• > 

(1) Obs~rvation. A maximum effort was 
stocks in the'Central DSSA that were not on 
have any demand history. 

i 
made to retrograde 
the ASL and did not 

(2) Evaluation. 'A tdtal of 76 Air ~orce pallets and 37 
SEALAND vans of repair parts were retrograded under this p:t·ogram. 
Global preservative, required to protect aircraft during move
ment by sea, was also inadvertently retrograded. This had been 
requisitioned for cease fire contingencies and picked up on the 
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ANNEX B (1st Avn Bde) t;o USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action .. ,R,eport computer's stock records.' Since nOo demands for Global were in 

I the computer, the stocks were later identified as e,xcess and 
shipped.!- Upon learning that,it had b~en shipped, a check with 
transport~tionpersonnel revealed it would take approximately 
30 days to\ recover the shipment (shipped by SEALAND). A priority 
shipment was Jr!ade from CON.US, and .the problem was. alleviated. 
An immediat;e revi~w of stocks was made and a separate computer 
file created to hold special proj~ct stocks to insure ~ similar 
retrograde shipment would not·be repeated. 

(3) Recommendations. None. 
\ 1. Ideritifi.cattion of Parts. 

(1) Observation. Due to the requirement to' provide repair 
parts support after the ceasefire, the end item application of 
repair parts had to be determined. After such a determination 
was made, parts not required to support this flying program 
would be retrograded'i . 

. (2) Evaluation. It was determined that the five, character 
US Army'Material Category Structure assigned a :r:epair part did 
not meet the requirement. Aircraft appliCation was only shown 
when the part was peculiar to a specific aircraft. If· it was 
applicable to more thah one aircraft, there was no way to 
identify the specific applications~ The aircraft scheduled 
to fly were UHIH, CH47, and U21. IBM cards ~ere key-punched 
for each line item in the applicable parts ma~ual and coded to 
show the end item application. This card deck could then be 
matche'd against computer files to identify required !pa:t:"ts. (3) Recommendations. This was a very time-consuming project 
and is only feasible where labor rates for key-punch operators 
are low. A better method of identifying specific end item 
application would be useful whenever end item densities in a 
theater cha~ge. This could be ir{ the ,form of .-a computer pre
pared card deck with special computer programs for their use, 

,'provided by the,' CONUS NICP', s. . 
m. Airlift of Repair Parts. 
(1) Observation. The 1st Aviation Brigade had a daily 

Special Airlift Mission Requirement (SMAR) of six pallet ppaces 
on a C-130 aircraft. This 'aircraft picked up aviatibn repair 
parts in Saigon and delivered them to Nha Trang, ~leiku, and 
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i 
\ Danang. Cargo'for.Can 

cargo was given to the 
on pri6rity. 

Tho was. handl'ed'by chan:!nel air. The 
supporting, aerial port and moved based 

(2) Eva'luation~ In ear+y November, :a backlog of NORS aircraft repair parts began building at the 8th Aerial Po;rt for shipment to Can Tho.'Close coordination with Air Force personnel 'only stabilized the backlog. It was not eliminated. On 14 Nov 72, MAC~'advised this headquarters, that all C-1:30 flights would be stageCl out of ThailanCl Clue ,to parking space problems in Saigon. '\ Shortly after the movement of C-130 aircraft to I ThailanCl, more problems were expeFienceCl with the SMAR mission. Due to maintenance problems, many missions were canceled. A ' backlog'of ca.rgo developed anClmovement of ,cargo by channel air up...;country was impossible due to these maintenance problems. 'rhe cargo backlog ,for ICan Tho was correcteCl by' utilization of ' surface trartsportation. Commercial trucking was available with a 24-hour lead time. Movement took one'day, resulting in a twoday Shipping time. ' Th'e backlog was reCluced to zero. Five pallet spaces 'per day 'were given to the 'BrigaCle on S Dec 72. By close coordination and use of other available Cjl41 space, the backfog was maintaineCl within limits. , The IS-Clay stockage level in the units' PLL was sufficient to absorbmo& problems during this perioCl. ContinueCl problems in this area woulCl have'requireCl an increase to a 30-day parts s:ockage level. " 

(3) Recommendations. None. 

n. Support of Special Missions. 

(I) Observation. Support for special mi.ssion r~quirements had to be developeCl as requirements became'known. 

(2) Evaluation. Some Clelays were experienceCl in formulating proceClures for establishment "of support for special missions. Such details as color coCling of aircraft, accountability ana ownership of aircraft" anCl 'aircrg,ft support requirements were Cleveloped as they,became known.' Earlier distribution of procedure.S could have proven helpful in timely execution of aviation requirements. ~ 

(3) I' R~cortrrnendat'ion. That prior to the initiation of actions of this iscope, procedures be developed in the early st,ages ooncerning ~he type of operation, { to include, but not limited to, method o~ qccomplishment" accountability and co~trol of assets, 
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and \ sequence of events to, faci.li tate an effectb~e method of 
supportingspecialmissidns with aviation assets. 

o. Title Transfer of Airciraft and Tools. 

(1) Observation. Aircraft and tools were title transferred 
to VNAF in generail terms and provi~ion,s made for the owning unit 

/ to physically trahsfer its aircraft\ and tools during its stand .... 
down period. Ongoing missions were supported from hand teceipted 
aircraft and tools. ,. 

(2) Evaluation. Missions requiring aircraft and tools to 
'·remain in the hands of US military and civilian contractors 
beyond the unit 'standdown date made. unit property ,book clear
anq? difficult. A system had to be set ~p whereby the~e 

'assets could/be physically transferred to VNAF to clear the 
property 'book and then VNAF had ;to'execute a hand receipt for 
the same property to be returned to us military and civilian 
contractor users until mission completion. In this manner, ,all 
property ,books 'were cleare'd to comply with unit standdown dates 
while ongoing missions. were accomplished. These transfers took 
place in widely separated areas by indivfdual units. 

I 

(3) Recommendations .'. That future operations :involving use 
of equipment after execution of title transfer provide for pro
cedures whereby a central agency would accept physical account
ability for equipment and execute the necessary hand receipts 
for continued use by losing activities. This would facilitate 
clearance of pr~perty book accounts while maintaining control 
and providing standardized procedures for the transfers. 

I 

'po Timeliness of Requirements. 

(1) Observation., Messages directing the title transfer of 
equipmen~ and assets to VNAF did not provide sufficient lead 
time to ef'fect proper coordination of such transfers. 

J 

I 

(2) Evaluation. In some cases, direction for the title 
/ , I' 

transfer of assets to VNAF provided for,a completion suspense 
date measured in terms of hourp. Considering the widespread 
locatioIils of 1st Aviation Brigade units throughout the RVN and 
the relatively inadequate lines of communications, a more', 
feasible notification and execution schedule should have ,been 
developed. 

I .of 

I ' 

(3) Recommendations. That cons1ideration for distances, 
locat'ions,' and lines of communications be given prior to 
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directing intricate actions with short suspense dates in ·future· 
equipment trapsfer operations. \ 

p. Instability of Situations. 

(1) Observation •. The,tactica1 situatiol during the stand
down phase of the ceasefir~ appeared to b'e uhstab1e. On one 
occasion, retrograde operFltions were stopped on the premi,se 
that aircraft already prepared for retrograde byisurface might 
be required for tactical deployment. 

(2) Evaluation •. AH1G aircraft when prepared for retrograde 
were stripped of their weapons systems. The weapons systems, 
repair,: parts, and the aircraft were prepared separately for' 
individual shipment. This .si tuation made it highly impracticable 
to reconstitute the·aircraft to an operational condition'if re
quired foracontingency planning prior to actual departure from 
the RVN. 

(3) Recommendations., That future massive withdrawal opera-
tions consider the possibility of leaving airc~aft intact, with 
armament systems and repair parts collocated as necessary for 
shipment sd that they imight ea~ily be reconstituted to a 
mission-ready configuration if necessary. 

q. Bailment Procedures. 

(1) Observation. 
civilian co~tractor was 
support to lees and DAO 
and withdrawal. 

Bailment of US titled aircraft to a US 
required to provide.continued aviation 
after US Army aviation unit standdown' 

(2) Evaluation. To support special aviation mission re
qui1rements after the standdown and withdrawal of US Army units, 
procedures were establi~hed to provide for the bailment of US 
Army titled aircraft to a US contractor to provide support to 
lees and DAO. The bailment procedure·was· developed by the 
United States Army Aviation Systems eommand in St. Louis, 
Missouri, and mailed to the executive offices of. the contractor 
overseas for ,signature. Before the· contractor could assume 
the mission responsibilities for lees and DAO, the' aircraft / 
had to be painted and i'nspected. The time lapse in completing 

/ . . 
the contract agreement delayed the plqcement of these assets lnto 
the hands of the" contractor. VNAF titled aircraft were- used by 
the Army during this interim period to provide required aviation 
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,ANNEX B {1st Avn Bde)'t;o USARV,IMACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
support. : ,The US ti't1ed _air.craft designa;ted fqr transfer to the US contractor were p1aded ~nto, a ;float status' to facilitate i " 
acceptance inspections by the cont.ractorprior to completion of the ~ailment agreement. \ 

(3) Recommendations. That 'procedures be established to , accommodate future opeiati~:ms of thi~, type whereby such bailment agreements could be accomplished on-site to avoid delays in com-~leting the tran~action of las sets. 
I 

~: \ Appendices 
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APPENDIX 1 (11TH COMBAT AVlf\.TION GROUP) to Annex B to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
I , 

1. ~urpose: To repo~t chronologi~ally and flarify significant organiza.tional activities expe;riel}ced by the 11th Combat Avia":' tion G.rpt;tp· .du~ing pre-:s~anddown, stanq.down, withdrawal, and roll-up operations. \ ' ~ 
• ,I 2. General:' Inc.lusi ve periods are designated as follows: Prestanddownphase 1 November 197ithru 28 January 1973; Standdown phase \29 January thru 2-7 February 1973 (X+l thru X+30); Withdrawal\phase 28 February thru 14 March 1973 J(X+31 thru X+4S); and 'Roil-up phase 15 March thru 29 March'1973 (X+46 thru X+60) .. These increments are cri terial for the Group as a whole, taking into consid~ration that sp~ci~ic utiits within the Group dompleted a combined Standdown ,and Withdrawal phase between X+l and X+lS. \ 

a.\ Significant Organizational Activities. 
, (1) Pre-st~mddown phase. ' Personnel activities within the Group, at unit-and sfaff level, remained normal in .all . respects until definite guidal1Ce for ceasefire and standdown was received on 26 January 1973. On that date, specific instructions were received during conferences held at 1st Aviation Brigade Heqdquarters concerning the implement?tion of OPLAN 215. With a',specific ceasefire date at hand, the S-l section immediately began to accelerate personnel actions as specified within the . OPLAN. Personnel shipment rosters were prePiared for each inprement and individuals to be/shipped on the initial increment were transferred to Camp Horn. Much of the administrative portions of the transfer arid retrograde of equipment were accomplished in early November under the guidance of Project Enhance. This lenabled the Group to merely hand receipt neces- , sary property from the Vietnamese Armed Forces. The Group's 

/ 
missibn remained the, same with continued support throughout Military 'Region I to 'include combat and c;ombat service support to the First Regional Assistanae C6mmand; I Corps, three Vietnamese Infantry Divisions, one Vietnamese Airborne Division',_ and one Vietnamese ,-Marine Divis ion ~ Operational· acti vi ties stabilized during the period as ~he Group cont{nued to pr6~iae combat and compat service support to elements of FRAC and the Vietnamese .I Corps. Al though no major operations were conducted during this period, the level of 'activity remainedihigh and the Group logged an average of over 4,000 flying hours per month. Reconnaissance provided by the Air Cavalry Troops became a primary intelligence tool fpr the American advisory staff as! well as for the Vietnamese Commanders due to the diminishing air 
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activity in Vietnam. With the ~dvent of increased activity i~ 
southern Military Region I, combat support took on a role 'of 
increased importance~ Thesuppo~t provid~d by the remaining 
CH-47C Chinooks became the life's blood of many firebases' and 
the friendly fo~~es occupying them. The Imss, early in'this 
period, of. the remaining OH~58'sand CH-54's increased the burden 
upon the. remaining ai\rcraft which \posed prob'lems due to the in
creasedhou~ load on ~he aircraft and pilots. This load w~s 
lightened somewhat by' consolidatin~ m1ssions whenever possible, 
utilizing ohe aircraft,in many cases, to! support several 

. locations during scHeduled hours of the day. A d~ily inter
regio~al ,shuttle was established utilizing'~ CH~47 that stopped 
at all major unit locations within the region on a regularly 
scheduled basis. This allowed indivi~uals to cOQduct business 
or transport correspondence from one lQcation to 'another without 
monopolizing an aircraft solely for that purpose. The 11th CAG 
experienced .recurring problems with contractor engineer support 
on' the DaNang AFB compound. Supervisory personnel employed by 
contractor firms! did not have access into the compound dJe to 
the lack of valid passes. These passes were not requested in 
sufficient time from the VNAF Military Police detq.chment 
located on the airbase.The prbblem stemmed from a lack of 
coordination between the contractor firms and the local military ~ 
police forces. In many cases, lengthy work delays were experienced 
due to the lack of tbese personnel. This problem was partially 
alleviated/by provi~ing individuals' from the Group tb escort 
these personnel on and off the post. This, whil~ solving the 
problem in part, did. not provide a permanent solution. In 
future situations involving American units stationeq on installa
tions maintained by a'host country, care should be faken to 
insure timely 'coordination' betwe~n contractor firms and host 
security forces. Early November placed new requirements on the 
Group; with ceasefire, entailing the complete withdrawal' of 
American forces from Vietnam close at hand, much .:glanning and 
preparation had ,to be accomplished. Items destined for turn
over to Vietnamese forces had to be inven,toried and prepared for 
transfer. This was accomplished with relative ease due to de
tailed prior coordination. When the ceasefire went into effect, 
the Group implemented OPLAN 215 and began the transition from 
combat activities to those of equipment retrograde/turnover 
and personnel withdrawal with rela t.:j. ve ease. . 
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(2) Standdownphase. On 28 January 1973 the, 11th CAG 
cep.sed all combat operations and began to retrograde personnel 
and equipment. The turnover of PCS p:r;operty beg'an immediately 
at the Group's forward location on Tan My Island, l;eaching 
comp17t,ion on X+8. '~Troops and equipI?e~t\ located c:t, the fo~w~rd 
locatJ.on were, moved to II DaNang to facJ.lJ. tftte a rapJ.d turnover of 
property to the Vietna~ese. Deep Water Pier was secured and \. 
opened as the retrograde site for CONUS EVAC aircraft and units 
began the movement of aircraft to the 'retrograde site. The pre
paration of all,AH-lG ~nd OH-6A aircraft for retrograde was 
completed on X+lS. ,The fi:rst CH-47' s were transferred to the 
retrogra~e site and prepared for shipment; Personnel were 
shipped to Camp Horn three days prior to their departure date 
to outprocess which aided 'the units in cle~ring th~ir morning 
reports prior ~o the individual's actual d~parture from Vietnam. 
Inactivation of the Air Cavalry 'rroops was completed on schedule 
despite problems incurred in the shipment of personnel due to 
reduced shipping allocations. Personnel were slotted for the 
special; detachments, ~ircraft were issued and the detachmeQts 
beg1n daily missions on X+6. ITh~ 62nd CAC continued to provide 
dp.ily support to the RAC at the levels which had existed prior 
to the ceasefire, experiencing its first cutbac~ in missions 
on X+28. The Group also maintained a standby gunship commitment 
consisting of five aircraft until X+16. The overall level of 
mission support continued through the startddown phase and into ! 

the withdrawal phase at a level of nine aircraft daily. 
I ' 

(13) Withdrawal pHase. The Group entered, the withdrawal 
phase with 402 personnel actual strength level, and 33 aircraft. 
As the ~C personnel were withdrawn from their forward locations 
and their numbers diminished, the mission \load decreased propor
tionally. By X+32 ,the daily mission load had dropped' to six" 
aircraft. The Group was tasked to maintain an additional 
contingent to s~ppofrt Operation HOMECOMING which required, a 
~reeze on shipment of selected personnel who had previously been 
scheduled for shipping during this ,tncrement'. This coromi tment 
al'so made it neces~ary to'retain two CH-47' s to fulfill standby 
recovery capability. This presented still another problem due 
to the arrival date of the ship to transport the retrograde 
aircr~ft to 'CONUS. These proble~s were alleviated by a/revised 
shipping schedule for personnel-who would be needed to support 
Operation HOMECpMING co~itments and revised shipping and transfer 
dates for the aircraft involved. The CH-47's ~ere released for 
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\ 
turn"-in on X+34 and were prepared 'fbr shipment by X+37. The ;Jshipi" 
arriyed on its revised reporting date and no problems were ex
perienced in loading the aircraft on board. Minor [ViSiOns had 
to be made in the shipment of personnel and aircraf so' that the 
c,omrnitments con:!:ain~d in the Operation HOMECOMING .. pl\ ri -'p0uld be 
met. Personnel continued to outprocess and report to gamp Horn 
'on a regular schedule until '2 March 1973 when all personnel 
shipment was stopped due to problems in tqe prisoner exchange. 
Shipment was resumed on 5 March 1973. ConsO'lidation of Group 
assets vacated property which was promptly turned over to the 
appropriate receiving agency. &egptiations were ~onducted with 
LSA and NHA personnel to h-elp clarify and expedite the turnover 
of property to these p~rsonnel when no longer needed by-the l Group.' 
The property turnover was conducted on a'staggered schedule to 
allow the Group Commander to·have maximum control of the property 
until vacated by Group petsonnel. This alleviated many problems 
wi thout delaying or. hampering p,roperty turnover. 

I 

- b. Commander's Observations and Recommendations. ' 

(1) Pre-standdown phase. A shortage'of personnel in 
critical MOS's presented a distinct problem during the pre-' 
standdown/phase. These shortages caused an increased maintenance 
manhour requirement due to the lack of 'trained personnel. These 
increased hours dedicated to maintenance were necessary to provide 
adequate on-the-job training for selected personnel to i~prove the 
quality of maintenance at the crew level. This period was high
lighted by the. implementation of what proved to be an effective 
drug education and rehabilitation program. Individuals who had 
serious problems at the beginning of the reporting period went 
through an intensive.counseling and rehabilitation program which 
resulted in a decisive d~crease in the u'sage of drugs by person
nel previously identified as drug users~ During this period an 
increased reliance on organic security became neQessary due to 
the inadequacy,of the security provided by regio~al forces 
personQel utilized by VNAF to provide this s~rvice. A security 
f'o):"ce was formed from the -members of the Air" Cavalry Troops' 
"Blues" platoon (the ground component of the Aero Ri.fle ~latoon). 
These infantrymen had been utilized to recover downed aircrews 
and aircraft. The number of thefts decreased appre"ciably, and 
maintenance personnel were freed to concentrate on their primary 
jobs. Intelligence procurement and dissemination increased both 
in quality and quantity during the reporting period. The S-2 
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section was able to acquir~'" intelligence from a greater number of·sources and~gencies thAn had been\utilized before, enabling the section to cross-check their infoimation and evaluate the source, giving the units 'more exacting intelligence information. The end result was that· pilots and mission commanders received thorough briefings on the tacti.cal situation bef/ore they depart,ed for the mi~sion areas.' \ . 

(21 Standdown phase. Shipment of personnel became a problem due to-the flexibility that the Group had to maintain during the early standdown phase. Additional commitments that 
': \ were not outlined in the original plan had t6 be put into effect. An increased CH-47'commitment and the need to retain a standby gunship commitment during,the early p017tion of the standdown paase made it necessary to.retain personnel otherwise not re-quired. Personnel that could have filled these' slots were required to continue the Group's mission at existing levels. This necessitated shipment of ..personnel that were needed to complete the standdown at unit level. This was particularly significant in 'the case of F Troop, 4th Cavalry which had a maintenanc~ detachment at DaNang, while the bulk of the troop was at Tan My. These difficulties were shortlived as the turnin of property progressed and individuals were freed for slfipment. Intelligence prdcurement became extremely difficult during this period. Sources that were available prior to thejceasefire began their drawdown making up-to-date information difficult to obtain. Without this.valuable information, aircrews were exposed to situations that' could otherwise have. been averted. Several aircraft sustained damage, after the ceasefire, in areas that were still contested, though not reported as such. Daily missions continued within the parameters established within the OPLAN and began to diminish proportionally with the withdrawa~ of advisory personnel. Few problems were .experienced in the ; turnover of property. Extens.i ve planning and coordination conducted prior to the ceasefire allowed smooth turnover of Vietnamese forces~ The Group contihued to consolidate its personnel and equipment, freeing buil,dings and station property for turnover' as soon as possible. This eliminated the problems of theft , and enabled the security platoon to. reduce its personnel, strength and ship excess personnel. 

I (3) Withdrawal phase. The shipment of personnel bE'came a routine process characterized by minor revisions necessitated by Operation HOMECOMING. As commitments decre'ased, personnel were 
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in 't~rn released 'for shipment. The ,CH-47' s were released on' 
X+34,' packaged, and shipped{ on X+37.1 Lba~i.ng and shipment of 

, "retrograde a1rcraft was, a prqfession?-l. operation allowing the ship 
to depart early the following day.' .Transfer of assets and station 
property continued and final coordi,nc\.tion with respective civilian 
contractors was completed, with tentative date for firl.al turnover 
being 'X+SS. The c<pntractor personnel were receptive to our needs' 
and were in agreement with the revis~ons necessary due to the' 
Group's continued operation until X+S9. The turnover of mess 
facilit~es and clubiwas designed to,pro~ide uninteriupted 
operation during the change. The Group,.inthe last few days 
of the. withdrawal phase, continued to ,tiel up loose ends so that 
the final clpse-out was accomplished with a 'minimum of personnel 

, and ~ffort. All aircraft jwere readied for final transfer upon 
termlnation of misisions and property was ready, when vacated, 
for occupancy by contractor personnel. This facilitated an 
effortless withdrawal of personnel and final roll-up of the 
11th Combat Aviation Group's mission in the Republic of vietnam. 

3. Specific: Inclusive periods were designated as follows: 
Pre-standdown phase 1 November 1972 thru 28 January 1973; 
Standdbwn phase' 29 January thru 27 February 1973 (X+l thru 
X+30); Withdrawal phase 28 February thru 14 March 1973 ,(X+31 
thru X+4S); and Roll-up phase IS March thru 29 March 1973 
(X+46 thru X+60). These increments were criteria for the Group 
as a whole, taking into consideration that specific units wi~hin 
the Group completed a combined Standdown and Withdrawal phase 
between X+l and X+lS. 

a. Significant Organizational Activities. 

(1) Pre-standdown phase. 

(a) Personnel: 26 January 1973: After a period 
when personnel activities remained normal in all respects, the 
Group Adjutant ~nd selected members of the staff received de- ' 
tailed, guidance for implementation of OPLAN 21S at 1st Aviation 
Brigade Headquarters. Personnel movement plans were drawn up 
an9 forwarded for approval. 

I 

(b) Equipment retrograde/turnover: 11 November 
1972: The last of the eleven

/
OH-S8A helicopters assigned to 

the 62nd Aviation Comp'any (Corps) were flown to Nha Trang for 
turn-in. 13 November 1972: The last of the five CH-S4A heli
copters assigne~ to the 62nd Aviation Company (Corps) were flqwn 
to Deep Water Pier, DaNang for turn-in. 14 - 23 November 1972: 
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In conjunction, with Project Enhance, much of the equlpme~t be~9nging to the 11th ~CAG was title transferred to the ARVN and VNAF. This equipment·was then,hand receipted back to the using units.· 2S'November,1972: The Group rece'ived a USARV/MACV SUPCOM message that directed that all excess equipment should be turned in through norm~l supply 'channels before the end of the Calendar year. '-- .' 

(c) Intelligence/Security: 5 November 1972: Detailed briefings we~e establishe~ on a,daily basis with elements of VNAF, D/17th Cavalry, 62nd Aviation Company (Corps), and the S-2 Section, 11th CAG to improve Ithe operational effectiveness of the Nighthawk base defense· mission. '16 November 1972: The S-2 Section assumed overall responsibility for the supervision of, compound security, gate guards , and local national daily vhires. 12 December 1972: The Assistant S-2 became the OIC of the 11th CAG TOC during the hours of darkn~ss to increase the effectiv~ness of intelligence exploitation byl the aircraft involv~d in the Nighthawk mission. 

(d) Operations: 1 November 1972: At BT007653 D Troop, +7th Cavalry Nighthawk team observed three enemy personnel with weapons and packs. The team engaged resulting in three enemy KBH and one secondary explosion. Air Cavalry elements from D Troop, 17th Cavalry while conducting a visual reconnaissance four miles west of Fir~base Baldy (BTn49387) ,observed and engaged' an enemy command bunker resulting in three enemy KBH. 5 November 1972: An AH.-IG from D Troop, 17th Cavalry was shot ~own during target' engagement r~sulting in one US KIA. An OH-6A aircraft attempting to rescue 'the downed aircrew received/intense enemy small arms fire causing light damage to the;aircraft and wounding the pilot. The pilot was able to maneuver the aircraft to a secure area. A light reconnaissance team conducting operations fi ve mil~.s north of Dien Ban was engaged by an eperny command detonated mine "resulting in one OH-6A'destroyed and two US KIA. 6 November 1972: A UH-IH from the 62nd CAC was flying a naval gunfire adjustment mission in Quang Ngai province. The pilot 
i attempted to circumnavigate a storm line, to return to home station.~ The attempt was unsuccessful and due to a low fuel situation, the pilot Mas forced to execute a precautionary landing in th~ vicinity of BS346610 to wait for weather conditions to improve. Due to enemy acti vi ty in the area, the (~rew and passengers moved away from the aircraft to set up a defensive position. During the night the storm intensified, causing heavy flooding of the river area and washing ~he ai~craft downstream. 
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Radio c~ntact was maintained with the crew during the night and 
pickup was accomplished the following morning by a USAF HH-53. 
T~e aircraft',was not recoyered'. 10 November 1972: ,D Troop, 
17th Cavalry'while conducting operations three miles east of 
DaiLoc (l\T978571), engaged and destroyed a bunke·r 15x20' \ 
resulting in three enemy KBH and one bunkier destroyed. \ 
F Troop, 4th Cavalry engaged in enemy co~pany-sized element 
(AT812998) equipped with .51 caliber weapons resulting in 
three ~nemy KBH.' 15 November 1972: D Troop, 17th Cavalry's 
Nighthawk team located and engaged an enemy launch si'te destroy
ing six 122mm rockets. F Troop, 4th Cavalry'observed and engaged 

'two T54 tanks, two S0viet armored personnel carri!ers, and four 
trucks one mile south of Qu~ Viet;River (YD 379662)~ During the 

,engagement, the team received heavy automatic weapons fire and 
one SA-7 was launched by enemy ground troops forcing the air
craft to depart prior to making a damage assessment of enemy 
forces. 19 November 1972: DaNang AFB received an attack by 
fire (27 122mm rockets). The' 11th CAG !sust~ined damage to two 
aircraft and no personn~l injuries. 26 November 1972: A CH-47C 
from the 62nd Aviation Company. received moderate small arms and 
automatic weapons fire while resupplying San Juan Hill. The 
aircraft sustained one hit from a .51 caliber weapon which 
passed through the copilot's wind~hield and several wiring 
bundles in the" right forward cabin area cAusing an electrical 
failure. The aircraft commander was slightly wounded in the face 
and a precautionary landing was executed at Duc Pho. The aircraft 
was later repaired and returned to DaNang. 5' Decembe'r 1972: 
Elements from D Troop, 17th Cavalry conducting.a reconna~ssance 
mission west of Duc Pho (BS302359) observed an enemy command 
bunker containing 10/ per$onne~. The team engaged destroying 
the bunker and 10 KBH. 6 December 1972: Elements fromD Troop, 
17th Cavalry received small arms fire while conducting a recon
naissance south of Dai Loc (AT965560). The ensuing engagement 
resulted in 10 enemy KBH. 11 December 1972: A light recon
naissanceteam from F Troop, 4th Cavalry, acting as a Naval 
Gunfire adjustment platform, directed fires resulting in 11 
secondary explosions. 12 ,December 1972: An Air Cavalry y;hite 
team from F Troop, 4th Cavalry observed an enemy troop concen
tration and two 130mm guns firing 0n friendly positions. The 
team adju§ted Naval gunfire resulting in 12 secondary explo
sions. 19 December 1972: Elements from F Troop, 4th Cavalry 
conducted a search and ,rescue operation in the vicinity of 
YD400644 for the crew o,f a downed Air Force OV-IO. The team 

• I 

was success'ful in extracting the downed pilots and returning 
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them to DaNang for medical attention. The pilot of the OV-IO died 
of injuries incurred in ejection and the aerial observer was 
treated for.injuries and returned to duty. ,26 December \1972: 
DFiNang AFB received an attack by fire (19 122mm rocketS)\ lightly 
damaging two CH-47C aircraft. Negative casualties were suptained. 
30 December 1972: Elements from D Troop, 17th Cavalry conducting 
operations in Quan~ Ngai province (BT028668) engaged an area 
occupied by ~O to 60 enemy, personnel resu~ting in 10 enemy·KBH. 
311. December 1972: A light reconnaissance team from F Troop, 
4th ,Cavalry observed four tanks and 20 troops at YD338704. The 
team adjusted Naval gunfire with unknown results. 3 January 1973: 
Ele~ents from D Troop, 17th Cavalry conQ,ucting reconnaissance 
operations in the vicinity of BTl18242 observed an enemy encamp
ment area. The team engaged resulting in 10 KBH and one 'enemy 
soldier captured by the C&C aircraft. 4 January 1913: A light 
reconnaissance team from D Troop, 17th ,Cavalry 'observed an enemy 
encampment area at AT826638. The lead'OH-6A received intense 
small arms fire damaging the aircraft and wounding the gunner. 
The aircraft was! able to return to DaNang and seek ~edical ai~ 
for the wounded crewmember~' .... -, .. 6 January 1973: A light reconnais
sance team conducting a bomb damage assessment of a B-52 si:rike 
(YD298748) observed trucks moving in the area. The team adjusted 
Naval gunfire resulting in fi~e secondari~s and si~ sustained 
fires. 8 January 1973: DaNang AFB received a misdirected Loran 
strike causing light damage to one building and one UH-IH air
craft. ,Six members of the 11th CAG were slightly injured with 
minor cuts and bruises. A UH-IH a,irc':t;-aft from the .62nd Avia.tion 
Company while flying in support of the Vietnamese Airborne Divi
sion was ,reported shot down in enemy held terr~tory northwest of 
Quang Trt (vic YD3155). Field'reports indicated that the aircraft 
was hit by small arms fire and an SA-7 missile. Negative contact 
was established with the crew and repeated attempts to locate the 
aircr~ft were unsuccessful. USAF ,aircraft participating in search 
and rescue efforts reported intense antiaircraft fire and numerous 
SA-7 firings throughout the area. The search and rescue a·ttempt 
was terminated w~th negative results and four crewmembers and 
two passengers were listed as missing in action.' 9 January 1973: 
Elements from D Troop, 17th Cavalry located and damaged" a 130mm 
fi.eld gun. Air Force fighter boinbers on station reported des'troy
ing the gun ·and 180 rounds of ammunition. 10 January 1973: A 
light observation team from D Troop, 17th Cavalry located a cache 
of 20 122rnrrL rockets (AT955627). The team vectored Vietnamese ground 
forces into the area and the rockets w~re captured in~act . 
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13 January 1973! An OH-6A, from D 'Troop, 17th Cavalry rec~ived 
heavy small arms fire in the vicinity of BT003609; the ai~craft 
received damage and the Vietnamese advisor on'board was wbunded. 
16 January 1973: I A UH-IH' from th~ 62nd AviatJon Company (Corps) 
conducting stand~rdization.training,sustained damage from an 
unknown) explosive device which detonated as the aircraft terminated 
a pinnacleapptoach to Marble M6untain (BT068711).\ Tfue instructor 
pilot made a precautio,nary landing in a r;ice paddy\ near the base 
of the pinnacle. A.maintenance recovery team was dispatched to 
the sit~ and the aircraft was flown to DaNang. 17 January 1973: 
The Nighthawk team from D Tr-oop, 17th Cavalry discovered an enemy 
122mm rocket launch site, engaged and destroyed six rockets. , 
Enemy troops were able to launch 22 rockets,which impacted on 

. DaNang AFB resulting in negative damage or injury. within the 
11th CAG. 22 January 1973: Elements from D Troop,17th Cavalry 
observed, and engaged an enemy squad-sized element in a small 
village vicinity BS753382. The team destroyed three hootches 
and one bunker,'killing four personnel and c~pturing one/enemy 
soldier. 28 January 1973: Elements from F Tr06p, 4th Cavalry 
engaged targets along the Son Tra River resulting in 30 enemy KBH. 
The contact terminated at 0755. At 0800 hours, all armed combat 
activities by the 11th CAG ceased due to the provisions of the 
unilateral ceasefire in the Republic of Vietnam. 26 January 1973: 
All PCS and installation property was title transferred to ARVN 
and VNAF. 

,: 

, . 
(2) Standdown phase - 28 January - 27 February 1973: 

(a) Personnel: 28 January 1973: Shipment of 
personnel was begun on X-Day and proceeded according to instruc
tions received in conjunction with theimp1ementation of OPLAN 
215. IS, February 1973: i The Morning Reports of t Troop, 4th 
Cavalry 'and D Troop, 17th Cavalry were zeroed. All of the 
personnel from these units had been either shipped out of 
country, transferred to the Joint Military' Commission or the 

I I 
ICCS, or assigned to the HQ Ilth.CAG. . 

(b) Equipment retrograde/transfer: 28 January 1973: 
D/17 Cavalry ceased combat operations and prepared to retrograde, 
all OH-6A helicopters to CONUS through the 142ndTransportation 
Company. D/17 was informed of a requirement to maintain five 
,AH-IG~Cobra gunships on strip alert for an indefinite period. 
Two of the gunships would be provided by F/4th Cavalry with 
crews provided by D/17. All ot~er AH-lq Cobras were prepared 
for retrograde. F/4th Cavalry ceased combat operations and 
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prepared to retrograde all AH-IG Cobra gunships an,d all OR-6A 
helicopters. tq· CONUS through the 14~nd'Transporta:t\iqn, Compapy. . 
142nd Transportation Company issued final .SOP's to a:ll units for 
the turn-in and retrograde of all aviation equipment\. 62nd 
Aviation Company (Corps)' continued th'eir normal miss1.on load 
and asstimed responsibility for providing maintenance ~upport 
for the UH:"lHhelicopters to be utilized by the ICCS and the 

, . ' ' ,,'-. 

JMC. 1 F,ebruary 1973: 62nd Aviation Company (Corps) turned in 
one UH-IH aircraft to 1st Air Oivis~on, VNAF. F/4 Cavalry 
completed the turn-in of all OH-6A and AH-IG aircraft (with 

-the exception of the two AH-IG Cobras which remained on st~ip 
alert). 0/17 completed the turn-in of six AH-IG and seven OH-6A 
helicopters and the PLL of UH-~H parts plus all parts for the 
OH-6A and AH-IG. The 11th Aviation Maintenance Officer in
structed 62nd Aviation Company (Cc\,rps) that all avionics com
mand consoles would remain'on board and be turned in with the 
'aircraft. 3 February 1973: The remaining UH-IH aircraft be
longing to 0/17 Cavaltry Troop, F{4th Cavalry?roop, and the 
142nd Transportation Company were laterally transferred to the 
62nd Aviation Company (Corps). This represented a total of 101 
PH-IH aircraft.. The 11th CAG had a total of 33 UH-IH aircraft 
on hand. All of these were assigned to the 62nd Aviation 
Company (Corps) and were to be utilized in the following 
manner: 19 for 62nd operations, eight under operational 
control of the Four Party Joint Military Commission, and six 
under the operational control of the International Commission 
for Control and Supervision. One CH-47C was turned over to the 
142np Transportation Company for prepara~ion for retrograde to 
CONUS. 5 Februar~ 1973: One CH-47C was turned intd the 142nd 
Transportation Company for preparation for retrograde to CONUS. 
10 February 1973: F/4th Cavalry Troop completed turn in of all 
equipment and after auditing, destroyed/their property books. 
15 February 1973: 519th Medical Oetachment completed tJrn-in 
of all accountable prope~ty. 277th S&S Battalion audited their 
property books, confirme'd all zero balances, and destroyed the 
books. 0/17 completed turn-in of all accountable property 
qnd, after 'auditing, destroyed their property books. 20 February 
1973: Because of a gradual reduction in the mission requirement. 
for UH-IH aircraft, two UH-IH' s were turned in to VNAF. ~'Wo 
CH-47C aircraft were turned in to the 142nd Transportation 
Company for retrograde. 22 February 1973: The 62nd Aviat,Lon 
Company (Corps) completed the turn-in of all PLL stock to the 
142nd Transportation Company. 23 February 1973: The last 
increment of/the Group's basic load of ammunition was turned in 
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to the A~VN ASP #~l,l\in DaNang .. 26 ~e~r':lary 1973: One additional 
UH,":lH was turnedln 1+0 the 1st Alr Dlvlsl0n'VNAF. 27 February 1973: 
One'additional UH't-lH \was turned in to the 1st Air Division VNAF. 
REGAl? ~ During the standdown phase, the Group closed' the property 
books of the 519th Medical Detachment) the 32lst Airfield Detach-

,ment (Divisional), D Troop, 17th Cavalry, and F Troop, 4th , 
Cavalry. Tweilve UH-IH aircraft were turned over to the lst~Air 
Division VNAF; and .. four'CH~47C helicoPte~s, 18 OH-6~ 
and 17 AH-IG. .helicopters to the l42nd Transportlation Compan~\ 
for retrograde to CONUS. During this period, Group. aircraft 
strength went from 84 to 33. 

L ,(c) Intellig~nce/Security: 28 Janu~ry 1973: The 
, S-2 Section conducted a survey of all units ,in, the 11th CAG to 
determine the volume of classified material which would require 
shipment with the unit records and submitted requests for suf-I. 
ficient records shi,pment containe'rs ,to ship all required material. 
Plans were implemented to arrange'for a security platoon to handle 
security for the 11th CAG compound and the CONUS Evac point at 
Deep Water Pier. 2 February 1973: S-2 arranged for additional 
liaison with FRAC G-2 to provide rapid update to the current 
enemy situation. This was necessary to compensate for a ,lack 
of information about current tactical situations. ARVN s'ources 
were very reluctant abopt forwarding information which was re
Iquired for pilot briefing. 3 February 1973: S-2, having overall 
responsibili ty. for physical security, implem~n;ted plans to release 
as many local;national employees, both housemaids and daily 
laborers, as rapidly as possible contingent upon the pace of 
troop withdrawals. 27 February 1973: The S-2, acting on instruc
tions received from the Military Region I "Assistance in Kind" . 
custodian, terminated the employment of daily hires, instructed 
the compound gate guards that no daily hire personnel were to 
be allowed on the compound, and submitted all AI~ financial data 
records for audit. . 

(d) Operations: aa Jan~ary 1973: UH-IH aircraft, 
"number 68--15352, received fragmentat1ion damage from incoming 
rockets while on Orange Pad at Quang Ngai (vic BS649737). The 
aircraft sustained seven hits with negative casualties. Upon 
inspection, it was determined that only light damage had been 
sustained and the,aircra~ was. flown ,back to DaNang for replace-' 
mente UH-IH aircraft, nu~7-l7843, while flying(in support 
of CORDS;received moderate small/arms fire' (vic BS742525). There 
were negative bits or casualties and the aircraft continued its 
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, , ·mission. 29 January 1973: The U-2lA section was relieved from attachment to the 62nd Aviation Company (Corps). 30 january 1973.: UH-lH ai,:!:'c::raft'lnumber 70-15795, flying in.support of the 3rd ARVN Division received light small arms fire (Vic,.BT0555l5). Negatile hits or casualties were 'taken and ,the mis.sion o/as completed., ... I, UH-IH aircraft, number 68-16122, while flying. for the Quang Ngai i, Provinte Senior Adv~sor received intense small1arms fire (vic BS557900). After landing at Binh Son (vic BS60l921) and inspecting the aircraft and crew, it was found that the PSA, COL Truman R. Bowman had been lightly wounded in both arms. ;The aircraft sustained 15 hits and was determined not airworthy. COL Bowman returned to Quang Ngai city by vehicle and a CH-47C aircraft was dispatched from DaNang to recdver the UH-IH. 1 February 1973: Three enemy rockets struck the vicinity of Duc Pho (vic,BS812318) while UH~lH aircraft, number 67-17843, was parked. Negative damage was inflicted to the aircraft or crew and the mission was completed. 2 February 1973: UH-IH aircraft, number 68-15352, while flying for CORDS, received intense·small arms~~fire (vic AT935837). Neg,ative damage or casualties were sustained and the aircraft completed its/mission. 3 February 1973: UH-lH aircraft, number 69-15947, while flying for the' 1st ARVN Division, received light small arms fire' (vic AT935837)-'. The airc~aft sustained one hit in the left drive shaft access panel on the' tail boon section. There were negative casualties and the mission was completed. 4 February 1973: Due to a change, of command within FRAC,the requirements for a DCG aircraft was eliminated. CH-47C aircraft, number 67-18495, while on a mission for'the 2nd ARVN Division to LZ Stinson, received light small arms fire (vic BS5558l5). The aircraft sustained one hit through the forward green blade. There were negative casualties and the mission was completed. 5 February 1973: UH-IH aircraft took over the FRAC shuttle-bus requirements from CH-47C aircraft. 8 February 1973: UH-IH aircraft, 'humber 70-15671, while supporting FRAC, received small arms fire (vic BS735523)·. There were ~negative hib3 or ca~,ualties and "t;he aircraft qompleted the mi~sion. 10 February 1973: UH-~H aircraft, number 69-15674~ , while supporting the 2nd ARVN Division,received light small arms fire (vic BS790400). The aircraft sustained one hit in the leading edge of the main rotor blade with negative casualties. The mission wa's flown to completion. 12 February 1973: Two CH-47C aircraft, 'numbers 67 .... 18505 and 67-18495, were dispatched to Phu Bai airfield (YDB86l54) to traniport, under the direction of JMC representatives, NVAand Viet Gong POW's to some predetermined location to the north. The pilots were briefed at Phu,Bai and, stood by until the mission ~as cancelled at 1900 . 
. r 
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13· February 1973: All e~cess navigational maps were turned over 
to LTC Hahn, 'USAF-AFAT, for transfer to VNAF,. 14 February,,9..973: 
Two CH-47C aircraft, numbers 67-18505 and 67~18495, transported 
io,o NVA and Viet'Cong POw.'s from Phu Bai ,airfield (YD886l54)to 
Camp Evans (YD541348). The POW's wel're then trucked from Camp 
Ev~ns to the exchange point. 16 February 1973: 62nd operations 
received a warning or,der for "Operation HOMECOMING". The mission 
called for 10 UH-IH aircraft and one CH-47C ,aircraft. Steps were 
·taken to comply with the requirements of the warning order. 
17 February 1973: The 62nd~viation Company (Corps) was relieved 
from the requir1ements of furriisning aircraft support for, the 
Marine Division Senior Adviso'r, 1st ARVN Division', Senior 
Advisor, and the 3rd ARVN Division Senior Advisor. 
20 February 1973: The 62nd Aviation' C0mpany (Corps) was rel~eved 
from the corrunitment of providing a UH~lH aircraft 'for the E'RAC 
shuttle-bus run. 25 February 1973: The 62nd Aviation Company 
(Corps) was relieved from the commitment of providing two UH-IH 
aircraft in support of CORDS. 

,I 

(e) Transfer of billeting, bases, installed property 
and equipment, and other real property: 1 February 1973: F Troop, 
4th Cavalry completed the, ,transfer of the installation at Tan My 
Island. The island, with: all inst/alled property and equipment, 
was turned over to the 1st ARVN Division. 

! 
(3) Withdrawal Phase (X+3l thru X+45 - 28 February 

thru 14 March 1973). ~ 

(~) Personnel: 2 March 1973~ In accordance with 
a message received from USA:RV /MACV SUPCOM" all shipment of I 
personnel was halted until furth~r notice. 5 March 1973: Due 
to favorable action on the"{aart of the North Vietnamese and the 
Provisional Revolutionary overnment in their commitment to re- ' 
lease US POW's, ,shipment 0 pe,rsonnel was resumed. Shipment 
rosters were prepared to provide personnel movement schedules 
which would satisfy two alte~e plans as they would affect 
Group strength requirements. One plan reflected a require~ent 
that the GFoup maintain sufficient assets to support the Opera
tio'n HOMECOMING effort until X+59; the other plan would relieve 
us of this commitment on X+45. All movement of personnel during 
the withdrawal phase are linked to an as yet unknown decision 
which will determine the necessary strength for the period from 
X+46 thru X+59. Plans were made to transfer all personnel re
maining in the Group/after X+45 to the morni'ng report of the 
62nd Aviation C0mpany (Corps) on, X+45, 14 March. 

, , 
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, (b) Equipment retrograde/turnover: 11 March 1973: 
The Camp Swampy area was released to the VNAF at 1700 after all 
personnel, military and civilian ,under the control of the 142nd \ 
Tran~pOl;tation Company had moved, to the Camp Gimlet compound. '\ 
12 March 1973: Current plans call for the property on hand, ,in 
the Camp Gimlet compound to be picked up on the hand recei1pt of 
US contractor personnel who will remain in, that compound~ , 

i '. 

(c) Intelligence/sec~rity: D1).ring the withdrawal 
phase, each unit consolidated its personnel into fewer and fewer 
quarters to allow the' buildings to be inven'toried and sealed. 
This allowed the units to discharge many of their hou'semaids and 
cut down on the number of iocal nationals with access to 'the <' 

compound. As each unit shipped its personnel and equipment, 
the S-2 Section conducted counterintelligence inspections to 
insure that all classified material and official material had 
been destroyed or turned over to proper authorities. The 
Custodian of Cla$sified Material in each ~nit was required 
to account for the disposition of all classified material 
before'he was allowed to outprobess. 12 March 1973: All 
Secret documents remaining in the Secret regi'ster were released 
for shipment. 

(d) Operations: An AC-119 Stinger gunship'with 
six Vietnamese and five USAF crewmembers executed successive 
missed approaches at DaNang due to bad weather. Low fuel forced 
the crew to abandon ship over the South China Sea in conditions l 

of heavy fog. The 11th CAG Group Commander, in a UH-IH operated 
as the Air Mission Commander for the rescue effort, directing a 
CH-47C f~om the F62nd Aviation Cbmpany (Corps) and personally 
rescuing two VNAF crewmembers. The end result 'was five 'USAF 
personnel and five VNAF personnel rescued. One Vietnamese 
crewman drowned. 3 March 1973: The 11th CAG was relieved from 
all CH-47C commitments and the aircraft were prepared for turn-in. 

J 

(e) T~ansfer of billeting, bases, installed; property 
and equipment, and other real property: During'the withdrawal ' 
phase, plans -were implemented,to turn Gimlet compound on DaNang 
AFB over to US contr~ctor personnel. These contractors would 
hand receipt the buildings, installation property, and PCS equip
ment directly from the VNAF. 

(4) Roll-up Phase (X+46 thru X+60, 15 - 2,9 March 1973): 
The roll-up phase was scheduled to begin with the redeployment of 
the 11th Comb/at Aviation Group Colors on 16 March 1973. IIBC 
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morriingreport was drawn down to two -entries, CPT Frank Leggio 
and CSM Ric4ard Kegriss who carried the Colors., the morning 
report, uI:J,it history,filel,and other memorabilia to' HQ USAREUR. 
On 11 March 1973, the 321st Signal Detachment and the 519th 
Medical Detachment zeroed their morning reports. The 142nd 
Transportation Company zeroed out its morning repbrt on. 15 March 
1973. The Group Commander, remaining personnel ~f the Group 
staff, and 'needed personnel from the deactivated I\un,.its were 
transferred to the 62nd Corp:;:; Aviation Company. \Al though 
greatly consolidated, command and staff relationship remained 
essentially the same thr.ough an ever decreasing workload. The" 
daily missions ~tabilized at five UH-IH aircraft in support of 
the First Regional Assistance Command. The Operation HOMECOMING 

. commitment remained at 11 aircraft with crews plus nominal 
administrative and logistic support. The ~2nd C~C had 16UH-IH 
aircraft remaining, all of which had been transferred to WAF 
and hand receipted back to the company. This phase was 
scheduled to begin with 120 personnel; however, due to the 
shipping freeze announced on 11 March 1973, 257 personnel 

~ ~emaine~ assigned. In accordance with instruc~ions from the 
Army Support Element, MR I, all personnel initiated individual 
outprocessing. 

b. Commander's Cbmments on Lessons Learned. 

(1) Pre-standdown phase: 

(a) Observation: The follow-up urinalysis program 
lAW USARV Reg 600-10. became ineff~ctive for several reasons,. 
Due to a lack of transportation, the results of samples forwarded 

i to Saigon from the urui t were,1 not available for 10-12 days. The 
95th Evacuation Hospital terminated follow-up urinalysis program 
and provisions were not made for the establishment of a back-up 
program. Evaluation: In an environment where a great deal of 
priority is placed on a test such as the drug.testing program, 
provisions must be made to support it. Our unit needed to re
ceive the results in a more timely manner sq that actiori"s could 
be initiated for those who were confirmed abusers. 
Recommendation: Transportation must be made available to sub
ordinate units'for the purpose of providing priority shipment 
of urine sample:;:; betwe~n.widely dispersed points. It is.very 
difficult for subordinate units to make these types of arrange
ments, and it puts them in the position of bagging space on 
flig~ts .. It further results in an uneconomical uSe of'manpower 

/ 
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in an area that isn 't ev~n a\.'!.thor:ized one person on, a Group, TO&E. 
Higher headquarters also should have' published a spec:iJ:tc 'letter 
of instruction to outline procedhres to ~e followea at\the time 
the 95th Evac Hospital ceased toifunction as a follow-up I 

urinalysis center. Command Action: Our drug personnel took 
the initiative to meet courier and passenger flights' at the 

,airfield'to insure that samples ,were shipped. We also made 
arrangem~n,ts for the 11th CAG dispensary' to collect sarnpl~s to 
forward to the appropriate medical facility in Saigon. Th\e 
ll·th CAG Drug Abuse Officer also notified his counterpart at 
G-l ,F'irst Aviation Brigade, to make him aware of the problems. 

(b), Observation: At 'times recommendations for 
awards required an excessive length of time at HQ First Aviation 
Brigade for boarding action before they were returned to the' 
unit. There were also many instances where awards were lost in 
the administrative proces's after they left this headquarters. 
Due to the tnherent time lag, the fact that an award had been 
lost did not manifest itself u~til five or six weeks after sub
mission. Evaluation: This unit needed a more expeditious method 
of receiving approval of awards. Initially, when an award was 
taking an inordinate amount of time, this unit needed to 
~valuate where the bottleneck existed. This unit had a very I 

li.mited means of monitoring the date that awards were received 
by this headquarters, which didn't provide any information about 
the length of time each recommendation took to clear headquarters. 
Evaluations disclosed that awards were generally misplaced or i 

lost en route from the CAG to Brigade. Recommendation: Recom
mend that higher headquarters expedite the processing of awards 
and place firmer controls on an award once it arrives ~t their' 
location. At a minimum, they should log the date of arrival 
and the date departed and keep a location jlisted for the where
abouti of each award at all times. Command Action: This unit 
instituted stringent controls on award recommendations arid began 
a card file system which monitored the award from the time that 
it was received until it had been approv~d or disapproved by 
higher headquarters. T·his fat least enabled this headquarters 
to fix the blame on the loss of an, award recommendation'. It was 
also insured that this unit mainta:ined a complete file copy of 
each award that/it processed so that it could mp.ke true copies 
of the recommen,datiqns that were lost elsewhere. The ,Brigade 
AG was also notified as these problems surfaced. ' 

(c) Observation: There was a considerable a~ount 
of 'personnel turbulence and 'personnel shortage in all area,-). 
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This.period,was characterized by minimum personnel. staffing and continually operating at, lower skill ieyels than would be considered. prudent: under optimum. condi tions. Evaluation: The Group was continually plagued by the curtailment of us forces in RVN. curtailments came iri'to effeqt periodicCllly slashing manning lev~ls with very little con~ideration being given to cri~ical ski1l areas. 'A considerable percentage ofl aviators were required to fJ,.y more than the recommended number of hours after approval lof the Flight Surgeon because there was a shortage of aviators in the Group. VE;ry few new enlisted personnel:' a-rrived with any experience, even' .though most were school trained.. This I!'tequired that massive OJT programs be establish~d to maintain' an e1~ective and safe aviation maintenance 'program. Trying to man an Aviation . . Group in a combq.t zone without the proper numbeF of experienced personnel is a venture into an area of possible" catastrophe. The ,s~fety of crew and passengers for every flight should be foremost in the minds of everyone at every level of command. When requesting personnel with this in mind, the replaceml?l1ts are no longer 'numbers but become mea,ningful players in the key mission of providing safe effective flight hours for supported units. Recommendation: Recommend that higher headquarters emphasize the criticality of having highly motivated, well trained individuals in aviation units. Also each higher headquarters must make a diligent effort to evaluate the quality of replacements. There is a tendency to manage Army personnel quantitatively rather than qualitatively. This often results in an imbalance of experience from unit to unit. More consideration should be giv~n to,the fact ·thClt in a combat zone or anY'high hour flying program, it will be necessary to operate aviation units in shifts if the mission is to be performed adequately. There are also the numerous housekeeping and security functions that must be performed and since no augmentation is provided for this; those people must come from within an already overtasked unit. Keeping these considerations in mind, movement should be made toward a higher manning level or housekeeping'and security functions should be taken away from units and be ~elegated to lower skilled individuals assigned for this purpose. The nl.lmber of personnel should be increased to insure at least twd-full eight to t'en hour working shifts can be maintained for uni t operations. Command Action: This CAG tried to place personnel in the best· position to benefit the Group. As new personnel arrived, each man was interviewed individually to ascertain his experience level and a,ny special skills he might have. Then, based on each unit's needs, this unit tried to spread out experience equ~tably 
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so that everyone would benefit. lligher he}3.dquarters was kept 
advised of personnel status so that they could assist in main-
taining adequate leveils of skilled p~rsonnel. . 

(d) . Observation:' Defense of an installat:i!on against 
indirect fire weapons is'amission which requires maximum flex-

!ibility and the highest degree of' cooperation between all 
available installation defense elements. Evaluation: In an 
effort to increqse the effectiveness of\Nighthawk base defense 
oper~tions, the 11th CAG, during the pr~vious.reporting period, 
had arranged for the S-2 section to have access to special 
intelligence information from the DaNang SSO office, and estab
lished a daily briefing for Nighthawk crews, A."C-119 stinger 
gunship crews, USAF ~ntelligence officers, VNAF Nighthawk crews, 
and operations elements. With the continual decrease in the 
aviation assets available for this crl. tica;l mission, efforts 
were directed toward increased flexibility and quick ~esponse 
to. enemy activities. Due to the increase in intelligence re
sources availabl.e, .and the perishable nature of much of the 
information gathered'. about enemy activities in the DaNang rocket 
belt, new methods 6f directing the Nighthawk operation for ~aximum 
effectiveness and shock had to be devised. Nighthawk helicopter 
cr~ws tended to concentrate their ef~orts in areas of historical 
yc and NVA activity and thus allowed the enemy to gain an advantage 
by shifting his areas of operation. With the limited assets which 
could be dedicated to the Nighthawk operation, it, was' impossible 
to cover the 380' square kilometers which make up the area from 
which rockets and similar indirect fireiweapons may be employed 
against DaNang Air Base. Recommendations: (1) That the Assistant 
S-2 take over supervision of the 11th CAG tactical operations 
center during the hours of darkne.ss so that intelligence inform.::).·· 
tion from SSO, the USAF intelligence staff, Ithe 3rd ARVN Division, 
and other sources could be effectively evaluated and passed imme
diately to the Nighthawk crews in flight to increase our flex: 
ibility and quick response capabilities; (2) that sweep patterns 
in the DaNang area be limited to· the area three kilometers on 
either side of the 'line circlin9 the base that represents fhe 
maximum effective range of the l22mm rocket, unless intelligence 
indicates that there will be activity in some other part of the 
area on any particular night; (3) that maximum use be made of 
AC-119 stinger gunships and VNAF UH-l assets to provide ;'more 
continuous coverage during the hou'rs of darkness; (4) that, 
during the periods Of high threat, the Nighthawk team be relieved 
on station by the 'first light team ~rovided by D/17th Cavalry; 
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and (5) that a limited, program be established to .include military 
persontl.'el from other elements of the intehligence and base defense 
teams in the crews of the Nighthawk missions to p,rovide an in
creased awareness of the value of a.ccurate information'and the 
need for close cooperation between all base defense elements. 
Command Action: Allrecoimnendations listed above were instit1a-.ted--<.j 
by the 11th CAG. 

(e) Observation: The! most cornriton'problem that has 
manifested itself in the Forward Supply Point during the perio~_ 
has been the inability to establish rapid communications between 
the Forward Supply Point and the Cential DSSA in Saigon. i 

Evaluation: Due to the lack of the automatic data processing 
capability, the Forward Supply Point had to do everything in 
the manual,mode. ,This would have not been a major problem had 
it not been for the fact thatl with the loss of air support (no 
U-21's from the 1st Avn Bde and ,no USAF SMAR flights), both 
sending and receiving NORS requests and paper work required 
as much as seven days. Recommendatiort: Either ADP systems 
must be maintained or the SMAR (aircraft) capability retained 
in the future, if rapid replacement of parts and disposition 
of major shipments is to be accomplished smoothly. C'ommand 
Action: In an attempt t'p shorten the time span, a system of 
calling the DSSA twice a day was set up. A,lso, the FRAC U-21 
was used as Ifrequently as possible. 

(f) Ob~ervat~ons and Evalu~tions: Due to the lack 
of military personnel, a daily physical inventory of tools and I 

equipment was not practical. Although the military has maintained 
the primary hand receipt through the unit PBO, the "hands-on" 
~aintenancel and control of the property has been by the civilian 
contractor. Although no major losses have occurred under this 
system, it is not an aqequate method of maintainihg physical 
control over the equipment. Since the civilians have the need , 
for the equipment, they should also have the direct responsibility 
of inventorying and maintaining it. Recommendations: When a 
civilian'contractor totally accepted all "hands-on" maintenance 
with the military\maintaining a supervisory, quality assurance 
role, the contrac~or should also be allowed to accept the needed 
equipment as a han~ receipt holder. It is recommended that the 
site supervisor sign for the equipment and then delegate his 
responsibility by sub-hand receipting the individual shop sets, 
tool cribs, and tool boxes to the "lead man" of the respective 
sections. 
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, '. (g)' Observation:I' Life Support Equipment mainte-. 
nance i:$ not provided by any upit ;i.n the Army. ; Evaluation: 
While the Prqject Manager fo):"".-tLife SU:ppqrt Equipment has pro
vided a· number of fine and adequate items of survival equipment, 
there was no one assigned or trained to ;repair the equipment. 
Float:ation equipment vias a(typical example. Upon inspection of 
the Survival Kit, Individual Overwater (FSN 8465-973-1863 LIN 
U7286) that tiad been barried on this unit's aircraft, 'it was 

I 

discovered that each C02 inflation bottle was still packed in 
a cardboard box and not fitted to the life raft. This was the 
way that the kit was issueqthrough supply channels. No one 
knew how, or was technical],y qualified to inspect and maintain 

, this', item. Another example was that more than 50% of the Life 
Preservers, Underarm' (FSN 4220-630-8714) units checked did not 
function or h1ad cuts and holes worn in the inflation wings. By 
the standardS of other services, some of these units were overdue 
time; change retirement from the service. A careful check of AR 
611-201 will show that repair of Life Support Equipment is not a 
part of the job de~cription or training of any MOS in the United 
States Army. TM 55-8465-206-13, Maintenance of , Army Survival 
Kits, has been ,published. This TM-55 series manua~ would in
dicate t~at these functions should be performed within Trans
portation Corps Aircraft Maintenance units. Current TO&E's 
do not provide personnel. Recommendations: (1) That appropriate 
modifications be made to AR 611-201 (possibly to MOS 43E, Para- , 
chute Rigger) to establish the responsibility for LSE repair; 
(2) the LSE repairmen ,be trained for this work (possibly by other 
service schools}; and (3) that TO&E's be written to provide 
necessary pers~nnel and equipment. Command Action: Recornrnerrda
tions have been forwarded to higher headquarters. 

(h) Observation: There are civilian institutions 
in Military Region I where US Army personnel from the 11th CAG 
could provide voluntary assistance to needy Vietnamese people. 
Evaluation: There are numerous areas in close proximi,ty to the 
11th CAG where medical, economic and social assistance to the 
Vietnamese people is inadequate~ Re'commendation: That the 
officers and men of the 11th CAG take advantage.,.of every oppor
tunity to meet and work with the Vietnamese ~- build{ng goodwill 
and underst,anding between the people of the Uni ted States and 
Vietnam. Command Action: (I) On numerous occasions, elements 
of the 11th. CAG have provided both the Cresent Beach and th3 
Sacred Heart orphanages with excess/unserviceable equipment 
such as plywood, na~ls, blankets, beds ~nd pillows; "(2) gifts 
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APPENDIX 1 (11TH COMBAT AVIATIO~ GRObp,) to Annex B to USARV/ ~ 
MACV SUPCOM "After Action Report \ 

- . I 

of food and building materials were furnished to /the dire1ptors 
of the leper colony at Cresent Beach after a sapper attack had 
destroyed five of their wargs; (3) the "Shoe-shine'Boys",\an . 
organiz~tion to assis,;t homeless street {boys, was supported by 
gifts of beds, mattre'sses, plywood, light fixtures, paint and· 
other building materials. Personnel ,from the 11th CAG spent their 
free time assisting in the construction of a home·in DaNangCity 
for those orphans of the stre~t; (4) each flighb surgeon as~ 
signed to the CAG conducted a vigorous campaign of Med-Cap 
efforts, not only among the-Vietnamese employees of the 11th 
CAG but also among the ·local o:J;"phanages and hospitals; (5) at 
Tan My Island, the location of F/4th Cav, medical treatment. was 
given to the families of local villagers. The Cav Troop also 
conducted air/sea rescue efforts to rescue local fishermen .from 
the water when their boats would capsize ,in the frequent he?-vy 
seas, and contributed supplies mo~ey and assistapce for local 
schools and orphanages; (6) numerous functions were sponsored 
by the officers and men of the Group to promote better under
standing and goodwill between the Vietnamese people and US forces; 
Christmas and Thanksgiving parties £or the children and families 

,of the local Vietnamese employees and informal social functions 
'for the commanders and staffs of local Vietnamese Army and Air 
Force units; and (7) the chaplain of the 11th CAG actively pub
licized the plight of the orphans in DaNang and, with the com
mander's encouragement, arranged for those members of this 
command who wished to do so, to adopt Vietnamese children. 

(2) Standdown phase: 

(a) ; Observation: No major problems were experienced 
by th'is unit during the standdown phase. Four days advance notice 

! of the standdown allowed this 'unit to expedite all personnel 
actions and suspense correspondence. This advance notice also 
enabled the personnel to ship their hold baggage in advance apd 
was further facilitated by ;the relaxing of the regulation re
qu~ring individuals to have PCS orders before shipping their 
baggage. A minor problem,arose with the requirement for all 
personnel to wear khakis on the flight to CONUS., Brass insignia 
and belts with brass buckles were not int~e supply sy~tem, nor 
were they available at the Post Exchange. This required enlisted 
personnel to payout of their own pockets for items that should 
have been government issue at concessions operated by local 
nationals. This urii t w,as informed of this requirement only two 
days in advance of the first shipment of personnel. ,~ 
Recommenda!tion: Recommend that the uniform requirement bel giv'en 
in advance to the units to allow for uniform accessories to be 
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APPE;NDIX I (1ITHiCOMBAT AVIATION GROUP) to Annex 13 to 'US~RV/ \ MACV SUPCOMAfter AC,tion Report 

mad~ readily available to'all personnel through normal supply 
charine1s. , ',/ ' ~" 

(b) Observation: No provisions for centalized control of phystcal security had'been' made, and physic 1 security, . rapidly became cri tical \ after the ceasefire. i Eva'luation: The, ' requ~~ement for maintaining adequate physical security fell into two areas. The first wa!s the requirement to protect clas,sified 
i information and' to deny the enemy information about current and projected operations. The second was the requirement'to safeguard government supplies and equipment,and the personal belongings'of military personnel. Recommendations: I (1) That in addition to normal S...:'2 activities for providin'g supervision of the security of all classified material and encouraging un~t programs to ,educate military personnel about the need for security of personal belongings and requirements for safeguardingclassified defense ,information, the S-2 section expand its activities in the phys~cal sec~rityfield; (2) that tbe' S-2 section assume overall" supervision of the operations of the security forces, direct the deployment of guards, and establish ioperating iprocedur~s for the gates, controlling access ~o 11th CAG areas; (3) that the Assistant S-2 assume custody of the "Assistance in Kind" daily laborer fund and insure that adequate supervision is provided for 16cal nationals working on the com-

I pounds belonging ,to the 11th CAG. 'Command Action: All recomme,ndations listed above were instituted by the CAG. 
, 

/ (c) Observation and Evaluation: The transfer of Shop Platoon equipment to VNAF contained several inherent problems. "Although the USARV OPLAN was followed as to inventorying and preparing equipment for transfer by the 142nd Trans Co (ADS), the VNAF gave little cooperation towards an efficient turn-in. A schedule was established as to time and place of turn-in, but the VNAF failed to show with their representatives at the prearranged time. This disregard for scheduling resulted in a Ipss of manpower and equipment hours needed for other phases of the standdown mission; i.e., fla~bed trailers and 5-ton tra9tors. Recommendation: 'The primary inventory phase of shop platoon equipment should have been done jointly by US" Mili tary "and VNAF representatives, thus relieving t~e time factor of reinventory just prior to transfer. It is recommended that VNAF appoint more ~ersonnel for handling and accepting of transfer items. Apparently, only one ~AF officer was able to sign for. this equipment and he was never present at prearranged times. 
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GROUP) to Annex B to USARV! 

\ 
(, . (d) Observation: The 11th CAG was responsible for 

the retrograde of 25 'AH-lG; 17 OH-6A, and seven CH-47C heli-
copt~rs from Vietnam via the Deep Water Pier at DaNang. _ 

\ 
\ 

Evaluation: This uni t had ;the respons~bili,ty for preparing "all 
AH-lG, OH-:6A, and CH-47C helicopters inMR I for retrograde via 
ship from the Deep Water Pier in DaNang. SOIQe of the faqtors to' 
be considered were how much of the preparation would be handled 

I byth,e owning unit prior to turn-in' to this unit ,and how to 
transpor,t the aircraft from .their location at DaNang AFB to the 
Deep Water Pier. Additibnally, it was necessary to coordinat~ 
ve'Ey closely with the higher headquarters during the operation. 
Command Action: (1) The aircraft were prepared by having the 
units thoroughly clean the aircraft prior to turn-in. The 142nd 

,TC them completed the preparation of. the aircraft for shipment; 
i.e.~ preserving engines, removing rotor blades, sealing the I 

aircraft, etc. *he orily significant problem encountered was a 
requirement from higher headquarters for information from the 
aircraft log books after the aircraft had bee~ prepared. This 
necessitated opening the aircraft to get to the 10g books and 
then resealing the aircraft. Another problem was that the units 
did not .remove the e:xplosive cartridges from the AH-IG rocket 
pod mounts' in all cases. This required reopening the barrier 
paper covering the AH-IG stub wings on a few aircraft and then 
resealing them. (2) the OH~6A aircraft was transpor~ed to, the ' 
Deep Water Pier in the Sea Land vans that they were to be shipped 
in and presented no specific problems other than ,securing the
helicopters in the vans. Two helicopters were pi aced in each 
van by placing ,them in a slight angle so that their tail booms 
were alongside each other. The helicopters were held in ,place 
by means of 2x4 bracing nailed to the floor of the van alongside 
and over the helicopter skid tubes., The wooden boxes containing 
the OH-6A main rotor blades were secur~d by paddin~ them with 
cushioning mat~rial and strapping them to the floor o~ the van 
beneath the helicopter using salvage cargo tiedown straps. 
The straps were nailed to the floor of the van at each end~ 
Shipping the OH~6A helicopter in Sea/Land vans facilitated 
ease of transportation and loading and unloading at the ports 
Jof embarkation and debarkation as well as increasing the,protec
tion from corrosion during shipment. (3) The AH-IG helicopters 
were prepared for shipment at DaNang AFB and trans.1ported to the 
Deep Water Pier on flatbed tr'ailers when the prepafation was 
complete. Sufficient low-boy trailers were not a~filable, 
necessitating the use of regular flatbed trailers'~'-"lt was 

f· J 
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'r 

necessary to lift some overhead wires along the way to allow the 
helicopters to pass underneath. Even 'SO,i a few long~ hanging wires 
were ripped down'during the movement. Use of low-boy trailers 
would'havepreyented this. The AH-IG main rotor blades were 
shipped in stahdard AH-l;G main rotor blade shi,ppingboxes and 
presented no unusual problems. One helicopter wasdamq,ged when 
the truck upon which it wa's loaded· pulled. forward while the 
crane that was used to lift the helicopter onto the trailer 
was still attached to the helicopter lifting eye. As the truck 

. pulled forward,' the helicopter slid aft along the trailer until 
the rear of the helicopter skids lodged in the wheel well cutouts; 
on the trailer, causing the helicopter to rock backwards breaking 
the "stinger" and damaging the tail boom when it struck the rear 
edge of th~ trailer :,bed. The l helicopter transmission mounts and 
skid attaching points may possibly have been damaged as well. 
(4) The CH~47 .helicopters were flown to the Deep Water Pier 
and final preparations were performed on each aircraft at that 
location, except forone'unflyable aircraft that was transported 
to Deep Water Pier by s~rface means •. Final preparation of the 
aircraft at the, Deep Water Pier required the di9patch of m~n and 
equipment to that point, but presented no particular problems. 
The CH-47 rotor blade boxes were used to ship most of the rotor 
blades. Those blades, for which boxes could not ,be found, were 
secured.in racks inside the helicopters. The CH-47 retrograde 
operation,went smoothly with no unusual problems. 
Recommendations: (1) Th?l/t the requirement for information from 
aircraft log bpoks be determined prior to sealing the aircraft 
for final p~eparation; (2) the preparing unit sho~ld insure 
that all explosives are removed prior to sealing the aircraft; 
(3) that the" Sea/Land van method of shipment be used for shipping 

OH-6A helicdpters in th~ future; and (4) that AH-IG helicopters 
be transported on low-boy trailers instead of regular flatbed 
trailers. 

(3) Roll-upi phase: 

(a) With the exception of the frequent changes 
in projected shipping scheduQes, the roll-up phase was free of 
significant problems. VNAF and the various civilian con.-trac'tors 
were cooperative and the turnover of real property andWroperty 
book items was completed. The remaining items were tra:I}~ferred' 
in a few hours. . . 

,i(b) The Security Pl'atbon'did a satisfactory job 
of keeping the theft of government and persorfal equipm7'nt at an 

;' 
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acceptable 'level. ASE aQat camp Horn experienced consic;1e:r;,able 
prob17ms and taske~ the-G~UP with 20 men in order to form a 
secur~ty de~achment.· 

, . 
(c) Once personnel o/ere released for shipment,no 

problems were experienqed in drawing down to the projected level 
of 76 officer~' and men 'remaining ~n X+S9. Ef~ective on X+SS, 
the 62rid CACw'as scheduled to' zero out its morning report ,with 
the remaining 'personnel being assigned TDY to FRAC at no cost 
to the government. 

(d) With the release of all ,missions and commitments 
on X+S9, a long, proud his,tory of Army Aviation, in Military Region 

. I of 'the Republic of Vietnam came to an end. 

I 

Tab: A - Four Party Special Aviation Detach~ent 
B - ICCS Flight Detachment-MR I 
C -; 11th CAG O~ganizat~onal Structure 
D - Organization of 11th CAG 
E - 11th CAG Command and Staff Positions 
F - Awards and Decorations 
G - Authorized and Assigned Strength - 28 Jan 73 
H - Operational Statistiqs 
I - Aircraft Vulnerability 
J Aircraft Authorized and On-hand 
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TAB.A ~FoUr Par,ty, Speci~l· Aviation Detachment) .to . 
Appen9l.x 1 to Annex,B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM.After Actl.on Report 

1. Purpose: .To report sig~ifioant activities and-lessons 
learned by the FoprParty Special Aviation Detach~ent. 

, ". - " \ 
2. General: This report covers the activities of' the JMC 
Aviation"Detachments from its activation on 28 January 1973 
until completion of activities and deactivation of the 
detachment. 

a. Significant'Organization Activities: 

(1) The FPJMC Aviation support package was formed on 
272400H January 1973, and con~isted of eight UH-l~ aircraft, 
one OIC, 16 pilots, eight crew chiefs, one ,NCOIC: and one 
Technical Inspector. A 23-man NHA civilian work force was 
authorized, but was never identified by name 'or separated 
from the r142nd Transportation Company manpower pool for 
economy of force reasons. On X+7, the detachment was 
further?Ugmented by the addition of a trained Maintenance 
O~ficer 'As JMC Teams were designated for Regions Iiand II, 
separat' aviation detachments had to be established to augment 
each team. The two aircraft ·in support of JMC Region I re
mained, out of the necessity .. for support, under the control 
of the larger Region II team. 

(2) During the period 28 January to 13 March 1973 
the Region I and II Aviation Detach'ments flew 525 hours, 
carried 140 pass~ngers, and transported 10 tons o£ cargo. 
On two occasions'seven out of the total eight aircraft were, 
tasked for daily missions; however, the average daily commit
ment was five aircraft per day. 

(3) The maintenance teams that supported' the detachment, 
though hampered by the scarcity of selected parts, were able to 
complete five periodic examinations, and several major component 
changes. D~spite the fact that no btade hour restrictions were 
placed on the missions and no ceilirigs w~re placed on the 
number of aircraft that: could be'committed on a daily basis, 
the detachment was able to maintain an availability rate of 
81%. This was due largely to the outstanding maintenance 
support provided by the 142nd TC shop teams. 
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ITAB A (Four Party Special Aviation Detachment) to Appepdix 1 
\toAnnex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After' Action Report 
\ 

\ 

b. ~Commander's Observations and Recommendations: ' Few 
"major problems were experienced by the detachment during the 

oper,ational period. The major problems experienced by the JMC 
as a whole were not associated with the aviation 'aspects but 
in the coordination between the four parties themselves. ' All 
missions assigned to'the'Aviation Detachment received a time'ly 
response and experienced bnly minor difficulties during the, 
conduct of the mission. The detachment,. recorded one firing 
incident during the period. which resulted in negative damage 
to the aircraft or injuries to the crew'or passengers. This 
is significant because numerous hours were flown into contested 
areas or territ<;:>ry,owned by the PRG/DRV. Unfortunately, the 
FPJMC never fully deployed i~to Region I or IIi consequently, 
most of the flying hours we~e in support of routine administra
tio~ missipns and the aircraft were pever fully utili~ed fo~ 
thelr stat~d purpose. ' 

3. a. Specific: 

24 January 1973: At 2400hrs the FPJMC Special Flight 
Detachmentfwas formed and prepa~ed for missions to commence 
on notification of the ceasefire. 

28 January 1973: The first mission in support of 
FPJMC was flown to transport ini tial p~ersonnel to 1rhe Region 
I headquarters in Hue. 

5 February 1973: The Aviation Detachment transported 
DRV contingents from DaNang AFB to the FPJMC compound located 

, at Camp Horn. 

7 February 1973: (1) The Aviation Detachment ,was aug
mented by the addition of a maintenance officer to aid the 
team in required daily and scheduled maintenance. 
(2) The Aviation. Detachment transported,DRV contingents from 
DaNang ~ir Base to the FPJMC compound located at Camp Horn. 

11 February 1973: T1;le Aviation Detachmen.t inserted 
two PRG representatives into Tra My (old Hau Duc) without 
incident. 

12 February 1973: Aircraft from the JMC Detachment 
transported,PRG representatives from Tra My to the FPJMC 

( '. 
compound located in DaNang. 
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'TAB~A (Four Party Special Aviation Detachment) A to Appendix 1 to Annex B to USARV!MACV.SUPCOM After Action Report 

30-31 March 1973: The FPJMC .was scheduled to be disbanded on. this date with· a'll airc~aft turned over to the VNAF and all personn~l transferred to shipping points for transfer to CONUS. . 

b. Commander's IObservations on Lessons Learned: ~INone. 

I-

I 
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TAB 'B (ICCSFlight Deta,chinent - MR I) to Appendix 1 to Annex B, o!" 

to USARV /MACV SUPCOMAf'ter Action Report \' 
;. 

1. Purpose:' To s~arize the activation, operation, and, 
standdown of the ICCS Flight Detachment in MR I. 

2. General: 

a. Significant Organization Activities: 
, '" ... ... 

(1) Organizational,phase (2& Janua~y 1973): U~on 
notification of the ceasefire on 28 January 1973, the Ices 
Flight Detachment was forme,d from the personnel and equipment 
assets of the 11th CAG. Major Zane K. Rector (XO, 11th CAG) was 
desi<.gnated as the deta'chment commander.' ( 

(2) Operational phase (29 January to 20 March 1973): 
The ICCS Flight Detachment conducted transportation and resupply 
for the ICCS delegations in Regions I and II (MRI). 

(3) Standdown-Withdrawal-Roll-up Phase (20 - 27 March 
1973): The, ICCS Flight Detachment was relieved of flying 
responsibilities by Air.' America on 27 March. Assigned personnel 
were withdrawn from ~VN and equipment was turned over to PA&E 
and Air America. 

h.' Command Obs erva tion and Rec<;>mmenda tions : 

(1) Organizational phase (28 January 1973). 

(2) Operatlon phase (29 January to 20 March 1973): 
Observation:' ICCS personnel were not aware of the aviation 
detachment's availability to ,them in MR I. 
Recommendatibn: That ICCS personnel should have been briefed 
on the aviation assets available to them. 

Observation: I Poor communication existed between operations 
personnel in Region I and Region II causing a mis-utilization 
of aircraft by the ICCS Teams." 
Recommendation:' Aviation support be routed through one opera
tions(office where missio~s ~an be properly scheduled to preven~ 
waste of aircraft blade time. 

Observation: Aircraft were being used to fly to areas where 
~dequate and secure ground transportation was available. 
Recommendation: That ICCS personnel should first attempt 
to mov~, personnel and supplies by road convoy unless time 
is of the essence. 
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TAB B (ICCS Flight Detachment - MR I) to Appendix ,1 to Annex B 
to USARVtMACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

Observation: ICCS personne~ made no apparent attempt to observe 
ground activities between their regional and field, locations \ 
when they traveled by ,aircraft. ' 
Recommendation: That ICCS personnel should use road convoys 
as 'Ithe primary means of tra:nsporting supplies and personnel. 
This would present more op~ortunitie~ to observe the actions 
of the PRG, "ORV, RVAF and Ulr' personnel from ~ vantage point. 

- .. -- -'. .\. . . " -, 

(3) Standdown-Withdrawal-Rqll-up phase (20 :... 27 March 
1973): Observation: Air Ame'rica continued to postpone the 
acceptahce of the ICCS mission i~ MR I. The initial transfer 
of missions was to'take place on X+30. It was postponed to 
X+37, X+44, and was finally scheduled for X,+59. This caused 
unnecessary hardship on assigned personnel and the'ir families 
who needed a definite date to prepare for the, move to their 
next assignment. Recommendation: Thai:' Air America/be required 
to reassign air~raft and pilots from their missions in other 
areas to support the ICCS mission in Vietnam. 

3. Specific: 

a. Significant Activity: 
. 

28 January 1973: 
eight EM, and six UH-IH's 

,support;was provided by a 
I 142nd TC. Personnel were 

ICCS Detachment formediwith 13 officers, 
all from 11th' CAG assets. Maintenance 
23-man NHA contract team under the 
assigned to 62nd Avn Co. 

31 January 1973: Iecs quartering party from Saigon 
arrived to inspect DaNang and Hue facilities. Party was 
briefed on the aviation assets available to them. 

5iFebruary 1973: ICCS teams arrived fron Saigon and 
deployed to DaNang and Hue. Coordination meeting held with 
operations officers from DaNang, Hue Regional Headquarters, 

--and the Aviation Detachment . 
.> 

6 Februa~y 1973: First mission flown in support of 
ICCS. 

14 - 22 February 1973: Ices flown to Quang Tri t:o 
observe daily prisoner exchange . 

. , 
, 28 February 1973: Ices aircraft received ground fire 

! northwest of Hoi An (coord BT085625) wounding the pilot. Ices 
members from Canada and Indonesia were aboard. 
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TAB B' (ICCS Flight Detachment - MR II) to' Appendix· 1 to Annex "13 I 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 1 

1\' . ; 

29 February 1973: All ICCS aircraft were grounded uriilil 
further notice on orders from Saigon ICCS Headquarters. Exce~\ 
tions required. written approval. , 

9·, March 1973: ICCS team taken to Gio ~inh fiE~Jd site. 
First time to cross north o~ Thach Han Rivea:-. .! '\ 

27 March 1973: Air.craft transferred to Air Arn~'rIca. 
27 - 29 March 1973:. Personnetdeparted RVN. \ 

'\ b. Commander's Comments: ' 
\' 

Evaluation.: During the' operationS! phase, it bec.arne apparent 
that the delegationsfrom Canada, Hungary, Indonesia, and Poland 
knew very little about the"utilization of helicopters in sup-
porting their missio~.·. ' 
Observation:' The "CHIP" perstonnel were using aircraft for 
short flights,b~tween secure areas where less expensive ground 
transportation was available. Aircraft were also being flown 
with only a few personnel on/board. 
Recommendation: CHIP personrl~l should be briefed on, the expense 
and effective use of blade hours when employing aircraft. 
Command Action: The detachment oommander :and operatiOns 
officer conducted extensive discussions about aircraft 
utilization with operations 'personnel in both ICCS Regions :t 
and II. 
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! TAB C (11th 'CAG Organizational Structure) to Appendix 1 to \ Annex :B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
11TH COMBAT AVIATION GROUP APO, 963419 

HHC, 11TH CAG, 
APO, .96349' \ 

\ 62ND AVIATION COMPANY (CORPS) APO, 96349 

519TH MEDICAL DETACHMENT APO, 96349 

r' 

\1 
321ST AIRfIELD DETACHMENT (DIVISION) 

I 

"F TROOP; 4TH AIR CAVALRY} APO,' 96349 ' 

D TROOP, ~7TH AIR CAVALRY APO, 963~'9. 

14.{ND TRA~SPORTATION COMPANY APO, 96349 
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. ( TAB D (Organizati0n of/11th CAG) to Appendix 1 to Anne~ B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action" R.eport 
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TAB E .( 11 th CAG COllmland and Staff positions)' to Appendix 1 
to Annex B to USARV!MACV SUPCOM A·fterAction Report 

UNIT OR STAFF 
POSITION 

GROUP COMMANPER 

EXECUTIVE 
OFFICER 

S-1 

S-2 

S-3, 

S-4 

CO, 62ND 
AVIATION CO 

, (CORPS) 

• ! 

CO, F TROOP, 
4TH CAV 

CO, D TROOP, 
17TH CAV 

OATES NAME 

14 ,JUN 72 28 MAR 73 STANLEY D. CASS 
523-44-2707, ~TC, FA 

27 APR 72 - 28 MAR 73 ZANE K. RECTOR 
413-54-2705, MAJ, FA 

20 OCT 72 - 28 MAR 73 FRANK J. LEGGIO, JR. 
144-38-2617, CPT, TC. 

1 APR 72 10 NOV 72 RICHA~D W.PEDERSON 
141-40-3799, CPT, FA 

I • 

10 NOV 72 - 28 MAR 73 WELDON O. SPENCER 
450-70-9673, CPT, MI 

- I 

18 OCT 72 - 28 JAN 73 JOHN P. KENNEDY 
029-30-.6274, MAJ, AR 

28 JAN 73 - 28 ~R 73 WILBER W. SORENSON 
523-50-2603, MAJ, AR 

1 SEP 72 - 28 MAR 73 JOE E. PARISH 
254-54-2908, MAJ, IN 

6 OCT 72 - 28 MAR 73 OLLIE C. CRADDOCK 
261-54-6273, MAJ, FA 

10 SEP 72 - 12 FEB 73 KERMIT E. LARSON 
463-62-9607, MAJ, AR 

3 SEP 72 - 12 FEB 73 WILBERT W. SORENSON 
523-50-2603, MAJ, AR 
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i TAB F (Awards and. Decorations) to Appendix lito AnnexB to USARV /MAc\T i SUPCOM Afte·r Action Report 

SILVER STAR 

DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS 

o 

5 

BRONZE STAR 21 

AIR MEDAL 116 

ARMY COMMENDATION MEDAL 32 

. TOTAL 174 

, 
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TAB G (Authorized i'and Af?signed Strength .!. 28 Jan 73) to 
Appendix 1 to AnnexB: to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

", 

OFFICERS WO ENLISTED TOTAL 
U~UT AUTH ASSD AUTH ASSD AUTH ASSD ABTH ASSD 

HHC, 11TH CAG 16 16 0 2 24 32 93 50 
) 

62ND Avn Co 25 30 60 24 2~_8 175 383 229 
'I 

142ND Tran~ Co 6 6 , 6 3 1~1 62 163 71 

D Troop, 
17TH Cav 19 20 31 22 216 180 266 222 

F Troop," 
4TH Cav 19 18 31 19 216 152 266 189'· 

.' 
321ST AD(D) 1 j 1 0 0 7 "B 15 9 

" 519TH Med 1 1 0 0 8 8 9 9 

TOTALS 87 9.0 128 70 920 617 1i95 779 
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TAB H (Operational Statistics) to Appendix 1 to! Annex B 
,toUSARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

\ 
HOURS FLOWN.: NOVEMBER 4,081 

DECEMBER 4,196 
JANUARY 4,289 
FEBRUARY 1,406 

CUMULATIVE HOURS: 30,245' 

SORTIES FLOWN: 45,741 

. TROOPS LIFTED: 15,218 

CARGO LIFTED: (TONS) 2,518 

ENEMY KBfI: 90 

STRUCTURES DAMAGED: 206 

STRUCTURES DESTROYED: 322 

SAMPANS DAMAGED: 19 

SAMPANS DESTRBYED: 120 

VEHICLES DAMAGED: ° 
VEHICLES DESTROYED: 

I ° 
TANKS DAMAGED: ° 
TANKS DESTROYED: ° 
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TAB I ·(Aircraft Vulnerabili ty) to Appendix ~ to Annex B toUSARV/MACV SUPCOM·After Action ~eport 

MONTH SHOT * AT DAMAGED . SHOT DOWN 

NOVEMBER 51 15 3 

DECEMBER i 55 9 4 

JANUARY 25 11 1 

FEBRUARY 5 2 0 

MARCH 2 1· 0 

~. , 
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TAB J (Aircraft Authorized and On' Hand) to Appendix 1 to 
Anne~ B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM'After.Action Report 

.. 

UH-:-1H AH-1G OH-6A CH-47 
AUTH O/H AUTH O/H" AUTH O/H AQTH'O/H 

62ND AVN CO 20 21 6 6 

D TROOP, 
17TH CAV 10 ro 10 9 9 7 

FTROOP, 
4TH CAV 8 9 9 8 /9 9 

142ND TRANS CO 2 2 

I, 

I' .. 
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APJ>ENDIX 2 (12th Combat Aviation Group) t'o ANNEX B to USARV / MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

1. Pu~pose: To report-significant activities ~nd planning, involve',d, in the standdown of 12th Combat Aviation Group during 
I the period 1 November 1972 through, 14 March 1973. 

2. Gene'ral: 
\ , 

a., Section 1: SignificantOrganization~ctivities. 
'( 1) -F-re-X-Day Phase: During the period 1 November 1972 to 29 March "1973 the 12th Combat Aviation Group continued to provideermy aviation support to the Commander,pThird Regional Assistance' ,Command (TRAC), Headquq.rters, MACV and USARV. Group assets itpluded two air cavalry troops, F Troop, '8th and F Troop, 9th US Air, Ca~alry stationed at Bien Hoa Army, which were OPCON to, Cdr, T-RAC, wi th the primary mission of ,providing securi ty for the key installations and US personnel in Military Region III, Their mi~~ion end~d on 28 January 1973 commensurate with the cease fire. Additional Group assets included the Command Aircraft Company which provided U-~l fixed wing ~upport for all MR' s and Headquarters ,. MACV/USARV. The 59th Corps Aviation Company was also assigned to Group and support~d Headquarters' TRAC, USARV and MACV wi th utili ty an'd command and control helicopter~. An additional major unit of Group was the '388th Transportation Company with the responsibility for providing all incountry general supdort and back-up direct support aircraft maintenance.- Subsequent to the cease,fire, the 388th provided the major effort for retrograde of army aircraft from Vietnam. The last aircraft to be retrograded by surface means was taken out of Newport dock on 3 March 1973. 

The outstanding efforts of 12th Group cluring this reporting period were evidenced by the numerous significant achievements. The combined average monthly/flying hours of the two air cavalry uni~s, flbwn wh~le accomplishing their primary mission, , exceeded all other air cavalry averages in Vietnam. The aircraft loss rate was the lowest ~n Vietnam even though. the combat activity in MR III had increased sharply. The Command Aircraft ,Company completed one accident free year of U-?l fixed wing support for all of Vietnam which included VII transportation for the highest ranking US personnel to visit Vietnam as well as neighboring countries. ' 

An additional unit of this group was the 312th A~iation Detachment (Divisional).- The 312th Commarider was responsible for ~perating ~otel 3, which was the major heliport" in Vietnam, and Lassiter Heliport at ,Bien Hoa Air Base, the home of both ", F/8 and F/9 Air Cavalry Troops . 
.' 
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APPENDIX 2 (12th Combat Aviation Group) to ANNEX B,to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action Report ' 
..... ' 
I 

Sub~eqOent to receipt of the 1st Aviation Brigade OPLAN 215, actions, were initiated to prepare for standdown of this Group and its units. This phase was marked by enthusiasm and optimism on the part of all staff sections and unit headquarters. Plans were fo~muiated and'information was, d~sseminated to unit levels. The process of reviewing and revising plans resulted in numerous changes in planning guidance for some units. As the cease~fire efforts continued and it became evident that peace would n,ot occur in 1972" units resumed their missions and waited 'for final' planning to be accomplished. Suspense dates Were established and plans w~~e formulated for the timely subm~ssion of OER's, fER's, awards, funds dis~olution, and personnel ~trengths. As guidance was ~ublished ~nd changes noted, units were contacted to insure thefr' understanding and compliance. 

Significant reorganization that occurred included the formRtion of special aviation teams to supporb the Four Party' Commission and the Iljlternational Commission for Control an'd Supervision. This selection was primarily based 'upon aviator retainability and qualifications. Guidelines and suspenses for the termination of funds were also, established. Rosters of personnel assigned and those pending orders were iprepared during the initial stages of the pre-standdown and forwarded in order to assist in zeroing morning reports. A ,list of mission essential personnel for extension beyond normal DEROS was s4bmitted to USARV for approval. This was limited to key personnel in critical slots. Although activities were conducted on a contipuing basis; th~ frequency of changes and actions resulting th~refrom .cons~med consiqerable t~me on the part of administrative personnel at all'levels of command. .• r 

During this first period, units were instructed to turn-in all excess equ~pment in,anticipation of-the cease fire. The s-4 section conducted inspections in the ar~as of motor,main-, tE:'?nance, arms room, 'mess hall, and supply operations. Safety inspections were conducted at Lassit~r's rearm and POL points. All unit property books were audited for the scheduled Annual General Inspection and/or standdown. 
<' 

The 12th CAG was preparing for an Annual General Inspection scheduled for the end of Febru~ry. The overa~l posture of ,the group was improved by the pre-AGI inspections and assistance visits to the subordinate units. EqUipment was in fair shape but there were problems with the "time lag" encountered in the offshore supply system. Equipment was earmarked for support of the aircraft retrograde m~ssion and put ~n good ,condition. Coordination was made with Vinnell Corp ,and PA&E for,top priority on all projects once X-Day arrived. ' 
! 
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\ J,) I APPENDIX 2 (12th Combat\ Aviation Group to ANNEX B to USARV, MAGV SUPGOJVl After Actioh Report 

Since planning originally commenced in mid-'October there' was no major problem during this time. Units were briefed on standdown procedures and copies of Annex F'to USARV\'OPLAN183 were furnished tb all units. PERT charts were drawn up 'and used as a management tool to facilitate an orderly s\tanddown. Personnel turbulence made it necessary ,for some uqi ts to change key standdown officers whioh 'could have been avoided, by astute pers9nnel management. 

The initial reaction to the promised ceasefire was enthusiasm and hard work ~n the effort to accomplish a fas~ withdrawal of US forces. However, the subsequent turn of events, when-the war continued, 'saw a definite abatement in total groductivity. All functional areas of military activity suffered from a reluctance to turn from peac~ prepatations back to prosecution of the ~ar. Even the promising stari toward standdown began to suffer as morale took a downswing. The formulation of plans for standdown ang the dissemination of information to troop units slowed, as did unit reaction. The resumption of mission tasks was accomplished as the final plans for standdown were completed. q 

, 
~ased upon data obtained fromlBrigade 'OPLAN 215, skeletal plans were o~tlined to coordinate the intelligence collection and counterintelligence 'fu~ctions as effected by depleted ~esources and personnel security - debriefing requirements. The disposition of unit files and security equipment was considered in the light of assum~tions concerning ~ime phased mission reduction. Document security, comj1lunication security, and person-, nel security measures were planned in accordance with the proposed troop and mission reduction. 

The 12th GAG Signal Section was actively engaged in maintaining communications'to include an effective' distribution system between 12th GAG Headquarters and subordinate units. ' The telephone communications from Saigon to Bien Hoa and Plantation went steadily do~nhill b~bause this sytem was no longer under US control. 

During the period from 1 'November 1972 to 14 March 1973, ~lans and ~ontingencies were formulated for the standdown of' all aviationrmaintenance facilities in M~ III. A plan for! continued maintenance support for USI Arm~ aircraft in MR III subsequent to the standdown of the military maintenance units was established and implemented. Plans and contingencies were also for~ulated,for the retrograde of 153 aircraft from ~~wpbrt dock facility as welL as the transfe~ of all remaining UH-IH aircraft in MR III to GVN (VNAF). . '. . , 
.I 
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APPENDIX 2 (12th ComRat Aviation Group) to ANNEX Bto USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

(~) Standdown Phase: Upon 6fficial notification of the ceasefire, plans ha~ to be updated and certain inadequacies of these plans were identified. S~ecial aviation mission teams were organized; how~ver, no provision for~the administr~ti ve and support requirements had been. made .. Immediate reaSSignment\ of personnel with the MOS's 71B/H (clerical and administrative), 94p (cooks), and 76Y (armor/unit supply) caused pr6blems for subordinate units. It not only created hardships for the individuals .involved but ~lso caused units to reassign personnel internally. 'Additionally, with the shortage of th~se MOS's thioughout the Group, further reassignment between units w~s required in 6rder to assist each unit to standdown in an ord~rly fashion .. Most of t~e reassignments leviej on individual units could have been anticipated and implemented in the current OPLAN . 
• ;.;1 

The Unit Fund was turned in to the Central Post Fund on X+IO with no discrepanc~es. Pertinent files and records were boxed and forwarded to AG Publications as per instructions. 

F/B, F/9 and 129th Medical Det~chment commenced standdown on X-Day and were completed by X+15. The standdown was accomplished in a,timely and orderly ~ashion. The'remaining units in group coritinued to turri-in excess equipment and made col ordination for the turn over of PC&S property. The army installation at Bien Hoa was turned over the ARVN on x+16. The LOI's published for standdown wene followed by.all units and proved to be a definite assistance. Sufficient transportation, other than ,TO&E was made available through Transportation Motor Pool (TMP). Tfue Newport Plan was successfully put into operation for retrograding aircraft. U~daie information from the 1st Aviation Brigade OPLAN 215 was disseminated and the ,-. " group standdown plan was updated: and briefed to all units. The units located at Bien Hoa ceased tactical operations and started standdown immediately while all other units continued their missionsJ' Title transfer of selected T'O&E property had been effected previously and w~s hand receipted back to US units. PC&S property at Bien Hoa was turned oven to ARVN Units. 

~ Notification of the ceasefire order brought back the en~ 

.' 

thusiasm seen initially in October. Minor changes in the OPLAN were implemented and units commenced immediate shipment and processing of troops. Special Mission Teams were organized and briefed., The sudden increase in personnel security requir~ments presented no parti9ular problems .. Staff coordination and adequate planning provided for effective personnel security pro-,cessing. The planned termination of~intelligence processing ! 
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APPENDIX 2 (12th Combat Aviation Group) to ANNEX B to USARV/ MACV SUPCGM After Action Report 

and, dis semination caused s dre prob lems in -providing for Special Action Teams. This was compounded by the cut-off of incoming material by higher headquarters. Although planning was adequate and time\ly for the most par't, the uncertainties in contingency plann~ng resulted in holding gertain assets, notab'rly' secure voice radio and security containers, beyond the planned turn in date. i The screening and disposition of files was Incompl,icated thol,lgh changeS' in the cut-off date occurred frequently. 

, (3) Withdrawal Phase: To assist in a planned withdrawal, release rosters were ~ubmitted. However, because of changes in unit missions the actual withdrawal did, not coincide with the ros ters and resulted in delays ,while o'rders were b,eing pubblished. ,This, in turn, c~use9. delays in outprocessirig. This phase oftheceasefire concern~d not only the ~ithdrawal of troops but als6 the reassignment of personhel wit~in Vietnam to meet the needs of special teams. 

,Intelligence file~ and logs were closed. Where necessary, mission-essential documents were transferred permanently to 1st Aviation Brigade. All files were disposed of in accordance with standdown plans. Staff sections reduced personnel strength where practical. Some difficulties were encountered as planning deficiencies appeared. Again, uncertainty i,n the contingency area caus,ed a slow-down in personnel clearances, turn-in of files and disposal of'cla~sified material and refe~ences. 

Mission requirements were reevaluated and: aviation assets were adjusted accordingly. The OPSUM Report ~as ~erminated on 1 March 1973. All other reports were continued. The Group assumed the responsibility for providing all aviation support 
I inMR III for "Operation HOMECOMIN9". This added responsibility was thoroughly coordinated with 1st Aviation Brigade and plans were formulated for this Group to maintain a special aviation staff to control aviation support in MR III after x+45. The majority of the communication e~uipment was ~urned-in during this period. Radio communications with the F Troops, 8th and -9th Cav was tarminated on x+14. D~ring the withdrawal phase (20 Feb '- 1 Mar 73) COMSEC records were shipped to the cu~todians of the g~ining unit in CONUS. 

All safety files and records were turned over to 1st Aviation Brigade. Group ahd Special Detachmeni~ retained the responsibility for ~ircraft accident investigations until standdown. The 12th CAG and its subordinate units safety! record of 7.5% was a '}milestone'" in aviation safety. The accident rate for RVII was ~3.8%. This low rate was brought about~y experie~ced and 
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APPENDIX 2 (12th Combat Aviation Group)' to ANNEX B to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action Report I ' 

/ safety conscious commanders and all support personnel. 

t4) RO~l-UP Pha~e: ,The final phase of the ceasetire was concerned With the establishment of internal controls to insure unii d~activation standdowri and ~inal morning report submission. A skeleton staff was established for movement to Brigade in order to 'finalize all unit admininstrative actions. 

'During this phase, the' final disposition of files and referenc'es was accomplished; the transfe,r of personnel securi ty functions to the 1st A~iation Brigade was made along with the closing of document control logs~ As the units cleared their a-reas, the exit security inspect~6n was completed and final repqrts were forwarded to 1st Aviation Brigade. A me'thodology for securi ty debriefing of personnel was irriplem,ented as they processed out of their uni'ts into the Camp Alpha transshipment area. All misslon\reql:!irements weJ;'e combined 'and sufficient aviation assets we~e transferred to the CAG to support all remaining aircraft requirements. Command Aircraft Comparly (CAC) and 1st Aviation Brigade Headquarters were the only aviati6n units in MR III remaining after X+U5. I All reports aft,er x+45 were forwarded from CAC to the Group staff which was reduced to seven personnel and remained until X+59 to provide aviation support for ~,1R III. 

b. Sect:1.on 2: Commander's comments on lessons learned: 
Robley W. Davis Jr., LTC~IN. 

(1) Special Teams Formation 

(a) Observation: The actual composition of special aviaation teams was not adequate to enable them to perform both their mission and meet team administrative requirements. 

(b) Evaluation: The requirement was to assign only aviators and crewchiefs to each special aviation team; however, it became apparent that each team needed operations and administrative personnel to maintain flight records and orders. Units ~ad to be tasked to provide the additional support personnel; however, they could not be assigned: to the teams due to team strength limitations. 

(c) Recommendation: Special aviation teams be formed as separate detachments with the complete capability of performing operations and related administrative functions. 

" 
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APPENDIX 2. (12th Combat Aviation Group) to ANNEX B to USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

.' /. 

(2) Orders for Special Teams: 

\ (a). Observation: Members of special aviation teams were 
no'(t reassigned promptly to a controlling headquarters or 
organization. 

(b) Evaluatiori: When the special teams were form~d, plans 
had not been completepto reassign team members to a gaining 

I ,-, 
uni t. Thi-s created confusion among the team members, as well 
as their parent units. Morning reports did not. accurately re
flect unit strengths since memb~rs to be transferred were 
actually present for duty with their teams. The air cavalry 
troops were unable to zero out morning r~ports in a timely 
manner because team members were selected from their assets 
and had not been reassigne'd.' In addition some -confusion ex
isted as to rating schemes and the ad'ministration of m-ilitary 
justice. 

I 
(c) Recommendation: Personnel on special teams be immedi-

ai~lY reassigned to a controlling headquarters that is 
scheduled to maintain a mor,ning report, throughout the entire 
period 'of utilization. 

(3) Destruction ~f Unclassified Material: 

(a) Observation: Adequate instructions were not pu~lished 
for the destruction of unclassified material. 

(b) Evaluation: Although there were adequa~e instructions, 
for the .boxing and shipment of classified and unclassified 
files; no plans or guidance was received for the destruction 
of such material as regulations, manuals, and forms. There 
were inadequate facilities at Tan Sort Nhut to effectively 
destroy the abundance of such material. Numerous phbne calls 
and co.ordinati.on with PA&E, the fire department, and other 
actiVities were required to 10Qate a suitable facility for 
burning large quantities of unclassified material. 

(c) Recommendation: Plans must be made for the large scale 
destruction of unclassified material in the final stages oC unit 
standdown and withdrawal. 

. '" (:4) F.fles and. ~~.c~~i ty Con't£l;!,.l}ers: 

(a) Observation: Uncertainty caused by added missionu and 
resp~nsibilities caused a ~lowdown ~n files disposition. This 
in turn delayed turnover of security containers. 
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APPEHDIX 2 (12th Combat Aviation Group) to ANNEX B to USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

(b) Evaluation: As previou$ly ~entioned,the delay in the 
proposed ceasefire-caused decreased productivity a~ all le~els, 
a psychological reaction to disappointment sometimes referred 
to as "stand~downitis'.'. Staff planning and more particularly, 
staff coordination suffered because. of this phenomenon. De
cisions were slow incoming apd even slower in dissemination as 
eath le\vel of the hierarchy added its own "safety factor". . 
ThUS, a~ Group level, files were held beyond a time of any 
practical usefulness. The resultant, ~ll~out purge and dis
positio~ when this static situation was overtaken by the 
third change oLsuspense date, caused ,a day-long stoppage in 
other activity. The chain reaction r~sult was a holdup in 
transfer of security containers. Not a large problem, never
the-less it 'was·time consuming and counter-productive. 

(c) Redommendat~ort: That early planning and initiation for 
and disposition of historical and general files be required at 
all: staff levels. 

(5) Closing of Funds: 

(a) Observation: More command supervision at unit level was 
required to insure proper closing· of funds and availabili ty o.f 
auditing officers. / 

(b) Evaluation: The ter~inal a~dits of funds were con
ducted by persons with little or no prior know~edge of funds 
management or administrative procedures. This 'created a train
ing problem; cither problems resulted from auditing officers 
not initiating the.ir audits promptly through failure to notify 
their respective fund custodians of the date for final audit. 

(c) Recommendation: Auditors should be carefully selected 
and immediately initiate terminal audit procedures. 

(6) .Maps: 
i 

(a) Observation: The USARV/MACV SUPCOM Map depot began 
disposition of assets early in the standdown. New supplies 
were not obtained. 

(b) Evaluation: An immediate need for maps arose with the 
formation of the Special Action Teams by 12th Combat Aviation 
Group. This need was met out of stock-on-hand; however, the 
on-hand supply was seriously depleted. Contingency planning 
required additional map supplies which could not be readily 
obtained/through normal channels. 
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APPENDIX ,2 (12th Combat Aviation Group), to ANNEX B to 
USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Actio~ Report' 

(c) Recommendation: That normal supply channels remain 
open and functioning as long as US Forces require support in 
the combat area. 

(7) 

(a) 
release 

PCS Orders: 

b '. \ o servat~on: 
was s:lowed by 

The shipment of personnel available for 
the lack of orders. , ' 

(b) Evaluati'on: Although assignment instructions were re
ceived, orders were not published 'by X+IO as originally in
dicated but continued through X+20. This'often prevented units 
from releasing those persons scheduled for shipment and meant 
changing shipping dates by as much as three weeks. During 
the second increment, this prevented the units from maintaining 
their shipment rates and caused a delay in scheduling. In 
addition to creating. problems for the various headquarters, 
it also created a hardship for individuals and Itheir families. 

(c) Recommendation: Orders be published as scheduled and 
in accordance with shipping lists submitted by individual units. 

(8) Inte,lligence Information: 

(a) Observation: Military Intelligence collection assets 
began stq.nddown almo~t immediately upo'n X-Day. The collection 
responsibility was to be taken over by Republic of Vietnam 
Armed Forces, agencies who would continue operations and re
porting. This office was not in a position to assess the work
ability of such a plan and orily observed that the quality 
and quantity of intel;tigence information received through 
normal channels was inadequate. 

(b) Recommendation: That US Intelligence collection and 
processing agencies continue support to us Forces until they 
exit the combat area. 

Tab A - 12th CAG Army Aviation Element 
B - 12th CAG, Air Tqw Deta:chment 
C 312th Aviation Detachment-Divisiona1 
D - 12th CAG Command Aircraft Company 
E - 59th Corps Aviation Company 
F - 388th Transportation Company 
G - F Troop, 8th Cavalry, 12thCAG 
H F Troop, 9th Cavalry, 12th CAG 
I - 12th CAG Special Aviation Teams 
J - FPJMC Aviation Detachment-RW-Regions V, VII & HQ 
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~AB A'\12th CAG Army Aviation Element), to Appendix 2 to 
Annex 13 ,to USARV!MACV SUPC,OM After Act\\ion Report 

1. Purpose: To report significant activities and p~anning 
involved in the standdowrr and close out of the 12th Combat 
Aviation Gr'oup Army Aviation Element (AAE) at the Third Re-

, \ 

gional Assistance Command. (TRAC) . 
I \ 

2. General: Durlng the period 1 November 1972 to 29 January. 
1973, plans and contingencies w~re formulated for the stand
down and close-out of the Third Regional Assistance Command 
Ar~y Aviation Element. (TRAC AAE). 

TRAC AAE was composed of a chief of AAE, two Assistant 
Aviation S~aff Officers, and two enlisted clerks. Located at 
TRAC Hq, Plantation, RVN, AAE was an integral part' of theTRAC 
Staff. The AAE was a subordinate element of the 12th Group 
and served as the operative element for the 12th Group com
mander in his function as the ~RAC Aviation Officer. AAE came 
under the staff supervision of the S- 3,' 12th Group. 

The primary mission of AAE was to serve as advisors for 
employment of Army aviation assets for the TRAC Commander and 
his staff and to supervise and coordinate all of the Army avia
tion assets ~nd support in MR III. 

Basically aviation support for Military ~egion III con
sisted of administrative helicopter support for the 11 Provin
ces in the region as well as support for three diyision advisory 
teams, the Ranger Brigade Advisory team, and the Armor Brigade 
cAdvisory team. : -

'\ 
rhe primary mission of AAE, however, was mission planning 

and coordination for the two Air Cavalry troops and the Air 
TOW Detachment which were under the op~rational con~rol of 
the qommander, TRAC. 

This was accomplished by 'face to face co6rdination with 
Division and Province advisory teams throughout the Military 
Region qndformulating Visual Reconnaissance plans based on 
their recommendations. These plans were then presented to 
the TRAG Commander and staff for approval or modification. 
Once approved, the missions were given to the Air Cavalry by 
AAE along with available intelligence gathered .from the TRAC 
G-2. This planning and' mission ,coordination for the Air 
Cavalry was the bulk of the workload for AAE and it formed 
a constant series of plans, operations, and updates to main
tain a current picture of enemy activity along with the other 
intel~igence gathering agencies . 
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TAB A (12th CAd Army Aviatipn Element) to,Appendix 2 to Annex B t.o USARV /MACV SUPCOM Aft er Action Report 

Quring the period of this report, the enemyheight~ned and e\xpanded his 'activity throughout the military region in an ef~ort to gain additional territory prior to the e~pected ceasefire. " This Qreated addi tional planning requirements because it 'was necessarj,to mairitain a watch on cehters of enemy activity while at the same time attempting to make a systematic covering of the other areas in the military region. Th:1,s was (j ccomplished bJi' maintaining close coordination' with all of the elements in the military region and reacting to important intelligence trends. 
\. . 'AAE was also responsib]J'1 for coordination of CH-47 .support J within MH III for the resupply of U.S. assets and the recovery of downed aircraft. MR III had no organic CH-47 assets and AAE-was r~sp0nsible for arranging CH-47 aupport from MR IV when this support was required. 

Finally, AAE maintained the net control station for both secu~e voice and FM radio for all of the elementiwithin' 12th Group. 

A. Section 1: Significant Organizational Activity 
/ 

(1) Pre-X-Day: From the period 1 November 1972 to 27 January 1973 'plans were drawn for the standdown of AAE. It was realized that as of X-Day tactical operations would cease and that the coordination of administrative missions could be assumed by the S-3 section of 12t'h Group. As a result it was decided that AAE would be stood down on X+l and that all remaining mis~ions and 'reports would be delegated to the S-3 section. 

(2) Standdown Phase: Standdown was accomplished bet~een 1200 hours 28 January 1973 and 1200 hours .29 January 1973. No significant problems were encountered and personnel strength was adequate to accomplish the' mission. 

B. Section 2: Observations and Recommendations: 

(1) Pre'-X-Day: No specific observations or recommendations. Plans were disseminated from both TRAC and 12th Group in adequate time to facilitate planning and no major problems were encountered. , 

(2) Standdown 'Phase: Observation: Units of the comlnand as well as elements within the Military Region required 
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TAB A (12th CAG Army Aviation E~ement) toAppend~x 2 to 
Annex ~ td USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action R~port 

i , , , ' 

additional aH-~7 support after notific~tion of a ceasefire 
because of t~rn-in requirements. This caused a strain on an 
already over~taxed support system. 

Recommendation: That a CH-47 be assigned as a group, asset 
until X+IO to be used as necessary to turn in aircraft and 
equipment. I 

3. SPECIFIC: 

A. Section 1: 

(1) Pre-X-Day: During, the Pre-X-Day Phase there were no 
significant activities with reference to the standdown plans; 
however, there was increased activity in the military regi09' 
During this period the Air Cavalry concentrated their activity 
along the ~ajor infiltration routes in Tay Ninh Province and 
the Saigon River corridor. Numerous enemy fortified areas 
were found and targeted for TacAir and B-52 strikes. ,B-52 
targeting was accomplished by coordination between the Air 
Cavalry, AAE, and the G-2 Air and G-3 Air on ~he TRAC staff. 
Once a strike was recommended and executed, the Air Cavalry 
nQrmally conducted a bomb damage assessment of the target . 
area. Approximately 50% of the B-52 st~ikes in MR III during 
this repprt period were either recommended by the Air Cavalry 

, or targeted by the TRAC staff as a result of Air Cavalry recon
naissance in conjunction with other intelligence reports. 

I 

The Air TOW Detachment working in conjunction with the Air 
Cavalry averaged engaging in nine targets armonth during this 
period and had confirmed destruction of one tank, two APC's, 
and eight trucks. AAE controlled the disposition of the Air 
TOW Detachment and. habitually a~signed them to operate with " 
the Ai~ Cavalry in any ~rea that would have a possible armor 
threat. ' ' 

During this period, because of the increased work load, 
the liaison visits to the advisory teams at Province and 
Division was somewhat curtailed. Although some visits were 
still made, the majority of the mission planning was a re
sult of intelligence reports and maintaining re~onnaissance 
along the infiltration routes. 

This effort by the Air Cavalry, co.ordinated by AAE, was 
successful in that the Commander" TRAC was kept abreast of 
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Annex B to USARV /MACV SUP COM After Acti:on Report " 

the current enemy activity in the region and ;was better ,ab,le 
to advise the III Corps ,Commander on methods' of dealing with 
the enemy threat. ' 

(2) Standdown Phase: Upon notification of the ceasefire, 
AAE began the actual standdown procedures. All personnel as
signed wer~ briefed by the Chief, AAE as to the time-table and 
their specific duties. 

\ 

Tactical operations were halted and the ~adio nets were 
closed. The radio equipment was turned in to the appropriate 
agencies. All continuing operation~l functions and report func
tions we,re assumed by' the S-3 section on X+l. All activities 
normally in contact with AAE for aviation support were notified 
of the st~nddciwn and info~med to process any re~uests through 
the S-3 sectidn. All activities at the Plantation installation 
were closed out and all personnel and equipment moved to the 
S-3 section, 12th Group on X+I. 

B. S~ction 2: Commander t s comments - Robe:r;t E. Weathersby, ,=' 
MAJ, IN. 

(1) Pre-X-Day: No ~ignificant observations or recommenda
ti-ons. 

(2) Standdown Phase: All standdown activities went 
smoothly and with a minimum of coordination prob~ems. The 
entire standdown of AAE took less than 24 hours and all of the 
remaining required functions of AAE were absorbed by the S-3 ' 
Section of 12th Group on X+I. 

The only problem area to be noted was the problem of 
CH-47 support in MR III. Due to the requirements in MR IV and 
the International Commission for Control and Supervision and 
the Joint Military Commission, CH-47 support' became very re
stricted immediately after X-Day. It was recommended that 
early coordination b~ effected through Vietnamese' Air Force 
channels to insure CH-47 su~port for aircraft recove~y,after 
the standdown of U.S. CH-47 asaets. 
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USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

• I 1, 

1. Purpose: To report significant activities involved in the 
standdown and the close out of the Air TOW Detachment. 

2. General: The Firs t combla t Aeria~ TOW Detac~ment ~ommenced I . 

operations with the 12th Combat Aviation Group on 1 November 
1972. A significant armor threat had developed in MR 11'1 and 
the TOW Detachment w,as emp'loyed to counter· the threat. The TOW 
Detacijment consisted of two NUH-IB helicopters with the XM-26 . 
missile system installed. Six pilots and three enlisted men 
were assigned to the Detachment. In addition, four technical 
representati ves from Hughes Aircraft Comp.any prov,ided the 
technical know-how to maintain the weapon systems. The person-

I nel were assigned to HHC 12th COIhbatAviation Group, attached 
to F Troop 9th Cavalry and 'received missions from Army Aviation 
Element, TRAC. The aircraft were employed daily. wi tri both 
cavalry trodps that were operating in an armor threat area. 
The aircraft were not only used to engage targets, but were 
also employed in a reconnaissance role to further enhance the 
Ait Cavalry mission. One tank, two APC's, six trucks, and 
numerous other point targets were engaged and destroyed by the 
TOW Detachment. 

a. Section 1: Significant Organizational Ac~ivities 

(1) Pre-standdown phase: Plans were formulated for the 
orderly t urn-in of 'aircraft and withdrawal of personnel. ' 

! . 

(2) Standddwn phase: The retrograde of two NUH-IB helicopters 
was completed on 30 January 1973 (X+2). Standdown was com-
pleted in a timely and orderly fashion. 

b. Section '2: Commander's Observations and Recommendations: 
Karl B~ Hill, Jr, CPT, AR. 

Standdown phase: Contingencies for equipment not 
organic to the unit,' such as fork lif.ts and flat bed trucks, 
should be made available to insure ~n orderly withdrawal of 
equipment and to meet suspens.e dates established. 

3. Specific: 

a. Significant activitieg occurring in each phase as they 
relate in the follo~ing areas: 

(1) Prerstanddown phase: Air TOW conducted normal opera
tions in conjunction with F Troop 8th U.S.' (Air) Cavalry and 
F Troop 9th US (Air) Cavalry). Air TOW engaged an average of 
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( ) \ ' t It . ". ttL d t t . 'fl nine 9 t~rgets a mon h, resu 1ng 1n ~e es ruc 10n 0 on~ (1) T-54 t~nk,~two (2) armored personnel I carriers, and eight (8) 2~ ton and 5 ton trucks'. 'Plans were formulated for standdown of XM-26 system, equipment ahd the two (2) NUH-IB helicopters. 
, , \ ~ , , 

(2) Standdown phase: On 26 January 1973 three (3) officers of the Air TOW Detachmetit'were notified of their new ~ssignment , 
I with the ICCS. On 20 January 1973 the officers departed the Air TOW Detachment for their, new assignments. On:30 January--1973 the three (3) enlisted men departed-the Air TOW Detachment enroute CONUS. In addition, three (3) civili~n technical representati ves from Hughes Aircraft Company departed the Air TOW Detach-i 'ment on 1 February 1973. Mr. J. J. Moni z, Chie f Engineer from Hughes Aircraft Company, and CPT K. B. Hill, Jr. Detachment Commander, remained until 3 February for final disposition of the XM-26 system and related' equipment., On 28 January 1973 standdown procedures commenced. On 29 j'anuary1973 the XM-26 systems were removed from aircraft 553 and 554 - aircraft 554 was turned in for retrograde. On 30 January 1973 aircraft 553 was turned in for retrograde. Packing for XM-26 system and back up test equipment commenced. On 31 Janp,a'ry 1973 aircraft parts were successfully turned in and an Air Force loading team started palleting the XM-26 equipment. On 1 February 1973 the Air Force load team completed palleting and the equipment was loaded upon a C-141 aircraft. 

b. Section 2: Commander',s comments on lessons learned, and recommendations relative to each phase and areas of concern. 
(1) Pre-standdown phase: No significant recommendationip or observations with regard to operational employment of air TOW. However, support of a test detachment, such as Air TOW, employed to a t~eater of operation, should ,receive much more emphasis ~han Air TOW did in areas of administration and logistics. Personnel assigned to Air TOW were unable to reconcile their 201 personnel records for the first 8 months of their assignment to the Detachment due to a lack of interest or knowledge from support-ing administrative personnel. The Air TOW Detachment made two (2) PCS moves within RVN and" were not issued orders for their moves until 2 months into the second move, at which time much confusion existed as to who belonged to whom. Upon PCS to 12th Combat Aviation Group in November 1972, the Air TOW Detachment finally experienced competent administrative support and all problems related to personnel administration were r~solved. More emPnasis should be established in this area by higher headquarters t~ ensure o~derly administration of an individual's personal 
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~AB B (12th CAG Air TOW Detachment) to App~ndix 2 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After 'Action Report 

records. The repercussions 6f poor administration could Ptove to be disastrous to ~n in~ividual's career. Logistical sup-
! port, with regard to majo~ move~ made ~y the Air TOW Detachment, was sub-standard in that equipm~nt necessary t,o make the move, such as fork-lift and flat-bed trucks, was not readily available. This interfered with the' smooth flow of events and caused severe interruptions to the pre-determined schedule. Provisions for unique units or detachments~ such as the experimental Ai~,TOW Detachment, should be made well iq'advance of their arrival in any theatre of operation~ with special\emphasis given ·to the ar~as of administration and logistics. Quite often as not, small test units w{il require, sanitary lab~atory environments for experimental test equipment, which dictates another contingency area. ' -/ 

(2) Standdown phase: Obstac14s experienced were not insurmountable. However, due· to the uniqueness and sensitivity of the XM-26 system and the special handling required, a contingency for a C-141 aircraft should have 'be~n m~de so as to preclude the equipment remaining in the freight yard for any period over 24 hours. 

J 

/ ; 
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.! !~AB C (312th,Avlation Detachment -'Divisional) to Appendix 2 to Annex B t6 USARV/MAcv SUP COM After Action R~port F " 

. 1. Purpose: To relate signiffcant organizational act,i vi ties of the ~l2th Av~ation Detachment\ (Di v) during the Pre-:-X-Day through Roll-up\phases of the standdown of US Forces l.n HVN. \ 
i 

2. General: 

a. Significant ,Organizational Activities: The 312th Aviation Detachment (Div) was responsible for furnishIng Air Traffic Control for H-3, Saigon H-3,Saigon Heliport, and traffic advisories for all other heliports in the Saigon Area. The Saigon Heliport was the largest/heliport in ciperation in the RVN. In addition, the 312th furnishediVFR flight following for MR III through the operation of Capital Center flight following facility. During, th€ past 12 months there were a total of 73,874 landings and departures from H-3 and 123,770 air movements flight followed by Capital Center. These went from a high of ,9,156 for H-3 and 16,912 for Capi,tal Center!in January 1972, to a low of 6886 for H-3 and 6,852 for Capital Center in November,1972. I 

(1) Pre-X-Day Phase: During the Pre-X-day phase, plans were initiated for'the timely submission of 'awards and required reports. Additionally, plans were/made,for the orderly turn-in of TOE and station property an~ the phase o~t of assigned personnel. Plans were also made for the establishment of Air Traffic Control at the Newport aircraft retrograde site. The U. S. Embassy signed for all ,real property comprising H-3. T,he Air Traffic at H-3 and Capital Center declined to approxi-mately 225 combined operations per day. On the third of November, a mobile 0ontrol tower was moved to Lass~ter AHP at Bien Boa to provide ATC services for two air calvary troops located there. It controlled approximately 100, movements per day. 
(2) Standdown Phase: During this phase, the tower operations at Lassiter AHP was ~losed and the mobile tower moved ,to H-3." Capital Ceroter and Sai~on Tower ope~ations were consolidated utilizing this mobile tower. The turn-in of 

, 
/ ' 

TOE equipment was accomplished' and station property was la·t-erally transferred in place, to the U.S. Embassy. All award recommendations were submitted and the phase out of personnel cOmmenced. 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: This phase of the operation was devoted to the turn over of the equipment previ,ously lateJ'ally transferred and retained on hand receipt to Vietnamese and U.~. Embassy personnel and ,the close out of ~emaining functions 
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TAB C (312th Aviation Detachment - Divisional) to Appendix 2 
to Annex B~to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

and ope~atio~s atH-3. All tenant unit~ at H-3 were involved 
in clearing their areas of operation in preparation for turn 
over of facility to the U.S. Embassy. Air movements remained 
stab~e at approximately 225 pei d~y during the initial portion 
of th~s phase, showing a gradual decline as aircraft missions 
were reduce~ artd aircraft phased out~ 
I. \ \ 

(4) Rol~-~p 'Phase: This phase 
remalnlng personnel, sUbmissionoi' 
unit deactivation~ 

was devoted to processing 
final morning report and 

i,; 

b. Commanders Observation~ Bobby G. Berryhill, LTC, AR. 

(1) Pre-X-Day Phase: This phase was marked by enthusiasm, 
for the anticipated ceasefire in Novemb.er which gradually 
diminished on the part of many as it b~come apparent that there 
would not be a ceasefire prior to Christmas. This enthusiasm 
re-appeared rapidly, however, when the ceasefire wasiannounced, 
and all assigned tasRs were cheerfully undertaken' to expedite 
the standdown of the unit. 

I 

I 

(2) Standdown Phase: The plans made during the pre-X-day 
phase for the phase out of non-essential personnel and the 
turn-in of property worked extremely well and with a minimum of 
probl~m areas. By the end of this phase, all TOE and station 
property had been turned over, and only mission essential person
nel retained. 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: During the initial portion ~f this 
phase some confusion existed as to who would be operating the 
heliport, if anyone, and what elements would remain as ~enants. 
The turn' back of all real property was made to the U .. S. Embassy. 
Five personnel were designated to be transferred to the Command 
Aircraft Company (CAe) to act as air ,traffic controllers and 
heliport guards until X+58. 

Roll Up Phase: Five p~rsonnel designated to act as air 
traTfic controllers and heliport guards were transferred to 
CAC on x+45. 

3. Specific: During the Pre-Standdown Phas~, plans were ini
tiated for the orderly release of p~rsonnel. ' Personnel were 
released as the ~ission requirements diminished with those 
personnel considered non-essential to the unit mis~ion and 
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TAB C (3l2th Aviation Detachment - Divisional) to Appendix 2 to Annex B to USARV/M,ACV SUPCOM After Actiqn Report 
1'\ those who had been in country longest departing firs~. Sixteen personnel were released betwe~n X-day and X+2a, with the re-maining 15 to be re~e~sedby x+45.During the period from X-day until X+30, all TOE and stat~on property was turned in and the property book/submitted fO~ audit and destruction. Operations of Capital Center continued'until X+5l and Saigon ~~ Tower operations continued until X+58. Newport tower opera-~ tion~ ceased at X+33. The utilization of the mobile flight oper~tions center, previqusly located at Lassite~ AHP, to cqnsolidate Capital Center operations and Saigon Tower allowed for an earlier and more orderly turn-in of complex equipment which had b~en used as permanent facilities. This consolidation,also allowed for the release of some per~onnel ,which would have otberwi~e been required until the withdrawal phase. The use of a radio jeep with PRC-25 back up FM was found to be, quite satisfactory for air traffic"'control at the aircraft retrograde site at Newport. 
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1. PURPOSE: To report diignificant acti vi ties and planrhng involved in the standdown of the Command Aircraft Company 
during the period 1 NO,ve"mber 1972, through \28 March 1,973'. 
2. GENERAL: 

a. Section 1: Significqnt Organizational Act~vities 

o. ° J 

(1) Pre-X-Day Phase: Basic information and planning guidance con~ained in 1st Aviation Br~gade OPLAN 215 was receivedfrom 12th 'Group. The Command Aircraft Company. organized their activities at this time to meet the requirements set forth in OPLAN 215. 

During this period the Command Aircraft Company performed its mission of priority air transport as directed by highe~ headquarters. Aircraft allocations were as follows: 

(a) lJSARV 6 Acft 

Cb) MACV 7 " 
(c) MR-l 2 " 
(d) MR-2 2 " 
(e) TRAINING 1 'I 

The mission of the Command Aircraft Company was to provide fixed wing air transport utilizing the U21A aircraft in support of Headquarters MACV, Headquarters USARV, the four Military ,Regions and the Fre~ World Armed Forces. In accomplishing its assigned mission the Command Aircraft Company flew an average of 1200 hours per month under all types of weather conditions throughout Southeast Asia including Thailand and Cambodia. The unit maintained an operational ready rate of 80%.or higher during the last twenty (20) months of operation. 

On 5 November 1972, the remalnlng U21A a~rcraft in Vietnam were assigned to the Command Aircraft Company. This consolidation resulted in 24 U21A aircraft being assigned with a requirement to provide (18) mission ready aiicraft per day. , Aircraft were reallocated as follows: ' 
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(a) MACV 

(b) MR-l 

(c) MR-2 

(d) Ist,Avn Bde: 

(e ), Radio Relay 

(f) 
I 

Training 
c 

"-

9 

1 

,I 

2. 

3 

2 

Acft 

" 

" 
" 
" 

" .\ 

\ 
Miss.ion requirements- remained at (18) h h t th \ 'd t rou@ ou e pre-X- ay phase. 

( 2) Standdown Phase: During the peri~d 28 Jan~ary through. 3 February 1973, aircraft allocations were revised as follows: 

(a) MACV 6 Acft 

(b) Four Power (JMC) 8 " 
( c) ICCS~ 3 " 
( d) MR-l 1 " 
(e) MR-2 I " 
( f) 1st Avn Bde I " 
(3) Withdrawal Phase: During this phase the mission and aircraft allocations for the Command Aircraft Company remained unchanged. 

(4) Roll-up Phase: This phase was scheduled to begin on X+5.5. 

b. Section 2: Observations and Recommendations: Richard E. Urick, MAJ, IN. 

(1) Pre-X-day Phase: During this phase the Command A1rcraft Company was required to relocate from Hustler Compound TSN to various other facilities both on and off TSN airbase. Th1s move was accomplished within (48) hours, and was a significant achievement in itself due to the size of the unit and' amount of eq~ipment on hand. The move from Camp Hustler was initi~ted 
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, \ 

i 

\ 

\ 

~ix days pr~or to X-day, wh~~h proved to be the ke~ factor in 
the expedious and orderly standdow~ of the unit. Ap a,result 

\. '. of the move, a large percentage of\post, camp, and statlon 
property, no longer re~uired, was; burned-in. 

(i) Standdow~ Phase: Mission requirements and aircraft 
allocati~ns remained unchanged through 27 February 1973 (X+30). 
On 28 February 1973· (X+31) the three (3) aircrar't in support 
of ICCS was terminated. Preparations were made to transfer 
all organizational and direct support maintenance responsibity 

, including special tools and equipment to a civil~an contractor. 
I' 

i 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: The lack of definitive planning 
guidance and ch~nging mission requirements during this period 
created numerous problems for this organization in its attempt 
to plan and organize a scheme for the orderly withdrawal of 
aircraft assets. 

(4) Roll-up Phase: The unit initiated roll-up activities 
on (X+55). Aircraft and crews began to depart for Singapore 
in accordance with a much revised retrograde schedule. The 
flight to Singapore for 17 aircraft was direct over ~he Gulf 
of Siam. Aircraft began departing to Singapore on 27 March , 
and movement was completed on 29 March. Nine aircraft were 
deployed to Bangkok and completed movement on 30 March. 

3. SPECIFIC: 

a. Section 1: The significant activities which occurred in-
I 

cluded the move from Hustler Compound to other 'facilities both 
on and off Tan Son Nhut airbase. The unit; continued its miss'ion 
of priority air transpor~ to higher headquarters. Reports, OER's, 
EER's, personnel actions and other administrative requirements 
contained in OPLAN 215 were completed in a timely manner. The 
transfer of all m~inteoance responsibility including the special 
tools and equipment pec~liar to the U-21A aircraft, ~o a 
civilian contractor, was planned and executed. Two FM radio 
relay' equipped aircraft were placed on standby in support of 

. project "HOMECOMING". Plans were formulated for the retro
grade Of twenty-five (25) U21A aircraft to the Lockheed over
haul facility in Singapore upon termination of mission commit
ments. These plans were altered on numerous occasions and 
resulted in seventeen/aircraft being sent to Siqgapore as 
scheduled with the remaining nine being assigned to Bangkok, 
Thailand. 
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TAB D (12th CAG Command Aircraft Company) to Appendix 2 to Annex B to USARV/MACVSUPCOM After Action Report 

b. 'Section 2: 

(1) Planning G~idance 

(a) Obs,ervation,: Pla~ning gui,d~n?e was. chan§ed freqU~ as the result of changes ln the polltlcal sltuatlon. 

(b ) Evaluation: \ Significant I\tasks were comp'leted in a timely manner only by tremendous effort at unit level. The guidance contained in the written OPLAN was changed a numhe~ of times resulting in far reaching changes 'in unit plans. It is apparent that changing missions and lack of firm planning data, can be expected in withdrawal operations and is prob~bly unpreventable. ' 

(c) Recommendation: Plans and operations personnel tasked with the respobsibility of preparing a withdrawal plan must be aware of the far reaching effects of changes in planning guidance at unit level and make every effort to minimize the number of changes required. 

Cd) Command Action: None 
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TAB E· (59th Corps ~viationJ Company) to Appendix 2 to Annex B 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

<-
1. PUhpOSE: To report significant activities and planning involved 
with the standdown and closure of the 59~h Corps Aviation 
Company. 

\ 

\ 
2. GENERAL: This' report begins 1 November 1972 and continues 
thru tbe Standdown and Withdrawal Phases. 

A. Significant Organizational Activit{eg 

(1) Pre-X-Day Phase: The 59th Corps Aviation Company con
tinued to provide Army Aviation support in Military Region III 
to Headquarters, MACV, USARV, TRAC and CORDS. The "Deans", 
in addition to their normal utility missions, provided profes~ 
sional aviation support for numerous general offioers, to in
clude the Commanders of MA'CV, USARV and TRAC. These missions 
flown averaged more than 33 general grade officers per month. 
The third Platoon headquarters was repositioned to "Plantation" 
at Long Binh in order to ;,'facili tate better aviation support 
for the CDR, TRAG. The remaining two lift platoons continued 

{ 

to operate from Hotel 3 at Tan Son Nhut. In preparation for 
standdown, basic suspense dates were established and plans 
were formulated to insure a coordinated effort at all levels. 
Guidance from higher headquarters along with changes were in
corporated daily into a flow chart of activities to identify 
and solve any problem areas that could arise. The unit also 
re cei ved the addi t:ional requi·rement to provide maintenance 
support for 'the International Commission for Control and Super~ 
vision and Four Party elements during the Standdown Phase. 

(2) Standdown Phase: Information was continually up-dated 
and minor changes to the 1st Aviation Brigade OPLAN 215 w~re 
implemented. After special teams were identified and person
nel requirements organized, the Company commenced immediate 
shipment and processing-of troops. The "Deans" received an 
additional mission require~ent of flying the Vice President 
of the United States during his visit to Saigon and Phnom Penh. 
Coordination was effected betweep the US Secret Service Agents, 

.MAGV, 1st Aviation 'Brigade, and Dean Operations involving the 
'use of ten aircraft in the Saigon area for the Vice Presidential 
Party, a ready reaction force for security purposes, and an 
additional five aircraft element prepositioned at Phnom Penh 
to ~upport the Vice President during his stop over at the 
Camb odian capital. " 
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( 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: During this phase, internal reassign-, 
. ment of personnel was accomplished to insure continuity and 

enhance mission accomplishment. The company combined two of 
its flight platoons at Hotel 3 into one platooh. This ponsoli

"dation was made because of the reduction of missions arid person-, 
nel durin~ this period. Approxi~ately X+25 two CH-47s were 
attached to the 59th Corps Aviation Company to inCrease the 
air support capabilities for Military Region III. The addi
tional aircraft maintenance support required for the ICCS and 

\ ' ' 

Four,Pa~ty elements created extra problems for the 59th CAC , 
Maintenance. Sound prior planning coupled withl superior manage
ment techniques enabled all elements involved to accomplish 
their misaion without undue mechanical problems. ' 

, 
(4) Roll-up Phase: The fin~l phase was concerned with last 

minute changes and the'transfer of all unit property. The 
final morning report was subm~tted at x+45. 

B. Section 2: 
. ~ 

Observations and Recommendations 

(1) Pre-X-Day Phase: All elements of the company ,reacted 
in an enthMsiastic and efficient manner to support efforts in 
planning the phase daNn. Planning guidance was provided. How
ever, numerous changes in the guidance caus~d alterations in 
the unit's standdown schedule. 

(2) Standdown Phase:, Once the plan was activated, ,the 
company reacted swiftly to the standdown requirements.' In 
spite of minor changes, the major events and milestones took 
place according to the company standdown chart. 

, 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: Withdrawaf was hampered by the great 
number of personnel that exited ,at once. The company was re
quir~d to shift movement reqOirements almost on'a daily basis. , 
As Jobs were completed, these personnel were utilized for various 
other requirements in order to facilitate a smooth standdown. 
Five aircraft were turried over to Air America on X+30. 

(4) Roll-up Phase: Due to prior planning, the roll-up phase 
progressed smoothly. Sufficient personnel wer~ retained to 
accomplish all phases of the mission. A contingency force was 
selected from the remaining personnel to make the tentative POW 
pick up should the need arise. As equip~ent and vehicles were 
turned in, the capabilities of the unit decreased. R~maining 
airc~aft were turned over to VNAF on X+59. 
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SPECIFIC: " 

A~' Section 1: The unit 
standdown. Milestone charts 
Ala requirements from higher 
specified dates 1. 

. . \ 
riad a logical and well planned \ 
eliminated mo~t of the confusion~ 
headquarters were acc~li1plished on 

(1) Personnel: Changes t6 personnel lists and mis~ion re~ quirements caused never-ending cnanges- to persO.nnel. Company records and funds were closed in an orderly manner without any diffic'ul ty. ..... 

, " (2) ~~uipment retrograde/turnover: Equipment was turned in I with a minimum amount of .trouble. Five airbraft were turned over to Air America with the/remaining aircraft transfer~ed to the Vietnamese Air Force. 

(3) Intelligen'ce/security: Physical security'of the company became a problem due to the withdrawal Of Air Force security' , 'personnel from the unit area. The 59th Corps Aviation Company personnel were trained and utilized to secure the area. COMSEC equipment was 'delayed in being turned in because, the need for secure communicati'ons existed longer than planned. 

(4) Operation;: The Vice President's visit to Saigon and Phnom Penh Cambodia requi~ed special planning for operations. Aircraft were provided for the Vice Presidential Party and a 
I" ready r~action.force placed on standby in the Saigon area. Five airc~aft were sent to the Cambodian capital to support the ,Vice President and his party during his visit to Cambodia. The 59th CAC was al~o selected to pick up the first US paws to.be released by .. Communist forces in South Vietnam. An advancea party of three aircraft flew to Loc Ninh in order to fac~lit~te tbe final coordination for the POW release. The lift aircraft used to fly the POWs away from the release point arrived at Lee Ninh a half hour after the advanced party. The Peoples Revolutiona~y Governmeht representatives began to stall and cause delays that lasted over ~leveri hours. Finally, the pickup was made with no further difficulties. A special Command Operations Center was set up at the "Dean" VIP Helipad (TSN Air Base) to further facilitate and coordinate the operation. This operations center was specially equipped to meet the needs of the BSARV/MACV SUPCOM Commander ,and representatives 'from all elements involved with the POW pickup. . 
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TAB E (59th 'Corps Aviation Company) to Appendix~, to Annex B 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report I 

! \ 

(5) ~ogistics : The turn in of supplies was orderly and. 
well planned. The main prob~ems encountered were w~th weapons 
and ~eapons subsystems. These subsystems wereltakeh off and 
put on three dirf~rent times in a period ot two weeks before 
they were firially turned in. 

(6) 'Transfer of control of air combatant assets: Five 
aircraft were turned over to Air America. The remainder of 
the aircraft were turned over to the VNAF. Because of superb 
prior planning by Dean Maintenance, no problems occurred during 
~ircraft transfer.' . 

(7) Transfer of functions and reporting: iOn X+25 'all 9pderly 
room files were turned over to t~e AG. Operations continued to 
submit its daily OPSUM and weekly OPREP-5. All reporting 
fu~ctions ceased on x+45~ 

(8) Transfer of billeti~, bases, installed properly and 
eqUipment, and other real pf;perty: The billets were closed 
as personnel decreased land most station property was tur-ned 

I 

over i'n place#. 

B. Section, 2: Commander's Comments on Lessons Learner.:;
Theodore A. Speaker, MAJ, IN . 

. 
(la) Observat~on: On X Day, the 59th Corps Aviation 

Company Operations was tasked with the issue o~ person8~ wea
pons,SOI's and maps covering MR III to ICCS and Four Party . 

. ' -'.. j' 

(lb) Evaluation: Weapons received from F Troops were in 
poor coridition. This included crewserved and personal wea
p6ns. The issuance of SQI's to the additional pilots that 
were assigned or attached to the 59th Corps Aviation Company, 
could not be fulfilled. Sufficient SOl's were not available. 
Maps and othe~ pu~lications~ such as tactical Aerodrome Djrec~ 
tories, Low Altitude Instrument Approach Procedure Charts, En~ 
route Charts, and Enrout~ Supplements could not be issued to 
every aircraft ,commander. ICCS and Four Party team member~~ 
did not have ariy publications and,only a limited number of 
maps covering MR III area. 

(lc) RecommendationH: Crewserved and personal weapons I 

should be maintaine~ in accordance with Technical Manuals. 
Proper supervision of losing unit's weapons, should have r(
solved the proolems of rusty and dirty weapons. ICC~ and 
Four Party members'should have retained their SOl's and 
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TAB E" C59thCorps Aviation Company) to Appendix 2 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

other frequency public~tions for future use~ or higher headquarters should have obtained additional SOl's and frequency publications f6r issue. Maps, Tactical Aerodriome Directories, and othe~ Flight Information Publications should have been ordered prior to X day, to insure that at a minimum, every aircraft commander had these publica-tions at hand. Maps of specific areas and speQial maps of MR"III should have been retained or ~cquired by ~igher headquarters for use of,ICCSand Four Party pilots. \ The 59th Corps Aviati on Company PRO should not have accepted any "weapons without a thorough inspection. 

",' 
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TAB F (388th Transportation Compahy -.,.ADS) to Appendix 2 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM Afte~ Action R'eport I .. 

:; 

1. PURPOSE: To list the significant activities and standdown 
of the 388th Transportation Company (ADS). 

I 

2. GENERAL: This report .covers the ,period 1 November 1972 
thru 14 March 1973. The primary mission of the 388th ~ranspor
tation Company was the Direct Support, Backup Direct Support 
and General Suppport for aircraft maintenance for all Army 
aviation assets within Military Region III and selected Allied 
Forces aviation assets. Upon the signing of the ceasefire an· 
additional mission of establishing a retrograde site and ret
rograding 167 Army aircraft from RVN was assigned to the 388th. 
The primary phase of this operation were pre X-9ay, prepara
tion, sustaining and roll up. 

a. Section I~ Significant Organization Activities.· 

(1) Pre X-day phase: Upon being alerted to the possibility 
of a ceasefire, this unit initiated acti0n to inventory all 
TO&E equipment and prepare necessary paper-work ·for shortages. 
Unit personnel rosters were checked for correctness and people 
identified as potential early releases. Reconnaissance of 
proposed retrograde sites wer~ conducted to ascertain the ex
tent of logistical support to include eng~neer support. The 
first site considered Was Vung Tau. Coordination was effected 
with PA&E and the sub-area commander to alert them to the mis
sion and support required should the' ceasefire be signed. 'The 
second retrograde site under consideration was the Army ter
minal of Newport. A reconnaissance of this facility was con
dhcted to updateia previous contingency plan that was to be 
used for Increment 14 retrograde~· After a. comparison of the· 
two retrograde sites, it was determined that the. Newport site 
would have the greatest number of advantages and thus higher 
headquarters was informed. After several weeks, approval 

. was granted to use Newport as the retrograde site for approxi
'mately157 aircraft, 'should the. ceasefire .be announced. , . , 

(~) Preparation Phase: On 24 January, physical movement 
of packaging and preservation materials and equipment from . 
Hbtel-3 to N~wport was initiated. f A Lieutenant ~as appointed 
as Movement Control Officer to supervise logistics operatLons. 
Most materials and equipment. were previously positioned at 
Hotel-3. Th0~e items not on'hand were acquired by S-4, 12th 
Combat Aviation Group, and G-4; 1st Aviation Brigade. In 
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TAB F (388th Transportation Company ~ ADS) to Appendix 2 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

some cases, A7SCOM representatives (ROSSA Team), expedited acquisLiiort of specialized equipment from CONUS. All logistical movements were accomPl'ished 'utilizing organic tactical vehicles. Logistical support continued throughout all phases of the operation. 

(a) Engineering suppo,rt at Newpont was provided' by Pacific Architects and Engineers. This support consisted of constructing four'aircraft wash point~ and providing water and electricity to those points. In addition, electricity was installed in the processing trailer and carpenter shop. 

(b) Food service for the noon m~al was brovided civilian and military personnel by transporting food ,to the. retrograde site in mermite cans. Those personnel not desiring bhis ,service ate at the Seamans Club at Newport. 

(c) On 25 January, a carpentry shop was established at Newport by NHA Inc. This shop constructed 28 each 780'gear containers for CH-47 aircraft, CH-47 blade racks, OH-6A blade racks, work stands for processing, wrapping tables, records processing and storage. faciliti~s, and other items as re-quired . .' Pe'rsonnel. requirements varied throughout ·the period. Initially, six technical inspectors, two bus drivers, one armorer and one OIC were on site.' By X+20 the inspector re'quirement was reduced to two personnel. Other military personnel were utilizing on an "as required" basis as truck drivers, MHE repairmen~ POL and food delivery. Contract divilian personnel averaged 113 and were utilized for the following functions: 

1 T~chnical inspectdon and invento~y Df aircraft. 

2 Stock record· accounting. 

1 Carpentry support. 

4 Aircraft towing. 

~ Aircraft ,disassembly, preservation of engines and fuel controls, and rotor blade packagi~g. 

6 Aircraft washing/steam cleaning. 
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TAB F (388th Transportation Company - ADS) .to Appendix 2; to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

I Wrapping/bagging of aircraft. 

8 Spraying U-8 and.AH~lG aircraft with Global coating. 
~ Loading QH-6A aircraft into Sealand vans . 

. 10 Final preparation. i. e. installing tiedown rin'gs, strut blocks ,I deflating struts, etc. 

11 Final paperwork. i.e. TCMD and 1348-1 preparation. 
12 POL point operation. 

13 MHE operation and maintenance., 

14 Bus an''d truck drivers in support of civilian personnel. 
15 Movement and loading upon arrival of Seatrain. 
(d) No security personnel were required since Alaska Barge and Transport, Inc. provided all security for Newport. The personnel and equipment m.obilizep. at Newport were expected to'prepare 67 AH-LG, 30 U-8, 26 OH-6A, 2 UH-IB, and:28 CH-47C' aircraft for retrograde between x+4 and x+40. However, these assets were expected to be able to p:t;'oduce 6 completed aircraft per day. . 

(3) Sustaining phase: Aircraft delivery to Newport riommenced on x+l. Aircraft arrivals at Newport by'type and numbers were as listed below: 

X+l 14 OH-6Ai, 1 UR-IB, 4 AH-IG X+17 1 CH-47C X+2 19 AH-IG, 6 GI-6A X+lS 1 CH-47C X+3 13 AH-IG, 2 CH-47C, 4 OH-6A X+19 1 CH-47C x+4 1 OH-6A, 2 AH-IG, X+20 3 ~E-4 7C X+5 -3 AH-IG X+21 None x+6 10 AH-IG, 1 CH-47G X+2,2 None X+7 None X+23 None 
X+S 2 CH~47C, 15 RU-SD x+24 None X+9 1 AH-IG, 1 OH-6A X+25 1 CH-47C X+IO 1 CH-47C, 1 OH-6A, 12 RU-SD X+26 None 
X+ll None X+27 2 CH-47C X+12 8 AH-IG, 1 U-SF, 2 U--8D x+28 None 
X+13 5 AH-IG, 3 CH-47C X+29 None 
Xf14 None I X+30 None 
X+15 None X+31 None 
x+16 1 (;H-47C X+32 None 
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TAB. F (38~th Transportation Company'-'ADS) to Appendix 2 to 
Annex,B to,USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

Aircraft arrivals ~t Newport were controll~d by jkep-mounted 
radio operated by the 31~th ADD~ Plans called for aircraft 
to arrive at 10 minute intervals, however as many as 6 air~ 
craft arrived simultaneously. Flexibi~ity, sound judgement 
and expeditIous handling on the helipad permitted'such ar
rival~ without undue safety, hazard. 

I, ,. 

Two towing crews proved sufficient to expeditiously 
clear the helipad of aircraft. Towing commenced as soon as 
~he pilots wer~ clear of their aircraft.~tnspectors began 
checking aircraft ~s soon as it was positi6ned for shutdown. 
Ini tial experience indicated that some AH-,lG I S were 'a~ri ving 
with ammunition and explosive bolts still installed. ,,~his 
problem was' brought to the attention of G-4, 1st Aviation 
Br~gade, who reiterated turn-in procedures to all units and 
directed that aircr~ft arriving with explo~ives aboard would 
return to their respective units. Only 5 more AH~lG's ar
rived,with armament, and they were de-armed by crew members 
prior to acceptance by the 388th. The' local EOo. t~am was 
extremely cooperative in picking up ordnance and providing 
assistance as required. 

The heavy influx of aircraft from X+l to X+3 tempo
rarily over crowded assigned facilities. Negoti~tion with 
Port authorities acqui~ed additional space for aircraft park-
ing and processing. ., - .... 

u-8 ~lrcraft were flown into Tan Son Nhut where the 
wings and dipole antenna were r@moved and the eng~nes preserved 
by NHA contract,personnel of the Command Aircraft Company. 
These 30 aircraft, plus one CH-47 were towed from Tan Son Nhut 
to Newport after 2300 hours (during curfew) on successive 
nights except for a three night break during the TET holiday. 
An inebriated Korean driving a civilian automobile ran into 

! • 

one aircraft, the second night, causing minor sheet meta~ damage.' 
An MP es C9rt accompanied all' night towings. ' 

u-8 wings and antenna'wer~ crated by the storage and 
distribution section of ASA and trucked to Newport on 388th 
tactical vehicles~ 

Flexibi~ity and efficiency were paramount during this 
phase of the operation. The arrival date of the first Sea
train fluctuated as much as ten days. This time progressively 
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TAB F (388th Transportati(;m Company - ADS) Ito Appendix 2 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUP~OM After Action Report . \ .. got stiorter and the number of aircraft required to fill the ,vessel became larger. When th~ vessel arrived on X+19, 108 aircraft were loaded aboard. These consist~d of. 30\U-8, 66 AH-lG, 10 CH-47C, and 2 UH-IB aircraft. All v-8 wings and hBlico~terrotor blades were ~lso ~laced aboard thi~ ~hip. 
The first Seatrain arrived at 1330 hours on X+19. At 1515 ~ours that date, the first aircraft was loaded aboard ship. During loading operations, the following damage to airc~aft was susta~ned: 

.' (a) Eight AH-IG pilot tubes were qamaged. , / , 
(b) One AH-IG vertical stabilizer was dented. 
ec) One v-8 antenna wire was pulled loose. 
(d) Three or fourV-e nose wheels were turned beyond limits. 
(e) Three ,cH-47 shipping bag wheel 'covers were ripped. Loading of the Seatrain proceeded 24 hours per day and wac completed in approxima~e1y 48 hours. 

(3) Transfer of aircraft was accomplished as follows: , 
(a) 38eth accepted aircraft from owni~g unit and picked it up on Stock Record Account. 

(b) 38eth issued a 2407 to NHA requesting the aircraft be . processed for retrograde. 
; ec) A work package accompanied the aircraft and each step in the processing was approved by a technical inspector upon c omp let i on. ,./ 

(d) When the 2407 was completed, Stock/Record Accounting personnel prepared a TCMD and 1348-1 for each accountable item. 
(e) TCMD's were accepted by Port authorities ~nd the items l~sted there qn became their responsibility. 
(f) Military escort personnel from ASVCOM signed the 1343-l's. The items were dropped from accountability. 
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b. Section II: Commanders observations and recommenda-tions: ~rnest L. Stansell, Jr, MAJ, TC. i 

(1) Preparation phase: 

~a) Equipment Retrograde/Turnover. 

1 Observation: Additional equipment required by the j88th for the retrograde mission was received in an unserviceable condition in some cases. 

2 Evaluation: Subject, equipment caused an additional unprogrammed manhour and parts requirement. 

3 Recommendation: That commander designated to relea.se equipment ensure that equipment is serviceable or inform the directing Headquarters that it is not. 

(b) L 0 gi s tic s : 

1 Observation: TO&iE equipment assigned to this company but used by the contractor was in numerous cases lost, misplaced, borrowed without approval and in general not accounted for. 

. 2 Evaluation: ~his condition was caused by the mandatory r~du~tion in military strength which left insufficient personnel to account for equipment. 
, 

3 Recommendation: That when military strength is reduced to a level that makes accountability impossible all equipment needed by the contractor be laterally transferred to the contractor to ensure accountability. 

4 Commanders Aetion: Equipment not in 'use was secured. I 
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TAB F (388th Transportation Compapy - ADS) to Appendix k to 
Annex B· to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

(1) Roll-up phase: 

(a) Equipment retrograde/turnover. 

l' Obser~ation: Plans for the transf~r of TO&E equip~ent , 
was complicated by the f~ct that certain equipment was n'eeded 
by the contractor for use after official standdown .. 

2 Evaluation: The basic standdown plan contained con
flicting interests in regards to mission and equipment. 

J Recommendation: That equipment necessary to accomplish 
specific miss~ons be transferred to the organizaticinsch~duled 
to remain to the last· and the equipment then turned-in as 
directed. 

4 Commanders Action: Arrangements were made thru VNAF 
at higher headquarters to hand receipt ne~essary equipment 
from VNAF to the contractor . 
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i TAB G (F Troop, 8th Cavalry, 12th CAG)\ to Appendix 2 to.' Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

I,. PURPOSE: To report significant activities during all phases of standdown of F Troop, 8th Cavalry, l2.th Combat Aviation Group, 1st Aviation Brigade. ' 

2~ GENERAL: During the period 1 November 1972 through' 28 January'1973" F Troop, 8th Cavalry was under the operational control of the Command~r, Third Regional Assistance Command (TRAC) , to provide security for key installations and US personnel in Military Region III. The mission inv~lved conducting visual reconnaissance mission al?ng major.avenu of approach into the key installations of :Saigon, Tan Son Nhut and Bien Hoa. T~e troop had been moved from Da i Nang to c Bien Hoa beginning 15 October 1972 and was concurrently conducting ~actical missions and improving the cantonment are,a. 

a. Section 1: Significant Organizational Activities. 

(1) Pre-X-Day: From the period 1 November 1972 through, 27 January 1973 plans were made ,for the standdown of the Troop. Checklists for functional areas provided by higher staff agencies were reviewed and personnel were briefed on the expected actions thaf would be required in 'relation to X-Day. 

(2) Standdo~n Phase: Standdown was accomplished between 270800 January 1973 and ,281000 January 1973. All UH-IH's with 'crews and sidearms req~ired to support the International Commission for Control and Supervision (ICCS), and the Joint Mili tary Commission' (JMC,) were relocated to Saigon.' The ; Troop Operations Center was discontinued and proper disposition was made on all classified documents and materials. One VRC 46 radio set was relocated to the orderly room for administrative communications. 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: TO&E and TDA equipment, to include ,equipment found on post, was turned into the proper 
agenc~es. Clean up of the entire troop area continued throughout this phase. -The Bien Hoa Army Base was inspected; post, camp and sta,tion (J,=>C&S) property was turned over t<;> ARVN representatives; and buildings were jointly inventoried and turned over to the ~A&E Real Estate Section and the ARVN representative. Remaining vehicles and weapons were turned in as the rear detachment moved by bus" to' Camp Alpha, Tan Son Nhut Air Force Base, for redeployment to CONUS. 
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TABG (FTroop, 8th Cavalry, 12th ;CAG) to Appendix 2 to 
Annex .B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

(4) Roll-up Phase:' The Troop Command Post was established 
at Headquarters 12th Combat Aviation .Group. 'A deactivation 
ceremony ",as conducted on 14 February 1973. The remaining 
few memb~rs of the unit were outprocessed. The morning report 
was r~duc~d by.attrition to zero balance. 

" . I 

. b. 
tions: 

, 

Sect~on 2: Commander's -Observations and Recbmmenda
Willi\am D. Dantzler,' MAJ', AR. 

(1) Pre-X-Day: The prohibition against the use of the 
Aero-Rifle Platoon ina ground role arid the noriavailability 
o~ ready US reaction 'forces dictated that only aerial visual 
reconna'issance techniques be employed. The Aero-Rifle 
Platoon was employed as a ful,l' time base security force. 
Maintenance availability of the AH-IG helicopters, was also 
a limiting factor. The age of the AH-IG fleet, the added 
complexity of the weapons and the stabilization systems, the 
lack of personnel qualified in AH-l~ maintenance, resulted 
in low availability and seriously affected 'the capability 
of the entire 'troop. The sophistication of the AH-IG made 
it imperative that school trained mechanics be made avail
able to maintain the system to'meet high availability 
,.requireme,nts. 

(2) Standdown Phase: Immediate transfer of some key 
personnel to support the ICCS and JMC required that. each man 
be ,,-a~ared in a short period o~ time. Clearance papers, 
efficiency reports, awards and decorations, and all other' 
possible persorinel actions had been prepared in advance. 
Selection of aviators for the JMC/ICCS teams was made on 
the basis of DEROS. Consequently, it was not possible to 
Hold platoon leaders until all aircraft were turned in or 
transferred. 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: Orders were completed according 
to prepared deployment roster sUbmitted on X+2, allowing 
a gradual phase out o~ un~t personnel. Maximum efficiency 
df the remaining personnel was obtained by assi'gning specific 
areas of responsibility and daily objectives to complete 
standdown. 

(4) Roll-up Phase: All personnel except two were 
released to return to CONUS. Two men were 'pending an 
Article 15. The commander ahd th~ Morning Report Clerk 
remained to clear the morning report of all personnel. 
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TAB G (F Troop, 8th Cavalry, 12th CAG) to Appendix 2 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM Nfter Action ~eport 

3. SPECIFIC: 

a. S~ction 1: Significant Activitie~. 

(1) Pre-2\-Day: 

(a) Personnel: 
j 

1. Personnel strength had dropped to approximately 80% 
'and only the concentrated efforts of the Group Commanqer 
kept the aviator strength at a minimum acceptable level. 
One combat casualt~, family emergencies and normal DEROS's 
combined to require replacemel,1ts of all platoon leaders and 
key staff officers except the CO and Xo. The strength of 
the lIB aerorifle platoon personnel, dropped to the point 
that 22i men from other sections/were required to complete 
the unit guard detail requirement of 36 men e~yh day. In 
addition, a lack of experienced AH-IG mechanics and a 
shortage of technical inspectors caused a poor ~H-IG avail-
ability. ' 

I 

~. Standby EER's and OER's were written, all voluntary 
personnel actions were requested, and preference statements 
were submitted. 

3. During this period the Human Relations Program and 
Drug-Control Program were major areas of endeavor. 

I 

(b) Equipment retrograde/turnover: Equipment ,jdesig
nated by higher headquarters, was transferred to ARVN and 
then hand receipted back to the Property Book Officer. The 
avionics float equipment was reduced to 20 percent. 

(c) Intelligence/Security: Enemy intelligence-was 
provided by daily visits from TRAC G-2 personnel, intelli
gence summaries prepared at TRAC, and the 12th CAG S-2. 
The TRAC G-2 pe~sonnel debriefed the sco,ut pilots each day 
and provided valuable additional information to I,that already 
available from spot reports. The troop ,also provided its 
own local securi ty. ~ ,," 

(d) Operations: During the. period 1 Novembe 1972 
through 28 January 1973, F Troop, 8th Cavalry, co ducted 
Air Caval~y Recqnnaissan,ce operations in the Tay inh, Binh 
Duong, ahd Binh Long Provinces around the ,Michelin I 

Plantation. Use of USAF Tactical Air Support was emphasized. 
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,TAB G (F Troop, 8th Cavalry, 12 th CAG) to Appendix ;2 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

I 

This additional factor proved a great asset since the Forward 
AirCqntroller used fighter-bombers on significant targets 
·thus'd.iscove~ed. TAC A;ir was also used to open up holes in 
triple canopy jungle, enabling the scout helicopters to recbn 
in more detail. This interservice' rela,tionship proved to be 
a great ass~t tobbth services and ~n ~xcellent weapon' against 
the enemy. The US\Air Force obtained detailed descriptions 
and locations of 't?rgets 'pI uf3 an immedi ate bomb damage 
assessment. The US Army received heavy-ordnance on known 
targets in a short period of\time, enabling further develop
ment of the situation. While involved in these operations 
the unit had, light aircraft losses and casualties. From 
I November 1972 to standdown, two aviators were evacuated 
as a result of hostile actions and two aircraft were downed 
~nd destr6yed in place. In all cases, recovery of the downed 
'crews was immediate, ,utilizing organic assets. ' 

~Logistics: Since the unit had recently arrived/in 
this area, logistics relationships were still being established 
at the beginning of the period. In general, logistics sup
port prov~ded by ARVN or VNAF was difficult to establish ' 
and maintain, whil,e support provided_by US military or US 
controlled contractors was smooth and efficient. 

1. The shortage of TO&E equipment, especially genera- , 
tors and special tools, continued to, ,hamper the mission J 

effectiveness of the unit. Ammunition resupply and op~ration 
of the ammunition resupply point by organic personnel was 
an area of major effort. I 

2. The maintenance availability of vehicles continued 
downward until early January and in some cases lack of 
vehicles hindered the efficiency of the sections within the 
uni t. Availability of spare parts was the primary p;r-oblem. 

3. All members of the unit w~re encouraged to ship 
large'valuable possessions to CONUS by hold baggage in mid
November. In early January more emphasis was, put on this 
area and transportation was set up on a regular basis 

! enabling all members fof the '. uni t. to ship hold baggage. 

(~) Transfer of functions and reporting: Plans were 
made for trarisfer of functions to officers, NCO's or EM who 
would remain in the unit uritil X+lS. All normal r~ports 
conti:pued. 

/ 
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TAB G (F Troop, 8th Cavalry, 12th CAG) to Appendix 2 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

(g) iTransfer ,of billeting, bases, installed 'property 
and equipment and other,realJproperty: All buildings and 
installed property were jointly inventoried and hand 
'receipts were signed by the Property Book ,Officer in early 
December. ARVN" represen'ta tives 'accornp'anied 'the inventory 
team. 

(2) Standdown, Phase: Since the entire unit was intact 
at the beginning of the standdown phase, each platoon 'was 
tasked, to/prepare aircraft and personnel for the d~signated 
ICCS or JMC agency. As UH-IH aircraft became available ' 
they were flown out by personnel who would compose the 
special ICCS and JMC teams. 

I ' 

(a) Personnel: 

1. Individuals were tasked to clear assigned areas. 
Officer ar~as were cleared by platoon leaders and enlisted 
areas wer~ cleared by platoon sergeants. When each/man 
had completed c~earing and had.signed out, he reported 
to operations and waited for movement. 

2. EER's were issued to be placed in individual 201 
files later. Blank OER forms were not available, so pencil 
drafts were completed and turned in to the administrative 

. offioer. A list of personnel on TOY, R&R or on leave, in 
CONUS was submitted to 12th CAG with a request that a'll 
personnel remain in CONUS to awaitreassignrnent. 

(b) Equipment Retrograde/turnover: 

1. All UH-IH aircraft were immediately transferred, 
as were all vehicles. However, vehicles were held on 
hand receipt and utilized until closure of the u~it. 

, I 

2. ./The requirement to clear conex containers forced 
distribution of military equipment to the proper place 
within the troop. 

3. Weapons systems were removed from. all AH..o'lG and 
OH-6A helicopters although packing boxes were not available. 
All nonflyable aircraft were reported to 12th CAG AMO. The 
first o'f many loads of ammunition, aircraft parts, vehicle 
parts, and TO&E equipment were moved to Long Binh and Saigon. 
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TAB G (FTroop, 8th Cavalry, 12th CAG) to Appendix ',2 to ,Annex B to USARV /MACV· SUPCOMAfter Action Report. 
l (c) Intelligence/security: Civilian personnel, except mess pers'onnel~ were released, at the end "Cff~~:the working day without prior notice to prevent last. minute pilfering. 

• J 

They were given a date to return fo~ their final pay. The normal guard commitment was reduced. to six men on two bunkers ,and one tower, and one man roving on the i heliport. One' air-craft (with no M-:-60's mounted) received fire and sustai'ned three hits at approximately 0830 on 28 Jarluary.1973 . 
.I 

(d) Operations: Normal missions continued through 270600 January 1973, and a first light reconnaiss'ance of the Bien Roa Army Base was conducted until 280800 January 1973 ~ The secure-voice FM and all other tactica'l radio nets were terminated at 280800 January 1973. 

(e) Logistics: Initial turn-in of equipment and supplies was begun. Maximum available equipment was moved by organic transportatiion. 

(f) Transfer of functions and reporting:/ All departing personnel with key functions briefed the individual assuming his functions to insure responsible continuity. 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: Two major tasks; the turn in of the remaining aircraft equipment and supplies ,; a:nd the clean up of the unit area while the personnel strength was declining, were accomplished. 

I (2) Personnel: The initial deployment of personnel was executed i~ accordance with release rosters previously submiited. After X+l requirements changed on a daily basis. The XO was appointed to coordinate personnel sh;pments with the S-l. Supervisory personnel who were needed'to close out certain functions were retained until their responsibil;l ties ended. . Some personn,el with family emergencies were deployed earlier than planned rather than use the emergency leave system. Levies for several MOS's were filled to complete the JMC team and to redistribute personnel within:12th CAG. 

(b) Equipment retrograde/turnover: All AH-IG and OH-6A aircraft were delivered to Newport for retrograde 29 January 1973, the first day that Newpo+t was open. One AH-IG and one OR-6A were evacuated as sling loads. Required property adjustments were completed later. The Keystone I 
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TAB G (E Troop, 8th Cavalry, 12th CA~) to Appendix 2 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

(' 

Officer, assisted by the'TransportatiOri,Coordination Officer' 
(TCO) , was responsible for the retrograde of all US Govern~ 

ment equipment. The' responsible officer reported the equip
ment ready for turn in td the Property Book Officer, who coordi
nated with the Keystone Officer. The TCO was delegated the 
responsibility 'for turning i~ all empty conex containers. 
The additional capabilityaf~orded by the daily: use of,five 
ton and ten ton flat. bed trucks, tractors trailer trucks ' 
and a contractor-operated fork lift was invaluable. All 
deadlined organic vehicles were turned in and, other vehicles 
that developed major problems during this period were turned 
in. Three 2 1/2 ton trucks, three 1/4 ton trucks and 
20 M-16 rifles were retained for the use of the troop. One 
bus, provided on a daily basis, was used to move personnel 
to out process at the MAC V Annex and then to Camp Alpha. 

I ~ 

(c) Intelligence/security:' One 3/4 ton truck was hit 
by one round of small arms fire o~ QL 1 near Long Binh on 
X+4. A 2 1/2 ton truck was stopped near the Bien Hoa ARVN 
gate and the drive~ was held' up while three ARVN's attempted 
to steal his truck. Employment of housemaids was kept to 
a minimum and all daily hire employees were kept under con
tinuous supervision. No civilians or ARVN's were allowed 
to enter the post unless they were escorted by 'us personnel. 
On the day of depart.ure ext'ra effort was required to keep 
VN personnel out of the troop area. 

? , 

(d) Operations: A requirement for three standby AH-lG's 
and crews was received on 29 January 1973. This unit was 
tasked for two standby crews to fly aircraft on strip alert 
if needed. The troop o/as als9 tasked/for fourteen infantry
men from 30 January 1973 through 31 January 1973 for a 
special mLssion 'involving the visit of Vice' President Agnew 
to Sdutheast Asia. The personnel were designated and 
equipped with weapons, ammunition, and rapelling equipment. 
They returned to the unit on 1 February 197 .. 3. 

(e) Logistics: TMA vehicle's composed of major support 
required by the troop. The unit mess was closed on X+7 and 
personnel subsisted at the F/9 mess until departure. 

(f) Transfer of functions and reporting: Fi~al monthly 
r~ports were submitted at the end o'f January as normal reports. 
All fund audits ,were completed. All fi:J,es and records. were i 

packed and shipp'ed according to directives from higher head-
quarters. ' 
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TAB,G (F Troop, 8th Cavalry,12thCAG) to Appendix 2 to Annex B to USARV!MACV 'SUPCOM After Action Report I 

(g) Transfer of biliets, bases, installed prop~rty and _ equipment and other real property: Preparation of t>ill.ets and 'clean up of the entire area continued. The USARV IG, - accompanied by a Base Closure Team/visited on 30 Jan':lary 1973 and provided detailed guidance on standards of condi ti-on for base; closure. 

(4) Roll-up Phase: 

P~rsonnel: The rear detachment personnel proceeded to Camp Alpha and were shipped within two days. The' CO and the Morning Report Clerk stay~d behind to zero out the morning report. 

b. Section 2: 1 
Commander's Comments on Lessons Learned. I 

(1) Civilian employees. 

(a) Observation: 
asset to the unit. I 

Civilian workers were a valuable ;; 

(b) Evaluation: The nine civilian local national employees in the mess hall and three secretaries were well qualified and enthusiastic workers who fit well into a fixed base operation. 

(c) Reco~endation: That foreign nationals be utilized to the maximum extent possible. 

(2) Air crew recovery by OH-pA helicopters. 

(a) Observation: The OH-6A helicopter made two recoveries during nQrmal recon operations. 

(b) Evaluation: The OH~6A scout aircraft was usually nea~ the ground and close to any' enemy activity directed against aircraft. It proVed an excellent aircraft for recovery of one or two crew members, particularly in an area where the vegetation allowed sufficient room fo.r the OH-6A to land or hover low enough to make a pick-up. The OH-6A presents a small target. With its high speed and maneuverability, the OH-6A is an ideal aircraft for this type of operation~ 
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'(i'AB jG (F Troop, 8th Cavalry; 12th CAG).to Appendix 2 to ~nnexB to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report \ 

(c) Recommendation: That the OH-6A scout helicopter be used to extract downed crews during air cavalry re'connaissance missions • 

. (3) Excess Property. 
I (al Observation: Much e.xcess prop,erty from aircraft parts to individual weapons was on han~ in the unit. 

(b)' Evaluation: Only t;.he officer or NCO signed fo.r property knows what is accountable and what is not, which could. result in unauthorized disposal. When e~cess is on hand it. endangers the accountability of authorized . accountable items ;because personnel tend to avoiddocumentation of excess. Officers are prone to s'ign for anything when there is excess available. Weapons control is difficult when excess weapons are on hand. 

(c) Recommendation: That higher command spot check units to insure that all government property is accounted for properly and that all excess is turned in to the proper agency during standdown. 

(4) Standdown procedures. 

(a) Observation: Checklists and SOP's from higher c9mmands and support agencies were an excellent means of orienting personnel on required standdow~ actions. ; 

/ (b) Evaluation,: In some cases ,especially in air-craft maintenance, the pressure.of daily maintenance problems prevented the aircraft maintenance platoon leader and his supervisors from detailed study, planning and preparation for the turning in of helicopters and aviation support equipment. Once the helicopters were physically deposited with the gaining agency, "considerable work was required to comp!ete the prpperty accountability records for the a~rcraft and support I eq'uipment. In other cases,' especially in the 'area of dissolu':' tion of funds, inadequate checklists were received. 
(c) Recommendation: That issuing.agencies insure that the SOP's or checklists are understood and that plans have been made to ~omply with the guidance provi,¢ied. 
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TAB H. (F Troop, 9th Cavalry, 12th CAG) to Appendix 2 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

\ , , 

1. PURPOSE: The purpose'of this report is to cover those 
actions prior to, and during)the standdown phase of F Troop, 
9th Air Cavalry. 

2. GENERAL:' The period covered by. this report extends from 
1 November 1972 toX+16, 13 February 1973. X-Day was designated 
as 28 January 1973. Probably the most important lesson learned! 
w~s that there can not be too much prior, planning. Planning 
.must- be updated and continuous. Part of this planning ",'as 
aided by 6ne consolidated SOP from the next higher headquarters. 
The SOP not only helped to organize standdown but was, also 
used as a 'measuring device for progress. One problem area 
was created by the various'visitors and inspectors from higher 
headquarters. This was pa~ticulqrly apparent when concerned 
with police. Everyone sees his task different+y and policing 
an area that was once the responsibility of a battalion'was 
not accomplished like a minute wash,. Since trash collection 

i was le~s than adequate to meet the requirements of standdown, 
'a centralized refuse. point was established. From this point 

combustible trash was separated and burned. The ;'ashes ~vere 
later policed up by front end loader or shovelS. Next to plan
ning, attitud~s became the next most important ingredi,ent for 
a suqcessful standdown. . This, however, was a leadership\ 
respons1l5ili ty. 

a. Section I: 

(1) Pre-X-Day phase: During the month of November 1972 
the Troop was anticipating standdown as a result of the attempts 

, in October to initiate a ceasefire. Although operations were' 
continued at a normal pace, planning for the standdown was 
possible. T,his planning included preparation of folders for 
each ind1vidual in the unit •. Each folder contained clearance 
forms, orders, and any other personal data that concerned 
each individual .. OER's were typed and each, rater and endorser 
was told to begin writing drafts ,on their officers. Awards 
were also written to expedite future actions. Rosters \<!ere 
made to include all those duties which would be eEj,sential 
to clear the post. Those rosters included but were not limited 

'to: Transportation Officer, Keystone Officer, Summary Court 
Officer; and CPO O~.ficer. These personnel were selected 
according to their retainability after X-Day. This was 
possible by selecting tho~e personnel with the longest time 
remaining In-Country. 

." 
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Annex B to USARV/~CV SUPCOM After Action Report 

I \ 

(2) Standdown phase: Upon notification of the ce~se
fire the Tr00p was re,lieved of all operational requirements 
except for a heavy grin team which was: Inaintained on strip 
alert. The primary emphasis 'during the first eight days 
was. to turn' in all assigneda"ircraft-,.," Almost ,simultaneously 
the' Troop began polici'ng the billet area for all TA-50 ahd 
oth,er government propert~. 'l;'hrough experience, from a past, 
move, to preclude pilferage,from becoming 'a major problem, 
the base was immediately put off limits to other than US 
vehicles. All p~rsonnel were warned aboutthe.possibility 
of increased pilferage and advised to sq,ip hold baggage as 
soon as practicable. Vehicles were scheduled from TMP ,on 
X+l'. These vehicles were immedia~eJ,.y put into use, m0vi,ng 
equipment for turn-in apd when a ,slack period was det~rmined 
the Troop:began shipping empty conex containers to the turn
in yard. The mess hall remained in operation until X+14 
since the equipment would be turned-over in place. Weapons 
were turned in 'as personnel began leaving the Troop. Along 
with,the weapons a sufficient amount of ammunition primarily 
for local security purposes r was ~aintained~ The nature 
of the enemy s,i tua tion and possibility of pilferage made it 
necessary to maintain a limited sec:urity guard force at night. 

, ' 

(3) Withdrawal ph,ase: ,Withdrawal began almost simul
taneously wi,th the sta'nddown phase. Personnel were initially 
taken from the Troop to support other special missions. In, 
addi tion, 10 to 15 personnel were proces,sed out of country 
each day. A t'otal of ' 58 troops were left at Bien Hoa for 
the roll-up phase. 

(4) Roll-up phase: IDuring the roll-up phase it was 
essential that vehicles be available to carry trash and 
move out that personal gear which the troops had to keep 
until the last minute. These included, beddin,g, flight suits 
(nomex), jungle fatiques, and boots. ,This equipment could 
not be disposed; of without shipment to the proper turn in 
point. Also during the roll-up phase a requirement for heavy 
equipment existed. This equipment was n9t available through 
PA&E and was only obtain~d through favors from the Air 
Force at Bien Hoa Air Base. The equipment was used to 'remove 
l'arge quanti ties of trash and ashes. Also it became 
necessary .. to borrow a bulldozer from the ARVN to remove and 
level areas where house trailers had been removed. The 
roll-up phase was that portion of the standdown where all 
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\ . ' TAB H (F Troop~ 9th Cp.val:ry, 12th CAG) to Appendix 2 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After A~tion Report 
I . 

loose ends were t~ed together. It was :the period 'of final insp~ctionand the last police call. With the, foregoing in m'ind, persorinel and at least one vehicle were available for the las't police. The Troop was fortunate enOllgh to " have a vehicle borrowed from another unit-which was returned to the unit when it departed Bien Hoa. \ 
, , , \ 

b. Secti'9n 2: fOpservations and Reco±nrnendations. 

(1) Pre-X-Day:" If' standdown can be forecasted, planning ahea¢l is essentia'l to begin the standdown on the first day.' This\plan should include those personnel by name responsible ,for individual areas. ' Judgem~nt should be used during personnel, selection so that a 'man will be given a job which he is cap'ab-Ie of handling and that he will have sufficient time, remaining in country, to finish the job. The plan should also include a tentative schedule ,for turning in equipment. In this re,gardi t would be folly to turn inal,l vehicles the first day. ~By the same token weapons mus,t be kept until the. last day,. __ . As personnel are transferred their weapons can be turned in by lots of 25 or 50. Another plan should be'developed to consolidate personnel remaining in as few buildipgs as possible. Those buildings whichiare emptied should be policed, repaired, and boarded up. This plan will al~ow for orderly clearing and will provide a visual measure of accomplishment. 
I 

(2) Standdown phase: A single; stanCl.down plan should be initiated at the next higher headquarters. This ,plan or SOP should consolidate all requirements from Brigade and higher headquarters. ' 

i (3) Withdrq.wal phase: Withdrawal must be planned and controlled to prevent the loss of personnel which are essential to successful standdown. As jobs are completed these personnel may be utilized on various other requirements. 
I 

nn Roll-up phase: Sufficient personnel must be kept , for a last minute manicure of the area. Plans must be made' to transport these personnel from the area since'most equipment, including vehicles, will be ,turned il) prior to the roll-up phase. ' I 

,3. SPECIFIC: 

a. Section 1: Ever¥G-~ in the Troop was eager to l'eave but atti tUd'es were high and necessary chores were accomplished , \' 
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, . , 

in. good order through all three phases. This attitude is particularly important with respect to the PBO. He must be energetic' and well informed "if a smooth turnover of ~quip-ment is going to take place. This means that the PBO must be briefed ahead of time on/the various turn in points and formats for re~uired reports. An officer ~hould be desi~nated, prior to standdown, if time permits, 'as K'eystone Officer. This officer can assist. the PBOand the various sections turning in equipment by stagi.ng himself at the turn in point. Security after the cease£ire was. focused on pilferage by local nation~ls. .This problem became more acute as time progressed. 'To me~t these requirements, ,the Troop utilized two roving patrols· in MJ.:5l' s and a gate guard!. In conjunction with the ~ec~rity force, the Troop pl~ced the post off limits to all vehicles other than 'US vehicles. "To meet deadlines and provide the necessary creature comforts, plans must be made to have all supplies on hand prior to X-Day. This. is important, since logistic facilities are, probably phasing down also. Arrangements must be made ahead of time to transport all nonfunctional equipment by flat bed truck or other forms of transportation. TMP must have signature cards and requests ,24 hours priori to requirements. C-Rations must be layed on for the last few!meals after t~e mess is closed out. Normally it should take one day to close the mess if facilities are being turned over in place. Transferring equipment ran smoothly. Administration became very important. KnowledgeaQle and responsible people were retained to handle administrative requirements to see that all was performed properly and were channeled to, the proper hands. Transferring of station property was a different type of problem. Since buildings were transferred to one ARVN unit and pqst, camp, and station property to a second unit, coordination had to be made for b.,o separate transfers. All property whether Quildings or post, camp, and station should be inventoried ~head of time and che~ked against PA&E inventories. By inventoring ahead some shortage can be made up. Finally after the post, camp, ar..d station property has been removed a police of,the area will again have to be performed. 

b. Section 2: Commander's Comments on Lessons' Learned -George P. Hewlett, MAJ, AR. 

,(1) Inspections. 

(a) Observation: During the,course of the standdown many visitors, both anno~nced and unannounced, came through the area. These·visits were time consuming and distracting. 
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TAB H (F Troop, 9th Cavalry I 12th CAG); to Ap~e/ndix 2 to Annex B to USARV/MACV 9UPCOM After Action Report 

(b) Evaluation: TIp thoroughly police an area as large as Bien Hoa it took morel than manual labor. Some desirable equipment necessary sh0uld be large lawn mowers, motorized by a tractor, a front-end loader, and a dump truck. I ' 

(c) Recommendation: Coordination should be made with 
! area engineers to support final police requirements 1 

, ' \ 
(2) Hold Baggage. 

(a) Observation: Hold baggage had to be moved from Bien Hoa to Saigon for shipment. 

(b)' Evaluation: Each fndividual desired to keep his pesonnel be10ngings until the l?lst minute. This caused an unnecessary burden on the 'Troop becq,use it ll,1eant each in<;1ivid.ualhad to take time off to ship hold baggage. Trans'portation had to be arranged daily to transport these people to Sai<Jo'ii and back to Bien. Hoa. 

I (c) Recommendation: A hold baggage team should be sent to outlying areas to check hold baggage on location and crate it for shipment. 

(4) Final Transportation. 
I 

Ca) Observation: Vehicles must be turned in prior··to roll-up phase. At least one vehicle must be available for final, unforeseen, requirements. 

(b) Evaluation: Two possibilities exist to meet fin~l ,transportation requirements. TMP vehicles can be utilized 'until the last moment and if possible vehicles can 'be borrowed on hand receipt from other units not currently standing down. 

(c) Recommendation: That coordination be made at group level to hand receipt necessary vehicles from other units until,standdown is complete. 
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TAB I (12th CAG Spe9ial Aviation Teams) to Appendix 2 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After ActioI'l;Report 

1. PURPOSE: To report the, operations 9f Special/Aviation 
Teams in supp'ort of the ICCS. 

2; GENERAL: This report covers operations of special 
aviation team's from 28 Jan 73 to ,28 Mar 7,3 in support of 
"\ ,... ' 
the In,ternational CornmlSSlon of Control, and Supervi~ion. 

a. Significant organizational activities. 

,(1) Preparatory phase: The preparatory ph<;lse ,extended 
from X-day (28 Jan 73) to approximately X+17. During this 
period the members of the special aviatiqn teams inspected 
and prepared the aircraft for ICeS flights and organized 
themselves under the direction of the special 'aviation team 
leaders. Since both teams worked closely together,"a single 
te'am chief was appointed to control both teams. The teams 
consisted of a total of 26 avia~ors and l6ienlisted crew 
chiefs. During the preparatory 'phase an operations officer 
was appointed to receive mission requirements from the ICCS 
and schedule crews and aircraft to fulfill th,ese missions. 

,An Aviation Maintenance Officer was appointed to supervise 
maintenance and an administrative ~fficer was appointed to 
take care of financial, personnel, and other administrative 
matters for members of ,the teams. During t~is phase, the 
teams inspected all aircraft, assigned crew chiefs to each 
aircraft, performed necessary maintenance, and painted the 
aircraft with,ICCS markings. The special ICCS markings were 
painted on th~ aircraft and the, detachment was ready ,to fly , 
missions qn X+2 (30 Jan 73). fccs personnel were not prepared 
to, submit operational requirements until X+7. ' A few missions 
for J4, 'MACV were flown'the first week; however, for the most 
part this period was used to conduct orientation and stand
ardization flights for assigned aviators. All aviators and 
crew chiefs were briefed on the sensitive 'nature of their 
assignment, and "emphasis was placed on maintaining high 
standqrds of duty performance and appearance. The possible 
internatiqnal diplomatic consequences of any accident, inci-

. dent, or personal conflict ,were also disc~ssed. 

(2) Operational phase: This phase extended from X+7 
to X+S2. During this phase the special aviat±on teams 
operated on a daily basis. Seldom were more than six air
craft operating on a given day. Mission requiremepts were 
relayed from the ICCS to the operations officer who scheduled 
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crew and aircraft for the following day. The policy was 
established that aircraft ~ould be preflighted and run-up 
one hour prior to take-off. This enabled maintenance 
problems to b~ identified and corrected in time to meet 

, i 

the flight schedule. During this' phase no problems were 
encountered. \The t.eam~ also. maintained a perfect record 
of no accidents, incidents, or forced landings. The majority 
of missions were conducted inMR III with occasional missions 
flown in northern MR IV. 

/ (3) Closeout phase: This phase overlapped the .operational 
phase and extended from X+39 . ,to X+58. During this phase the 
teams continued to be fully operational while engage~ ±n the 
transfer of aircraft to ICCS Air Services for the purpose of 
assuming the,ICCS support missions. On X+39 and again on 
X+45 six UH-IH hel'icopters were transferred. .The time I' place, 
and other details of' the transfer were well coordinated in 
advance and no problems we:re encountered. T,..,el ve addi ti~nal 
UH-IH helicopters were received on X+38 from aviation units 
in process of deactivation. ~hey were receiv~d and prepared 
for ICCS us~ with a minimum of difficulty. Upon termination 
of the ICCS missions these helicopters were turned over to 
VNAF. 

b. Commander's Comments on Lessons Learned -
L. Bryce Whitson, MAJ, TC. 

(1) Observation: The composition of the special aviation 
teams was not adequate to enable the team to perform both 
administrative functions and mission requirements. 

\ 
(2) Evaluation: The requirement was for the teams to 

be made up of aviators and crew chiefs; however, it became 
apparent'that the team needed operations and administrative 
personnel to maintain flight and maintenance records and to 
process orders. I These needs required the t'eam utilize 'per-' 
sonnel from other units to perfQrm these operational and 
administrative functions. 

I(a) Operations. 

1. Observation: Initially the overall control of the 
detachment was not well defined. 
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TAB I' (12th CAG Special Aviation Teams) ~o Appendix 2 to ,Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
2. Evaluation: Missions were received from the ICCS ,operations center, wi th the detachment being responsible through b.viation channels {or a, number o .. f reports. Flight c1earanc~s in' MR III were 'obtained from Third Regional- ' Assistande Command. Although the 'mission was successfully 

\ 

, • 
I, 

accomplished, c0nflicting guidance was occasionally received . resulting in lost motion at team level. \ , 
. 

, (b) Recommendation: That s,pecial aviation teams be fdrme~ as a separate detachment 'responsible to the headquarters that works closest with the supported,aqtivity. 

\ 
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f>- TAB J (FPJMC Aviation Detachment - RW,- Regions V, VI and 

I \ 

\ 

. Headquarters) to Appendix 2 to Annex B·to USARV/MACV SUPCOM 
A~ter Action Report 

II /~ 

1. PURPOSE: To report sign'ificant activities involved in 
the eS,tablishment, operation and planned standdown of the 
Four~Party Joint Military Commission Special Mission Detach-;
men~ (Rotary Wing) (Reg:i,ons V, VI and i Headquarters) during I 

the period X-I through X+6S. . 

2. GENERAL: 
.. 

,a. Section ·1: Si'gnificant Organizational Activities. 

(1) Pre-X-Day Phase: The Four-Party Special Mission 
Detachment (FPSMD) was formed to support delegation members 
of the ... Uni teqStates, the Government of Vietnam (GVN) , the 
DemocratLic Repuqlic of Vietnam (DRV) , and the Provisional 
Revolutiona:i::-y Government (PRG)'. The FPSMD was' composed of 
24 officers and warrant officers, two non-commissioned 
officers and 11 specialist crew chiefs. Personnal availabi
lity, planning, and assignments were accomplished by 12th 
combat Aviation Group (12th CAG). The· FPSMD was assigned 
11 UH-IH helicopters, marked/with white stripes for ease . 
of recognition.! (Later the color of the stripes was changed 
to orange) 

(a) The OIC of' the FPSMD was tasked with the duty of 
serving in the capacity of Army Aviat.ion Officer in the 
Operations and Plans Division of the US Delegation to the 
Central FPJMC. .This required the executive officer to 
·assume the duties of Detachment OIC and respon'sibili ty for 
operations and mission planning .for the FPSMD at flight line 
level. Normal mission activities were conducted by all of 
the members of the ,detachment in their former units up to 
and including X-I (27 Jan 73). 

(b) Aircraft and personnel were assigned to sections 
for direct support to the regions. Six aircraft and crews 
were assigned to support Regio~ V at Plantati9n (Bien Hoa)~ 
arid two aircraft a~d crews were assigned to support the 
Region VI at My Tho. The OIC, detachment commander, NCOIC, 
TI and three aircraft and crews were assigned to support the 
JMC headquarte:!::",s at Saigon. 

(2). Standdown Phase: Planning was initiated fro~ X-day 
forward concerning the standdown of the detachment .. The 

/ 
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majority of personnel had received PCS orders through' headquarters, 12th CAG. These personn.el were subsequently assigned to the 527th Personnel Services 'Company, MACV Special Troops, thus necessitating revocation and reissue of orders. The aircraft were initiall~ ~ssigned to the 59th CAC on\hand receipt from VN~. The OtC'of the detachment subseqlllently signed for the aircraft from VNAF, and effected r<~tu7n ~Of the aircraft to VNAF upon completion of the JMC mlSS10!1l. 

(3) Withdrawal Phase: There were heavy mission requirements for the FPSMD during the last few days of the JMC life. 

i' 

, These requirements were dictated by the necessi'ty to extract DRV and US personnel from team sites to Regions and to Saigon. The FPSMD members performed that mission, quickly effected return of aircraft to VNAF and departed Saigon on the final aircraft deploying US troops from Vietnam on 30-31 March 1973. 

b. Section 2:· Commander's Comments on Lessons ],earned -Robert E. Wea ther'sby, Jr., MAJ, IN j' 
i 

(1) Forming of Special Mission Detachment. 
r 

(a) Observation: The actual composition of the FPSMD teams was not adequate to, enable them to perform both their mission and meet team administ~ative requirements. 
I , (b) Evaluation: The requirement was to assign only aviators and crew chiefs to the FPSMD;however, it became apparent that each team needed operations and adrni~istrative personnel to maintain flight records and orders. Units had to be tasked to provide the ~dditional support personnel, however, they could not be assigned to the teams due to team strength limitations. 

(c) ,Recommendation: SMD', s be formed as separate detachments with the complete capability of performing operations and related administrative functions. , 

(2), Orders for Special Mission Detachment. 

(a) Observation: Members of the FPSMD were not reassigned promptly to a controlling headquarters or organization. 

p" ... 
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TAB J (FPJMC Avh Det - RW - Regions V, VI and Headquarters) 
to Appendix 2 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action 
Report 

(b) Evaluation: When the SMD.w~s.formed, plans had not 
been completed to reassign ,team members to a gaining unit. 
This created confusiqn among the team members. as well as their 
parent ! units. MOlinirig reports did no't;",accu+,a'J;.ely reflectuni t 
streng,ths since m~mbers to' be transfe'iiedwe.re actually present 
for duty with thei\r- teams. The air cavalry troops were unable 
to zero out morning reports in a timely manner because team 
membeis were selected from their. assets and had not been 
reassi'gned. In addition some confusioh existed as to rating 
schemes and the administration of military justice. 

'. , 

(c) Recommendation: Personnel on' SMD's be immediately 
reassigned to a contr91ling headquarters ~hat is schedul~d 
to maintain a mo~ning report throughout the entire perio~ of 
utilization. ' 

(3) Arrival of Special Mission Detachment. 

(a) Obersvation: Members of the FPSMD flew combat 
missions on 27 January 1973, and were required to arrive 
at Saigon on 28 January 1973. 

(b) Evaluation: Personnel were not notified of their 
selection for, nor assignment to, the SMD until X-I. Upon 
arrival on X-day at Saigon,ilittle time for billeting and 
initial briefings was available since the unit was required 
to be immediately operational, and the first missions were 
actually flown on the date of arrival. 

(c) Recommendation: That person:~el being assig~ed to 
SMD's be notified far enough in advance so that adequate 
planning can be· effected. This should include billeting 
arrangements, acceptance of aircraft and associated equip
ment and an initial brief;ing by the OIC prior to the first 
missions to be flown. Thi's is a, prime example of "cJ,ose 
hold,~' information/planning being withheld until much' too 
late in the ball game. 

(4) Billeting for members of Special Mission Detachment: 

(a) Observation: Members of the RPSMD'were billeted 
with the 59th~CAC. 
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Report \ 
J \ 

(b) EJaluation: The officer personnel were assigned BOQ .space which was to remain open until X+60. However, the,' enlisted personnel were assignef billets that were to close on X+45. This fact required/a move by the enlisted personnel during their assignment to th~ SMD and billets that would remain open until X+60. . \ 
" '(c) Recommendation: All personnel assigned to SMD be initially billeted in an area that will be open until the completion of the mi(ssion. This will. eliminate the necessity of a move during the mission period. 

(5) Vehicles. for special mission detachment. 
(a) Observation: No arrangements were made to prdvide necessary transportation facilities to members of the FPSMD. 
(b) Evaluation: Transportation arrangements were not accomplished prior to the, arrival of the FPSMD. Due to the distance involved between the billeting area and the flight line, detachment members were required to hitch-hike or procure commercial transportation at a cost to themselves. / 

4 \ 
! (c) Recommendation: 'That arrangements be made to provide military or TMP vehicles to SMD personnel on an around-theclock basis to provide means of arrival at the place of d:uty at the appropriate time. 
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APPENDIX 3 (17th combat Aviation Group) to Annex B t? USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

1.PU~POSE. To re}?:ort significant organizational activi
ties of the 17th" Co~bat Aviation Group for the period 1 
Nove:~er 1972throug~"11 March 1973. " 

I 

2. GENERAL. This repo:r:t includes the activities of HHC, 
17th Combat Aviation "Group, Eagle Combat Aviation Battalipn 
(provisional)i, 20lst AJiation Compa~y (Corps), I-I Troop (Air), 
17th Arm9red iCa;valry, 57th Assault Helicopter Company, 60th 
Assault Helicopter Company, and the-~ 604th Transportation 
Company (Direct Support). 

3. SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITES. 
, 

a. Command. 

(1) Mission: 

(a) To provide command, staff planning, ~nd operational, 
control of assigned and attached aviation units. 

(b) -To provide Army aviation support as directed to US, 
RVNAF and other FWMAF for the conduct of combat, combat 
support and other counter-insurgency operations in Military 
Region II. ' 

(2) Organization: 

(a) Pre-X-Day: Prior to 28 January 1973~ the 17th Avia
tion Group (Combat) was composed of one Combat Aviation Batta
lion, one Air Cavalry Troop, one Assault Helicopter Company, 
one Cdrps Aviation Cpmpany, and one Direct Support Mainte
nance Company (TAB A). 

(b) Post X-Day: On 4 February 1973, as a result pf 
moving from its base at Ninh Hoa to Nha Trang, the 60th Assault 
Helicopter company was detached from Eagle Combat Aviation 
Battalion (Provisional) (ECAB), and assi.gned directly to the 
17th Group for command and control (TAB A). Other disposition 

. remained the saII\e until 28 February 1973; when ECAB was deac;ti
vated. At this time 129th AHC and the 180th ASHC came directly 
under 17th Group Headquarters for command and control. 
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APPENDIX 3 ,(17th Combat Aviation G~oup) to Annex B to USARV / MACV SUPCOM After' Action Report. 
\ 

(3) Persorlali tie's: There weke no command or stat"f changes following X-Day, thus individuals named herein . 
,\ .; served during both Pre and Post X~Day operat~ons.' 

(a) Commander, 17th Group: At unit deactivation the cOInfIlander was LTC Frederick O. MacManus, 008-2'2.-0226, ADA. 
(b) Primary'Staff: At the close of the reporting period Primary Staff were: 

1 Deputy Group Coinmander: LTC Osbin E. Smit;:h, 411-54-3826-; FA. 
\ 2 S-l: CPT Jerry F. Anderson, 451-62-2707, IN. \3 S-2: ,MAJ Dennis ,D. White, 576-36-7022, MI, on 21 November 1972, vice lLT Marcellous Cooper, 225-70-2291, MI, who departed on 3 November 1972. 4 S-3: MAJErle W. Thomas, 239-58-2291, ADA. 5 S-4: CPT Walter R. Moss, 531-46-9766, 'AR, on 4 January 1973-vice CPT Gary L. Holmes, 496-40-2047, CEo 

(c) Special Staff: At the 910se of the reporting period Special Staff ?fficers were:, ) 
1 Aircraft Maintenance: MAJ Robert K. Dillion, 314-36-0567, TS on 7 ,December 1972, vice MAJ John D. Bradford, 414-66-2130, TC who departed on 28 November 1972. 2 Surgeon: MAJ vlilliam W. Pollard, 544-38-6551, MC. 3 Signal:! CPT George H. Mitchell, 524-66-1436, SC. i Safety: CPT William H. Campbell, 180-36-8340, FA on 18 January 1973 vide CW2 Kenneth R~ Whitley, 453-72-3894, AVN. 5 Chaplain: CPT Jack L. Thomas, 242-36-2143, CH, departed 

-

I 17 November 1972 and was not replaced. 6 Installation Defense Coordinator: CPT William H. Campbell, 180-36-8340, FA vice CPT Paul A. Pressly, 249-80-9042, IN. on 12 December 1972. 

(d) Eagle C0mbat Aviation Battalibn (Provisional) •. At the close of the period the commander and staff were:i " 

1 Commander: LTC William H. McGee, 428-56-9041, AR. 2 Executive Officer: MAJ Allen R. Todd, 453-50-8759~ EN. This-position was left vacant at X-day when MAJ Todd assumed command of the aviation support detachment for RJMC III • 

\ 
\ 
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\ APPENDIX 3 (17th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to!! USARV/ 
\ MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

3 S-l: 
4' S-2: 
5' S-3: 
'6 S-4: 

CPT Ty ierTugwe11, 220-40-7139, AG. 
CPT Robert S. Davis, 539-42-6866, F~. 
CPT Jack L. !Baxter, 203-36-7767, FA. 
CPT David P. Kennedy,,455-'56-1103, ORD. 

(e) Unit Commanders: At the close lof the repor~ing period the Unit Commanders were: 
\ \ 
ill HHC, 17th Group: CPT Walter J. Probka, 152-32-0147, 'FA. - I' 

2 57th AHC: MAJ Monty B~ Price, 460 L 68-5714, IN, vice MAJ John D. Hughes, 254-46-1982, IN, on 21 December 1972. '3 H/17th ,ACS: MAJ Ronald ~. Fishburn, 445-32-2827, AR. "4 129th AHC:MAJ Hugh C. Durham III, 434~54-9434, IN . . '5 180th ASHC: MAJ Frank, J,. Klein Jr., 457-56-1915, FA. G H/IOth ACS:iMAJ SidneyE. Lyons Jr., 406-60-5902, AR. 7 60th AHC: MAJ Jon C. Stillman, 396~32-8099, IN. a 201st CAC: MAJ Dale W. Pierce, 537-42-7855, IN. 9 604th Trans Co.:' MAJ Cha~lie B. Davis, 193-26-8317, TC. 

b. Personnel. 

(1) Replacements: 17th CAG received a total of 267 individual replacements during this period as compared to 1523 individual replacements during the previous reporting period. This wa:-s the result, of completely, shutting off the replacement stream in the middle of October when it appeared tbat a ceasefire was near • When the ceasefire did not ina-, terialize, nearly a month and a half passed before replacements , again began arriving. The replacement stream again was shut-off on 20 January, fo+lowing positive negotiations toward a ceasefire. 

(2) Strength: The overall strength of 17th CAG varied during this reporting period. The general trend was decreasing strength due to a fewer number of replac~ments brought ,about by the, impending ceasefire, until the iatter part of December when it seemed apparent th~t the Group would, be here for some time and unit strength increased until X-day. A breakdown of Group strength by unit on X-day is included in TAB C. The strength of 17th CAG on X-day was 1616 personnel. 
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APPENDIX 3 (17th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

(3) Personnel management: Personnel turbulence was 
not as high during this period as during the last reporting 
period. The significant problem was having to complete 
assigned missions ~i th, a decreasing' numqer o':f~ pe~sonnel. At 
the low point, the end of November, Grotip'strength was 72% 
of authorized, and some units were as Idwas 65%'authorized 

I ' I 

strength~ , ' 

(4) A&D: During this period 1 Nov 72 - 27 Jan 73 the 
,Awards and Decorations" Sect:i,on of '17th CAG S-l processed 
'some 1700 awards of which approximately 100 were from the, 
Republic of Vietnam to US personnel. The section was respon
sible for process'ing service awards and achievement awards 
for all deserving personnel in the Group inpreparation'for 
deactivation. This waS bandle~ iri~ period'of~30 da¥s. 

(5) MOS 'Testing." .MOS testing was considerably faci
litated during this.Period because 518th l'SC handled most of 
the necessary coordination at the Group's three primary loca 
tions, -sending a representative to administer the exams. All 
personnel in need of testing were tested. 

(6) ~eenlistment Program: There were 25 reenlistments 
in 17th CAG during this reporting period: 17 first termers 
and 8 career soldiers. The objective was 9 first termers. 

( • .,' .I 

The percentage was 188% for thls unlt. 

(7) Civ~lian Personnel: Civilian personnel were hired 
from loca,l resources of indigenous personnel. The local 
nationals were hired through two programs, permanent hires 
or tlirect daily hires., 

~) Permanent hires: Each unit, after SUbmitting its 
current and projected civilian personnel requirements lAW 
U8ARV Reg 570-2 through this HQ to 1st Avn Bde, was a~thorized 
to employ local nationals on a pexmanent~asis. The permanent 
hires employed in pos'J. tions s~ch as kitchen police, car
penters, se9retaries, handymen, etc. A list of permanent 
hires by u'nit'is provided below. 
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APPENDIX',3 (17th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to. USARV/ 
MACV"SUPCOM 1fter ,Action Report. \ 

UNIT I NUMBER OF PERSONNEL 

HRC, 17th CAG 
5·7th AHC 
H '. Troop!l 7th ACS 
20lst CAC 
60th AHC 
l80th ASHC 
l29th AHC • 
H Troop 10th ACS 
604th Trans Co 

24 
8 
8 

30 
7 
7 
8 
8 

65 

165 

b Direct daily hires: Direct daily hires were employed on a-daily as needed basis. They were primarily used for unskilled labor such as filling sandbags and general police. They were paid throughAIK funds. 

(8) Casualties: 
NOV DEC 1-27 Jan , 

KIA 0 0 1 

MIA 0 0 0 

WIA 5 3 3 

Non-hostile death 0 0 0 

Non-hostile injury 
(serious) 2 1 1 

(9) Drugs: The 17th CAG Drug Program had one major 'change in its operation during this period. Th~ program prescribed that all individuals who came up positive on any type of uri~a~ysis, initial or follow-up, were to be transferred to the' Detoxification Center for'eventual medical evacuation to CONUS. The Group Commander felt that some individuals might make deliberate att~mpts to come up positive on a urinalysis in an effort to leave Vietn~ prior to their DEROS, so he modified the program for 17th CAG to allow the unit commander to determine if the individual should be returned to ~is unit aftet detoxification. 
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APPENDIX 3· (17th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 
/"'-- . 

(10) Human relations: Th~ human relations program within 17th CAG had a decrease in act~vity'after the initial announcement that a ceasefire was imminent. Incidents that required investigation by the human relatiotis officer decreased considerably. Individ1!als wro .,may have \. been prone to lodge complaints concerning. racial 'discrimination or unequal opportunities for promotion, d~ty assigneent, etc., seemed to want to let the alleged conditions continue ,since everyone felt the Group would be standing down soon. As with most other activities, the hUman relations program did have a slight increase in activity starting in late December when most people felt US forces would be in Vietnam for some. time longer. Throughout this period most of the, units continued to have their human relations council meetings on a somewhat regular basis. LT Samuel,Patterson returned from the Defense Race Relations Institute at Patrick Air Force Base, Fla. on 5 Jan 73. 
I He was assigned from ECAB TDY to USARV/M~CV SUPCOM to begin a tour of Vietnam teaching a four hour block of instruction dealing with race relations to all E-5's in Vietnam. 

(11) Chaplain: Chaplain Thomas departed Camp Holloway in mid Novem,ber without a replacement." Regular services continued, however, with a Protestant chaplain visiting Campi Holloway from MR II Hq. Denominational services continued to be provided each week by members of the LDS faith. ECAB was assigned a new chaplain in mid-December.: 

(12) Headquarters Management: The Group operated a 
I message center Which was utilized for all distribution from and between units and this headquarters. It also provided a UH-IH as a daily courier to transport personnel and distribution/to An Son, Ninh Hoa, and Nha Trang. 

(13) Group Surgeon: During the .current reporting period 17th Group maintained three medical detachments, the 94th at Camp Holloway, th~ 546th at An Son, and the 25th at;Nha Trang. The 25th additionally provided support to the 60th AHC at Ninh Hoa. All detachments were adequately staffed during the priod of this report. In preparation for deactivation, all dispensaries screened records, returning all active records to the units. )\e~ords for personnel who could not be located were boxed and.~~ped to the Adjutant General, Washington D.C. Numerous staff visits were made to the . 
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AP.PENDIX 3 (17th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report.' 

medical ~etachjents to" assist in ~nspecti9ns of installation 
'sewage disposal:, ,food service fac.i+li ties, garbag~ c;tnd trash 
dispnsal, insect and rodent control, and dog control. The 
latter was especially 'important, as rabies l in the RVN reached 
epide~ic proporti6ns. Assistanc~ was also rendered in prepa
(ration aI}d submission of required reports. The Surgeon's 
office also supported several civic action projects. In the 
Pleiku area, MEDCAPSwere ma~e by MAJ Pollard and 94th MED 
personnel 9n a regular basis to the many Montagard villages l 

in the are'a. Addi tiorially MEDCAPS were performed at the 
leprosarium near An So'n. The end of the reporting period 
found all detachments preparing 'to turn over equipment to 

I, ARVN medical uni ts • ' 

(14) HHC: During the period from 1 November 1972 ~o 
27 January 1973 theprirnary problem area in Headquarters 
Company was that of morale. There were many contributing 
factors. 'Primary was anxiety concerning'the future, of which 
the most important factor was news of the progress being made , 
towards a cease fir,e agreement. and general withdrawal of troops'. 
The uncertainty of the situation generated much speculation as 
to the possibil.t.ty of ~xtended or curtailed tours. The slowdown 
in the replacement stream'caused turbulence ±n many areas re
sulting in increased workloads and a reevaluation of personnel 
utilization cr,i teria. As preliininary withdrawal plans were 

\- ~.-

made and put into effect the administrative workload corres
pondingly increased while the flow of unit supply items, en
ginee~ support materials, and maintenance repair parts decreased. 
To combat the adverse ~mpact of these, factors upon the personnel 
of Headquarters Company, several programs were initiated, Par
ticipation in a variety of sports was encouraged, to include 
intra- and intermural competition in softball, volleyball, and 
flag football. A facilities improveme~t program stressed fire 
pre~ention, area clean-up, and the resandbagging of all living 
quarters. Finally, tim,ely' dissemination of information at all 
levels had a positive ~nd stabilizing effect on personnel, com
bined with other steps taken to increase efficiency, improve 
morale, and maintain a high level 6f performance. 

POST X-DAY 

(15) Unit Strength and Strength Accountability. 
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APPENDIX 3 (17th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV! MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

. ..};..:.' 

(~) As in 'any deactivation, one pf the most difficult tasks was strength acoountability. Morning reports which had 'been active since 1965 had to be zeroed. A command 
must~r was conducted on X+37 to make any necessary ,strength adjustments in or?er to enable the units to properly account for all pe~-sonnel'and zero their morning reports. However, 'because of \the command ~mphas,is tha't had been placed on strength aqcountability\during,theprevious eight months, only one strength error \vas found within the entire Group. 17th CAG was able to close out all of its morning' reports with no problems. 

j 

(b) . Group strength on X-day was 1616 personnel. The following list which depicts Group strength during the post X-day period, should be viewed in conjunction with TAB B. which indicates unit stations during the deactivation period. 

STATION TIME STRENGTH 

X+15 
An Son 4EiO 
Pleiku 422 
Nha Trq,ns .' 374 
Group Total T,256 

X+30 
An Son 184 
Pleiku 262 
Nha Trang 237 
Group Total 683 

X+45 
Nha Trang 128 
Pleiku 28 
Group Total 156 

! 

Although the Group deactivat.ed on X+45, the 20lst: CAC at Nha Trang remained active to support Operation HOMECOMING, and the ICCS aviation detachment remained in Pleiku until final closur1e on X+58. 
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\ APPENDIX 3 (17th Combat Aviation Gr,olfP) to Annex B,to USARV/ MACV S~PCOM After Action Report. 

(16) Personnel Management and Redeployment. 

,(a) With the announcement of X-day" it soon became apparent; that much 0;E the' ,guidance con~ain~d in both SRAC and 1st Aviation Bde\OPLAN's 2l5.which\pertainefl to personnel withdrawal schedules Ilhad been outdated or inval~dat~d as a result of the rapid changes in the time frames fo~ departure of personnel.·, This plan received extensive modification during a meeting with 1st Aviation Bq~ on X-3. This was followed at 17th Group on X-2wi th a meeting of alII company co~anders. 

(b) The !initial standdown requirement was to identify all personnel on leave or TDY in CONUS and make a determination by X+5 as to whether or not they were considered mission essential. If so, they would be returned tg RVN. Of the 68 personnel in this category, 13 were, considered to be mission essentia'l and were 'returned to the RVN .within 14 days. Of personnel in the units on X-day, five enlisted men and six officers were declared mission essential and required to re~ main past their norma,l DEROS. Additionally, as of X-day, all routine personnel actions ceased. ' 

_ (c) In anticipation of X-day, the 527th PSC provided l}th,CAG with machine rosters supposedly containing a listing of all personnel within Group. These rosters were approximately 60% correct because-of severe personnel turbulence encountered since the last'muster which the machine brancp had not updated. Each unit was to update these rosters and provide release d~tes on all personnel wi thiI;1 the unit,' by X+l. Naturally, the unit· commander not knowing the date f'or disposition of his aircraft, property, or release form mission requirements, could in no way even closely estimate art accurate date for the release of speciflc personnel. Recognizing that these rosters were worthless for the purpose they were iI}tend.ed - the cutting of DEROS orders - necessary coordination was effected with the 5l8th PSC to have all DEROS or~ers cut with an effective date' of X+45 and subsequently a~end them upon the individual's arrival .at Camp Alpha for final outprocessing. This worked extremely well and allowed the unit commander maximum flexibility to adjust to the ever changing cperational re'quirements. 
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APPENDIX 3d. 7th COmb~t Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Act+on Report. 

\ \ (d) Upon receiving incremental quotas from 1st Avn Bde, units were assigned quotas for shipping, thus enabling the unit to determine individual DEROS's since they best i knew their, rem,aining requirements ~ sindle all group personnel were basically located at three locations--Pleiku, An Son, and Nha Tr,ang--gener,ally each loea tion was s!cheduled for a shipment every third day. This varied somewhat in the second irlcrement when priority \AlaS given to closing out An Son. and in the third increment to closing out Pl~iku. Generally, heavy shipments ,were ,effected early in the increment' 'in consonance wi~h Bxisting mission requiremen~s ip order to elimi~ J . .• nate any foreseen problems cause~ by t~ansportat~on. This work:ed extremely well as all ihcrements were completed at least three to four days ahead of schedule. All transportation requirements were coordinated with SRAC. Except for the period when all transportati'on was cancelled in Vietnam, never was a flight requested that was ,not filled •. Some intragroup reassignments had to be accomplished in the final increment in order to irisure, that all units were closed out as scheduled since 201st. CAC \A,as the only unit authorized personnel after X+4S. This was accomplished with minimum delay by S18th, and all 17th CAG units completed their standdown well ahead of sche~uled. Throughout the entire deactivation period"the cooperation received from the S18th'PSC and the rapidity with which they responsed to the myriad requirements of 17th CAG were outstanding. 

(17) Awards and Decorations: 

~ll awards and decorations were required to be processed and forwarded to 1st Aviation Brigade prior t'o X+3,O with the exception of the achievement awards for the standdown period. The problems encountered were basically that the subordinate units did not m~intain appropriate files and suspense systems so as to know exactly who hatl been submitted for awards. I 

This resulted in several awards being su~mitted after the established suspense date. This caused no major problem as the late submissions were coordinated with 1st Aviation Brigade and expeditiously processed in order to insure,that all deserving per~onnel had been ap~ropriately re90~nized for their accomplishue nts. Sixty-eight awards 'for achievement 
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,/ 

during the deactivation period were submitted on X+33. 
To insure th~t orily deser\ving per1sonnel received awards, 
all qompleted·awards were\monitored to insure that/per
sonnel whose.conduct or efficiency had deteriorated during 
the period since the award was submitted ,.,ould not receive 
the award.' Some ~ases arose in which individual service 
awards were revok~d because of drug abuse, disciplinar'y 
p~oblems, O~ other unfavorable actions by the individual. 
As a result of using the USARV Form 197-R for service 
awards, preparation time was cut d;r-astically, and the maj ori ty ... 
of personnel received their awards prior to de~arting their 
unit. / \ 

(18) Reenlistment Program: All reenlistment activities 
ceased as of X-day. 

(19), Civilian Pe;rsonnel. 
r 

(a) As of X~day there were 165 !authorized permanent 
hire civilian personnel employed by 17th Group. Termination 
'requests for all spaces were handcarried to Nha Trang Civi
lian Personnel Office by each unit prior to X+IO. The pri
mary factor affecting release of CPO slots was the planned 
closure and consolidation of ,mess ,facilities and unit deac
tivation dates. Terminal (advance) time sheets were hand
carried to Saigon on X+23, so :t'hat',GPO employees could be ' 
paid' on' their release dates'., A IT, Dorrfestic Hire employees 
were,~erminated on X~17 in, order to avoid paying an ext~a 

"month's severance pay. House maids ',possessing USARV passes 
were allowed to work on an individuall~ arranged basis until 
deactivation. 

(b) During the deactivation period, large numbers of 
daily hire personnel were used for police of the installations. , ., 

(20) ,Casual ties: During the deacti va tiOll period, 17th 
Group sustained two casualties, both of whom were wounded 
by enemy fire at 1010 hours 'on X-day (28 January), while 
flying through the An Khe Pass .. 

(21) Human Relations: All Human Relations activities 
ceased on X-day. 

, !' 
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APPENDIX 3 (17th Com.bat Aviation Group'> to Annex B ,to USAR,V! 
MACV SUPCOM After A~tion, Report. 

, I\!\ I 

(22) Drug Prog~am: ,The administration of -the drug 
prqgram remained unchanged" during. the standdown' period, 
A unit sweep was conducted for all units so that thos,e 
personnel who departed aft,er 'X+30, when' the testing' capa
bility of Camp Alpha 'had ceased, would have a corrnnander's 
certificate stating that they had been test'ednegative in 
a uiinalysis in, the/past 60,day~. All drug related records 
were: destroyed at' X+30. , 

I 

(23) Headquarters Management: On X~day, the 1st Av,iation 
Brigade courier was cancelled, thus placing the respcmsibility 
fori distribution to and fr<:>m Saig0l! in the hands o~ ~7th CAG 

'In order to properly coord1nate th1s'and other adm~n1stra
tiv<k requirements, a three man ,liaison team consisting of one 
lie~tenant,on~ E-6, and one E-5 was established ~t the ' 
5l8th PSC. The team's mission was to handle all distribution, 
e;Efect necessary coordination wi th 1st Avn Ba,e and 5l8th PSC 
h'andle all, incoming flights of DEROS personnel from l7t;h CAG, 
and arrange for their expeditious processing through Finance 
and Personnel. The Group UH-IH co.urier continued to run on 
a daily basis until X+34 when it began every other day opera
tion. The Group courier ceased operation on X+40. I 

(24)' Unit Funds: The 17th CAG S-2 was appointed to 
audit all unit funds. This was accomplished by X+20. Many 
administrative errors were found and corrected in the various 
unit funds and all money and property was properly accounted 
for. 

(25) Domestic Hire Funds: An auditor was appointed to 
conduct terminal audits on all ,DOHIF's in 17th CAG. This was 
completed by X+25. 

, 
(26) Personal Property and Records: All personal pro

perty andcrecords for personnel out of country on X-day who 
did not return to RVN were shipped to the individual's next 
duty station via hold baggage and registered mail. Addi
tion~lly, a personal letter was written to each individual 
advising him of the ,bill of lading or registration number, 
and the address to which his property and records had been 
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-: 
~hipped in an effort to preclude lost items if the indivi-". dual was diverted from his original 'assignment while on leave. 

(27) OERS: All OER's were required to be completed and delivered to the 518th PSC by X+40. Many problems immediately became evident. The form to be used was the DA Form 67-7, ~a new _form tl)at had jpstbeen implemented for us·e on 1 January 1973. Mdst of the rating officers were not familiar "With the new form dr the rating.system itself. Even though the new AR 623-105 had been requisi tion.~d, the requisitions were not filled and there were no sufficient copies of ~he new AR. To counteract this, a 12 page.lesson plan was prepared and distributed to each officer and warrant officer within 17th CAG. The lesson plan covered in gre~t detail the new OER and how to I, complete it. I't proved to· be a very 
I valuable tool du'ring this ~ period. Still, numerous ORR's had to be retyped because of administrative errors. There were in excess of 400 OER's to be prepared under this new system which was complicated by the dwindling supply of-clerical assets. In order to insure that all officers and warrant officers received OER' s, ·appropriate control procedures were established at group level and cross checked with the units as well as the servicing PSG to insure that the OER's not on~y were completed, but also that they arrived at the PSG and were' appropriately posted on the individuals 201 file and further forwarded to DA. 

-{I 

(28) Group Surgeon: On X-day all medical' detachments obtained current. unit rosters from each suppdrted unit. These rosters were used to check again:st immunization records. On X+5 all personnel needing immunizations were scheduled to receive them'between X+6 and X+IO. Between X+ll and X+16 all medical property was inventoried and turned over to ARVN medic~l units~ Throughout the entire period, sick call and other medical services continued on a normal basis. Medical personnel were released to DEROS predicated on the popUlation of supported units. ' 

(2~) Headquarters Company: During the period from X-day to stan.ddown, Headquarters Company experienced considerable turmoii in all areas. As unit ~trength continued to decrea$e, 
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the workload for remaining personnel naturall~ increased, whic};1 created a morale problem in certain areas. i
' This condition was aggravated by the increased fr\equency of guard duty. Other contriputing factors were xeductipn of fac,ili ties su9.lJ., as PX, clubs, lack of a fulltime chaplain, and the fact that I the city of Pleiku was placed off-limits. Difficulties were also encountered in obtaining maintenance support for building re~air as curt~ilment of services continued. The ~ack of re~ pair parts ha~pered vehicle support and caused excessive dead- , line time and premature turn-in~ Strength1accountability became a critical concern since the morning report reflected those on TDY at other units, as well as individuals who were working in An Son, Nha Trang, Pleiku,'Phan Thiet, and S~igon. Factors which aided in countering these negative aspects included timely dissemination of information~ fre~ beer and soda, and recognition of large numbers of individuals for services rendered, to include awards and letters of appreciation. HHC morning report was zeroed on X+39, ',and all remaining persqnnel transferreo to the 201st CAC. 

c. Intelligence and Security. 

(1) Enemy activity during this reporting period has been relatively intense in several areas of MR II. The primary areas of activity have been Kontum, Pleiku and Binh Provinces. These three provinces are the largest in land area arid contain the largest portion of the population in the MR. Pleiku and Kontum provinces also have common borders with Cambodia and Laos which provide the enemy excellen~ supply routes into northern,MR II. Enemy supplies have and will continue'to flow unhindered across the borders of Cambodia and Laos into Pleiku and Koritum provinces. 

(2) After suffering heavy losse's during the last reporting period (in excess of ,10;000 KIA) enemy un;its began concentrating on less V{ell defended.:GVN positions. On 3 November the ARVN Fire Support Base at Duc Co, located 12 kilometers from the Cambodian ,border, came under heavy, enemy attack early in the morning and was subsequently overrun and occupied in the afternoon. ABFs by 120 rom and 82 rom mortars, and, re- ! portedly, 130 rom field guns, characterized enemy preparations 
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\ for the ground attack. T-54 tanks were used for the "\first time in Pleiku Province during the assual t which took Duc Co,. Two tanks were disabled by the 57th Avn\Co and two others by VNAF. The enemy also employed numerous .51 caliber AA . machine guns res~l ting in numerous shotJ\a ts and hits to friendly aircraft. 

(3) ,On 1 November friendly forces launched an operation to recapture Duc Co and to disrupt acti vi ty by ,the 320th NVA Divisiol1 in western Pleiku ,Province. The operation culminated in the. recapture of Duc Co on 15 December. Enemy forces withdrew across the Cambodian border to regroup ~nd resupply after sustaining over 1,000 KIAs in 6 weeks. Duc Co was given up by ARVN again 13 January 1973. 

(4) The vast majority of .KontUM·Province remained uhder the control of enemy forc~s during the reported period. The only territory under the undisputed cOl1{trol of the GVN was the area immediately surrounding Kontum City. The GVN also continued to ihold outposts at Dak Pek and Mang Buk as well as Fire Support Bases along QL 14 to the north and south of the city. The Kontum Pass was generally open although there were periods of short duration when it was' closed by the enemy. 

(5) One enemy division, the 10th Infantry Division, and other regimental sized B-3 Front subordinate units operated exclusiyely in Kontum Provinc<1 during tl;le reporting period. Surveillance of the Kontum'area by H Troop, (AIR) 17th Armored Cavalry confirmed preparations for an attack upo:r; Kontum Cfi:y by the NVA. Enemy activity 'increased sharply in the Province, particularly in areas to the west and southwest of the city. It appeared that the 40th NVA Artillery Regiment, a B-3 Front subordinate, moved south from the Ben Het-Dak To Area to a location directly west of Kontum City. The city itself ~ustained only a few minor ABFs, suffering little damage:~nd few casualtites. However, the GVN Fire Support Base November, located approximately "5 kilometers to the northwest of the city on QL 14, was the target of almost continuous heavey ABFs and light ground probes l 
! 
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from late November until the afternoon pf 23 December when 
it was overrun by NVA elements. The ba~e was not ,retaken 
by ARVN forces until eight days later, ~lthough'some,8C 
ARVN troops were trapped in the base and i we,re able to main
tain themselves throughout the period the e';nemy held the I 

base. An attack upon the city ~ay have been forestalled 
by massive B-52 strikes upon' are'as to the north and west of 
the city, but more probably QY the advent of the ceasefire 
od,28 January. " 

(6) In Binh Dinh Province during the early portion of 
the(reporting period, enemy uncertainty with regard to the, 
ceasefire led them to concentrate their efforts upon poli-' 
tical indoctrination operationi while open acts of hostility 
remained minimal. ABFs constituted the most serious enemy 
activity in November although an attempt was made to close 
QL-19. December saw a substantial increase in ABFs, parti
cularly in the northern part of the province where the majq
rity of the 3rd NVA Division was located." Late December 
saw a substantial increase .in enemy movement throughout the 
province. This activity continued into January when major 
elements of the 2nd NVA Regiment, 2nd NVA Div~sion moved 
from Quang Ngai Province into the An Lao Valley in northern 
Binh Dinh. Mid-January i;aw the only major enemy attack in 
the province during the reporting period. 'On 12 January 
two NVAbattalions mounted an attack against the Tam Quan 
District Headquarters. The attack was repulsed and enemy 
activity subsided into less spectacular efforts to gain con-

,trol of territo~y prior to the ceasefire. ARVN convoys were 
ambushed' infrequently along QL-19 and the Mang Yang ,and An 
Khe Passes were closed hriefly on at least two occasions 
during the reporting period. Again, as in the case of Kontum 
Province, the enemy controlled the largest percentage of the 
land area ,of Binh Dinh. GVN forces have been able to keep 
QL-19 open from Qui Nhon to Pleiku and maintain a series of 
bas~~ along QL~l north and south of Q¥i Nhon. 

(7) Late January saw .,the deployment of half of an Air 
Cavalry team from H Troop, 10th Armored Cavalry to Binh Thuan 
Province where an enemy attack upon Phan Thiet City was con
sidered inuninent. The attack, howeve~, was not made. One 
light observation helicopter was shot down and the US observer, 

, killed two days before the ceasefire went into effect. " 
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(8) Most of northern MR 'II remained in the control of the. enemy during the rep6rting period. l, ARVN forces we.re spread rather thinly trying tb'keepthe major road networks open and defend the cities. 'While th~ GVN controlled less land area, it 'did maintain:' control over the vast maj ori ty of, the, pppulation,. Aside from the three no~thern provinces in the M~, enemy activity in the remainder of the MR con..,. sisted c~iefly of an occasional ABF against RFjPF outposts and an urisUccessful attack against the southwest suburbs of Dalat City. . , " 

(9) Durin~ the reporting period Pleiku Airbase was the , target df numerous' ABFs by 122 rom rockets,. Although several aircraf~ were d~maged and a few were destroyed by' these attacks, damage in the main was minimal and personnel losses, were insignificant. MR II headquarters was rocketed on 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 January. The MR II Inspector Gen~ral was killed during the 27~January attack. On 28 January the' headquarters received two rocket attacks, one just prior to 0800 'hrs and one after the beginning!of the ceasefire. Little damage was sustained during any of these attacks which came generally from positions in the northwest and southwestrocket boxes. Local Force VC units were responsible for the attacks. 

(10) iEnemy strength and order of battle changes have been significant since the end of the last reporting period. There are now 102 NVA maneuver battalions estimated to be operating in MR II, an increase of l2 ~ince i November 1972. Thei~ total strength at the end of the reporting period was put at approximately 18,400 as compared to 9,000 late in October of last year. The increase is due in large part to the inclusion of the 2nd NVA Division into the order of battle lists primarily/because it utilizes base camps in northern Binh Dinh from which to stage operations into Quang Ngai 'and Binh Dinh Provinces. ' Also, the 24th NVA Regiment moved back into MR II from MR III in early December to reinforce the 320th NVA Division which operated in ~eliku province and the 7th and 83rd Engineer Regiments operating in Kontum Province were added to the order of battle in 
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January. These latte~ two regiments we~e pri~arily engaged il,n the movement of supplies into the northern portion of the MR and improving and maintaining the enemy's extensive rbad network in Kontum, Pleiku and Binh Dinh Provinces. The lOth Infantry Division was formed in Kontum Province out of assets that were already' available, to the B-3 Front. The division was apphrently\ formed to P10vide better command and control 6f B-3 Front subordinates oPfrating in the pro~ vince which would have been\the main forces used in an attack upon' Kontum City. \ 

(11) Local Force VC units remained relatively quiescent during the reporting period. VC strength was put at approximately 3,800 to 4,100, with units operating in most provinces of the MR. } 

POST X-DAY 

(12) On X-day, 28 January 1973, the S-2, 17th-Group and S-2 Eagle Combat Aviation Battalion (Provisional) began the standdown phase of operations. On X-day, organic intelligence operations and other intelligence sources rapidly diminished their output. During the standdown phase, security control guidance and assistance wa~ furnished the units and staff sections by both the Group S~2 and Eagle Battalion S-2 and included the followi~g: I 

(a) Instructions for the final base closure security , measures were furnished to all units and tenant organizations. 

(b) Effected coordination with the 525 MI Detachment at Pleiku for the base closure inspections. , 

(c) Security debriefings were given to personnel who had access to classified information. 
I 

(d) War trophy registrations were authenticated by the S-2, Eagle Bn, Group S-2', and local Provost Marshdl offices. 
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(13) The following is a chronological list of the sig
nificant activities of the standdown phase: 

(a) X-day-Organic intelligence operations ceased. 

(b) X+l - X+4 - Classified files (,were re6uced to bare 
operational minimums. 

(c) X+8 - Ninh Hoa Installation was cleared. The Group 
S-2 met with Major Young, ODCSOPS' USARV/~CV SUPCOM, with 
referepce to the final base security chec'ks. Initial guidance 
was given to commanders of units at Camp Holloway on base 
closure security checks. . 

(d) X+lO - Reduced map stockage at group. Eagle Bn 
turned all maps over to the Vietnamese Na tiona'l Police.' 

, ~ 

(~) X-12 - Published a l~tter to all commanders giving 
guidance relative to base clo~re security checks and pro
viding for individual unit base closure inspection teams. 

(f) X+15 - Eag~e Bn burned remaining secret documents 
and closed out the classified documents register; forwarding 
it to qroup Headquarters with' the destruction certificate 
file. Eagl~ Bn retired the S-2 filing system. 

(g) X+19 -Two E-5's and one E-4 were assigned to Group 
S-2 to conduct base closure inspections of units at Camp 
Holloway. 

(h) X+23 - Eagle Battalion commenced final security 
check of all 17th CAG units at Lane-An Son Installation. 

j 

(i) X+24 - Fina.;L security check by 525th MI Group made 
of H/17, 604th Trans Det, and the old D/17th" Infantry areas. 
H/17th & 604th cleared Camp Holloway. 

(j') X+36 - Group S-2 classified files were further re
duced. The only secret documents remaining wer~ those which 
pertained to the installation mine field. 20lst CAC closed 
its classified document register and forwarded it to Group 
S-2. 

f. 
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(k) X+37 - Camp Holloway mine field was turned over to the ARVN. A copy of the letter of transmittal was sent to 1st Aviation Bri~ade by registered mai~. 

(1) "X+38 - Last S:ecret documen'ts 'were destroyed: Cla-, ssified documents register was closed out. 

(m) X+40 - Final security checks of Camp Holloway were completed. Installation was turned over to the ARYN. 

(n) X+41 - Classified document r~gister ,was turned over to 1st AJiation Brigade. 

d. Operations and Training. . . i 

(1) Flight Operations: Flying hours and performance figures for the 17th CAG are listed in TAB D. 

(2) Installation Defense procedures for the four bases under the control of the 17th CAG were as follows: 

(a) Camp Holloway: (17th CAG HQ's) 
t. 

,4. 1 The Camp Holloway perimeter was 3.5 miles in length. Thirty observation towers were situated around the perimeter which was illuminated by flood-lights during the hours of darkness. There we~3-4 fighting positions between' each i tower and these wer~lanned during period of 100% alert. 

2 Each tower had land line communi!cation to the Installation Defense Coordination Center. Six command towers, equally spaced around the perimeter have radio contact with IDCC. Interpr'eters were present in IDCC to facilitate control and the roving commander of the relief in 1/4 ton vehicle was accompanied by an interpreter. 

3 All towers,were manned with a minimum of three personnel during ·the hours of darkness. This number was increased to four during other than normal alert status. Prior to X-day twenty-six t'owers were manned with Nung guards, and six by US personnel. Local Nationals were not permitted to fire upon or otherwise engage penetrators except as authorized by regulation. 
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4 Triple c6ncertina and dbuble apron wire served as 
the nucleus of the perimeter defense. Trip flares were 
located throughout the perimeter and selected sec.tors had 
antipersonnel mines. Claymore mines were installed,through
out the entire perimeter. One third, of the pe'rimeter had 
pr~ssure sensitiv~ detectors insta~le~ outside i the wire ahd 
these were monitored {aurally and v\isually} in one of the 
US manned towers. This sensor fiel~ was gradually being , 
expanded in width and depth. 'In addition two AN/PPS- S ' '\ 
radars were installed on towers and used to detect movemerit 
within the area of coverag~. AUS manned mortar position 
was focqted at the eastern end of th~ compound. I Infantry 
personnel assigned to the Air,Cavalry Troop manned this posi
tion and had 3 - 8lrnm and 2 - 60min mortars. Defensive con
centrations were registered around th~ p~rimeter. The mortar 
section responded with observed fire against suspected or 
known enemy attempts to pene'trate the defensive wire after 
ARVN clearance to fire was obtained by IDCC personnel. 

~ Each, day at first light a low-level sweep was made 
by helicopter of the wire and of the terrain extending 3000 
meters from the perimeter. During the hours of darkness a 
UH-IH equipped with a XENON searchlight and two miniguns 
was launch,ed on a random basis to provide aerial s'urveillance 
of Camp Holloway, Pleiku Air Base, and the rocket boxes. 
Average hours flown by this aircraft each night was two to 
three. Two AH-lG's were maintained on a S minute standby 
status and respondep as req~ired by tactical developments in 
the Pleiku area. 

6 During this time period, 6 bunkers Mere re-built, 
over-SOD claymore pits were built lAW USARV standards and 
40 new fighting positions were constructed. In addition to 
this, much of the tall grass, both inside and outside of the 
perimeter, was burned. Due to the lack of personnel, much 
of this was accomplished by daily laborers under us sUPE1rvi
sion. 

(b) An Son (Eagle Bn): 
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1 The perimeter security for Lane Army· Helicopter 
... 

. i 
• 

~as provlded by 9thCpmpany, 3rd Bn., ·26th Regt., Capl tol ROK Infantry Division. The 9th Company manned 28 tm...rers and as many bunkers as possible depending ,on the number of troops they were required to provide in support of com.bat operations. 

2 LAH had an inner circumference of 2.4 statute miles. pefensive positions lo'cated around the perimeter included 29 guard towers, 53 bunkers, and 72 fighting positions. The perimeter was illuminated 'by flood lights during the hours of darkness. A flar~ship was on fifteen minute strip standby during normal conditions and was on a five minute standby during alert conditions. ~ 

3 : There were between two and four belts of triple c0I?-certina and double-apron wire surrounding the perimeter of LAH. Numerous trip flares were located throughout the perimeter barrier. There were ,762 M18Al claymore mines around the perimeter. There were 18 operational sensor units. The sensor bunker on the perimeter was manned by US personnel. These individuals were equipped with starlight scopes and had land-line communications with ECAB TOC. 
! Fire support for LAH was obtained through the use of organic aircraft, 9th ROK Company 81mm mortars, and 105mm and l55mm artillery support from the 628th ROK Artillery Bn. The l29th ABC provided orie light fire team "on 15 minute strip standby during normal. conditions. 

5 Each night a l,ast light low-level VR was made of the immediate area out to 4,000 meters in certain directions. During the hours of darkness, aUH-lH equipped with a XENON searchlight and two M-60's was launched on a ri3,ndom basis to provide perimeter aerial surveillance. 
(c) i Camp Worthington Ninh Boa (60th ARC) : 

1 Security was provided by personnel Division. ROK forces utilized 24 towers, weapons positions, 527 one-man positions, posts to conduct their defense. 

I 
! 
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~. The perimeter was 6.2 miles in circumference, and iwas illuminated by 505 floodlights. Artillery support was provided by .2 batteries' located wi thin the confin'es ,of Camp t Worthingi;:on. Fire power was provided by .4 105mrn howitzers, and 4 155mrn howitzers. Additional artillery was located out-· side the perimeter, and consists. of 6 105min howitzers. I 
I 

. 3'A ready. reacti~n\force consis~ed of one rifle company with~PC's for mobility\was.avai~able for perimeter defense, if required, ARVN forces available c~nsiste~. of one infantry battalion, 3 infantry companie!?, and 44 RF /PF pl.atoons disperse~ throug~out the local 15 KM area. 

(d) Nha Trang Airbase/Camp McDermott (2'01st and 604th): 

!. The. 20lstAvn Co. flight line was'\ not separated by any barriers from the remainder of the Air Base. A fence approximately ten feet high, topped with concertina wire, surrounded the 604th Trans Co. w0rk area with the exception of the ramp on the north side. 

2 Outing daylight hours, security for the 20lst Avn Co work-area was provided by approximately '100 US personnel working in th,e area. Security during daylight hours for the 604th Trans Co. working area was provided by four NUNG guards and approximately 50 US military personnel. 
I 

3 Security for the 20lst Avn'Co. area between 1800 and 0600 was provided by 12 US guards, a three man roving patrof (two US personnel and one Vietnamese QC) and an NCOIC. Four walking guards and the roving patrol observed the entire area. At the beginning of November, 15 NUNG guards were hired to supplement existing security measures. 
I 

'. 

4 Security.for the 604th Trans Co. area between 1800 ; and 0600 was provided by six ,US guards, 13 personnel working in the area and 21 NUNG guards. Two us personnel and two NUNG guards controlled access through the two gates to the 604th area during. the hours of darkness. The remainder of the U$ personnel and NUNG guards were 'stationed at various positions throughout the area. 
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5 As discussed in the report of the previous period, : 
neither the 201st\Avn Co. ramp or the 604th Trans Co. ramp 
had sufficient lig,hting. Some light wa~ provided in the 
201st area by four lamps near the hangar and residual light 
from the sheds. The majority of ,the light in the 604th area 
was a result of the open sh~ds. Additional lighting forbo~h 
units was requested, but dUe to periding deaetivation no action 
was ever taken~ 

(3) Unit Movement: NONE 

(4) Unit Mission Changes: NONE 

I (5) .U.ni t Gains: NONE 

(6) Unit Losses: NONE 

(7) Significant Operations: During this reporting period 
the 17th.CAG was not involved in any major operations. TAB E 
outlines a summary of individual unit operations. 

(8) Training: 

(a) With the 'decrease in enemy activity in the MR during 
the reporting period, the Group was able to once again devote 
an qppropriate amount of time to training, to include instru
ment training as well as normal standardization rides. The 
30 day extension of required standardization rides which was 
noted during the last r~porting period was rescinded in view 
of the increased availability of aircraft. 

(b) :tn an effort: to continually upgrade IP/SIP standards, 
frequent visits of 1st. Aviation Brigade SIP's were solicited. 
Addi tionally, a USARV standardization board meeting ,.,as held 
in mid-January,continuing a pratice started in October 1972. 
Seventeen IP's and SIP's attended. 

J(c) Training in nap-of-the-earth techniques, initiated 
during the ~revious reporting p~riod, were continued with 
favorable results. ,Classes were given at; the unit level on 
techniques of nap of the earth flying and low level naviga
tion. Additionally, each 90 day, sta:ndardization ride included 
a Check of these skills. 
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\ Cd) Each unit was required to hold an orientation briefing for each newly arrived aviator. The briefing cover~~ .~ wide range of subj~cts including the unit missions, unit operations, maintenance, safety, standardization; enemy situation, and any other subject which would enable the aviator to function safely and effectively in his new environment. 

\ . 

(e) Unit training 
Each un{t frmiliarized 
on a 90 day basis. 

was conducted in arms familiari~ation. 
with all.Meaporrs organic to the uriit 

POST X-DAY 

(9) Flight Qperations: Flying hours and performance figures for the deactivation period are listed in TAB D. 

(10) Installation Defense Procedures during this period were as follows: 

,(a) \ Oamp Holloway:' 

1 'The installation defenses remained unchanged until X+lO with the exception that the first and last light VR of the perim~t~r was discontinued oh X-day. Additionally, operational control of the UH-IH gun/light ship (Nighthawk), and ;the AH-,lG light fire team was ,shifted from the Installation Defense Coordination' Center (IDCC), to Ithe Group Operations Center (G9C). 

2 On X+lO, the pressure sensitive detectors installed in one third of the perimeter were no longer manned due to personnel shortages. These were turned over to ARVN in place and operational on X+13 .. Additionally on X+13,the radio link sensors were retrieved from the fi~ld by an air lifted patrol from the sensor section, and turned in to H/17th CAY 'supply. 

3 On X+lI, all AH-IG's which had provided aerial fire support were turned in for retrograde. 

.' 
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APPENDIX 3· (17th c.ombat Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV! MACV SUPCOM After Action Re.port. ' , 1 ! At X+2,o the two AN/PPS-5 radars located in bunkers 13 and 17 were turned in to, H T'roop 17th CAV. Also, ,on' X+20, the mortar section of H Troop, 17th CAY was stooddown and the equipment turned in. Tpis left Camp Holloway wit:hout organic indirect support fire power'although artillery was still available through ARVN. 

5 At X+22,all bunkers were manned with NUNG guards. This was due to the reduction in forces of US units at" Holloway. To help in the security of the perimeter, two 1/4 ton trucks with two US serg~ants and ohe;NUNG interpreter each patrolled the bun~er line continuously at night. These two vehicles, as well 'as the OGJs vehicle, had radio contact with IDCC. at all times. Along with bunker guards, the security police guarded the main gate 24 hours a day. During the , standdown, the Sp's increased searching of vehicles and individuals for stolen property and contraband items. 

6 On X+24 those per'sonnel from H Troop, 17th CAY needed to maintain IDCC were transfered~o ~ CAG. These included twelve security police, ee radio operators, six sergeants of the guard, two NUNG supervisory personnel, one E-7 platoon sergeant, and two E-6 section leaders. These personnel, under the supervision of three ,officers, stooddown the security operations 'of Camp Holloway o'n X+40. 

7 On X+25, all crewserved weapons, and M-79 grenade launchers were turned in. Perimeter guards were armed with M-16' s only af,ter this date. 

8 On X+34, all tactical (field) telepho~es were removed and turned in. This removed the land line conununication link between the perimeter and the IDCC. The six command towers, equally spaced around the perimeter" were pro:v;ided with radios for contact with the IDCC. Interpreters were present in the IDCC'24 hours a day to help facilitate command and control. ; 
, , 

,I 

9 The Camp ,Holloway mine£lelds were turned over to the ARVN on X+39. It was found, that incomplete and inadequate records had been kept and that four areas suspected of containing mines we're located on Camp Holloway,. These areas 
! 
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were recorded and marked according to regulation and were turried over to IARVN as suspected mine fields. The claymore mines which were installed along the perimeter arid pumbered over 500 were turned over to ARVN in place and operational .. 

10 Camp Holloway was turned over to ARVN on X+40, and all US personnel evacu~ted. 

(b) Lane-An Son Installation: Installation.defense at An Son changed very little du~ing the post X-day period. The 9th Co., 3rd BN., 26th Regt., Capitol ROK Infantry Division conti~ued to ~~n the perimeter durin~ the entire period until closeout of An Son. On X+l, the flare/ship was no ' longer on standby during the hours of darknes's. Fire support for Lane after X+2 was provided by the organi'c mortars of the 9th ROK Company. The l29th AHC provided one light fire' team on 15 minutes stand by from X-day through X+ll. There were no low level VR~s of the perimeter made after X-day. The IS sensor units were turned over in pJ-ace to the ARVN on X+3l. The 9th ROK Co. was relieved of perimeter defense on X+3l when the installation closed. 

(c) ~amp Worthington: All defenses remained the same with the exception tha1t the unit's AH-lG '.s were turned in. .. on X+2 and were replaced with two UH-lH's' armed with ffiinigun systems. These aircraft were on 5 'minute strip a+ert during the hours of darkness.' All American personnel were removed from Camp Worthi~gton on X+9. 

(d) Camp McDermott: Def'enses at Camp McDermott were not ch~nged ~xcept that as the n~mber of Ame+ican personnel decreased, additional NUNG guards were hired to replace them. On X+S, the two armed UH-lH's moved from Ninh Hoa to Nha Trang for base defense. These aircraft were.maintained on strip alert through X+ll. 60th AHC, .upon its move' to Nha Trang, oqcupied the Tifh Compound on Camp'McDermott. This posed no increa,sed requirement for base securi ty. On X+A 3, the 604th TC and 20lst CAC.~were relocated to a compound within Camp McDermott to provide increased security. By this date all guard posts were manned by NUNGs. 
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(If Unit Movement: \ 

(a) X+8 - 60thAHC moved \from Ninh 
\ Hoa to Nha Trang. 

i (b) X+31 - 129th AHC moved from An Son to Pleiku. 180th ASHC' moved from An Son to Nha Trang. 

\ (c) X+40 - IHQs, 17th CAG moved from Pleiku to Nha Toc-ang. 
I 

(12) Unit Mission Changes: None 

(13) Unit Gains: None 

(14) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Unit 

X+28 -

X+35 -
X+37 -

X+40 -
X+56 -

Deactivations: 

H Troop, 17th 

180th ASHC. 

129th AHC, and 

HHC, 17th CAG, 

201st CAC. 

CAV and H Troop, 

60th AHC. 

57th AHC, 604th 

10th CAV. 

Trans Co. 
,r 

(15) Significant Operations: There were no significant aviation operations during the post X-day p~riod. TAB E outlines individual unit operations. 

(16) Training: As 6f X-day all training ceased. All 90-day standardization rides were waived, and waivers for semi-annual minimums were granted to key personnel who could not fly as a result of standdown activities. Also, waivers were grant;ed to personnel who did not have a current 'standdown instrument ticket. 

e. Logistics. 

(1) General. 
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(a) During the reporting period great difficulty was experienced in receiving and m'aintaining adequate supply stock in all classes of supply~ This in turn greatly ham-
f pered the units in theiperformance of their. mission. This shortage was due to supply procedures which had been implemented in October in anticipation of a cea~e fire agreement. All existing stock in excess of a ··'45 day supply wer~ turned in . for re\trograde. Further I no demands were submi tted in anticipat~on of early unit deactivations. The result was a general l~ck of all classes ·of supply with a delay of 90-120 d~ys between requisition and receipt of 02, 05, 06, and 12 priority orders. 

{b} ECAB at An Son faced an additional problem. Due 

\ 

to the fact ECAB was a Provisional Battalion·, the S-4 had no c . 

authority to requisition parts and supplies. Therefore each unit requis.itioned replenishment of supplies directly from Group. This method did not provide al supply "cushion"! or stockpile at the local level, and added additional time to the time between requisition and receipt. 

(2) Class II and V. 

: (a) / During this reporting period ARVN was tasked to supply Class III and V products through letter agreement for specific quanti ties. An inadequate· supply of Class V and; some items of Class III existed from 1 Nov 72, through approximately15 Jan 73. Subject letters of agreement·were not recognized at VNAFjARVN ASP's and depots until shortly before the end of this reporting period. Subject letters of agreement were approved by VNAF higher headquarters approximately 5 Jan 73. . . -
\ (b) During this reporting period approximately 620,000 gallons of fuel (JP4) were issued to aircraft from Camp Holloway POL Point. 

(c) Ammunition expenditures are listed at TAB G. 
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I 

POST X-DAY 
I 

(3) Supply. 

(a) Due" to the Jrapid phasedown, ther,e was no real 
need for continued logistical support. Existing supplies 
were more "than sufficient to sustain operatiqns during the 
standdown period. Class I support ~as adequate in, all areas. 

, \ 
(b) Some confusion was caused in some units within the 

Group as a result of new supply personnel. Due to tl:le nume
,rous DEROS's in December and January, there were several new 
property book officers.: As a result, some units were not 
prepared to begin necessary post X-day operations. 

(c) Ammunition turn in was executed in a smooth manner 
with no apparent problems. 17th Group turned in more than 
2,200,000 rounds of various caliber ammunition. 

(4) Mess activites were closed as indicated below. The 
use of "c" rations was held to a minimum, with only the 129th 
mess serving four meals of "c" rations prior to closeout of 
Lane Installation. This was' necessi"tated by the one day ex
tension of the closeout date .. HHC mess supported Camp Hollo
way until base closure. The 2Dlst mess was closed on X+29 
and operation of a consolidated mess was assumed by Nha Trang 
Installation. 

CLOSURE DATE ' 

X+8 
X+8 
X+17 
X+21 
X+29 
X+30 

. X+30 
X+40 

UNIT 

60th AHC 
H/IOth CAV 
H/17th CAV 
180th ASHC 
201st ~AC 
129th AHC 
57th AHC 
HHC, 17th Gp 

UNIT CONSOLIDATED WITH 

Moved to Nha Trang 
129th AHC 
HHC, 17th Gp 
l29th AHC 
Nha ~rang Installation 
Closed 
HHC, 17th Gp 
Closed 

NOTE: 604th Trans had" consolidated with 201st prior to X-day. 
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('5) Aircraft refue1fin'g points ope'ra,ted by, the' 17th CAG 
were phased out as noted, below. i The Ninh Roa refueling 
point was terminated 3 days early due to fuel shortage. Air
craft .operating in that area refuele,d at Nha Trang Air Base. 
An Son POL point was closed and turned over to ~A&E who be
came responsible for the' recovery of fuel pr,ior to US evacu
ation. Refueling in the An Son area was diverted to P~u Cat 
or Qui Nhon. The POL point at Camp Holloway closed on X+31 
and all refueling was accomplished at the VNAF mini-port on 
Pleiku ' Air' Base. ' 

CLOSURE DATE 

X+8 

X+29 
X+31 

FACILITY 

Ninh Hda 

An -Son 
Holloway 

'DISPOSITION 

Transferred to 'ARVN who phy
sically removed the facility. 
Transferred to PA&E. 
Transferred to ARVN. 

(6) On X+37 one stake and platform trailer full of heli
copter rotor blades, rocket tubes, skids and other aircraft 
wreckage was shipped to the Qui Nhon Property Disposal Yard. 

(7) Equipment Retrograde/Turnover. 

(a) On X-da,y all units were 'alerted and began their 
pre-planned standdown operation in the areas of PC&S and 
TOE property. Transportation became an immediate problem. 
H/17th CAY, H/IOth CAY, and the 60th ARC started immediate 

:turn in of ammunition, iret;rograde of US titled equipment, and 
physical turnover of ARVN titled equipment. The retrograde 
and turnoyer of equipment was eased ~the already reducef 
amount of equipment·on hand due t~ approved droppage of non
mission essential equipment. All 'other units turned in wea
pons and a~unition commensurate to unit strength. Due to 
aviation commitments to theROK Army, the ,60th AHC was in
formed to move toNha Trang by'X+9' and remain dperational 
instead of standing down as planned by X+15. Transportation 
-requirements were received from H/17th CAY for retrograde shop
sets, the Group Signa~ Officer for retrograde of avionics 
shelte'rs (oversized, air evacuation required), and the 604th 
FSP for oversized parts pallets, and other items 'needing to 
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to be sent to Nha Trang from Pleiku. H/17th CAY and H/lOth CAV transf'erred their r,emaining UH-lH's to 57thAHC .and I"29th AHC respectively for the purpose, of clearing tneir property books .', Sealand vans were requested for land shipment of. retrograde items to Nha Trang fr0m Pleiku. ECABiS4,made all r~quests for t:r:ansportati'on of retrograde materiali,'to Nha' Trang from An Son. All units prepared for the,tur:t:lover of PG;&B property "as is/where is". Contact was made with each area VNAF/ARVN liaison officer to coordinate equipment transfer. CTA50-90l turn in was also started. On X-day the Group's property books reflected that only 30% of the total autqorized TOE items were on hand. Operations in\the Keystone Aircraft Processing Point were greatly increased after X-day. An SOP giving complete instructions on p~operdis~osition of equipment to KAPP was distributed to all units in ,17th CAG. Problems arose when units failed to follow this SOP. Some uni.ts continually attempted. to turn in dirty, untagged equipment, and shortage lists were often missing or inyomplete. One unit attempted to have 604th to sign for shop sets that had not arrived at the KAPP yard. 

(b) X4l thru X+15 .. On X+l Sealand van transportation for retrograde items was not available at Pleiku because enemy ,activity had closed the roads. Therefore An Son (tCAB) received Sealand vans for retrograde cargo to Nha Trang which were to be sent to Pleiku. A conex consolidation. yard was established for Camp Holloway, and a yard for conex consolidation was established at An Son also. 'A free turn in point for aviation and non-aviation related equipment was established, excluding PC&S property. Also on X+l, word was received that all armament ,and related equipment must be sent via air to Saigon. Wooden boxes the size of Air Force pallets were constructed for the shipment of rocket pods. On X-day seventyfive 17th.CAG aircraft were slotted for transfer to VNAF with XM-23 armament systems. Word was received on X+3 not to retrograde XM-23 system ammunition boxes but to demilitarize and PDO" them .. On X+3 H./17th CAV was informed to prepare their shopsets f9r organic CH-47 airlift to Nha Trang due to Sealand shortage. LSA dining facility was c!losed and approximately 25 military and 10 civilian personnel subsisted with HHC, 17th Gp mess. Ten ~PO kitchen police were transferred.to HHC, '17th Gp mess. An audit schedule was issued for the property books of the 17th Gp, to coincide with the issued Bde audit schedule. On X+5, 5th ,ALC was requested to contact the 60th AHC to coordinate PC&S property, inventory and EOD of ammo at Ninh Hoa. 
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t 

At that time· a problem ~rose. The ARVN, contrary to pre
vious agreement, decided that~all property at Ninh Roa 

I • , 

would be turned in at ARVN depots rather than on station 
"as is/where is". This Iwas accomplished, but not without 
extra effort on the part of the unit .. At the FSP in Pleiku, 
it was decided to open a "free turn .... in" point to prevent the 
necess~ty of retrieving aircraft peculiar items from the dump. 
A requirement to clean, tag and preserve /the i.tem~ was esta
blished at first,. but proved to defeat the purpos~ of the -
free turn-in point, so. this requirement was· ·la·ter dropped. 
Problems were later encountered as units would d~op off 
th~ir junk next to the warehouse of the FSP after duty hours. 
As the 247th ~ed Det turned in their PLL on X+7~ it was ship
ped to Phan Tniet to support the RJMCthere. Later, shelves, 
lumber, plywood, and nails were also sent to --aid in construc
tion of support facilities there. The outshipment of all 
OR-6A's in MR II via Sealand vans was delayed due to non
availability of cargo tie-down straps. The straps had been 
on requisition since October 197~, they finally arrived in 
Saigon on X+4. Shipments began as soon as the tie-down 
straps arrived at the unit, and by X+9 all 16 OR-6A's were 
loaded and ready for shipment. Also during this period, air 
spipment was requested for retrograde of all ~yersized loads. 
Property records reflec~ed 11% of authorized TOE equipment 
on hand at X+lS. 

(c) X+16 thru X+30. Units continued their drawdown 
during this period. Disposition instructions from Saigon 
on KAPP equipment was very late in arriving, causing a back
log of equipment and loaded vans in the 604th maintenance 
area. Disposition instructions were finally received on 
X+24 and X+2S. 

(d) X+31 thruX+4S: The last mess hall was closed (HHC) 
,and all final mess hall quarterly audits were turned in to 
Brigad~. The 201st property books were also sent to Brigade. 
These were the last property books ~emaining in Group. All 
KAPP eqi~lipment was shipped byX+39 and the KAPP yard closed 
on the same day. All shipments of ASL lines through Tech 
Supply were finished by X+40. An ASL of 600 UH-l lines was 
retained for the NHA maintenance team that remained at the 
604th maintenance area to X+S9, in support of ICCS andRJMC 
aviation detachments. 
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(e) The retrograde and turn-in of avionics equipmeht from MR II after X-day was a huge \ accomplishment. ' To assist in the inspecting and shipment of avionics equipment, a TI frpm the AVEL section was sent'to Pleiku for a ten day period. ,,'He was particularly val,uable in the handling of , stbrage sh"elters and air traffic control towers. Problems were encounter-ed in determining whether or .not some of the electronic e9uipment was complete, and determining the expendability of missing components i• These probJ!ems could have been avoided had the units obtained the proper manuals for the equipment. Non-availability of tie-down straps, cargo ne'ts, and retrograde material created some problems in shipping avionics equipment from Pleiku. From X/day to X+3B, a total of $2,357,430.00 in avionics equipment was processed and shipped to Sac,ramento Army Depot through the AVEL section. Five boxes of float and end items plus one box of test equipment remained to be sent to SAD as of X+39, and shipments were completed by X+4l. 

i (B) Transfer of Bases, Installed Property and Equipment, and Real Property. 

(a) An Son - All transfer of real property was delayed until X+31 due to the reluctance of the incoming ARVN unit to sign for,property until they could ,physically take possession. The joint inventory was conducted on X+29 and X+31. The installation was physically transferred on X+31. The actual transfer was conducted relatively efficiently with elements,of the 22nd ARVN Division occupying vacated portions of the installat'ion c01l)Jl1encing on X+29. 

(b) Ninh Hoa 

(1) On X-day, the decision was made to redeploy the unit from Ninh Hqa to Tich Compound, Nha Trang. This necessitated the requirement to rapidly turn-in all excess TO&E property and the transport all mission-essential;TO&E property to the new location at Nha Trang. Simultaneous coordination was effected on X-day to allow the 5th ALC (ARVN) to sign for post, camp, and the unit I on its impending move. i Arrangements were 'made for this property to be transferred on X+B. The 5th ALC stated they would bring necessary personnel and vehicles to Ninp Hoa to load PCS property and remove it as fast as it was signed for. 
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(2) On X+8, the 5th ALC arrived at Ninh Hoa with 25'-2""1/2-ton vehicles, and began the task of counting, signing for, and on-loading, the PC&S property. At this time, the personnel of the 5th ALC began to move from room to room, loading the property, and cOImnenced stripping the walls and ce±lings of p~ywood, light fixtures, fans, and -anything else they apparently desired. When this was discovered and brought to the attention of their sUI' periors" very li ttl~ corrective action was taken by the OIC, :5th ALC, to prevent further occurrences as the. 'vandalism and destruction continued. The 60th;AHC provided a security force to remain at Ni~h Hoa to try to prevent further destruction, but it met with little success. 

(3) Real property transferred i~cluded approximately 50 wooden structures. 'They were turned qver and signed for by PA&E on X+ll. Despite the fact that the installed property had been stolen from many of the structures, the turn over to:PA&E went without incident. The unit was officially cleared of the responsibility for ,Camp Worthington (NinhHoa) on X+ll. 

(c) Camp Hollo~ay 

(1) A 100% inventory of real property was conducted at Camp Holloway and was finished on 4 December 1{972. The ARV~ signed for all propertie$ in the Pleiku ,area except Camp Holloway since it was considered a major installation. This refusal to sign the joint inventory necessitated a repeat inventory at the time Camp aolloway was transferred to ARVN. 
(2) Post police and pickup of over ten years residue of war rrtaterials cannot be described in terms to fully explain the, task. An average of 250 daily hire Montagnard personnel and ,seven trucks were used over a three 'week period. Approximately 500 acres of eight foot'high elephant grass was burned exposing materials and scrap which had been obscured for many years. All of 'the military property was turned into a "free" turn in point. EOD was taken to the ARVN EOD point. Trash was burned in the sanitary fill and scrap metal was hauled off post by scrap dealers. Based on an average of 30 truckloads at 2 tons each for 20 days it is ~stimated that somewher'e between 1000 and 1500 tons of trash were picked up and cleaned fr9m the compound. Approximately 300 CONEX con~ainers were pibked up and turned into a central collection ~oint. 
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(3) As units cleared their a,rea$, the PC&S property. was turned over to the various A~VN gaining units. However, since the ARVN units did not trust one another, as this property' was signed over, it was removed from the installation~ As a result, there were numerous ARVNpersonnel on the compound, from X+30 on. These personnel did .. much damage to buildings by stripping them of light flxtures, plywood walls and plumbing. I . ' 

(4) Permission had been received early in the deactivation period to sign over facilities to the local PA&E rea,l property section as these areas were cleared. During th,e period that elapsed before signing ,the installation,over to the ARVN, PA&E local ·national personne'l stripped many of the buildings o~ PC&S property, a~ well as dismantling the buildings for materials. Actu~l sign over of the installation on X+40 was a very drawn out affair, as the ARVN's who signed for the installation were very upset by the looting which had occurred. However, the sign over finally took place late in the afternoon of X+40. 

F. SIGNAL 

(1) During this reporting period, as during the previous period, Camp Holloway was plagued with not having an adequate dial telephone system. On 31 October 1972, the reconstruction of the cable system l~ading to Camp Holloway was declared, completed by ARVN signal personnel. It was hoped that this would greatly enhance the possibilit.y that Camp Holloway would have reliiable and complete access' to the dial telephone system. To insure that the VNAF were aware of Group telephone requirements, complete Telephone Service Requests (TSR's) were ,submitted on 10 July, 7 August and 28 Septeml?er. Becausethe old cable system'was at,its maximum capacity, theVNAF did not produce any work orders on the additional telephone requests., It was' anticipated that once; the new cahle system was completed that the VNAF would complete the work orders in order that additional phones at Camp Holloway could be installed. However, the VNAF professed no knowledge of the previous requests so an additional request: was submitted to SRAC on 31 October. By 2 November, no work orders for the ARVN had been produced by the VNAF. SRAC was contacted and tqe Group Signal Officer was informed that SRAC had no~ yet' delivered the TSR to the 
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VNAF but that it would be done that same afternoon. ~'By 
9 November, the ARVN haCYstill not received any work orders 
from the VN~. In response to several telephone conversa
tions and a personal. visit, i;he US VNAF advisor ·said·that 
he would use 'his influence to get the VNAFto write up the 
wotk . orders .. On .. 16 November, the Group Signal Offi?er 
rece~ved a calli from a VNAF Warrant Officer. He stated 
thci.t he was personally typing up the work·orders but. that a;Ll 
additional phones would have to be Class C phones, in that 
Camp Holloway had exceeded its limit of 15 percent Class A 
telephones. On 20 November, theARVN picked up ·thework 
Ol;.ders from the/VNAF.for the additional dial teJ,ePlf.ones 
and began ~o locate good cable pairs on the 03 Cable. On 
21 November the ARVN and FEC personnel· began insta~ling new 
phones. By 4 December, 15· addi tional phones ·were installed 
on Camp Holloway. Although the ARVN had completed only 
50 percent of the work/request, no additional phones have 
been installed by the ARVN since that date. Because the 
ARVN appeared to have no intentions of completihg the work 
orders, the 17th CAG Signal Section personally installed 
thr~e critical phones. This was· accomplished through the 
cooperation of the VNAF who operate the DTE. At this time, 
the revamped cable system appeared to be more reliable than' 
the old system. Camp Hol~oway ~asexperiending a daily·· 
outage· rate of only three.l percent and the ARVN were responsive 
in'repairing the outages. By 5 January the outage rate began 
to gradually increase. This was due primarily to the fact 
that the ARVN ceased to repair the phones as they became 
inoper~tive. On· 12 January, a letter was sent to SRAC 
requesting that they assist the Camp/Holloway subscribers 
in/restoring telephone outages. This request was forwarded 
to Pleiku DCO (VNAF) and work orders were written up on the 
o~tages .. The ARVN,picked up the work orders and r~turned 
them to DCO as "repaired", however, the phones were· still 
,inoperative. By 21· January, the outage rate was 22 percent. 
'On 22 January, ARVN· Signal personnel arrived at Camp 
Holloway to,work on the outages. They:refused to show 
their ID Cards to the gate guards and were not permitted 
~o enter the compound .. Since that day, they have not 
returned to Camp Holloway to work. 

(2) In addition to local tel1ephone problems, avai lapili ty 
of lorig distance lines was redticed auring this reporting 
period. Without prior notification, the trunks between 
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Pleiku and Saigon were reduced from 20 line,s to 9 lines. To 
c,onfuse matters. even more, the prefixes fo~'Pleiku and Qui 
Nhon'· were changed without firs~ Dnotify.:j.ng apyone. Conse
quently, 1st Aviation Brigade had difficulty in communicating 
with 17th .CAG until the change had been discovered. Because, 
,J " , 

of the extreme difficulty in obtaining a ,long distance line' 
between Pleiku'and Saigon, the HF Admin ra4io net between 
17th CAG headquarters and Brigade headquarters was utilized 
by all staff sections. 'This was the only fast and reliable 
means of dommun:ica tions betwe~n the two headquarters. 

, (3) Although the elements of ;L7th CAG at Lane AHP did 
not have direct access to the ,dial system, FEC personnel at, 
that location did an outstanding job. At Lane, FEC operated 
and maintained a very reliable common battery telephone 
system utilizing an AN/MTC-l. Lane AHP encountered con~ 
siderable problems wi·th the operators of the Qui Nhon DTE. 
Lane,was totally/dependent on Qui Nhon DTE for long distance 
lines. For no apparent reason, the Qui Nhon operators 
intermittently refused to accept calls from Lane. This 
problem was usually solved by forwarding this information to 
the SRAC G-6 who, in t~rni infqrmed his Vietnamese counter
part. 

(4) On 17 December, the Group Signal Section began 
revamping th~ tactical telephone system on Ca~p Holloway, 
particularly in the headquarters area. Wherever possible, 
wires were replaced with cable and excess wires and cables 
were removed. The result has been a more relfable tactical 
pho'ne system. The tactical phone sy,stem at Camp Holloway 
was an absolute necessity because of the inadequate and 
unreliable dial system. During the month of January,the 
wiremen wer~ particularly busy .replacing wires ~nd cables 
that had been inadvertently burned by personnel trying to 
burn off the gr'assy areas of the compound. The Signal 
Section fared well on the pre-AGI,conducted by Brigade. 
No shortcoming were found in either COMSEC or Signal. 

(5) Communications Security improved somewhat· during 
th~ reporting period. 'To enha~ce security ~wareness by all 
telephone subscribers in MR II, 'SRAC directed that all 
individuals answering a telephone must state "This is not 
a secure line." In addition, a secure voice capahility was 
established between SRAC, CTOC, and 17th GOC. 
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, , y \ APPENDIX 3 (17th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B ~o USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

(6) The present/avionics configurationw-tthin 17th CAG consists of direct support consolidated facilities at An Son and, Camp Holloway, a direct support ;shop at Ni:hn Hpa, ,and a general support activity at Nha Trang. Under this configura..tion~ responsite and timely avionics support was provided to all elementso~ 17th CAG. 
I' 

(7) The 17th Aviatie;,n Group continued to'maintain aviation communications :6aci1ities at Camp Holloway (344th ADD), An Son-Qui Nhon (3l8th ADD), and N,inh Hoa-Nha Trang-, Pha.nThiet (339th ADD) •. These units maintained airfield andenroute flight following facilities. 

POST X";';DAY 

\ 

(8) During the deactivation period, the dial telephone system on Camp Holloway continued to be unreliable. Initially, the number of common trunk circuits between'Pleiku and Saigon was reduced from nine to two. RJMC/ICCS teams in the Ple'iku area received the other seven. This made communications between Brigade and 17th CAG Headquarters extremely difficult. On X+22, Camp Holloway experienced a major/dial telephone outage. Of the 62 phones on Camp Holloway, only twelve J remained operational. ,Wi thin 17th CAG ,Headquarters, only' SIX were operational. Consequently, the tactical.~hone system On Camp Holloway with Ep.gle 'Switch provided the only means of reliable local c'ommuhications. , The only means of reliab'le long distance communications was the Brigade HF voice rad'io net. The cause of ,the telephone outage' at Camp Holloway was attributed to a 180' foot length of the 03 Cable that was-burned on Pleiku Air Base. Since the source, of the outage wason the airrbase,' it became VNAF responsibility to repair it ,with the ARVN furnishing the material. On X+26 the VNAF began to replace the burned section of cable. Initially, this resulted in a 100 percent outage on Cam~ Holloway, however, six phones were operational within four hours. On X+27" the splicing had been Completed and there ,,,ere 25 ,.workingtelephones on Camp Holloway. Since many of the:-l:ines had been 'short,ed out, by the burning, their modules had been pulled at DCa to keep 'from burning up the equipment. After the splicing was completed, VNAF began to reinsert the modules.' By X'+29, 30 phones wer:e operational. DCa stated that the ['strap wires for the other phone's had been lost. 

I i 
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APPENDIX 3 H7th Combat Aviation Group)· to Annex B to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

In order that.Eagle.Switch could cease operation and the ·equipment be turned in, the Signal section installed five new phones and restored five phones so that all activities on Camp Holloway would have access to .the dial system. On X+30 at 2300 hours, Eagle'Switch closed down. On X+34 all bunker line tactical phones we~e collecte~and turned in to LSA Pleiku. This action was necessary because the LSA Pleiku retrograde facility closed on X+35 ... ' Radios wdre placed on the bunker line for communications. All ra1p.ios were transferred tq the ARVN and all dial phones were returned to the VNAF upon closure of Camp Holloway.,' 

(9) By X+lO, all COMSEC eq\lipment held by 17tb CAG was consolidated for "turn in. 17th Group. no longer had a secure voice capability, however, it was determined that this capability was no 10hger required. On X+13, the COMSEC equipment was transported to Saigon where it entered the Armed Forces Courier System. ARFCOS was responsil::?le for tran;:;- , porting this equipment to Lexington'COMSEC Depot. Because of the time delay i.nvolved in this process, the. COMSEC custodian will not receive his clearance until after he 

... 
> 

reaches his next duty station.-
.! 

; (10) 'rhe MARS Station at Camp Holloway ceased operation on X+12. On that same day, the" equipment was shipped to Saigon for turn in. Oh X+3, the MARS Station at An Son closed and the ~quipment was turned ~n to Saigon by X+12. 

(11) Avionics 

(a) Brigade Avionics dir~cted that all avionics assets be retrograded to Sacramento Army Depot or Lexington Army Depot. None of these, items ,could be transferred to VNAF or ARVN. In addition, strict property accountab~lity was in force at all times. 604th Avionics Maintenance Facility (AVEL) in Nha Trang was responsible for "conducting a technical .. inspection, packirig and shipping of all avionics assets beld by 17th CAG. Many of these avionics items were bulky, such as Avionics Shop Shelters and the various Air Traffic Control Facilities. It was anticipated that the transportation of these items from Camp Holloway and An Son to Nha ~rang would be a major problem. However; this was not ·the case. Smaller Avionics ite~s, such as float, repair parts and " test· equipment, could .. be transported Ito Nha Trang utilizin.g aircraft organic to the 17th CAG. 
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At An Son, the ,transportation problem was solved by utilizing 
Sealandvans. 'Because the roads to Pleikuwere not open, 
the Sealand vans originally designated for Pleiku were 
diverted and ilt,ilized by elements of the 17th CAG at. An Son. 
The only method'of transporting the bulky avionics items ,out. 
of Camp Holloway was by utilizing Air Force transportation 
assets, ,such as C-130s. To avoid the time delayinvblved in 
packing and shipping these items from Camp Hollow:ay, and 
unpacking, inspecting, repacking and shipping these same 
i t'ems out of Nha ~rang, 604th AVEL, sent a Technical In~pector 
to Camp Holloway. ' Under his s:uperyision, all bulky items ' 
received a technical inspection an~ were packed an,d shipped 
directly to Sacramento Army Deppt from the Pleiku Air Base. 
This opera~ion was highly successful. Over a six day period, 
X+4 '1:0 X+IO, eleven Avionics Shop Shelters, a TSQ-71A, a 
TSC-61 and an FSQ-75 were shipped directly from Pleiku and 
the owning units received immediate turn in credit. This 
operation greatly eased the congestion at 604th AVEL and 
facilitated the flow of avionics assets out of country. 
Units located at Nihn Roa and Nha Trang experienced no trans
portation problems because of their close proximity to 604th 
AVEL. An Avionics Shop Shelter located at Phan Thiet was 
slung to the 388th TC in Saigon by ,a CH-47 that was being 
retrograded. 

(b) By X+15, the following avionics assets at each 17th 
CAG locations were being processed by 604th AVEL in Nha Trang 
or all actions had been completed. 

~LEIKU (a/17, 57th 344th) 
1. 6 ea'ASM-146 Avionics ShopiShelters 
2. 5 ea ASM-147 Avionics Shop Shelters 
3. 1 ea TSC-63 Pleiku Radio 
4. 1 ea TSQ-71A Holloway GCA 
5. 1 ea FSQ-75 Holloway Tower 
6. 2 ea TRN':"25 'NDB ' 
7". All avionics test equipment 

\ 

AN SON (129thJ.80th, 318,th)' 
1. 2 ea ASM-147 Avionics Shop Shelters 
2. 3 ea ASM-146 Avionics Shop Shelters 
3. 1 ea TSC-61 Qui Nhon Radio 
4. 1 ea. FSQ-75 Lane Tower 
5. All 'avionics., test, equipment (minus three pieces) 
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NHA TRANG (60th, 201st, 339th) / 1. 1 ea ASM-147 Avionics Shop Shelters 
2. 2 ea ASM-146 Avionics Shop Shelters 
3.· 1 ep' TSQ-70A Ninh Roa Tower 
4. 1 ea TRN-25 NDB' \ 
5. All avionics test equipment 

'. ' \ 
" I By'X+15" the following it~ms had not ,been processed through 604th AVEL for retrograde. 

I, 

I 

PLEIKU (H/17, 57th!, 344th) 
1. 1 ea TSQ-70A Holloway Tower 
2. Avionics float 

AN SON (129th 180th, ,318th) 
1. 3 ea pieces of, test equipment 
2. Avionics float 

NHA TRANG (6:0th, 201st, 339th) 
1. 1 ea TSQ-70A Nha Trang Radio 

On X+19, the TSQ-70A, Holloway Tower, was peactivated and was turned in to 388th AVEL. On X+22, avionics support at lAn Son ceased and the remaining equipment was turned into 604th AVEL. On X+31, TSQ-70A,Nha Trang Radio, was deactivated and turned in to 604th. On X+38, all avionics support at Camp Hollowy terminated and the float was turned in to 604th AVEL. ' , 

l(C) USARV Avionics directed that a:ll aircraft being t~ansferred to the VNAF had to have the following avionics configuration: 

(1) 
(2) 

(~) 

(4) 

KY-28 mount and control head removed. 
AN/ARC-131 PM radio installed in lieu of AN/ARC-54 PM radio. . AN/ARN-82 VHF receiver removed if the 'aircraft also had an AN/ARC-134 installed. 
Aircraft with an AN/ASC-lS, Command and Control Console had to be transferred to the VNAF with the aircraft. 

This was readily .accomplis~ed by the servicing avionics facilities at Pleiku, An SOh and Nha Trang. 
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(d) DUFing'the period of sta~ddown, avionics prope~ty 
accountability was outstanding. As expected, a great 
.quantity of excess avionics equipment was turned in to' 
604th AVEL. The following is a breakdown on avionics 
assets processed through 604th ~VEL as of X+34. 

FREE TOTAL 444 
ACCOUNTABLE+TURN-IN=PROCESSED ACTIONS NET GAIN* 

. --~-
Number Items 3,157 103 3,260 28 

, 
Dollar ValUe $3,372,885 $132,115 $3,505.000 $5,265 $126,850 

. *NOTE : Net Gain = Free Turn in - 444 Actions. It was 
antfciapted that the total processed figure will appr6acb 
$5,000,000 by X+45~ 

(12) Air Traffic Control (ATC) 
i 

(a) Prior to X-day, 17th CAG had the fol+owing ATC 
configuration. 

TYPE EQUIPMENT 
~ 

FSQ-75 
TSQ-70A 
TSQ-7lA 
TRN-25 
FSQ-75 
TRN-25 
TSC-6l 
TSQ-70A 
TRN-25 

, TSQ-70A 
ASM-146 

FUNCT.ION 

Holloway Tower 
,Holloway Tower (Mob) 
Holloway GCA 
Holloway NDB· 
Lane Tower 
Lane NDB I 

Qui Nhon Radio 
Nihh Hoa Tower 
Ninh Hoa NDB 

,·Nha Trang Radio 
Phan Thiet Radio 

LOCATION 

Camp Holloway 
Camp Holloway 
C?tmp Holloway 
Camp Holloway 
Lane AHP 
Lane AHP 
Qui Nhon 
Ninh Hoa 
Ninh Hoa 
Nha Trang 
Phan Thiet 

(b) By X-day, all ATC equipment that was not mission 
essential or was not being utilized was prepared for turn in. 
This included the Holloway.GCA as well as all NDBs. On X+I, 
the FSQ-75, Holloway Tower, was deactivated and replace? by 
the, TSQ-70A. Because of its questionable reliability, the 
TSC-61, Qui Nhon'Radio, wa~'~eactivated on X+2. Since the 
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APP-ENDIX 3 (17th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV! MACVil SUPCOM After Action Report. 

60th AHC was relocat~d from Nihn Hoa to Nha Trang, the TSQ-70A, Nihn Hoa Tower, was deactivated on ~+7. On x+l0, the FSQ-7S, , Lane Tower, was deactivated and replaced by a PRC-25. On X+13, the ASM-146 that housed.Ph~n Thiet Radio was transported to the 388th TC in Saigon \for turn in. Phan Thiet radio! retained,FM capability and was relocated inside the hotel. On X+19', the TSQ-70A, Holloway Toier, was deactivated andireplaced by two PRC-25 FM r,adios. One ef the PRC-25s served as Holloway Tower and the other was utilized as Pleiku Radio. Nha Trarig Radio was admitted to the HF voice riadio net between ,17th CAG·Headquarter~ and Brigade Headquarters. This net was utilized t.o ;pass flight following between Nha Trang and Pleiku. On X+31, the TSQ-70A, Nha Trang Radio, w'as deactivated. ..A VRC-46 FM radio was colocat'ed with 201st Operations in Nha Trang for flight following purposes. Eagle Control in 17th CAG GOC assumed the flight following function for Pleiku. 

G. AIRCRAFT MA1NTENANCE 

(1) During the reporting period, the Group consistently met all mission requirements. The backlog of deferred maintenance from the previous reporting period affected OR rates of assigned AHIG aircraft during this period. Performance of def~rredmaintenance during P~P's resulted in aircraft spending an abnormally long time in scheduled maintenance overall; however, OR rates were consistently above USARV/ MACV SUPCOM standards, except as mentione9, while the fleet was within the USARV/MACV SUPCOM flying hour program. Many of the problefu areas encountered during the previous period were resolved only to be replaced: by others having an impact on maintenance operations: 
/ 

(a) Lack of scheduled transportation of repair parts from Central DSSA (Saigon) to field locations (Pleiku, An Son, and Nha Trang). 

(b) Prepackage POL products support discontinued. , 
, 

(2) On the positive side, 604th TC operations continued to improve with a greater output of aircraft and bette~ utilization of float (S-2) considering the requirements to. perform extensive scheduled and unschedul~d DS maintenance. Although peak workloads were.quite heavy in terms of man-' hours expended, the "smoothing out" process of 6~4th 
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\ 

maintenance operations enableCi. the unit to m~,et its comm':i tment 
with relative ease. During the month6f January, maintenance 
requirements noticeably aecreased. This was due mainly to a 
sharp decrease in Group flying hours: in expectation of the 
cease fire. 

'(3) Unit aircraft status, OR rates and average flying 
hours for the Pre X-day report~ng period are listed at TABS 
H and I. 

POST X-DAY 

(4) From X-day onward, 17th CAG operational ready (OR) 
rat.es never dropped below 88%. With curtailment of missions 
and transfer of aircraft, OR rates steadily increased and' 
were an average 95% after X+12. A~rcraft transfers to RVNAF 
kept the performance of PMP's and unscheduled minor mainte
nance at a minimum during the period. NORS ,~rates were 
minimized by the timely receipt of; parts from, other units. 
and locations iri MR II as well as from Central DSSA in Saigon. 
Due to a lack of regular air transportation, excessive dow~. 
time was experienced beginning at X-day. The use of organic 
CH-47 ,aircraft,' however, solved this problem. On'a weekly 
basis an aircraft was dispatched to Saigon to pick up 
accumulated repait parts and current NORS on hand. This 
system yielded outstanding , resul.ts as an almost zero NORS 
rate wa~ experienced (X-day to X+37). The ass~stance and 
cooperation of ASA was complete and parts and supplies were 
processed and loaded in a matter of hours after arrival of 
the CH-47. On several occasions it was nec~ssary to remove 
serviceable parts' from a retrograde ai~craft. Again, the 
assistance and cooperation of the 388th TC (ADS) at Newport 
Dock was complete. 

(5) Minor problems were experienced with proper execution 
of DA Form 444, 2765-1 and 2408-17 early in the standdown 

·phase. Increased command emphasis at the unit level and 
addi tional clarifying instructi,ons brought a quick resolution 
to these problems . 

. ' 

(6) Beginning X":'day, NHA .Inc was committed to provide 
'organizational and direct support maintenance and supply to 
special aviation detachments formed as' a result of the i cease 
fire provisions as follows: 

I 
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DETACHMENT 
RJMC III 
ICCS 
RJMC IV 

LOCATION 
Pleiku 
Pleiku 
Phan Thie·t 

NO OF UH-lH 
6 
6 
4 

AUTH NHA STRENGTH 
23 
23 
23 

Preparations to send a team of NHA contract personnel to .Phan '. 
Thiet to support RJMC aircraft begari on X+l. Much confusion ' 
evolved during this period as to who was to provide supp'ort 
for the RJMC team. The 17th CAG said 388th Transportation 
Company in Saigon would support the team at Phan Thiet, but 
1st Aviation Brigade said that 604th was to support the 
team. The 604th supported RJMC at Phan Thiet with NHA 
Maintenance Personnel. Central DSSA picked up the supply 
support on X+4. At Pleiku, the NHA teams were 'combined as 
a single maintenance 19cation at Camp Holloway and provided 
priority support to JMC and ICCS. Additional support,was 
provided to 57th AHC, an element of 129th AHC (from X+28 
until X+36), and HHC 17th CAG. Elsewhere, NHA assumed the. 
enti,re aircraft maintenance task including PMD' s. At the 
604th TC (ADS) by X+30, NHA had assumed the entire maintenance 
role, organized as a reinforced KD team. 

(7)Transfer~f Control of Air Combatant Assets: 
I 

(.a) Transfer of aircraft to RVNAF: Transfer of UH-IH 
helicopters was accomplished at three sites to RVNAF units: 
Pleiku Air Base, Phu Cat Air Base and Nha Trang Air BAse. 
Wi th the exception of, S3 and S5 account (retrograde and crash 
damage) aircraft, 95% were operational ready at the time of 
transfer. , For schedule of RVNAF transfers during Proj ect 
Enhance Plus (+), seelTAB K. Total numbers of UH-lH air
cr~ft transferred at each site are as follows (as of X+37) : 

Pleiku AB (60th M&S Wing): 21 
Phu Cat AB {61st M&S Wing): 16 
Nha Trang AB (62~d Wing, 2nd Air Div): 15 
604th TC (ADS) Nha 1rang AB: 37 
(S2, S3 and S5 Account, 62nd Wirig~ 2nd Aii Oiv) 

TOTAL (AS OF X+37) 89 

(b) Retrograde 0f Aircraft to CONUS: All OH-6A aircraft 
were 'retrograded through 604th TC (ADS) at Nha Trang on X+2 
(15 each) and subsequently departed for CONUS on X+ll. 
,Start~ng at X+3, 32 each AH-lG plus 2 float aircraft were 
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retrograded through the 388thTC (ADS) ,at Newport Dock in 

Saigon. By X+l- a'll had been retrograded. At X+3, CH-47C' 

aircraft were retrograded from Newport. Starting with 15 

aircraf,t, CH-47' s were sent in weekly increments until this 

type wasl reduced to OJ on X+35. For sch~dule of retrograde 

actions see TAB J. \. 
\ 

, \ 

(c) Intra-Group Aircraft Transfers: On ~-day, all. UH-IH 

aircraft were transferred from H/IO CaY and H/17 Cay to the 

1129th AHC and 57th ARC, respectively.. Sixteen aircr.aft meet

"~ng rigid predetermined, criteria, mostly 1971.UH-lH, were 

.~ransferred from all units of the 17th Group to 604th TC (ADS), 

S2 account for painting, reconfigu'r'ation and issue as follows: 

6 UH-IH to RJMC III!, Pleiku. 
4 UH-IH to RJMC IV, Ph an Thiet. 
6 UH-IH to ICCS, Pleiku. 

(d) Eagle Battalion (Provisional): Aircraft transfers/ 

retrogrades were coordinat~d through AMO, ECAB with superla'tive 

results. PLL and AIMI' assets were retrograded'to 604th TC by 

'X+24. RVNAf transfers at Phu Cat were accomplished with no 

problems en'countered. Most armament subsytems were retr-o .... 

graded through 604th TC facilitfes. All necessary actions 

were accomplished prior to the standdown and base closure a·t· 

X+3l. At standdown 8 UH-IH remained in the l29th AHC and 

5 CH-47C remained in the l80th ASHC. 

(e) Transfer/RetroQrade of Armament Subsystems: Most 

armament subsystems were retrograded to the 604th TC (ADS)' 

at Nha Trang. Ailimited number of XM-23 'subsystems were 

transferred with UH-IE aircraft directly to RVNAF. A total 

of 91 XM-23 'subsystems were transferred ~o RVNAF. Analysis: 

TOTAL Cm1PLI;:TION 

SUBSYSTEM SYSTEMS RECEIVING UNIT ULTIMATE USE DATE 

XM-19 2 604th TC KAPP X+13 

XM-23 17 604th TC KAPP X+26 

XM-23 91 RVNAF RVNAF X+23 

XM-24 17 604th TC RVNAF X+13 

XM-28 , 32 388th TC KAPP X+13 

XM-35 6 604th TC KAPP X+l 
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COMPLETION 
DATE 

SUBSYSTEM 
XM-59 
XM-158 
XM-159 
XM-20"0 

. ' TOTAL 
SYSTEMS 

4 
63 

6 
79 

RECEIVING UNIT 
604th TC 
604th TC 
604th TC 
604th TC 

ULTIMATE, USE 
KAPP 
KAPP 
KAPP 
KAPP 

X+26 
X+13 
X+l 

( 

X+13 

TOTAL 317 

(f) Retrograde of Aviation Repair Parts (PLL.): All aviation repair parts including unit PLL's and AIMI assets at Forward Supply Points (Pleiku and An Son) were r~trograded , I . tO,the Forward Supply Point at 604th TC (ADS). Tailored 30 day level PLL's were established fro~ assets on hand for RJMC III, IV and., ICCS! at their respective sites. Evacuation of repair parts· was accomplished utilizing organic CH-47 aircraft andiSealand transportation (available at An Son). Disposition instructions for CH-6A, CH-47C and AH-IG repair parts were received and parts subsequently shipped from Nha Trang. UH-IH ~epair par~s were shipped upon termination of all activities in MR II requiring U.S. UH-IH support. The 604th TC, Nha Trang FSP was scheduled for standdown at X+50~ 

H. AVIATION SAFETY 
I 

1. The aircraft accident rate displayed a considerable decrease for the second straight reporting period. There ~ere a total to three ~ccidentslduring this reporting period for an accident rate of 11.4 compared with 15 accidents for the'previous period and an accident rate of 23.3. 

2. Personnel turbulence greatly complicated maintaining the continuity of the safety program. Due again to no incoming replacements, the safety officer and his assistant both left wlthout replacement, and the safety position was taken over by the Installation Security Officer. Though safety qualified, he was limi ted in the amount of" time which he could devote to safety duties. 

e. Accident, incident, forced landing and precautionary landing statistics appear at TAB L. 
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POST X-DAY 
4. During-this period the aircraft safety record was extremely good. There were no accidents, on\ly five pre~ cautionary landings, and one aircraft ground\accident resulting in minor damage. 

i 

5. The ground safety record, however, showed a shi;trp increase inivehicle accidents wihh four vehicle accideilts during this period. All these accident's were primarily the result of operator error. Two of the accidents resu.lted i~ 1/4 ton vehicles,beirig rolled over, with excessive speed being the primary cause of the accident. The other two accidents involved elements of ihattention. Defensive driving practices cpuld have prevented all these accidents. 
6. Statistic appear at TAB L. 

4. SECTION II - LESSONS LEARNED 
I A. PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION 

(1) Administration 

(a) Observation: Due to the type support rendered by the 17th Group, units were located throughout MR II. 'In mdst cases service units were not located within easy access of customer units. As a result a great deal of time was lost, and in many cases, greatly inferior service rendered. 
(b) Evaluation: Finance and personnel records for,all group personnel were maintained in Nha ~rang. The majority of units supported by 604th (Nha Trang) were at Pleiku or An Son. In both cases inferior service was r.endered, time was lost in trying to "communicate over an 'extremely poor t~lephone system, and 'needless money spent on helicopter transportation of personnel and e'quipment between the servicing unit and the outlying units. 

(c) Recommendations: 

(1) That all support units be colocated with the headquarters of the units being supported, unless this' is totally impos'sible by the most stringent circumstances. 
i, 
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(2) Ifi recommendation 1 is not possible, then ,th~ ,support unit must provide working detachments to each major area supported (An Son and Pleiku), so that essential services can\be performed with minimum time and travel. 

I (2) Personnel 
I 

(a) Observation: Precipitous action was' taken at DA level to stop the flow of'replacement personnel to Vietnam du~ing the Octo~ei peace negotiations. 

(b) Evaluation: This action created extreme hardship among operational units due to lack of personnel during the month of November. Average unit strengths during the period were 72% - 75%. Operational commitments during the period were met only as a result of great personal effort on the part of maintenance crews. 

(c) Recommendation: In view of the tentative nature of such negotiations, no action toward cutting off the replacement stream have beert taken until a formal agreement was signed. 

(3) Morale 

(a) Observation: Due to the length of time which I personnel remained at Camp Holloway and Camp/McDermott, troop morale suffered from lack of ~ecreational facilities. 

(b) Evaluation: Due to the early rapid withdrawal most installation~ closed recreational facilities early in the deactivation period,., These facilities included MARS stations, snack bars, service clubs, Officer, NCO, and EM clubs, and PX faci+ities. ,Those personnel who remained behind were left with maximum time on their hands aqd little to do. 

(c) Recommendation: While it was recognized that these facilities cannot be maintained until the last minute, dt seemed that arra~gements could have been made toikeep facilities open for a longer period, especially Camp Holloway where no activities were available on the local economy. This was especially true in view of the fact that the political situation kept many people in RVN longer than anticipated. 
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(4) 'OER's 

(al Observation: There was much contusion and misund~rstqnding created as a re'sult of instituting a new OER sysfem'concurrent with RVN redeployment. 

(b) Evaluation: Trying to institute a new OER system, and simultaneously give every officer! in the command an OER" proved to be a very difficult task, and from the personnel "1l\anagement point of view, a very damaging event. It'was obvious from the beginning that no matter how much DA ,expounded on the average scores in DA Circular 623-1, that no one actually be+ieved them. As a result,. the new OE~ became highly inflated in most cases. Tqe unfortunate part was ,that. some units did ·follow the guidance given by DAwith the result that the average score ,for their personnel were 35-40 points lower across the board than the group average and as much as 45-50 points lower than the highest unit averages. As in any new system, some ,officers were ~urt because of the change. It is felt that the entire new OER. system has been dealt a perhaps unrecoverable blow due to the large influx 6f OER!s in this short time frame. Minimum instructional and educational time', complicated by the fact that most raters and indorsers did not trust the new system, caused rateis to rate their officers high and t~ke the chance of receiving a letter from DA rather than to rate them according to the average and take a chance on damaging the individual's career. 

(c) Recommendation: RVN should have been exempted from the implementation of the new OER system~ Barring that, everyone in RVN.should have been written'an OER effective 31 December, and had an OER written under the new system for the time they remained in country.' . 

(5) Civilian Personnel Pay 

\ (a) Observation: Camp Holloway civilian employee hired through CPO did not receive pay due them upon job termination. 

(b) Evaluation: Terminal (adv~nce) time sheets were handcarried to Saigon on X-23 by lLT Wilson, Pleikq area finance officer, so tha~ CPO employees could be pald on 
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/- their release dates. lLT H~il, Pleiku Installation, was designated the officer to handle terminal pay complaints, late pay~ents and AIK money for the Pleiku area. 'This procedur~ did not. work as planned. i All financ;:e operations were rel'ocated to Saigon and all CPO and NUNG ,'securi ty guard payrolls were late being paid. During the latter part of 

......... 

camp closure procedures the,NUNG guards became apprehensive about their pay and made veiled threats to quit if no relief was rendered. Transportation arrangements for the 'NUNG guards had to be rearranged as a result of the late arrival of their payroll's. Further Class HA" agents from Camp Holloway ended up paying the civilian pe~sonn~l, thus delaying closure of the installat~on. Numerous te~ephone calls 'to the Class "B" Agent, MAJ Cannon, failed to provi~e relief for this unsatisfactory situation. 

,(c) Recommendation: That Class "B" Agents insure all arrangements for' terminal payment of civilian employees are confirmed at least 'one week in advance of their termination date. 

B. INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY 

(1) Air Cavalry Reconnaissance Operations 

(a) Observation: That coordination between SRAC G-2 and the two Ai~ Cavalry Troops of the 17th Group was often incomplete, in6orrect~ and untimely: ' 

(b) Evaluation: It became increasingly apparent during this reporting period that a renewed effort of coordination was needed between the Air Cavalry Troop elements and the SRAC·G-2. A lack of communications, particularly evident between H Troop, lOth CAV and the SRAC G-2, often times led to a misutilization of.reconnaissance assets. Lack of coordination, again particularly with regard to HIla, resulted in a considerable amount of :wasted time, sometimes in excess of 50%' of the total blade time, thereby r~ducing effecti ve mission time ,. Specifically, with regard to H/lO, the SRAC G-2 all but gave total operational control of the Troop to the Senior Advisor, 22nd ARVN Division. No'guidelines or policies were established by the SRAC G-,2 as to 
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the employment/and utilization of Air Cav assets. While the SA, 22nd Division published a policy letter delineating specifics on C~v.employment and utilization, it was never fol.;I.owed. Furthermore ,the SRA~;' G-2 seldom monitored HIIO activities. This was particularly evidenced by the fact that the SRAC 'G-2 Air w~s never allowed to visit H/10 or the G-2/G-3 Air, 22nd'Division. Coordination between H Troop, 17th Cav and the SRAC G-2 was greatly assisted by the 17th Group S-2 becoming involved in the intelligence aspect of the reconnaissance mission. Increased use of the briefing and d~briefing systems by higher headquarters resulted in more timely and effective use of intelligence data, thereby allowing fOF more timely reaction 6f ARVN forces. ,I:Iowever, the use of the SRAC G-2 Air. for other requirements often delayed i'ntelligence gathering through his.- unavailabi.li ty at briefings of Air Cav pilots and observers. The SRAC G-2 Air's nonavailability also caused frequent coordination problems relative to the tasking of Cav assets, thereby making Cav -Troop. pre-mission planning extremely difficult on numerous occasions. In addition, last minute mission changes were effected by the SRAC G-2 which more often than not, were not passed on to the requesting/using unit in the field. At all times confusion resulted, frequ~ntly causing a loss of valuable reconnaissance time. Often entire missions had to be cancelled as the necessary coordination between the US Advisors and their counterparts could not be effected. ,The concept of the Air C~valry Troop being utilized under the 'operational control of the SRAC G-2 offers the best results for the hours flown. However, it should be taken into consideration that intelligence gathering is a very personal type of operation and every effort should be made ,by all headqua~ters conc~rned to maintain a thorough and responsive communications system to insure that all phases of information gathering are coordinated and intelligence disseminated to all involved. This becomes even mOire important When it is recognized that the Air Cavalry Tro?p in a reconnaissance role can be a deciding factor in the outcome of armed conflicts such as vietnam. 

(c) Recommen'dations: 

(1) That specific policies and guidance be disseminated by the headquarters having operational control over Air Cavalry assets relative to Air Cav operations, tactics, employment and utilization. 
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(2) That the resp'onsibili ties of the requesting or using unit(ana the operational headquarters invoived should be specifi~,in detail. ' 

(3) Tha~~nute mission changes be communi'catedto the field units in -Eilne for the neciessary coordination to be effected at that level. . 

\(4)- ~hat coordinat~on/tasking by the headquarters having operational'control be accomplished in a timely and detai'led manner so as to allow the Cav Troop Commander and his operations section to plan ,their portion of the mission and allow for a proper briefing of personnel who are to fly the mission. 

(5) That a representative of the G-2 be present at all pilot/observer briefings to provide the latest information on enemy activity in the A/O as well as a synopsis of the friendly situation. 

(6) That the G-2 Air be present at, and participate in, pildt/observer debriefings. 

(2) S7curity of Government and Personal Property 

(a) Observation: Once the news of the impending American withdrawal was made public, property of ,US personnel and US gov~rnrnent property was consi~ered fair game by local ' nationals. 

(b) Evaluation: The situation that existed with local hires who were already on us installations was bad ~nough. As soon as the withdrawal was arinounced, some'of these personnel began to steal personal belongings from the troops in an effort to take last minute income supplement.. However, with the transfer of US installations to RVNAF, the-number of local nationals on irstall~tions,increased drastically. In most. cases these personnel' were allowed ·to roam unescorted. Not only did the instance of thievery of personal property increase drastically, these personnel also looted buildings. Walls were torn down, mirrors broken, roofs removed, light~ ing and plumbing fixtures removed, and furniture was taken from the buildings. In some cases, Vietnamese guards a,ssigned to guard property in the 604th TC area in the Nha Trang 
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participated in these thefts, and in two'instances leveled 
loaded weapons on US personnel. This problem of thievery 
was encountered on each of the four US installations which 
.17th Group \transferr~d to RVNAF. . 

(c) Recommendat~on: Installat~ons should be wholly 
turned over ona specIfic date, not in a piecemeal fashion. 
No/local national personnel should be allowed on the 
installatiort unescorted for the purpose of property trartsfer 
until that date. ,.If at all possible, all Amer,ican personnel 
should be off the installation at .this time with the excep
tion of the personnel transferring property. Finally, American 
or American hired (NUNG) guards should be utilized for 
installation s~curity ~ntil the day of transfer. 

C. OPERATIONS AND TRAINING 

(1) Splitting of Air Cavalry Assets 

(a) Observation: On several occasions the assets of 
the Air Cavalry Troops were split to enable them to cover 
two widely separated areas at the same time. 

(b) !Evalua tion: Splitting cav packs into two teams 
creates more problems and hazards than can be justified by 
the intelligence gathered. In or.der to support a split 
cav team, a light gun team (2,AH-IG's) and 3 U.H-IH's must 
be secured from other·sources. This creates two problems: 
that of coordination, And that' of unfamiliarity with air 
cavalry operation$. Therefore, the augmented pack cannot 
work at maximum efficiency. To attempt to have a split 
team work without augmentation is foolhardy. Without aug
mentation, there is not sufficient firepower to handle a 
tactical emergem;!y 'such as the extraction of a downed crew 
from a hot area. Nei,ther is there the capabi It ty of 
reinfo~cing a dange~ou$ situation by inserting the Aero' 
Rifle Platoon. Finally, since only one LOH accomplishes 
the recbnnaissance of a split team, it takes twice as long 
to cover the assigned area. 

(c) Recommendation: Cavalry teams shoulq never be 
utilized with less than 4 AH-IG's, 4 UH-IH's ·and 2 OH-6A's 
all of 'which come from the same unit. 
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(2) Selection of terrain for Air '~avalry Scout missions. 

(a) I Observation: O~ numerous occasions selected to be scouted by\ the cav (sometimes 
four separate areas), were too large and too 
rated. \ 

the areas 
as many as 
widely sepa-

(b) Evaluation:· Due to poor prior planning, many times the cav found it necessary to fly for as much as'an hour to get from' one area to another. This represents wasted hours of blade time, as well as taking away ·from the amount of time available for reconnaissance. Addi,tionally, the are'as to be scouted were larger than could.be adequately covered in the allotted time period. Thisresulted.in cursory inspections of the ereas, rather than the detailed recons needed to develop good intelligence. 

(c) Recommendations: 

. (1) The G-2 Air for the headquarters of a non-aviation unit should be a rated aviator familiar with air cavalry operations. 

(2) Aviation units must do everything possible to educate supported units to the limitations and capabilities of its aviation assets. 

(3) UH-IH Missions 

. .' i (a) Observation: In the role of ARVN and US Advisor! support, the majority of UH-IH missions were single ship,. mqny into insecure fire support bases in hostile areas. , 

(b) Evaluation: Given the type mission, there is no way of avoiding the inherent hazards. If an emergency occurs, there is not another, aircraft close enough to lend aid. In some cases, there is not even radio contact with flight followirig facil~ties or other ~ircraft. In many cases" missions are to "fly as directed," the result of which is that the pilots do not know in advance where they'll be going, and therefore make appropriate plans. 

(c) Recommendation: Each requestor ~or aviation support should submit an ex'act itinerary" of flight. Any changes to 
! 
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~his route once the aircraft is airborne must ,be cleared' through the aViat\iOn unit's opera tioris prior to, executi0n. 

(4) Aircraft\Utilization , 

. (a) Observation:, Aviation liaison personnel at CORDS who were not rated aviators did ,not efficiently utilize aircraft at their disposal. 

(b) Evaluation: On several occasions during the report'ing period aircraft were utilized in a duplicating manner as a result of staff personnel pro,grarnrriing aircraft to go to the same general area with one or twp passengers on each aircraft. By allowing the supported element to use the phrase "FLY AS DIRECTED," The pperations'section did not know where the aircraft wer~ destined until the passengers arrived. By this time it was too late to attempt to combine missions since the' aircraft had already departed the local area. 

(c) Recommendation: Supported units should provide a detailed itinerary for the supporting unit to have available not only for scheduling aircraft and aviators but also to attempt to eliminate a situation where a duplication of effort exists. 
., 

D. LOGISTICS 

(1) Supply Requisitions 

(a) Observation: Personnel in the support system overreacted in October by 'cancelling orders of all classes of supply in anticipation of a cease fire. 

'(b) Evaluation: The lack of supplies in November and December as a result of this action caused a great loss of " aircraft availability due to NORS:. Some aircraft were down in excess of 45 days.' awaiting' parts from CONUS. Additionally, many items to include clothing was not available in unit supplies. 'The PX's ran short of health and welfare items. As a result, the troops suffered unnecessary discolTlfort. 
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(c) Recobn~ndation: Supply requisitions should not be cancelled until a firm deactivation date is set. Allow each unit and especially DS/GS, excess! stockage of common usage i terns prior to shutdown of the s'upply system. 

(2) Retrograde ofequiprnent through collection, classification, and salvage (CC&S). 
~ 

(a) Observation: During a time period where a large volume of items from several units are turned in to CC&S, the administrative require'ments placed, on them are very 
I heavy.' J -' 

(b) Evaluation: The paperwork required for this type of activity was the DA Form 2765-+. In addition to the CC&S having to process the required paperwork, they must also process and classify the equipment which is quite time consuming. 

(c) Recommendation: Each unit involved in a massive turn in of equipment similar to what has been experienced recently can save a~ invaluable amount of time by preparing as much of the paperwork internall~ as possible. This relieves CC&S from being over burdened and free tbprocess and classify the equipment which expedites the entire process. 

(3) Transfer of aviation equipment/items. 

(a) Observation: Transfer ~f aviation shop sets, tool sets; and ground support equipment to VNAF was not properly coordinated. 

(b) Evaluation: The letter of instruct-ion provided by 17th Group covering the procedures for transfer of aviation shop sets, tool sets, and ground support equipment to VNAF was not detailed enough to provide the proper guidance to the units. The letters did not list the VNAF project officers who were to sign fo~ the equipment nor did it list how to make contact with the squadrons who were going to receipt for the eqhipment. The paperwork (DA Form 3161) required for the transfer of the equipment was excessive, e.g., for each tool box, shop set~ etc, the letter of instruction required ten copies/of ' 
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DA Form 3161 to be made by the unit. The 201st had ,91 tool 
Iboxes alone which amounted to 910 pages of3161's. This 
piaced an excessive administrative burden on the unit. 
There also was a shortage of DA Form 3161's within Group; 
therefore, the unit was required to reproduce the forms 
locally. Prior to authorizing the transfer of equipment 
the responsible staff section should insure that sufficient 
qranti ties of \all iforms are in stock or on hand. 

(c) Reconupe.ndations: On all such future transfers of 
equipment, the letter :of instruction should be more ~pecific 
as to the procedures to be used for the transfer of equip
ment. The names and addresses of people designated to 
receive the equipment should be provided to the un~t well 
in advance. 

(4) Transfer of aviation equipment/items 

(a) Observation: VNAF was not prepared to receive 
title transferred tools and shop sets. 

(b) Eva'luation: No prior coordination was effected 
with VNAF to determine how their supply system functioned. 
As'it turned out, all equipment had to be inventoried, 
logged, and the lists sent to the VNAF computer facility 
at Bien Roa. It required two men several days to inventory 
all items of equipment,by FSN and prepared thepaperw~rk 
to send to Bien Roa. 

j 

(c) Recommendation: Coordination must be made with 
receiving units prior ~o attempting transfer of equipment. 

(5) Lack of Liaison Personnel 

(a) Observation: All US Air Force liaison personnel 
were withdrawn onX+15. 

(b) Evaluation': Dealing with VNAF on transfer of 
equipment was hindere¢t because the channels for liatson 
(US Advisors) which had been open previpus.ly were no ' 
longer open. Dealing directly with VNAF created problems 
because of unfami'liarity with the personnel and their 
procedures. 
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(c) Recommendation: In future operations of this nature, US Advisors in areas .,where complicated transactions are to . take place should be among the last personnel to depart. 

E. COMMUNICATIONS 
i 
\ (1) " Adverse Ef.fects of the Vietnamization Land Line Communications~ 

Program on 

(a) ,Observations: The Vietnamese Armed Forces were not adequately trained or eq~ipped to effectively.manage the area communications system of which the dial telephon~ system was a part. In addition, ARVN signal elements were not responsiv~ to 'the needs of the US subscribers~ Generally, VNAF signal personnel were more cooperative thaI?- ARVN signal personnel, however, it took cooperation from both parties to maintain 'telephone service. 
, (b) Evaluation: Prior to December, the communications support provided to Camp Hollpway subscribers by the Vietnamese Armed Forces was minimal, however, the support did exist. After December, the possibility of a cease fire became imminent and all communications support from ARVN personnel came to a complete halt. 

(c), Recommendations: US forces should never be placed in the position where they are entirely dependent on their allies for long distance c9mmunications. If this cannot be avoided, an alternate means of communications must be established that is independent of allie~ control. 

(2) Inadequate Signal Repair ,Support 

(a) Observation: Throughout the reporting period, elements of 17th CAG"located at Pleiku and An Sori received very poor r:;ignal repair support from the Logistics Support Activities at Pleiku or Qui Nhon. It usually took two to four" weeks before LSA could return aiserviceable item 'to the user. In addition, many items were ~eturned still inoperative. 

(b) Evaluation: The l long downtime for signal items was due partially to the fact that the LSA's at Pleiku and Qui Nhon reduced themselves to only a direct exchange .' 
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capability." All ~qUipment had to be evacuated td\ Nha Trang from Pleiku and Qui Nhon for· repair. The quality control was. marginal in that many items were·returned to ~he users were still inoperative. \ 

(c) Recommendation: An AViatidp Group should have its own organic direct support capability ,for tactical communications equipment. By virtue of command and control, this support wQuld be more responsive to .the needs of the Grc;>up. The addition of two signal repairman and supporting PLL to each avionics facility could accomplish this task. 

(3) Inadequate Communications 

(a) Observation: Overall availability of quality comrnunic'ations between units is poor. 

; (b) Evaluation: As a result of this unfavorable situation, necessary coordination between units, reports, and requirements tasked by higher headquarters we:r;,e often delayed or misinterpreted. 

(c) Recommendation: Establish a high frequency radio capability between headquarters and the separate location of each subordin~te unit. 

(4) Dispostion of Avionics Assets 

(a) Observation: Prior to X+IO, there existed some confusion between 604th AVEL and Brigade Avionics as to dispo'si tion of avionics assets .. This resulted in a delay in shipping. After X+IO, the confusion was eliminated and shipping progressed smoothly. 

(b) Evaluation: LOI's from Brigade concerning the retrograde of avionics assets were frequently changed. Often,' these changes arrived late and this resulted in confusion. Also, it appeared that coordination between various agencies, sucn ECOM and NICP, was initially inadequate. 

(c) Recommendation: 'l'hat finalized disposition instruction be established prior to deactivation. 
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F. -

(1) 

Ar'RCRAFT MAINTENANCE 

i Transportation of repair parts: ! 

(a) Observation: Although the 604t~ FSP at P1eiku was 
funct;ioning well, lack of time1y

1
receipt of NORS and PLL parts:! ' 

from the
i 

Central DSSA (Saigon) caused a's'erious NORS problem 
after the Brigade dedicated SMAR 'flight was discontinued. 

/ \ 

(b) Evaluation: Discontinuance of dedicated SMARr 
flights by USAF upon th~ir operational move to Thailand 
lengthened the requisition-receipt time'for P1eiku from \ 
4 days to 11 days.1 Since USAF would accept only full ' 
pallets of cargo, a delay was experienced in waiting for 
a'pallet to fill up for a particular location. Secondly, 
once 'rMA -accepted the load it waited on space available 
basis for on-shipment whenever a flight ~as scheduled. 
Because of the de1~y, units were found going NORS for 
many ,Ii terns I}orma11y stocked: in PLL. j. 

(c) Recommendations: 

(1) That every effort be made to establish a dedicated 
SMAR ,flight for shipment of repair parts to in country loca
tions (with retrograde of unserviceable repairab1es on" 
backhaul) . 

(~) That TMA/USAF be persuaded to accept less than full 
pallets for on-shipment in order to expedite receipt of NORS 
items. 

(l) As an alternative, utilize Air America or Brigade 
Courier missions to transport small NORS items. 

(2) 'l'ransfer of Air C'ombatant Assets 

(a) Observation: There was a decided lack of coordina
tion concerning the transfer to VNAF C!-nd the operation of 
the 16 UB-IB's belonging to the ICCS and the RJMC aviation 
units. 

(b) Evaluation: The first problem which occurred was 
over the XM-23 gun mounts. Before Brigade policy was 
announced, the mounts had been removed from the aircraft. 
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Then Brigade annoullced II that all aircraft'·would retain their. gun mounts. A controversy subsequently developed over whether ICCS ,and RJMC a'ircraft should retain gun mounts. Before all was said and done, 'the mounts had b~n removed and remounted several times. The second prob!em occurred when an, attempt was made to transfer the aircraft to VNAF shortly after X~day. VNAF refused to sign for the! aircraft because they 'would be used to carry ,members of opposing armed forces.' As result the aircraft remained on the property book of, the 604th TC until X+'44 iwhen the detachment. commanders signed for the aircraft. The final disposition was completed by t'ransferring the, aircraft to VNAF' as the aviation teams' left country.' ' 
\ 

(c)\ Recommendation: Prior coordination must be i suffic~ent to cover all possible eventualities when massive' equipment transfers are made. 

G. SAFE,TY 

(1) Aviation Hazards on Allied Installations 

(a) Observation: During this reporting period one US helicopter was destroyed by fire at a POL point operated by an' allied, country. The POL point in question was lacking proper aircraft grounding equipment, sufficient ,fire extinguj.shers, and had fuel nozzles which locked in the opep or fuel flow position. 
! (b) Evaluation:, US Army aircraft often operate from avi~tion facili t'ies 'operated by an allied, countryu; . However, these facilities 'may or may not have the same emphasis placed on safety procedures and equipment that we place on our own airfields. This increases the hazards to our own aircraft and crews. 

, , ' 

(c) Recommendation: When' a facili ty is known to be deficient in; safety standards, eit~er our own or that of an allied country, all efforts must be made to rectify the , s'i tuation. Wi thin our own commands this is relatively simple, however, difficulty may be encountered with an, allied country. If the sa~ety standards of that facility are not brought up to our standards further operati~n of US aircraft from that facility should cease. If this is, 
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.) 

not possible,'~ndfurtheruse of the facility is required 
despite the deficient safety standards, aircrews must be 
notified of the hazard and warned to take extra precautions 
to ,prevent accidents. 

was 

(2) Vehicle Safety . 

(a) 'Observa1tion: D~ring this rjnorting period 'there 
a sharp increase in 'the vehiculairaccident rate. 

(b) Evaluation: Excessive speed and/or inatt~ntive 
driving was the primary cause of these accidents. Vehic~lar 
accidents are, in most cases, easily preventable. Most 
;military personnel drive theJ..r own' autom'obile and ,fe'el 
fully capable of driving military vehicles. However, some 
of the milita~y vehicles, notably the M-15l 1/4 ton Jeep, 
have characteristics which do not allow them to be driven 
carelessly with the same margin for error found in most 
civilian vehicles. The primary cause for most military 
vehicular accidents, however, is the driver. Defensive 
driving techniques and observance of all traffic regulations 
must be practiced inl military vehicles as well as civilian 
vehicles. -

,,' 

(c) R,ecommenda tions : Extensi ve command, emphasis on 
safe driving at all levels 'of command and supervision is 
required to reduce the vehicular accident rate. Any person 
observirtg an unsafe act must take action; to corrept the 
driver. In addition, ground safety should be the topic 
of regular m~etings with all personnel andsh6uld be'given 
the same emphasis as aviation safety. Also, strict control 
of vehicle dispatches and drivers licenses should be 
implemented. 

TAB: A - o~ganization Chart 
B Station List, ,pie-X-Day 
C - Unit Strength 
D Operatiotial Results, Post-X-Day 
E - Significant Operations, Pre-X-Day 
F - Vulnerability Chart 
G - Ammunition Expenditures, Pre-X-Day 
H - Aircraft Status as of 27 Jan 73 
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Average Flying Hours and/or Rate 
Transfer and Retrograde of Aircraft (TOE) 
RVNAF Transfer from 6i04th TC Accounts 
Accident', Stat~sti,cs " / 
US Army Avi,ation Support Element" Re,g\i~nal, 
Joint Military Commission III \ 
US Army Aviation Support Element, Regional 
Joint Military Commission IV 
ICCS Region III Flight Detachment 
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ECAB 
AN SON i 

I 

129TH AHC * 
.I AN SON 

H T~KvlOTH I 
AN SON 

I I 
180TH ASHC * 

AN SON 

I 
318TH AD (D) 

JAN SON 

r 
546,TH MED DE" 

AN SON 

I 
604TH AHC * 

NINH HOA 

--

! I r , 

201ST CAC I NHA TRANG 

I 

I '25TH MED DET 
NHA TRANG 

I I 
339TH AD (D) 

NHA TRANG I 

I 
, I 
I 
I 
I 

- - "'- - -

" i 

I 

HQS 17TH CAG' 
PLEIKU 

I 
1 I J 

604TH 'TC HHC 17TH CAG 57TH AHC H TRP 17TH 
CAV 

PLEIKU 
-NHA' TRANG 

*NOTE: 

PLEIKU PELIKU 
, 

1 
344TH AD (D) 

, PLEIKU 

I 
94TH MED D'ET 

PLEIKU 
; 

At X+7, 60TH AHC moved from Ninh Hoa to 
Nha Trang and came directly under the 
control of "17TH CAG. 

On X+31 ECAB was deactivated. 129TH AHC 
moved to Pleiku and 180TH ASHC moved to 
NHA TRANG. Both came directly under 
17TH CAG for command and control. e 

\ 
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TA~iB (Station List, Pre-X-Day) to Appendix 3to Annex B 
, to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

UNIT / 
," LOCATION 

I 

HQ, 17TH CAG PLEIlKu 
HHC, 17TH CAG . PLEI:{<U. 
H TRP 17TH CAV PLEIKU 
57TH AHC , PLEIKU 

,344TH AD (D) PLEIKU 
94TH MED, DET PLEIKU 
201ST CAC NHA TRANG 
25TH MED DET NHA TRANG 
339TH AD (D) NHA TRANG 
604TH TRANS CO NHA TRANG 
60TH AHC NINH HOA' 
HQ,' EAGLE BN (PROV) AN SON 
H TRP 10TH CAV AN SON 
129TH AHC AN SON 
180TH ASJIC AN SON 
318TH AD (D) AN. SON 
546TH MED DET AN SON 

'I' 

STATION LIST POST X - DAY 

\ . 
I 

The following station chang~s occurred during the deactivation 
.period due to base closures. 

STATION 
J 

UNIT DEPARTED 

60TH AHC NINH HOA 
180TH ASHC AN/SON 
129TH AHC .! AN SON 
HQ, 17TH CAG PLEIKU -

STATION 
ARRIVED 

NHA TRANG 
NHA TRANG 
PLEIKU 
NHA TRANG 

B-3-B-l 
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DATE 

X+8 
X+31 
X+31 
X+40 
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TAB C (Unit Strength) to Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV/ 
MACV SUPCO~ After Action Report. 

UNIT 

HHC 17TH CAG * 
57TB AHC 
H TRP 17TH CAV. 
129TH AHC 
180TH ASHC 
60TH AHC, 
H TRP 10TH CAV 
201ST CAC 
318TH AD (D) r 

339"TH AD (D) 
·344TH AD (D) 
25TH MED DET 
94TH MED DET 
546TH MED D;ET 
604TH TC ' 

OFF 

37 
23 
17 
24 
15 
25 
21 
20 

2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 

ASSIGNED 

WO t 

6 
20 
22' 
23 
13 
14 

117 

\2g 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
7 

ENL 

108 
140 
175 
132 
157 
128 
155 
144 

16 
15 
18 

5 
7 
5 

86 

AUTHORIZED 

. OFF 

30 
18 
16 
18 
15 
18 
16 
20 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 

f. 

WO 

2 
48 
34 
48 
26 . 
48 . 
34 
33 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
7 

ENL 

41 
214 
216 

,214 
227 
214 
216 
161 
16 
16 
16 

7 
8 
8 

79 

*Inc1udes personnel assigned to provisional -headquarters 
at ECAB. 

i 
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TAB D (Opera~iona1 Results) to Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

ENEMY STRUCTURES 
UNIT HOURS SORTIES PAX CARGO KIA \' DESTROYED 

I 

. \ 
;. 

. NOV 

HHC 17TH CAG 110.8 214 64 2.8 0 0 
57TH AHC 1172.9 2632 5277 43.5 25 0 
HTRP 17TH CAV. 1421.1 1776 558 0.0 0 1 
129TH AHC 2168.0 9951 21935 595.2 0 13 
180TH ASHC 651.0 2564 5416 3258.0 0 0 
60TH AHC 1065.4 3984 11263 161.2 0 , 0 
H TRP.I0TH CAV 1016.8 1967 910 18.0 17 '66 
201ST CAC 1123.0' 2140 3902 25.7 0 0 
604T.H TCC 11.2 8 25 0.9 0 0 

DEC 

HHC 17TH CAG 86.9 165 183 3.0 0 0 
57TH AHC 1113.3 2349 4925 48.7 20 8 
H TRP 17TH CAV 1300.8 1561 466 0.0 19 3 
129TH ACH 1986.0 9020 17745 527.8 0 0 
180TH ASHC 660.0 2658 3988 3403.0 0 0 
H TRP 10TH CAV 935.1 1694 934 19.6 5 55 
201ST CAC .1014.3 2028 3836 30.6 0 0 
604TH TC 44 .. 4 79 114 0.8 0 0 

JAN 1-27 

HHC 17TH CAG 13.4 ; 148 107 0.0 0 0 
57TH AHC 916.0 1793 3773 37.2 0 0 
H TRP 17TH CAV 1286.0 1438 410 /0.0 3 5 
129TH AHC 1798.0 8509 21258 442.2 6 2 
180TH ASHC 623.0 2780 3424 3836.0 0' 0 
60TH AHC 1185.7 4926 13386 217.7 0 0 
H TRP 10TH CAV 1027.7 2008 

I 

1182 8.1 59 146 
201ST CAC 987.0 1854 3679 43.1 0 0 
604TH TC 29.5 35 84 0.0 0 0 

/ ' 
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\ TAB D (Operational Results) to Apperldix 3 to Annex B to USARV /MACV SrJPCOM After Action Repori;t • 

UNIT 

. ' 
9PERATIONkL RESULTS - POST X - DAY 

X-DAY THROUGH x+40 

HOURS SORTIES PAX 

HHC, 1,7TH CAG 47.8 71 77 57TH AHC 648.2 1005 266~ H TRP, 17TH Cl?V 39.0 34 59 129TH AHC 754.2 3400 7966 180TH ASHC 417.0 1359 7050 60TH AHC 1574 • 6 1883 4450 H TRP, 10TH CAV 108.0 90 ,.44 201ST CAC 721.7 1154 .i 1969 6"04TH TC 17.5 7 25 

ICCS 248.9 202 378 RJMC III 462.6 833 1032 RJMC IV 463.0 583 1180 

i 
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CARGO TONS 

.3 
28.0 
0.0 

216.2 
1376.5 I 

142.6 
13.0 
18.1 

2.8 

15.1 
18.7 
38.3 
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TAB E (Significant Operation~, pre-X-1Day) to ~ppendix 3 to' Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

1. During the reporting period 1 November lQ72 to X-qay, the 17th Aviation Group continued to provide aviation support for combat operations of FWMF in MR II. The period was characterized by a lack of major operations by either FWMF or the ene.my. As had, been the case during previous reporting periods, the majority of enemy activity occurred in Kontum, Pleiku and Binh Dinh Pr0vinces. ,Significantly, as the cease fire approached, enemy activity greatly increased in Binh Thuan Province, particularly in the Pha~ Thiet area. The Group vras committed on a daily basis for 38 UH-lHS, 8 AH-IGs and 6 CH-47s to supportMR II.' These commitments did not include 8 UH-IHs" 8 AH-IGs and ,"4 OH-6As drawn from the two Cav Troops and organized into two Air Cavalry packages which were committed on a daily basis to gather intelligence .. Mls sion requiriements continued to decrease as further', wi thdrawals of FWMF were made. 

2. 57th AHC was normally tasked on a daily basis for 10 UH-IHs and .2 to 4 AH-IGs to support II CORPS Headquarters, Ranger'Command, 23rd ARVN Division, and Pleiku, Kontum, Darlac and Phu Bon Province advisers. Additionally,! the unit flew the daily courier mission for the Group Headquarters. Other units which received support include'd the ARVN 2nd Armored Brigade and 42nd Regiment, and H Troop, 17th Cav . . 57th nightly (provided two AH-IGs a:nd a UH-IH mounting two mini-gu-ns and a xenon searchlight fo:t:' the defense of the Camp Holioway-Pleiku area. On several occasions during the reporting peJ;iod, Cougar guns from the 57th aided the ARVN defenders of ' fire bases under enemy ground attack .. Most notable were the results achieved at Duc Co on 1 November 1972 and ~t· Firebase 41 On QL 14 north of Kontum on 26 January 1913. On 1 November, a heavy Cougar gun team engaged 4 tanks'of an ~nemy combined arms assault against Duc Co and disabled two using 17 pound HE rockets . 'On 26 January 1973, the Cougar guns were instrumental in stopping a determined enemy ground attack against Firebase 41 by d~stroying several enemy crewserved,weapons which were providing devastating fire support for the attackers. } ~ 

3. H Troop (AIR), 17th Cavalry operated principally in' Kontum and Pleiku Provinces, OPCON toSRAC G-2 or the ARVN 23rd Division. On a,few occasions, H/17 moved to Binh Dinh Province to supporit the ARVN 22nd Division. Working closely with Group S-3 and S-2, efforts were made to improve mission effectiveness l 
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TAB E (Significant Operations ,pre'-X-Day) to Appendix 3 to \ . Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCO~ After Act10n,Report. 
, and instill in supported units and SRAC G-2 a greater understanding of Cavalry capabilities and limitationi. ~his wasl achieved by the use of accurate fi.,les and reports of proble~ a'reas. An Air Mission Conunander report ,was initiated and maintained daily. The AMC logged 'any ,significant problem areas of 'each day. Another:report, contrasted the blade time expended while actually working a mission with the blade time enroute to the AO. The latter report wa1s kept in the ,event supported units requested more "on statibn" time withorit appreciatihg the total time required to fly a'VR mission. Other problem areas concerned the size of boxes chosen for VR missions. At the time of standdown, a lengt~y report was in the initial stages of preparation which cited these and other problems. The r~port was not completed due to ,standdown. However, significant progr'ess was made during the reporting period toward bringing those who utilize the Air Cavalry Troop to a better appreciation of the Cav's mission and capabilities. The SRAC G-2 became more aware of the maintenance requirements and flight time limitations of the helicopter. As a result, the daily mission requirements were reduced to four periods and these were never divided among mor.e than two supported units. Consequently, the blade time spent moving between supported unit locations was reduced considerably. The Pleiku last light VR was continued but instead of an entire team only one aircraf

1
t was utilized. Efforts were made to require backseaters to. increase the familiarity with friendly locatipns in the Pleiku area,but this proved futile due to the substantial number of small unLt locations' throughout the area. The weakness of these flights was demonstrated when on 23 January 1973 at 1700 hours Pleiku Airbase sustained a severe rocket attack. The eVening VR helicopter was already airborne with the backseater ~t the onset of ithe attack. A gun team was launched but due to the congestion of VNAF aircraft at the suspected rocket site, all three helicopters had to remain clear and return to base without firing a single round. An additional first light VR was initiated in January. 'During the' month of January a pr6blembeganto arise netween SRAC G-2 and the Troop. G-2 based its Arc Light placement as much as 80% on Cav spot reports. Air Force bombers reported secondary explosions during many of these Arc Lights. ARVN groun~ forces in the area sometimes reported heavy damages as a result of the Arc Lights., On the other hand, Cav, , Scouts, during bomb damage assessment missions, rarely found any evidence of damage, 
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TAB E (Significant OperatioI;ls, Pre-X-Day) to Appendix 3 to 
Anrtex'B to 'USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

I 

90% of the time reporting negativeBDAs. Whether the problem 
was with the accuracy of tpe original'spot report, the 
accuracy of plot~ing the, Arc Light location, or the inaccurate 
,reporting of the Air Force, the ARVN ground forces or the 
Cav cannot be determined. In January the Troop uncovered a 
resupply road network extending from the Plei Trap area, to 
enemy positions'in the Kontum area. Good BDAs were obtained 
and itds felt that this discovery assisted immeasurably in 
the interdiction of supplies that would have ot6erwi~e been 
valuable in the impending attack on Kontum and prevent~d 
,enemy exploitation of the already precarious situation there. 
Normal daily cornmitm~nt for the Troop was 4 UH-lH's, 4 AH-1G' s, 
and 2 OH-6A's. \ 

4. 2~lst CAC which ,is located in Nha Trang continued Jb 
provide UH-IH support to the Province Senior Advisors of 
Binh Dinh, Phu Yen~ Khanh Hoa, Lam Dong, Binh Thuan, Quang 
Duc and Tuyen D.uc. In addition, aircraft were provided on 
a daily! basis to CORDS Adviso,rs in MR' II, and classified 
missions were flown supporting PSCG. The majority of the 
missions flown by 201st CAC are C&C and VIP in nature, rather 
than the daily combat missions flown by other units. Normal 
daily mission commitment was 11 UH-IHs. 

5. Eagle Combat Aviation Battalion (Prov) area of operations 
consisted of the eastern portion of MR II and covered the area 
from southern MR I to the northern MR III border. Several 
times during the reporting period units from the Battalion 
were relocated to Pleiku Province and Binh Thuan Province 
(Phan Thiet) in support ofactivit~es in the ~est~rn and 
southern portion of MR II., The Battalion was employed in 
the support of the 22nd and 23rd ARVN Division, Capitol ROK 
:Infantry Division and ,the Whi 1:!e Horse ROK Infantry Division 
and Binh Thuan Provirice. 

a. H Troop/10th Cavalry' daily p'rovided' a Cav package of 
4 UH-IHs, 4 AH-IGs and 2 OH-6As for Cavalry operations in 
eastern MR II. During the first two weeks of November, the 
Troop ,was conducting daily reconnaissance missions for the 
22nd ARVN Division in Binh Dinh Province. No significant 
enemy activity was reported during the month pf November and 
flying was kept to minimum due to adverse weather conditions 
throughout the AO. On 5 December the Troop assets were 
divided, with half the team be~ng sent to ,Pleiku while the 
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TAB E (Significant Operations, Pre-X-Day) to Appendix 3 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

other half continued its mission in Bi~h Dinh Province. On 
II, December the Troop returned to Lane\and supported the' 
22nd A~VN Division. Once again on 15 December the Troop 
was relocated to Pleiku to locate and engage enemy ·forces 
west of Pleiku. The Troop made two LRRP insertions west of 
Duc Co and completed several BDAs of Arc Lights. Hbwever, 
no s~gnificant large scale enemy movement was noted. The 
entire team returned to Lane' on 20 December and continued 
working for the 22nd ARVN Division. In early Jan~ary the 
Troop operations were hampered by continued poor weather. 
On 5 January, an LRRP. team was inserted 50 miles west of 
LZ English in search of a~Arnerican pow. T~ough the search 
was unsuccessful, the team did note increased enemy build-up 
to the north and west of LZ English. On 18 January 1973 the 
Troop was directed to £urtiish one Cav tea~ to Binh Thuan 
Province to counter a suspected enemy threat in that area. 
Several large local force enemy units were found during the 
first week and ~uccessf'ul1y engaged by the Troop, naval gun
fire andTAC air. On 27 January the· team found several large 
en'emy forces west of Phan Thiet and kill-ed over 50 during 
several encounters. Friendly casualties at Phan Thiet included 
1 aerial observer KIA and 1 pilot WIA on 26 January 1973. 
Meanwhile the team at Lane found the 18th NVA Regiment 
Headquarters two m,iles southwest of Tam Qukn'; which was 
destroyed by Tac air. All tactical operations ceased on ._ 
27 January 'at 1800 hours and preparations for standdown were 
begun. Throughout the entire reporting period H Troop/10th 
Cav lnserted and extracted PSCG (LRRP) teams throughout 

.MR II. Because of this'mission, valuable intelligence was 
gathered for higher headquarters. 

b. 129th ~HC continued its assigned missiod of providing 
logistical and tactical combat support to the Capitol ROK 
Infantry Division and the 22nd'ARVN Division. Several small 
scale combat assaults were conducted in the An Khe Pass area 
but no contact was encountered. Insignificant operations . 
occurred during the period largely due to the pending ceas~~_ 
fire. The unit also provided support for Binh Dinh Province, 
Qui Nhon Support Command, 17th CAG and various other units 
throughout the reporting period. Normal daily mission require
ments were 12 UH-IHs and 2 AH-IGs. 

c. 180th ASHC-provided medium helicopter support for the 
entire MR II. The unit normally provided 3 CH~47s at Camp 
Holloway to support the western half of the MR. The majority 
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\ TAB E (Significant Operations; Pre-X-Day) t~ ApP<fndix 3 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. \ 
\ 

of support provided by the unit was logistics support with approximate~y 65% for ROK forces, 35/% for ARVN and US forces and 5% for units located at Lane AHP. 

d. 6.0th AHC located at Ninh Hoa regularly sup-2Prte~the Whitehprse (9tp) ROK Infantry Division also 10cated-a£Ninh Hoa. The unit normall~ provided 6 UH-IHs and 2 AH-lGs daily. The majority of missions flown were C&C, resupply, and troop transport. ona\ limited number of occasions, t l1e.unit . suppo~ted combat assaults by the 9th. There were ~or combat actions iT1" the 60th's AO during this repor'ffn'g period. , I 

6. 604th Trans Co began preparalions for the retrograde of all OH-58 Helicopters in MR :I and'MR II on 1 November 1972. Problems encountered during retrograde ope~~tions included difficulty in obtaining 1010 preservatd.ve oil, tailboom attaching brackets, and cargo tie-down straps. Tailboom attaching brackets were obta~ned by coordinating with the 388th Transportation Company in Saigon and' local manufacture. Durlng:retrograde operations of the OH-58s, night crews were established to aid in the retrograde operqtion. During this period, military and civilians worked overtime, including Sundays, to complete the retrograde project, The nonavailability of cargo tie-down straps for securing OH58s inside SEA-LAND vans was resolved when it was decided that ,Air Force'C-141 aircraft WOUld/be used for the . shipment of 18 of 24 OH-58 aircraft. During this period, shipment of repair parts was greatly interrupted due to the transfer of all Air Force C-130 aircraft in Saigon to Thailand. Preparations were made on 20 November 1972 to establish
l 

a Keystone Aircraft Processing Point (KAPP) , in the 604th'''Maintenance ' area. The, plans included KAPPing the CH~47 special tools from the 201st Aviation Company as a trial run. Increased retrograde processing plus decreased Air Force SMAR flights during November 1972 led toa backlog of retrograded material awaiting shipment at the aerial. port in Nha Trang plus no repair parts being d~livered. Also, a courier was not available from Nha Trang to Saigon during much 0+ this period, creating a problem with distribution. 6uring the pre X-day period, huge quantities of avionics maintenance 
flo~t equipment and other avionics related items were received from supported units aSiturn-in equipment. From 20 November 1972 to 8 December 1972, over $226,000 of excess avionics equipment was turned in. By the end of November 

L--~j 
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TAB E (Significant Operations, Pre-X-Day) I to Appendix 3 to 
Annex B to USARVjMACV SUPCOM After Action Repor~. 

the KAPP yard was' well established and awaiting 'disposition 
instructions fr'omSaigon •. ,A U-21 courier from Saigon was 
eSitablished on 6 December 1972 , with ,flights on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays. Also during December, night crews 
were utilized to accomplish the special paint project in . 
whic~ selected aircraft in MR II were painted with infra-red 
suppressant paint. Planning for this operation began on 
7 December, and painting went on from 26 December ,197'2 to 
24 January 1973 when.the project was stoppe~ due to the 
impending peace breaty. A total of l2'UH-lH,4 AH-IG arid 
1 OH-6A he.ljicopters were painted during this. special opera
tion. During January, as a peace agreement seemed imminent, 
units began turning in their excess parts on hand. On 
25 January, 16 UH-IHs descended on Production Control with. 
little prior notice to be painted and transferred to RJMC 4', 
RJMC 3 and the IC,CS immediately ~ By 27 ·Januar.y" all aircraft 
had been painted with white crosses and stripes and trans~ 
ferredi There was some confusion from 25 to 27 January as to 
who was to receipt 'for the aircraft and what UIC Code to use 
on the issue of the aircraft. , 

POST X-DAY 

7. During the deactivation period, 17th Group continued to' 
provide support to the various RVNAF and FWMAF throughout 
MR II, although on a continuously declining basis. There 
were no major operations during this period. Both Air 
Cavalry Troops ceased operations on X-day. All armed 
helicopter flights ceased as of X-day. By X+41 support 
to ROK forces had ceased completely, and support to US 
forces in ~ IX had dwindled to two aircraft per day, plus 
whatever miscellaneous missions came about.201st CAC was 
not deactiv~ted on X+45 as planned, but was instead retained 
until X+55 ,for possible support of Operation HOHECOHIN~ 
prisone~ releases in South Vietnam. The most ~ignificant 
event of tne post X-day , period was the formation of three' 
aviation detachments from the assets of 17th Group. Thes~ 
detachments, although formed from 17th Group assets, belonged 
to, and flew in support of, the International Commission 
for Control and Supervision and the Regional Joint Military 
Conunission. -'#. 
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\ TAB E (Significant Opera:tions, pre-X-Da:y')\' to Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. , , , 

8. 57th JAHC co~tinuedto support SRAC ~nd other units on ~ daily, basis wibhaviation assets through X+52. However, on X+40~ the 57th was officially deactivated and all remaining personnel and equipment transferred to the 20lst CAC. These personnel continued to· operate as an autonomous,unit within ,:the 20lst. Missions were gradually reduced frpm an average, of 14 per day prior to X-day to 4 missions on X+30 and 2 missions by X+40. All files were transferred to the records holding area on Xt16, and·all material no longer needed for r~ferertce was burned. The 57th deactivated on X+40. 

9. 20lst CACcontinued to support province advisors on a , diminishing basis through,X430 at which time province support ceq,sed. ,On X+40 all remaining 17th CAG assets were assigned to the 20lst. ' On this date, daily aircraft ,commitment averaged three aircraft. However" 20lst had to have available 12 mission ready UH-IH aircraft and crews with which to support Operation HOMECOMING, if required. The unit deactivated on X+55. ' 

10. .60th ACH continued to iprovide! support to the Whitehorse ROK Infantry Division during the phasedown. By X+30 missions were reduced to two per day, and by,X+36 to one per day. ' Also during this period, the 60th closed its installation at Ninh Hoa aBd redeployed to Nha Trang. This occurred on X+8. As a result of this move, 60th AHC was rernovedfrom the command and control of ECAB, and placed directly under 17th Group. The unit deactivated on X+37. 

11. ECAB continued its support to both the Koreans and the -?\RVN 22nd Division during this period. CH-47 support to the 'ARVN ceased on X-day, as did any type of direc.t combat mission. Further C&C missions in suppo,rt of combat operations were halted. All air cavalry missions. ceased on X-day. ECAB was deactivated pn X+3l. 
, 

a. l29th AHC continued to provi.de needed support to the ARVN 22nd Difision and the Capitol ROK Infantry Division. The l29th ha~ the dubious distinction of being the only unit to sustain casualties during the cease fire period. On the morning of the cease fire, two hours after it had gone into effect, a l29th ~ircraft sustained small arms fire and 2 WIA's while flying through An Khe pass. A five hour per day blade time rest~iction was 'placed on all aircraft in order to 
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TAB E (Significant Operations, Pre-X-Day) to Appendi~ 3 to Annex B to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

conserve blade time .. ' Th~ uni t conti~ued tJupport 10 mis'sions per day untilX+8, when the mission load dropped to 7. On . X+12 missions were reduced to six. By X+2S missions were down to 3 per day. On X+3l, th~129th deployed to Pleiku due 
I to the base, closure at An Son. The unit deactivated on,X+37. 

b. l8'0th ASHC cont£. ed medium helicopter ,support for Free World Forces ih MR, • 'The whitehor~~e. Infantry Divis'ion required two aircraft d ily until X+S, ,o~ aircraft daily . until X+IO and no aircr ft after that date. '~he Capitol ROK Infantry Division requir'd two aircraft daily until X+13, and one as required thereafter. During the period unt;i.l X+IO the aircraft that supported the Whitehorse Infantry Division also supported L'ane AHP by withdrawal of rettograde equipment and PLL to the!604th DSU at ~ha Trang. After x+lO the aircraft: were missioned to support Lane AHP' 'as needed. CH-47 I S ,were also used to support Lane AHP for- transportation ofDEROS personnel to Qui Nhon and Phu Cat as needed. Also, the 180th detachment at Pleiku supported the US Forc.es. in the Pleiku area by withdrawal of retrograde ,equipment and PLL to 604tl1 DSU at Nha Trang, and also by transportation of supplies from Nha Trang'altd Qui Nhon to Pleiku. On X+31, ,the l80th was transferred to Nha Trang' upon! closure of Lane Installat1ion. The unit was'deactivated on X+3S. 

12. 604tti' Transportation Co continued to provide" normal direct support maintenance during the reporting ·period. The majority of tl),eir activity was concentrated ,in retrograde of equipment and turn-over of air combatant assets which will be covered in other sections of this report. 'Operations continued without any major changes through X+4S. On X+4S a civilian contractor representative r,eplaced the military COR. Central DSSA ,cont,tnued to oper.ate a Forward Supply Point (FSP) at 604thtwith one warehouse to support RJMC and ICCS 'up to X+S9. At that time, Air America wasrtp be supported through the FSP. After X+44, 91 NHA personnel remained in the Nha Trang area. This was 49 in excess of the number required and thes~contract personnel were reduced accordingly. . 
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TAB F (Vulnerability'Chart) to Appen 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

NOV 

UNIT TYPE At..C I HIT DEST 

HHC 17TH CAG UHIH' 0 0 

57TH AHC UHIH 0 0 
AHlG 0 0 

H TRP 17TH CAV UHIH 0 0 
. AHIG '1 0; 

OH6A 3 0 

129TH AHC UHIH 0 0 
AHIG 0 0 

iI TRP 10TH CAV URIH 0 0 
AHIG 0 0 
OH6A 2 0 

60TH AHC UHIB 0 0 
AHIG 0- 0 

b 

180TH ASHC CH47 0- 0 

·201ST CAC UHIH, 0 0 

604TH TC UHIH- I 0 0 

TOTAL 6 0 

" .. i 

! ", 

3 to Annex B to USARV! .: 

DEC JAN 1-27 TOTAL 

HIT DEST HIT DEST HIT DEST 
, ! 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 1 0 3 0 
0 0 2 0 2 0 

1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 2 0 5 0 

(\ 

1 iO 1 0 2 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 

1 1 1 0, 2 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 4 1 8 1 

0 0 0 0 0 ·0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

.r 

0 0 0 0; 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0, 0 0 0 0 

8 1 12 1 26 2 

" 

J -
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TAB G (Ammunition Expenditures, Pre-X-Day) to Appendix 3 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report". 

MONTH 

NOV 

DEC 

1-27 JAN 

7.62 

84,898 

123,004 

149,048 

2.75 

5464 

5536 

6405 

B-3-G-l 

20MM 

800 

4356 

2117 

40MM 

8460 

10979 

14026 
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TAB H (Aircraft Status as of 27 January 1973) to Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Aytion Report. 
~ 

-"J UNIT TYPE A/C MOE/MTOE ON HAND 
HHC 17TH CAV UH1H 2 2 
57TH AHC UHiH 23 20 AHIG 6 6 
H TRP 17TH CAV UH1H 8 8 AH1G 9 8 OH6A 10 8 
EAGLE BN (PROV) UH,IH 54 . 50 

, 
AHIG 21 18 OH6A 10 7 CH47 16 15 

129TH AHC UHIH 23 22 AHIG 6 6 
60TH 

i 
AHC UH1H 23 21 b 

AHIG '6 4 
H TRP 10TH CAV UH1H 8 7 AH1G 9 8 OH6A 10 8 

~, 

180TH ASHC CH47 16 15 
201ST CAC UH1H 20 20 

j 604TH TC UH1H \ 2 I 

2 
17TH CAG TOTALS UH1H' 109 102 AH1G 36 32 OH6A 20 16 CH47 16 /15 
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.<,' TAB I'· (ltverage Flying Hours and OR Rate) to Appendix 3 to Ap.nex B to ,USARV /MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
I 

NOV DEC JAN 21-27 JAN 

AVG ~/ AVG AVG UNIT 'TYPE HRS/AC OR% HRS/AC OR% HRS/AC, OR% HRS/AC OR% - -" 
" ",HHe 17TH CAG UH1H· 60 89% 43 86% 35 98% 7 100% 

57TH AHC UH1H sa 84% 53 83% 49 74% 19 81% . AH1G 46 77% 301. 63% 30 67% 8 83% 
H TRP 17TH CAV UH1H 81 86% 56 87% 74 92% 15 83% / 

AH1G 71 76% 56 73% 64 7,4% 10 77% OH6A 56 86% 35 88% 42 86% 9 96% 
129TH AHC UH1H ,73 80% 73 78% 69 76% 14 78% AH1G \'21 72%,' 26 72% 29 75% 12 ,/ 71% 
H TRP 10TH CAV UH1H 65 80% 43 87% 50 82% 28 84% AH1G ,38 ,56% 43 66% 43 71% 9 75% OH6A 26 67%, 27 79% 37 65% 8 66% 
60TH AHC UH1H 51 91% 46 88% ' .:59 88% 19 83% AH1G 22 85% \ 20 85% 24 92% 6 97% 
180TH ASHC CH47 45 68'% 48 71% 50 72% 11 68% i 

201ST CAC UH1H 51 85% 59 89% 57 88% 17 87% 
604TH TC UHIH 22 86% 25 89% 27 84% 4 98% 

"/ B-3,-I-1 ., 
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TAB;..J (Transfer and Retrogr~de of Aircraft (TOE).) to Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOMAfter Action Report 

DAY 

X-day 
X-day { 
X""-day 
X-day 
X+2 
X+2 
X+3 
X+3 
X+4 
X+6 
X+7 
X+11 
X+12 
X+14 
X+i.4 
X+15 
X+16 
X+77 
X+19 
X+22 
X+26 
Z+27 
X+27 
X+30 
X+31 
X+35 
X+37 
X+37 
X+37 

TYPE 

UH-IH 
CH-47C 
AH-1G 
OH-6A 
OH:-6A 
UH-IH 
CH-47C 
AH-1G 
UH-1H 
CH-47C 
AH-IG 
UH-1H 
AH-IG 
CH-47C 
UH-1H 
UH-IH 
UH-1H 
UH-IH 
UH-IH 
CH-47C 
UH-1H 
UH-1H 
CH-47C 
UH-1H 
CH-47C 
CH-47t 
UH-1H 
UH-IH 
UH-1H 

TOTAL (as "of X+37) 

NO 

15 
2 
2 

20 
.16 

1 
8 
1 
4 
3 

16 
3 
4 
5 
9 
2 
3 

10 
2 
1 
1 
4 
6 
9 
5! 

RECEIVING UNITS 

604th TC (Retro) 
17th CAG 
388th TC (Retro) 
388th TC (Retro) 

I . 

/ 

RJMC III, IV and ICCS 
388th TC (Retro) 
388th :TC . (Retro) 
604th TC (S5) 
388th TC' (Retro) 
388th TC (Retro) 
RVNAF 
RVNAF 

I 

RVNAF 
RVNAF 
RVNAF 
388th TC (Retro) 
~ir America 
RVNAF 
388th TC ·(Retro) 
Air America 
388th TC (Retro) 
38'Bth TC (Retro) 
ICCS, Pleiku 
12th CAG 
RVNAF 

BALANCE 

102 
15 
32 
15 
o 

104 
13 
12 
88 
12 

4 
." 87 

.0 
~ 

71 
68 
64' 
59 
50 

7 
47 
37 

5 
36 

4 
o 

30 (1) 
21 
16 (2) 

148 

NOTES: (I) Six UH-1H transferred to ICCS on X-day were subsequently transferred to Air AID.erica on X+37. Six additional aircraft were painted and trans
ferred to :ICCS from the 60th AHC. 

(2) At X+37 16 e.ach UH-IH remained in 17th CAG. 
These were'transferred to VNAF by X+60. 
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TAB. K (RVNAF Transfer from 604th TC Accounts) to .Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV/MACV 8UPCOM After Action ... Report . 

. DAY TYPE . ACCOUNT 'NUMBER 

X+14 I UH-IH 83, 5 15 

UH-IH 
I . 82 7 

, . 
X+16 UH-IH 82 3 

X+22 UH-IH 82 2 

X+26 UH-IH 82 2 

X+27 UH-IH 82 2 

X+31 UH-IH 82 3 .< 

X+36 UH-IH 82 3 

TOTAL (as of X+37) 37 

B-3-K-l 
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-I. •• ' TAB L (Accident Statistics) to. Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

ACCIDENTS 

Operational 
Maintenance 
TOTAL 

INCIDENTS 

Operational 
FOD 
TOTAL 

FORCED LANDINGS 

Fu~l Control Malfunction 
TOTAL 

PRECAUTIONARY LANDING 

.' 

\ 

3 
1* 

3* 

1 
1 

""2 

1 
1 

Hydraulic Failure 7 
Chip Detecto~ 5 
Master Caution and/or 

Warning L'ights 2 
Compressor Stall 3 
High Frequency Vibration 

in Engine 1 
Contamination in Fuel 

Control Filter 1 
Transmission-Oil ?res~ure,Loss 1 
Fuel Control Malfunct10n 4 
Hydraulic Servo Failure 1 
Oil Cooler Fan Failure 1 TOTAL 26, 

I AVIATION GROUND ACCIDENTS, 2 
TOTAL ""2 

*REMARK: 9ne accident during this reporting period had both bpera~ional and maintenance causes. 
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TAB L (Accident Statistics) to Appendix 3 to Annex B to 
USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

POST X '- DAY 

ACCIDENTS - None 

INCIDENTS - None 
I , 

FORCED LANDINGS - None 
-

PRECAUTIONARY ,LANDINGS 

Transmission Oil Loss 
Hydra ul ip F ai,l u:r;-e 
Engine Overs peed Due to 

Governor Failure 
TO~AL <-<" 

AVIATION GROUND ACCIDENTS 
TOTAL 

GROUND ACCIDENTS 

1/4;Ton Vehicles 
3/4 Ton Vehicles 
TOTAL 

1 
3 

1 
5 

1** 
1" 

3 
1 

4" 

**REMARK: Onetaircraft on being shut down 'from a 
p:t;"e-flight run-up, spun in the revetment striking 
the synch elevator and ~~il stinger against the 
revetment. There was no inte~t to fly. 
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TAB M (US Army Aviation Support Element, Regional Jbint Military Commission III) to Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action R'eport 

The following is a summary of the formation and operations of the petachment. 

1. Organization - The Aviation Detachment in support of the Joint 'Military Commission for supervision-of the Viet Nam cease fire was ~or.med on 26 January 1973. The unit under command of Major Alan R. Todd, former executive of~icer of, Eagle Battalion, was comprised of twelve officers and eight enlisted personnel. All personnel were drawn from H Troop (Air), 10th Cav ?nd were chosen on the basis of highest qualification. Since the Unit fuinished UH-I1-I helicopter, six aircraft commanders arid six pilots were selected;.' An NCOIC, Technical Inspector, and six crew chiefs completed the team. With 24 hour notice, the team on the 27th of January ,picked up specially marked aircraft in Nha Trang and relocated from their home stations at Lane AHP, An Son, to Camp Holloway, Pleiku.' During the stay at Camp Hollo\<,ray, the unit was furnished quarters, me~s facilities, given ad~inistrative and logistical support by the 17th CAG staff and by Headquarters and Headquarters Company. On 3 March 1973 the unit relocated to Team 21, II Corps Headquarters, Pleiku, where they'remained until completion of operations and withdrawal on 30-31 March 1973. " 

" 2. Operations- The aviation element r s principal 'support was to six J'oint Military Commission Teams located at Phu Cat, TUy An, Ninh Hoa,iBan Me Tlluot, Hau Bon, and Kontum. On 29 January a courier flight was established to travel a circuit visi ti\ng every team site on a d,aily bas,is. Three other aircraft were prepared as standby everydai and frequently pulled miscellaneous missions. The average number of aircraft flown per day was two. An average, of 12 aircraft hours was flown daily. Operational totals are listed as TAB D. These figu~es are applicable to the first 40 days operation within the total 60 day phSse' of operation. 

3. Maintenance - Maintenance was satisfactorily performed by NHA civilian contract personnel. Six periodic inspections, one per aircraft, were performed usually lasting 3 to 4 'days per aircraft. All intermediate inspections were performed in minimum time and'did not detract from the mission ready status. A truly commendable performance beyond normal duty expectations was rendered by NHA personnel whe~ the initial color 
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TAB M (US Army Aviation Support Element, Regional Joint Military Conunission III) to,Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action "Report " 
'scheme of three white stripes for the fuselage and tailboom , was deemed/ ineffective for identification, 'and protection. Changing colors from white to international orange and adding a stripe was the decision that came from higher ech~lons. Paint was brought in from Saigon at 1700 hours one evening, and the NHA personnel worked through the night I to have ~ufficient aircraft avatlable for mission require-ments the following day. ~heir\hard work and efficiency has contribute'd greatly. to the success of thisl mission. 

\J 

! -
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. I TAB N (US Army Aviatio~ Suppor~tElement" Regional Joint Military Commission IV) to Appendix 3 to'Annex B to USARV /MACV 1 SUPCOM After Action Report " 

;The following summarizes the establishment and op~rati~n of the aviation element .. · \ 

1. Organization - The advance party for the aviation element in support of RJMC IV arrived at Phan Thiet on x';';l.' The remainder of the party arr~ved on X-day. The detachment was commanded by CPT Ha:t;ry Davis, former .. executive officer of the 20lst CAC, and was composed of 9 officers and 7 enlisted men, 'all drawn from the 201st CAC. The :detachment had 4 aircraft. Additionally, a team of 12 NHA civilian maintenance personnel were 'attached. o.n X+2 in support of the team. The mission of the aviation element was to provide aviation support to RJMC IV throughout Tuyen Duc, Quang Duc, Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Binh Tuy, and Lam Dong Provinces~ . 

2. Operations - On X+2, the flight detachment took over Phan Thiet radio and 'assumed flight following responsibilities for the ,southern one-third of MR II. i Between X-day and X+9 the detachment made various improvements on the Phan Thiet Airfielq. One hangar was renovated to provide a maintenance area, the Phan Thiet tower was put into operation, and'the PSP on the runway was renovated so, that the airfield was once again usable by fixed wing aircraft. On X+12 contact vIas made by a helicopter team with PRG Elements in Binh Thuan Province at coo~dinates AN904358 without incident. On X+13, 36 PRG delegates were t!anpported from AN768182 in Binh Thuan Province to Phan Thiet. On X+25 the various delegations were flown to the outlying sites of BaoLoc, Dalat, and Phan Rang. Support to RJMC·IV continued until X+60. Operational performance figures through X+40 are contained in TAB D. The aircraft were utilized as follows; logistical missions - 30% of total time, liaison - 55% of total time, cease fire violation inspections - ~% of total ~ime, DRV/PRG support - 10% of total time. 

3. Maintenance - Aircraft availability from X-day through X+40 was 97.8%. The detachment had completed 4 PEls by X+40. Reasons for the high availability are as follows: all aircraft were relatively new, both,civilian and military maintenance personnel were ca.refully cnosen for the assignment, maintenance personnel had no extra duties, repair parts for 1 the detachment had been given a high priority resulting in~ 
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TA~ N (US Army Aviation Support Element, ~egional Joint Mil~tary Commission IV) to Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report , 
'I 

NORS time, and nopnally only, thr'ee aircraft were flown per day allowing a' maintenance down day for each aircraft every fourth day. 
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TAB 0 (ICeS Region III Flight Detachment) to Appendix 3 to Annex B to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

The following outlines the activities of the IeCS Flight Detachment from formation through X+40. 

1. Organization - Prior to the announcement of.a ceC).se fire, a contingency pian had provided for the formation of 'this detachment.· All personnel had been alerted prior to X-day and a~t a~rcraft chosen .. On X+2, the detachment picked up its s~x a~rcraftand became operational. The detachment was commanded by.MAJ William W. Holston, 17th Group's. former liaison officer with SRAC Headquarters, and was composed of 13 officers and warrant officers, and 8 enlisted men. The 8 enlisted mE1n included 1 ~eOIC,. 1 Technica'l Inspector, and 6 crew chiefs. All personnel were drawn from H Troop (AIR), 17th Cay. 

I 2. Operations - From X-day through X+24 there was little of an operational nature for the detachment to do, due to the fact that the ICCS was slow in deploying to the various field sites. This period was used by the detachment to fly to the various outlying locations which would be utilized py the ICCS in order to familiarize the pilots with their area of opera-tions. I It also allowed time for the pilots to get proficiency 1.- I flying time. As the ICCS teams' began to arrive in Pleiku, the aviation detachment gave orientation ,rides to acquaint the members with the capabilities of the vehicle they would be using. From X+25 through X+31 Ices teams were inserted into the following locations: Kontum, Cheo Reo, Phueat, Ban Me Thuot, Tuy An, Qui Nhon, ~inh Hoa, Nha Trang, Duc Co, and . Ben Het. The actual insertions were completed without inci-. dent. However, an Iecs aircraft received a hit £rom small caliber ground fire while on a coordinqtion visit prior to inserting the tea~ into Ben Het. As a result of this and similar incidents throughout V~etnam on X+30, beginning on X+31 no further flying of ICCS aircraft was allowed without prior approyal by ICCS Headquarters in Saigon. The irony of this situation is that ICCS HO granted permission for flights into contested areas such as Ben Het and Duc Co, but refused permission for flights into un~ontested areas. Overall, the total hours flown in support of ICCS Region III was well below operational capability. The limiting factors on hours flown we~e the late arrival of ICCS personnel ~nd the restrictions on all ICCS· personnel and the' r~strictions on a~l ICCS flights which went into effect on X+31. A summary of lees operational performance through X+40 is contained at TAB D. 

" 
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TAB a (ICCS Region III FI'ght Detachment)· to Appendix 3 to 
Annex B to USARV/MACV SUP OM After Action Repo:t;"t 

3. Mafntenance - Maintenance presented no problems. OR 
rates ~emained high, and maintenance support from NHA was 
excellent~ 

4. Lessons Learned 

a. Observation~ It was necessary to replace two 
enlisted personnel in the detachment for disciplinary 
reasons. 

b. Evaluation: The NCOIC and the OIC of the detachment 
were. not consulted on the select-ion of personnel. The two 
individuals in question· were apathetic towar,d the mission of 
the. unit,.and their conduct. was ,not in keeping with the high 
standards required for this duty. 

c. Recommendation: All personnel be interviewed by the 
OIC and/or the NCOIC before selection. Particular attention 
should be paid to proven ability in the MaS, a ,desire to 
acocmplish the "mission under rigorous conditions, and a 
proper. temperament to work with VIP's. 
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APPENDIX 4 (164th Combat Aviation'Group) to Annex B to 
USARV /MACV SUP',COM. After Action Report ' 

1. Purpose. To establish a record of activity by the164th 
CAG during Pre-standdown, Standdown, and Withdrawal of the 
unit fro~ the Republic of Vi~tnam, pursuant to directives re
ceived before and:a,fter termination of postilities. 

2. General: This report covers the period 1 November 1972 
through 14 March ,1973 inclusively. 

a. Sectio~ 1: Significant Organizational Activities. 
I 

(1) Pre X-Day Phase (1 Nove'mber'1972 - 27 January 1973): 

(a) Personnel: Key and special category personnel 
for \ mission essential duties, 'cri tical to the standdown and 
wit~drawal, were identified, briefed, and assigned those duties. 

, 
,,(b) Intelligence/security: The 164th CAG continued~' 

to provide personnel and equipment for their assigned sector of . 
base sec;::urity. 

(c) Operations: Tactical and administrative mis
.sions continued during.this period. Coordination was made with 
the DRAC Headquarters on requir~d, aviation support after X-Day. 

i , 

(d) Equipment retrograde/turnover: All units 
conducted an inventory of all organizational and /installation 

, property and m~de general plans for turn-in of property. 
Certain non-aviation equipme~t was title transferred to the 
4th ALe (ARVN) and hand receipted back to the US units. 

, 
j (e) Logistics: All special category personnel and 

the Group S-4 held numerous meetings for planning purposes. 
Property books, issue functions, and unit 'supply activi tj,es 
were consolidated into a Central Issue facility. 

(f) Transfer of control of air combatant assets: 
All units conducted extensive inventories of all assets and 
shortage lists were prepare~. Items for retrog~ade iw~re 

'identified and movement ~ontrol documents were prepared. 
Aircraft not to be retrograded were title transferred to VN~F; 
at Brigade level. 

,'(g) Transfer of functions and! reporting: There 
was no transfer of functions or reporting duripg this period. 

; r 
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APPENDIX 4 (164th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex Bto USARV/~CV SUPCOM After Action Report 
)--

~ (h) Tpansfer ·of billeting, bases, installed pro-perty and equipment, and other real property: Planning was accomplisqed to implement the' smooth transfer, of post, camp, and station (PC&S) property ~nd billets, by publishing a letter of instructions to the using uni ts 'stating the standards of' maintenance and police which would be met. 

(2) Standdown Phase (28 January - 4 February 1973): 

(a) Personnel: Rosters were prepared showing tentative departure dates of personnel by X-Day. Mission essential personnel were identified and DEROS extensions were requested. Transfer of personnel within the Group was effected to meet mission requirements. 

'.""" ' 
\ ' 

,' ... ... ,:.,,"""\ ...... :~, ~ ... ~'\:.::~ ... '.::-= .... :.. ... _ .... " ...... -... -- --

(c) Operations: On X-Day, C/16th ceased operations. units began closing flight records, based o~ the schedule of personnel departures. The DRAC aircraft iequirement was reduced to ten aircraft per day. The Four Party Joint Military Commission ·(FPJMC) and International Commission for Control and Supervision (ICCS) flight detachments began operations. CH-47 helicopter support was increased for MR IV arid MR III to provide suppprt for/the ICCS and FPJMC. 

(d) Equipment retrograde/turnover: Several non~ aviation items of equipment were returned to·the 4th ALC by all units, the majority being from Troop C (Air) 16th Cavalry (C/16th). 

(e) Logistics: Provisions were made to turn in TA-50 and persbnal clothing and equipment to avoid last minute confusion. All personnel were encouraged to ship hold baggage. ~he Mess facility for C/16th was closed and the books were audited at 1st Aviation Brigade. 

(f) Transfer,of control of air combatant assets: MOvement of OH-6A'and AH-l~ aircra£t for r~tr6grade w&s initiated. All UH-l aircraft, assigned to C/16th, were transferred· to the 18th CAC. 

(g) Tra~sfer of functions, and reporting: No, changes were made during thip·period. 
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APPENDIX 4 
USARV/MACV 

(164th Combat Aviation Group) to'Annex B to 8UPCOM After Action Report \ 
, (h}i, Transfer of billeting, installed property and equipment, and o"l::her real property: Inventory of C/16th PC&S property was completed, preparatory to transferring the buildings to PA&E. ' Extensiv~ work was ~one in area police and segregation of unserviceable material and trash. , 1\ (3) , Withdrawal Phase (5 February - ]4 March 1973): 

" I 
i 

(a) Personnel: The l64th CAG personnel strength . I 
continued ,to decline throughout this phase. T~e morning repqrt strength of C/16th reached "0" and the unit was inactivated. On X+30, a hold was pl~ged on all personnel movement by higher headquarters, but was later resumeCl. through X+45. On X+45 (14 March 1973) the remaining personne1 of the' group werE? transferred to the 18th CAC to facilitate the complete deactivation of the group. The 18th CAC remained operational unti1 X+55. All personnel remaining were cleared 'and placed on "TDY Enroute" until X+59. All records were closed and turned in through proper channels. 

(b) ,Intelligence/security: The l64th CAG was relieved of Base Security requirements and replaced by Vietnamese Security Forces' on X+lO. The Army Support Element, Can Tho AAF assumed full responsibility ~or the Can Tho Base Defense. 
" 

(c) Operations: The Group ~ontinued to support the DRAC with ten airc,raft per day through 27 February 1973. Mission/requirements were then reduced to three aircr t day for the DRAC support. CH-47 support was no longer in MR IV. Plans were made to support any phase of Opera HOMECOMING through ,14 MaJ;"ch 1973. All flight records closed and unit operations stooddown. 
, (d) Equipment retrograde/turnover: During this phase, the physical movement of all equipment was completed. The transfer and turn-in of ali'other items was also accomplished. 
. (e) Logistics: During this phase, property books were,cleared and audited. All additional eqpipment was transferred to the Vinnell PC&S property books. 

(f) Transfer of control of a'i{r combatant assets: All remaining ayiation assets were· turned in to the KAPP yard in Saigon; aircraft and tools were transferred to VNAF and Air AmericSt· 
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'APPENDIX 4 (164th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report : , 
(g) Transfer of f~~ctions and reporting: Reporting procedures w~re terminated with the close-out of all morning reports and air operations .. 

\ (h) Transfer of billeting', installed property and i equipme\nt, and other real property: The final transfer of PC&S property and billets was accomplished during this period. 
b. Section 2: Commander's Observations and Rec'ommendations -FREDERICK E. COOPER III, LTC, AR. 

(1) Pre X-Day Phase (1 November 1972 - 27 January 1973): '; 

(a) Personnel: 

Observation: Drawdown prior to the ceasefire and subsequent deactivation of military personnel compelled this Group to use military personnel in administrative and supervisory po~itions in the 611th TC while contract civtlians wer~ utilized to per-form the aircraft m~intenance. ' Evaluation: The 611th TC functioned most efficiently under this system. Adoption of the system has additionally allowed for more soldiers to be, reassigned outside the RVN, while ,tpe unit continued to accomplish the mission. ' Recommendation: Adoptio~ of this type organization for units in combat areas or areaS/Where military strength ceilings are imposed, to include operational aviation units, will allow the Army to continue mission accomplishment while releasing soldiers to be reassigned elsewhere. The decrease in soldier mechanics, substituted by contract US civilians, 'WOUld allow those assig~ed mi li tary men to be supervisors or. in MOS' s not sui table for ~ontract. 
I .. ; 

Command Action: Referred to higher headquarters. 
Observation: Based· on the impending ceasefire, personnel replacements virtually stopped through the months of November, December, and January, yet units were forced to rel~ase personn~l f6r DEROS as the elusive cease fire date was not sufficient justification to extend said personne~. Evaluation: Units of the 164th CAG were, a·t times, forced to operate at manningl 'levels which were less than 60% of their authorized strength and ~any of the personnel were untrained. This had detrimental effects in the areas of/safety, morale, and reduced aircraft availability. 
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APPENDIX 4 (164th Combat Aviation Group) to Annex B to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 
i . 

Recommendation: Ii That replacement of! personnel continue in sufficientnumbersto maintain an adequate manning'level for mission , accomplishment, .or reduce missions .commensurate to the number I Of~\ pers<;nnel avai lable.. Give the uni t comma~der more authority to reta1.n or release personnel by; name. ' , . Co and Action: The Group consolida'ted as many fl;J.nctions as possible; i.e., supply,mo'tor pools, property books, .etc., in order to better utilize the available personnel. 

(b) ope.1:-a tions : 

Observation: Classified, close hold, messages were received concerning the organization of special flight detachments which were to be operational on X-Day. ' Evaluation: Both flight detachments (FPJMC and ICCS) could have 6een organized more efficiently had the security classification of this mission been/less stringent. As handled, personnel assigned to these detachments were only vaguely aware of their mission or chain of command.' 
Recommendation: That a reduced security classification be utilized for messages and operations of this natuie, particu-

I larly when the establishment and purpos~ of these organizations 'were released through the news media long before they were established. 
Command Action: Referred to higher headquarters. 

(c) Transfer of control of'air combatant assets:' 

Observation: Last minu~e procedural changes in transfer of Project Enhance Plus equ,ipment mad~ ,hastily conducted inventories" subject to error. 
Evaluation: The intent and purpose of the transfer of aviation general support equipment to VNAF under Project Enhance P:J-us was clearly understood as outlined in the 1st Avn Bde LOI and OPLAN 215. However, on 25 January 1973 (X-3) a requirem~nt was re: celved to provide a list of this equipment, identified by FSN, nomenclatu.re, and quantity considered appropriate Llor VNAF transfer to G-4, HQ lstAvn Bde NLT'X-I. If said equipment was not on this recorded list, then it would not be transferred .r under the provisions of Project Enhance Plus. This procedure was not indicated in any previous instructions nor plans made at this level. It required a ~ast-minute, hurried inventory of this equipment to insure that it could be transferred as intended. The plans made and instructions received at this 
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level were to be effected as stated in th~ one mentioned LOI. 
This short suspense requirement was ,compounded by the fact that 

\ uni ts were in the midst of :-eorganiz'ation t,o meet the' require~' 
Iments for~er~onnel and equl.pment for future standdown ope~atl.ons 
land for aVl.atl.on support of the FPJMC and ICCS. 
Recommendation: Plans and coordination should have ;been made 
at the appropriate level of command to insure that the req\uired 
lists were provided in advance. Accurate lists of this type of 
equipment actually on hand are difficult to obtain under normal 
operations. When urgent operational requirements exist, as 
happened during this period, i.t is even more difficult. 
Command Action: Spec~al teams were organized from the applicable 
~nits and briefed by the S-4 as to the action raquired. ,The 
lists were prepared a~d telephonically reported to G-4, 1st 
Avn Bde. 

(2) ,Standdown Phase (28 January - 4 February 1973): 

(a) Personnel: 

Observation: Many of the personnel assigned to support the peace
keeping organizations never r-eceiveq bri~fings. 
Evaluation: It was common practice for the chiefs of the special 
detachments to select personnel with little or no coordination 
with anyone, including,the individual concerned. People were 
alerted to move on very short notice with no authority from 
Brigade or 527, PSC. 
Recommendation: That personnel be identified and coordination 
effected with the parent organization and Brigade as a minimum. 
Command Action: This group did not permit anyone to move until 
clearance was received from Brigade and the 527 PSC. 

(b) Operations: 

Observation: Much emphas~s was placed on the special markings 
of the ICCS and FPJMC aircraft in order to distinguish them as 
noncombatant aircraft. 
Evall,lation: It was apparent that hostile ,forces were -y.naware 
of the purpose 01 these specially marked aircraft, not that it 
made any difference as later proven when one pilot of a FPJMC 
ship was fatally wounded on X-Day and an ICCS pilot was wounded 
on X+3J. Other aircraft of these detachments were fired on 
between these two periods. Some of these problems can be 
attributed to the security classification of these units prior 
to their becoming operational. 
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\ 

ReC'ommendation: That the purpose of s'uch flight detachments be 
disseminated through all known means, of communication 'and far J 

in advance of their becoming ,o~erational. 
Command 'Action: Referred' to higher headquarters. 

Observation: The markings of US aircraft and VNAF ai'rcraft 
(helicopters)- are such that the difference is negligible at any 
great distiance. 
Evaluation: Once the ,ceasefire became effective, specific in- I 

structions were issued as to the employment of US Army aviation 
assets in RVN, and utilization was strictly employed as non-

'. combat; support.' However., the instructions were classified. 
Also, no provisions were made to mark the US assets so as to 
distinguish them from other helicopters owned by VNAF. Such 
markings could possibly have prevented the loss of a CH-47 
helicopter on 16 February 1973 (X+19) which also resulted in 
four injuries and one 4eath. 
Recommendation: That 'the mission of US ~ssets (non-combat) be 
disseminated through all known means of communication and that 
all aircr,aft be given large, distinguishing markings. 

(c) Logistics: 

Observation: Lack of communication and control with regard to 
unserviceable military equipment, property, and trash. 
Evaluation:' During this phase, the control of trash points 

( 

and trash trucks was a real problem. ' Guidance had to be clari
fied with regard to what should {be done with all of the un
serviceable US government property that had to be pqliced up 
for disposal. Letters of instruction were published containing 
general guidance on the proper disposition of unserviceable US 
government. property. Commander's guidance was issued on what to 
do .wi th 'specific property. , 
Recommendation: That specific plans and guidance be effected 
to insure that trash points and trash tiucks are controiled. I 

Procedures must be implemented to insure that US property is 
not allowed to be burned or dumped into the local trash dumps 
to subsequently arrive on the black market. 
Command Action: Unit, trash points were closed an,d consolidated 
into one trash point per unit. Special teams were organized 
at the unit level to monitor trash points and sort US property 
and dispose of i~ in the appropriate manner. 
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\ 

Observation: Publication and dissemination of information pertaining to standdown operations. 
Evaluation: During the pre X-Day time frame, there were many , messages, LOI's, and plans written and published. All of this \ information receive~ or published by the S-4 section was place& in a loose-leaf binder and separated by subject. This provided! one central location for·material to be r~searched and referred to as needed. Letters that were published by this headquarters, went through normal distribution to units. In some instances, the intent and purpose of these instructions were confused with normal day-to-day operations. This confusion could have Heen eliminated if each message, LOI, or plan had been identified as a standdown procedure in case of cessation of hostilities in the RVN. A code word to identify th,ese instructioris and pieces of correspondence should have been designated and entered in the heading or subject portion of the correspondence. Recommendations: That plans made and procedures set up for such a non-standard method of turning in or turning over equipment and proper,ty, as was accomplished in this standdown operation, be designated by a code word to be applicable to that operation only. That this codeword be unclassified and placed in the heading or subject block of all correspondence pertaining to that operati.on. . 

I (3) Withdrawal Phase (5 February - 14 March 1973): 

(a) Personnel: 

Observation: Strength aQcountability figures were based on morning report strength and not present for duty strength~ Evaluation: Numerous personnel reflected on the morning reports assigned strength were not physically present for duty. These personnel were on leave status (out of country), TDY, DTOC, and the hospital. Consequently, these personnel could not be dropped from the strength figures due to lack of orders. Shipping spaces had to be filled with present for duty personnel. -Recomme.ndation:. Personnel shipment should be predic,ated on present for duty's.trength' rather than on a~signed strength figures. 

Observation: Too many inspections hampered unit. perform~ng mission of standdown. 
Evaluation: During the standdown and wi thdrawal p'hase, uni:t missions were continually interrupted by numerous inspections. , I 
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\ 
These inspections cou'ld have been reduced in number and achieved 
the same or better r~sults. 
Recommendation: That all inspections be coordinated with higher 
headquar~ers and reduced in number. 

3. spec~!fic: 
II' 

a. Section 1: Significant Organizational Activiiies. 

(I) Personnel: Prior to 'the beginning of this reporting 
period, preparations. were underway to initiate standdowb opera~ 
tions upon notification of a ceasefire. Special Category 
per~onnel for mission essential duties critical to the stand
down and withdrawal of forces'from the RVN were identified and 
assigned those duties. These personnel 'were b,riefed on the 
details and then allowed to formulate necessary plans applicable 
to their unit. Some of these 'key special action personnel in
cluded: 4th ALC Liaison Officer; Enhanc~ Plus ~roject Officer; 
KAPP Liaison Officer; Newport Liaison Officer;' PC&S Property 
Officer. All officer and senior erilisted assignment preference 
statements were submitted to the appropriate career branch. 
Personnel were also identified to form the FPJMC and ICCS 
flight detachments. On 28 January 1973 (X-Day) the strength 
of the, 164th CAG was as follows: 

Officer Warrant Officer ' Enlisted Total, 

65 63 473 601 

All units, identified mission essential personnel that were to ' 
be extended past their DEROS. The personnel were notified and 
requests for extensions submitt'ed. Personnel on leave or TDY 
status (R&R, Ordinary Lv, Emergency Lv) were identified. 
Summary Courts Officers were appointed to insure the personal 
affairs of these individuals were taken care of and copies of 
orders forwarded for reassignment. Rosters were' submitted with 
X-Dates assigned for all personnel DEROS's, based upon projected 
turn-in of equipment and aircraft. i Thirty-eight personnel were 
transferred from C/16th to the 18th CAC to complete personnel 
requirements for the FPJMC and ICCS flight detachments. 
Scheduling of personnel to depart was accomplished lAW 
higher headquarters' guidance as to the number of personnel 
per day. 

All Unit Funds, as well as the domestic hire tund, were closed 
and 'turned in ~o Group'Headquarters for audit prior to 8 February 
1973. The status ~f these funds and minimum problems with turn-in, 

! I 
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can be attributed'to the Annual Genetal Inspection conducted in 
January 1973. This inspection enhanced the complete standdown 
and turn-in of all items of equipment. 

Checks and cross-checks\were set up to'insure that all effiqiency 
reports were submitted ~uring clearing procedures. Other' steps 
to. insure smooth flow of personnel included.: Consolidation of 
heal th and dental records, f1light records, icentral turn-in 
facility for personal clothing and equipment; and a one-time 
100% urinalysispx;ior to withdrawal. ByX+30, the group 
strength had been reduced.r~: 

Officer Warrant Offic~r ~~ Enlisted Total 

42 34 163 239 

The morning report of C/16th was at "0" on 17 February 1973. 
Some personnel of the 611th TC, 774th Medical Detachment, and 
345th Aviation Detachment (Div) were transferred to Headquarters 
Company, 164th CAG to facilitate clearing of their morning re
ports and deactivation of the uQits. All funds were cleared for 
turn-in after being audited by 1st Avn Bde. 

On 14 March 1973 the 164th CAG was deactivated. Seyenty-five 
personnel were still located at Can Tho for real andconting~ncy 

I , 

missions. These personnel were assigned to the 18th Corps 
Aviation Company until X+55, at which time the morning report 
was zeroed and all remaining personnel were carried as, TDY 
enroute .. 

i 

(2) Intelligence/security: Prior to X-Day, the assigned 
·security sector at Can Tho AAF was manned by personn~l of C/16th. 
The duty officer was rotated throughout the group. The 18th . 
CAC maintained responsibility for the internal security of the 
flight line. A great amount of effort was used to police the 
perimeter, removing all trash, exp~nded brass,and the Claymore 
mines. All other equipment was left in place. On 6 February 
the Army Support Element assumed contr,ol and responsibility of 
this defensesectdr. The 18th CAC maintained responsibility 
of flight line security through X+45~ 

(3) Operations: Tactical and administrative missions 
continued from 1 November 1972 until 27 January 1973. The major 
operation underway at the beginning of this period was recovery 
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I . 

/ of a CH-47, which had been shot down by an ~nemy SA-7 missile 
the evening of 81 October 1972. (not covered in last ORLL) . 
Seventeen US pe~sonnel were fatally ±njuredand all 'bodies 
were recovered. \ Numerous SA-7 firings were reported during 
this period but rto US, assets were hit. utilization of CH-47 
assets ~as increase~ in order to prestock ~upply points foi 
ARVN pripr t.o the ceasefire. Preparations were made to remove 
US military and civilian personnel from the Delta. Rosters of 
all such'personnel and their location in MR IV were updated, 
specific areas designated for emergency extraction, and a 
reconnaissance made of each area. Coordination was made with 
the DRAC headquarters on mission requ~rements after the cease
fire. During the reporting period prior to the ceasefire, 
seven OH-6A aircraft were downed by h6stile fire resulting in 
one fatality and two personnel medically evacuated.' By 
27 January 1973,two additiona:j.. flight detachmel1ts were formed 
to support the FPJMC and ICCS. 

~he eff~ctive date of the'ceasefire was 0800 hours 28 January 
1973. However, enemy initiated hostilities continued. At 
0750 hours (X-Day', one 122mm rocket impacted on the south side 
of the airfield, damaging several bll:ildings, one aircraft, and 
slightly wounding one US civilian (NHA). The FPJMC flight 
detachment began operation ori this date also in specially 
marked aircraft. At 0945 hours (X-Day) an 18th·CAC,aircrew 
was operating a FPJMC aircraft when it was hit with small arms, 
automatic weapons fire. One US'pass~nger was wounded in the 
leg, and the .pilot received fatal wounds in the head. Non
combat support were the only missions flown.· on X-Day. C/16th 
ceased operations. The 18th CAC supported the DRAC with ten 
UH-l aircraft per day and increased the CH-47 support to 
facilitate setting up sites for the FPJMC and ICCS teams. 
The AAE, located at the DRAC TOC, was physically moved into 
the 164th Group TOC on /X+5. All missions were accepted, but 
only those approved by the DRAC G-3 were flown.. Over a period 
of two weeks, this system reduced the daily committed aircraft 
to seven, with an average of 3.8/hours blade time per day per 
ship. ; 

During the withdrawal phase, the 164th Group continued to support 
the DRAC with ten UH-l aircraft daily (when needed). All CH-47 
requirements were either in support of FPJMC or lees teams 
located in MR III or MR IV. On 16 February 1973, a eH-47 was 
shot down approximately three miles south of An Loc, RVN. 
leeS equipment had been off-loaded just ~rior to the incidenf. 
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All. ~rew members were injured and ,the crew chief su~sequently 
died due to burnS\reC~iVed in the crash. 

Turn-in of CH-47 ai:r;craft was ,completed. However, permission 
could not be obtaiined to transfer· the UH-l-',s. Each RAC was' 
tasked tO,retain sufficient assets for an Operation HOMECOMING 

',IUission. This requir~ment remained in effect until X+45. On ' 
X+30, the DRAC aircraft requirement was further reduced to 
three aircraft per day. This level was maintained until 
X+59. 

(4) Equipm~nt ret~ograde/turnover: Equipm~nt was 
identified for transfer to'VNAF and for retrograde. Special 
action officers were appointed in each unit and were brief·ed 

, for handling each type of transfer as required~ Prior to ~-Day 
all equipment not to be retrograded were title transferred to 
VNAF or the 4th ALC (ARVN). Physical movement of this equipment 
to 4th ALC began on X-Day, initially by C/16th, and continued 
throughout 9.-1,r·'·phases until the transfer w~s completed. All 
OH-6A air9'raft' were turned in to Newport by 1 February and 
turn- in,eff AH-IG aircraft was ~ompleted on 8 February 1973. 
CH-47 helicopters were 'released for turn-in as their mission 
was de6reased. By 14 February, four had been turned,in to 
Newport. On 16 February, one was destroyed by hostile fire 
while pn an ICCS support mission and one was turned in.. By 
21'February, two more had been turned in and the remaining 
two were transferred to the 59th CA~ in MR III. By X+45, 
all equipment (minus some air assets) had been. turned ,in or 
retrograded. 'The remaining property book (i18th CAC) was cleared 
by·hand receipting the remaining helicopters to the section 
commander and a certificate of property book clearance issued 
to the unit by the 1st Avn Bde. Although disposition of equip
ment was, one of the largest areas of the standdown, very few 
problems were encountered. 

(5) Logistics: During th~Pre X-Day pha~e, supplies 
were becoming more read~ly available through supply channels. 
This put units in a much better posture for the phase X+30/
X+45 when they would not be receiving supplies. The 164th CAG 
began cohsolidation of all supply operations into the Grou~ S-4 
in October 1972 and completed this action prior to 15 January 1973. 
This also facilitated the transfer of eqciipment and property to 
VNAF by only requiring instructi,ons and coordination being made 
wi thO a limited number of personnel. It also allowed",for a 
much smoother operation of this non-standard turn-in procedure. 
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On X-Day, ·all repair parts requests for vehicles were cancelled 
and deadlined vehicles were the first items turned in~ The qon
solidated supply formulated final procedures for the proper . 
turn-in/turnover of all equipment and property. The necessary 
paperwork was prepared by the special act10n teams in the units 

i and \checked, ver~fied, a;nd documer;"ted appropriatel~ by the. supply 
clerlEs. The bas3c plan and fUnctJ.on of the consolJ.dated supp:I;y 
concept worked ve.,ry well'to insure that all equipment and pro":' 
perty went to the) proper' activity or -agency in aC'cordance wi th 
the guidance and instructions fI;'om higher headquarters. A method 
of turn-in of TA-50 was established, and this was accomplishe,d 
fromX+5 - X+IO without problems due to the Central Issue/Turn-in 
Facility. All "c" rations and basic loads of ammunition were 
turned in by X+5 .. 

The problem bf segre~ation of serviceable/unse~vi~eable us 
material from the trash points was greatly underestimated the 
first two days after standdown. Immediate coordination was made 
with the Vinnell Corp on disposition of this material and a Lor 
was sent to the units. Amnesty points were established within 
the units ~or all us material. This material 'was segregated' 
and all serviceable items placed back into the system and 
unserviceable it~ms moved to the retrograde yard. The numerous 
trash pick-up points were consolidated at one location. This 
material was separated to insure government material was not 
burned or hauled into the civilian community for resale purposes. 

On 10 February, C/16th completed turn~in of equipment and their 
property book was cleared. Property books of the 611th TC, 345th 

"Avn Det (Div), and 774th Med Det were cleared between X+28 and 
X+32. The property of Hq c;o, 164th CAG and 18th CAC was clea1:-ed 
on 16 March. All property" books were audited by the 1st Avn Bde 
HQ prior to release of th~ commanders. ? 

(6) Transfer of control of air combatant assets: All 
UH-l aircraft were title transferred to VNAF at Brigade level. 
Records of JaIl aircraft assigned to C/16th were corrected and 
paperwork prepared for retrograde of OH-6A and AH-IG aircraft'. 
UH-I aircraft of C/16t~ were transferied to the ~8th CAC on 

·X-DaY4 An inventory of all TO&E iine items w~s conduct~d and 
a shortage list was completed for each ·line item. This was 
follovTed by an inventory of post, camp, and statiop (PC&S) 
property. All items we~e fagged and a list by FSN was sub
mitted to the consolidated supply~ The aviation related tools 
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of C/16th ~nd armament systems of all aircraft were proc~ssed 
through the KAPP yard in Saigon. Tool sets of the 18th CAC and 
611 th TCwere 'transferred to VNAF in\February and .Mar<;h 1973. 
Those tools ne<;essary to support the\ ~~CS and FPJMCalrcraft 
were hand recelpted back to NHA personnel. The 6llth TC float 

I' . 
UH-l's were the only aircraft trans<>ferred to VNAF prior to X+4S. 
Those aircraft remaining on the l8th.CAC property book were 
hand receipted to the user and the property book cleared by a 
Certificate from Brigade. 

. (7) Transfer of functions and reporting: Only three 
signifi6ant transfers of fundtions occu~red during the stand
down. On 6 February 1973, the mess facility of C/16th was 
closed and responsibility for base security was ass~med by 
the Army Support Element. On 17 February the 18th CAC mess 
facility was transferred to the 9lst Composite Battalion. 
All reporting procedures terminated with the close-out of 
unit morning reports. 

(8) Transfer~ obileti,ng, installed property', and 
equipment: One" hundred »er.cent inventories of all equipment i 

and property were brou up~to-date and the necessary paper
work was prepared. Turn-in/turnover of all equipment and 
property physically on-hand was completed by the unit 
special action teams. All buildings were inspected and 
turned over to PA&E as they were cleared of personnel. 

b. Section '2: Commander's Comments: See paragraph 2, 
Section 2. 

Tab: A '- JMC Aviation Detachment Tm 4 
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'TAB A (J~C Aviation Detachment Team 4) to Appendix 4 to Annex B 
to USARV/MACV,SUPCOM After Action Report 

1. Purpose: Tb prov.idl information concerning significant. 
activities of the JointlMilftary Commission Aviation Deit.achment 
Team 4 in support of the Joint Military Commission, Region VII. 

" I" " 
, \ " 

2. General: On 26 January 1973, the 164uh Combat Aviation 
Gro6p was instructed to organize and equi~" a Provisional i 

Helicopter Flight Detachment to support the Joint Milita~y 
Commission, Region VII. The following synopsis is the actions 
taken by this unit in an effort to perform its directed mission. 

a. Significant Organizational Activities: 

(1) X-Day, 28 January 1973, for ease of identification 
the unit was given a radio call sign of "ZEBRA" and, utilized 
standard military suffix~s and individu~l identification 
'numbers. The aircraft were painted with three' white stripes 
on the tailboom and fuselage. Four aircraft were dispatched 
for liaison missions. Duri~g the course of the daily opera
tions, three aircraft carne under intensive enemy groun6 fire. 
One of the aircraft, (798), received numerous rounds in the 
cockpit, resulting in the pilot and one passenger receiving 
wounds. The pilot, WOl Dal Pozzo, later died of wounds received 
during" this action. 

(2) X+l, 29 January 1973, the unit was given.top 
priority for aircraft parts and equipment; however, this 
priori ty was not openly recognized and par'ts and equipment 
were still a major problem area at this time. The unit started 
organizing as a self-sustaining flight detachment. 

(3) X+2, 30 January 1973, ftction waS taken to replace 
WOl, Dal Pozzo. The iunit's strength was completed with a total 
of 13 flight .officers and nine enlisted men. Required equip
ment such as ground vehicles, mechanic's tools, and office 
equipment were still unobtainable. 

'(4) X+3, 1 February 1973, the unif recei~ed a message 
from JMC Saigon to change the color of the stripes on the air
craft to International' Orange. A similar but somewhat different 
·set of instructions was received through 1st Avn Bde channels. 
In all, the unit received four separate sets of directives 
pertaining to the painting of the aircraft. 

(5) X+4, 2 February 1973, ,received another change in the, 
painti,ng of the aircraft. All "six aircraft, would have fonr 
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orange stripes on tailboom and fuselage. All aircraft were 
painted by 0100 hour~-3 February. 

(6) X+S; 3 February 19;3, unit\was ha~ing difficulty 
with accomplishment of assigned mission t primarily due to re
ceiving instructions from three separate he?dquarters - l64thi 
CAG, JMCRegion VII, and l~"t AV~ Bde. "" 

" \" 
(7) X+6, 4 February 1973, normal operations continued. 

\ , 

(8) X+7, 5 February 1973, on,e vehicle assigned to unit. 
Th~ vehicle was found to be in very poor operational condition. 
Difficulties were encountered ih id~ntifying billets foi the \ 
personnel, operations area, and maintenance areaJ All areas \ 
were designated in order to be retain~d by this unit after the 
Can Tho Airfield was turned over to the VNAF. ' 

(9) X+8, 6 February 1973, normal operations continued. 

(10) X+9, 7 February 1973, an aviation supply system 
had not been establi,shed as of ithis time, with the exception of 
avionics. Support received in this area was ioutstanding. 

(11) X+lO, 8 February 1973, several last minute changes 
in mission schedules were made. 

" 

(12) X+ll, 9 February 1973, normal operations continued 
from this day until ~+60/6l. Problem areas were resolved on an 
individual basis. ~ 

(13) As the ICCS became established in its role, an addi
tional tequirement was to provide escort/following aircraft to 
ICCS aircraft to assist in the event of unexpected hostilities. 
All ZEBRA aircraft commanders were instructed to assist in any 
way possible. 

(14) 'M"edevac missions were performed as needed. With 
the exception of one late night medevac from Can Tho to Saigon, 
all missions of this nature were performed i~ Chau Duc Province, 
from the province town of'Tri Ton., 

(15) The detachment flew 660 accident-free hours in 
support of FPJMC; carried 38,080 lbs of cargo; 2;155 passengers; 
and provided medeva,c support for 24 persons through X+75. 
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(16) The JMC Aviation Detachm&nt stood down on 
29-30 March 1973 and its personnel were withdrawn from the 
Republic of Vietnam. 

\ 
\ . 

b. Commander's Comment - J,ohn C. Donahue, CPT. 
Observation: Mission was stab~lized and functioning 
routinely. 
CQnclusions: None 

. 
! 
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A~NEX C (18th Military Police Brigade) to USARV/MACV SUP~OM 
After Action Report 

1. Purpose. To discuss the significant activities and events 
associated with the redeployment of the 18th Military Police' 
Brigade from the RVN. 

2. ,General. I This report describes the acti vi ties and actions of 
the 18th MP Bde and its subordinate units, as well as those of 
the Offic'e of the Provost Marshal, HQ USARV /MACjJ SUPCOM, prior 
to and during redegloyme;nt from\the RVN. The report covers 
the period 1 NovernJjer 1972 thru \28 March 1973 and includ,es separate 
discussions where a~plicable on significant activities occurring 
in the standdown, withdrawal, and roll-up phases of redeployment. 
No attempt is.'made to deiineatethe dates on which each phase 
began and ended, since the majority of all activities over-
lapped throughout the ent~re redeployment period. , , 

3. Section I - SignLficant Organizaticinal ActiVities~ 

a. Personnel. 

(1) Standdown phase. Subsequent to the completion' of 
the final incremental standdown of US Forces in 'Vietnam on 
31 Octobe'l::' 1972 (Increment XIV), the 18th MP Bde was faced 
with a personnel shortage of approximately 10% of the authorized 
manning level. Military Policemen (MOS 95B) and clerical person
nel (MOS 7lB) were in shortest supply, and remained so throughout 
the 'standdown phase. The number of en~isted replacements pro
gramed for the months of November and December 1972 and January 
1973 was sufficient to make up the shortages; howe~er, all of: 
the replacements did not arrive as schedul~d. While internal 
adjustments in the day-to-day operations of the units affected 
were necessitated by virtue of these shortages, no serious prob
lems were encountered, nor was it necessary to curtail support 
provided the Area Commanders. Early releases of personnel 
schedu.led for DEROS were sharply curtailed ,during the stand-
do~n phase, particularly in the shortage MOS's, but there was 
no indication that morale or mission effectiveness suffered as 
a result. 

. ' 
(2) Withdrawal phase. Personnel redeployments in the 

Bde were contingent: upon the support requirements,of the Area 
Commanders. No attempt was made to unilaterally impose reductions 
from this headquarters on support rendered the ,Area Commanders. 
Rather, cO,ordination was effected through the Area Provost 
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Marshals wi'th their, supported headquart~rs and release schedules developed in agreement with a11 concerned. Initial adjust~ents . were 'requir~d upon formation of the US elemerit of the. Four-Party Joi~t Military Commission (JMC); however, "trhr\ number of military policemen required to support that mission was well within the . 
I I capability of the Bde to provide without seriously reBucing other military police support to the Area Commanders. I. Additional emphasis on customs control and physical security operations, during the withdrawal phase likewise Itaxed the resources , of the Bde, but without serious consequences. A limited number' of personnel scheduled for DEROS during the withdrawal period were identified as mission essential and were consequently involuntarily extended for that period of time in which their expertise and services were required. In most cases, the'extensions imposed delayed their return to the US for only a few days and in no instance was anyone ext~nded for more than 30 days beyond normal DEROS. 

! 

(3) Roll-up phase. The number of personnel, required in certain areas of support during the last few days 01 redeployment fluctuated several times during withdrawal, primarily as a result of uncertainty surrounding the extent of support required for such missions as Operation HOMECOMING and security of the JMC. The release sohedu1e for Phas~ Ti~er, the last 15 days of redeployment, changed frequentiy, depending u~on the progress being made in the release of POW's, additional requirements imposed 'upon Area Commanders: etc., resulting in considerable uncertainty, throughout the bulk of the withdrawal phase. Once solidified, however, no further difficulties were encou'ntered. Personnel with special skills required during the final days of withdrawal were transferred ~rom departing units to units remaining in-country to preclude any loss in continuity of support. This procedure proved particularly effective in the case of confinement operations, serious incident reporting, and physical !security. Military police were required in the Saigon area until the last'day of redeployment to provide security for COMUS~CV" provide on-call ~ilitary police patrol response, maintain a detention capabi1i ty, and.' report '''serious incidents to higher headquarters. 

b. Equipment retrograde/turnover. The procedures ,established in "Project Enhance Plus", wherein certain items of equipment were identified for retrograde and others for transfer to VNAF 
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proved t6 be particularly effective in accomplishing this'I, portion 
of the redeployment mission. Turn-in/transfer documentation was 
prepared in advance so that accountability G:oulq'be/transferred 
immediately upon designation of tl;le' receivirtg agency or when the 
equipment was' no longer considereq mission ~ssential. 'By clear
ing the ~roperty books and thereafter retaining required equipment 
on a hand receipt basis from GVN or US contractor operated supply 
facility, units were able to have their property books audited 
an~ destroyed wel~ in advance of the unit inact{vation/re~eploy
ment date. Property books were also consolidated by military 
region, further reducing the scope of the problem and exped~tin~ 
final cl~arance. ' 

c. Intelligence/s~curity. 

(1) Intelligence: No significant'imp~ct on Bde operations 
was noted in ma~ters of intelligence. Destruction of nonessential 
classified documents was accomplished throughout the redeployment 
period and no security problems were noted. Instructions receivedt 
from higher headquarters for the forwarding of classified records 
were-completely adequate and permitted orderly and timely purging 
of the cla'sl:;iified files. Area Provost Marshals maintained a 
steady flow of police intelligence through established contacts 
with the National Police, Poli6e Field Forces, and VNAF Military 
Police, resulting in several apprehensions of individuals engaged 
in theft of government property. 

, 
(2) Security. -As, anticipated, requirements for addi

tional military police personnel to augment security forces at 
numerous activities/installabions were received throughciut the' 
r~deployment period. Th~se requirements included such divers~ 
missions as military police security for the Joint Military Com
mission, security of facilities identified for 'the International 
Commission for Control and Supervision, escorting large amounts 
of cash, convoy escorts, static security at sensitive facilities, 
and provision 'of VIP security for such dignitaries as the Vice 
Pres~dent of the United States. At times the requi~ements for 
addi'tional security personnel dictated the temporary reduction 
or suspension of,other routine military police functions, such 
as discipline, law and ~rder; however, no difficulties were 
encount~red as a result 'of these intensified security opera
tions. ~s soon as the high priority" short-term s~curity 
missions were terminated, routine operation~ were once again 
resumed. 
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d. Operations. Military police resources in Vietnam were involved in a broad sp-e;ctrum of. operations throughout the redeployment period. Priorities shifted frequent~y, depending upon the requirements received from supported comm~ndersand the resources remainin~ to do the job. Of speci~l inte~e~t was the effect that r~deployment had on th~ following miiitary police functions: -
Ii. (1) Discipline, law .and order. The' intensi ty of military. police efforts devdted to the maintenance of ~iscipline, law and order throughout the command was not significantly diminished during the period 1 November 1972 to X-Day on 28 January 1973. Steps were taken, ,however, during that period of time 'to prepar~ for increased effortslin such specialized military police activi- I ties as customs control, physical security, VIP security, and \ Operatidn HOMECOMING. In some instances, major effo.rts were expended on conducting combined raids in cooperation with I 

. , National Police in high incident areas in an attempt to locate and apprehe~d any deserters who may have been hiding out' in such areas. In all instances,tthe resources available to perform the myriad functi9ns required were allocated proportionately in consonance with the priorities established and at no time were the mili tary police support elements unabl.e to provide the requested support. Flexibility became the hallmark of day-to-day military police operations, and responsiveness to requirements imposed in many cases on very short notice was literally immediate. As more and more military policemen redeployed!together witp supported elements· in the field, the discipline, law. and order function reverted ·to an on-call basis limited to responding to requests for assistance. :No problems were encountered with this app~oach, however, since the reductions in support were closely tied to the release of the bulk of US Forces in each area. 

(2) Physical security. The physical s~curity of instal;ations/facilities remaining in-country under US Government control subsequent to the withdrawal of all US Forces was a matter of considerable concern during the early phases of redeployment. The Defense Attache Office (DAO) assumed responsibilityfor contractual and physical security functions formerly performed by USARV/MACV SUPCOM. To insure t,hat the physical security requirements of ea~h residual installation/ facility were properly identified, a list of all residual contractor operated facilities was obtained from various staff agencies and a schedule of inspections developed. A survey team 
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from the Physical securitytBra~ch.of the O~fice of t~e Provost 
Mar.shal, USARV /MACV SUPCOMthen moved· out lnto the fleld to 
conduct on-site inspections andprqvide comments.~nd recommenda
tions designed to serve as the l:;>a1pis for modifying existing , 
contracts. As the surveys were processed, copies ~ere provided 
the on-site physical security .officer o~ other contractor repre
sentative,. the \parent or responsible staff agency, and the DAO. 

'! In those cases where addi tional securi ty measures or personnel 
resources were needed to meet minimum security requirements, 
appropriate provi~io~s were made for ~odifying the contracts 
and/or for r~quired construction based on the findings and' 
recommendations of the surveying officers. Consequently, the 
physical security.surveys provided the necessary information 
with which to fulfill a~ 6n~going requirement even after all US 
Forces were goAe. Techrlical advice and as~istan~e on physical 
security matters were provided DAO through the Office of the 
PM, USARV/MACV SUPCOM throughout the redeployment period, re
SUlting in a smooth transition from military to civilian 
security operations. 

, 
(3) Confinement. Confinement operations in-country 

were reduced in scope over a period of several months prior to 
commencement of redeployment and, on X-Day, the total prisone'r 
population ptood at 11. Engineer assistance was obtained to, 
construct a'temporary facility at,Pershing Field in Saigon ' 
suitable for use as both a transient$tockade and a detention 

I facility to enable early closeout of the QSARV Installation 
Stockade (USARVIS) at Long Binh. The responsiveness provided 
by the Engineers enabled the confinement functions of USARVIS 
at Long Binh to be transferreo to Saigon ahead of schedule on 
17 February 1973. On that date, two pr:j.soners remained in con
finement. The facility at Long Binh was then prepared fo'r 
release to the GVN and formerly transferred on 22 February for 
tentative use as a_National Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation 
Center. Qualified confinement specia~ists from USARVIS were 
relocated to the Saigon area to operate the transient stockade 
until the termination of all courts-martial in-country. The 
Pershing Field site retained the capability of detaining personnel 
throughout the redeployment 'period and proved to be completely 
adequate for the mission. No significant p~oblems we~e encountered 
in confinement operations at any time during the redeployment 
period. 

(4) Processing of AWOL~erters. Considerable specula
,tion concerning the number of AWOL/Deser.ters that could be expected 
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to return ,\to military control upon commencement of withdrawal of all US Forces from the RVN led to the development of detailed pla~s and procedures for handling theproblefu .. Due tO,the lack of any concrete·information on the number and probable'location of {ndividuals reported to be in an AWOL or desertion status from Vietnam, worst-,case planning wa,s accomplished to preclude any last-minute difficulties from de~elopipg .. Initially, more than 1,600 individuals were listed on various rosters as being. AWOL or in desertion status ,ori morning repbrts ofuni ts in the RVN. A major coordination effort was ther~forel initiated with the qs Army Deserter Information Hoint at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, during the period November 1972 to January 1973 to review the status of every individual on the rosters and· purify the list, leaving only names of persons still absent. That effort reduced the list by approximately 50%. A Letter of Instruction concerning the administrative proc,essing of AWOL/ Deserters was then prepared and distributed ito the field in advance 9f X-Day, outlining the procedures to be fo~lowed by apprehending military police: personnel, the 90th Replacement Battalion (the unit to·which all deserters were assigned), and other USARV staff ,elements concerned. Addi tionallYI, a USARV/ MACV SUPCOM operations plan for handling large numbers of deserters surfacing after a ceasefire was' published on 18 January ,1973. As anticipated~ however, the plan never had to be implemented since only 'a trickle of deserters were received. The procedures developed and the facilities available I for processing AWOL/Deserters proved to be completely adequate and no difficulties were encountered in what was originally anticipated as'a potential major problem area. 

(5,) Customs control. Wi th the announcement on 26 October 1972 of an impending ceasefire, immediate sfeps were taken to train additional military police customs inspectors to cope with the anticipated increase of household goods/unaccompanied baggage (HHG/UB) at transportation facilities throughout the RVN. In anticipation of a negotiated settlement, the amount of HHG/UB processed during the month of November alone increased by 100%. To meet the additional workload, the number of custqms inspectors was doubled and the working hours of the facilities 'were ex,tended~ Additionally, a Provost Marshal Customs Bulletin was developed and provided to each PM transportation facility and customs insp~ctor .. Designed to ~erve as ref~esher training, this d09ument addressed the standards, policies, requirements, and 
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\ 
" conduct of customs control activities at the HHG/UB facilities. Weekly checks of the HHG/UB facilities were made by USARV/MACV SUPCOM PM staff customs officers and each facility was ,visited by the Bureau of Customs Operations Officer and certi~ied as acceptable by the Bureau. Certificates of achievemeh~ were also presented to each MP customs inspector by t:pe Bureau \o;E Custo"ms iri recognition o~ his efforts. Custo~s inspection ofpersonn~l departing the country by air' as well as all air cargo was conducted by AF customs inspectors, while AG postal personnel inspected the mail. Customs control activities at Army-operated water ports had been discontinued que to standdown of the Joint Customs Group, and, ctinstituted a gap in the inspection of waterborne cargo and pe~sonnel. ~he lack of coverage for this short p~riod created no significant problems since all shipments arriving in CONUS from RVN were inspect~d by Bu~eau of Customs agents prior to being released. The USARV/MACV SUPCOM PM staff" customs officer., in coordination with Bureau of Customs representatives, conducted a spec~al training session fo~ customs inspectors, both military ~nd civilian, at the water port at Newport'. This h~lped insure that retrograde equipment and other cargo were free of cont~aband, thus reducing the customs burden at ports of debarkation. Further, it facilitated the transfer of customs inspection/examination responsibilities from military to civilian personnel during the final stages of withdrawal. 

(6) Serious incident reporting. Serious incident reporting continued routinely throughout the entire redeployment period. While a steady decline in the total number of SIR'9 took place, ,incidents involving the th,eft of US Gover:pment ' property increased. Vehicle larcenies constituted the majority of these losses, with 5-ton tractors and 1/4-ton vehicles being the most popular targets. Robberies of persons, anbther problem area, occurred most frequently in the Saigon area, particularly in the vicinity of bachelor officer/enlisted quarters. The subjects in the vast majority of these cases were local nationals' and relatively' few were able to be identified and app,rehended. Cases involving local national subjects were either transferred to GVN police agencies or close~ when identification of' the subjects was impossible to apcertain. Following the ceas'efire, a concerted effort was made on the part of the Vietnam Field Office, 4th Region, US Army Criminal Investigation Command (VFO) , to complete CID reports of investigation of serious incidents reported to Department of the Army. This enabled 
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the. Serious Incident Report Section to close out:almost all DA 
SIR's prior to standdown. On X+58 (27 March 1973), responsibility 
for submitting supplemental and terminal,DA SIR's on those few 
cases remaining open was transferred to CINCUSARPAC and, con
currently, responsibility for reporting serious incidents 
occurring subsequent to X+58 was transferred to theDAO. 

(7) Criminal investigations., While this command exer
cised no d~rect control over the acuivities of the Vietnam Field 
'Office, 4tH Region, US Army Criminal Investigation Command (VFO) , 
the extent bf cooperatipn and support provided by 'the CDR, VFO 
(LTC Siegel) and his st'aff left virtually nothing to be desired 

I and assured that complete criminal investigqtive support was 
maintained in every area until all USARV/MACV SUPCOM forces 
were; redeployed. Close and continuous coordination with the 
VFO staff and resident agents located throughout the country 
was maintai~ed by this headquarters and the Area PM's, enabling 
all but the most comple~ c~iminal cas~s to be resolved prior to 
redeployment. Daily briefings of the USARV/MACV SUPCOM PM by 
LTC Siegel insured that the command was kept fully informed of 
'the status of each case as it developed and at no time were any 
difficctlties encountered. ~ j 

e. Logistics. Unit supplies and equipment not considered 
mission essential were prepared for turn-in prior to X-Day.' 
A 100% inventory of all unit property was conducted early in the 
standdown phase to preclude later difficulties in closing out 
'or transferring property and records. Unit supply aqd mainte
nance personnel maintained close and continuous liaison with 
supporting logistical elements in each MR to,insure uninter
rupted support even after many of the logistical activities were 
transferred to civilian contractors. Shortly after X-Day, all 
excesses and selected accountable, items were turned in, along 
with basic loads of Class I and Class V. The requirement for 
repair parts for vehicles was minimized by retaining the vehicles 
in best condition for operational missions and turning in ,the 
ones with mechanical deficiencies. Aq.ditionally, considerable 
emphasis was placed on the preventive'maintenance program to 
further reduce the likelihood of mechanical breakdown. 
Supplies and items of equipment on-hand in the units were 
reduced in proportion to the declining troop strength and 
no major logistical difficulties were encountered. 

f. Transfer of control of air combatant assets. Not 
appiicable,. 
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g . Transfer of functions and 'reporting. 

, (1) The remaining functionsJof the USARV/MACt SUPCOM 
Provpst Marshal's office were scheduled to be transfe~red'on 
X+SO to· CDR, 7l6th MP Battalion (LTC Cottrell) concurrent with 
the inactivation of ,the '18th; MP Bde. Since ilimi ted mili ~'ary 
police support toCOMUSMACV 'and MACV Special Troops was required 
in the Saigon area subsequent to X+SO and no MJ? support was to 
,h~ve b~en required outside the/Saigon area, it was felt that the 
CDR, 7l6th MP Bn could serve as PM, USARV/MACV SUPCOM during the 
final days of redeployment in addition to his nor~~l respon
sibili ties as 'PM, MACST and CDR, -7l6th MP Bn. l The decision to 
retain the bulk of US Forces remaining.in VN until the final, 
list of POW's was received, hoWever, resulted in the continued 
operation of the' USARV!MACV SUPCOM PM.office until the last day 
of redeployment, negating the requirement for fransfer of PM 
functions to the 7l6t~ MP Bn. The 7l6th MP Bn retained respon
sibility for security' of COMUSMACV, provision of discipline, 
law and order in the Saigon area,~ on an on-call basis, operation'. 
of a detention facility, and the'reporting of serious incidents. 
Qualified personnel were transferred from their former units to 
provide continuity of expertise in the specialized areas of 

'serious incident reporting and the transfer of detained person
nel. This procedure 'enabled the limited remaining staff of the 
7l6th MP Bn to assume these functions with no difficulty. A 
three-man criminal investigative element!was also retained in 
the Saigon area until all troops were redeployed to handle any 
criminal cases occurring during the final days of withdrawal. 
All property required by the residual elemerits during the last 
few days in-country was title transferred to either ARVN or 
re~idual US agencies prior to standdown and maintaiqed on hand 
receipt until no longer required, at which time it was returned 
to the, owning agency. Administrative actions, such as prepara
tion of final morning report entries, were accomplished in 
advance to preclude any last-minute delays in closing the 
headquarters out, and no unforeseen difficulties we~~ 

J 
encountered. 

(2) A limited number of PM functions were assumed by 
the DAO during the withdrawal· phase. The administrative pro-' 
cessing of AWOL/Deserters who turned themselves in or were 
apprehended by civilian or military autho,ri ties became a: DAO 
function on X+40. Detailed instructions ~n the procedures re
quired to evacuate deserters to CONUS for appropriate action 
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wer7 J?rovid~.q .. ,p.!\O by this" office and the USARV/~CV SUPCOM~ AG. 
Addltlonally, updated coples of deserter rosters were provlded 

/ to DAO, the American Embassy, the Joint casualt1\ Resolution 
Center') (JCRC), and the USARPACPM to ,insure t.hat the latest 
available inform~tion was in the han~s of ali agencies who 
might encounter deserter persopnel. Procedures for telephonic 
confirmation from the us Army Deserter Information Point in .. 
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana of the status of, any military 
personnel who are recovered but do not appear on the deserter 
rosters were also provided to DAO .to preclude delays in deter
mining the status of such personnel. Although ,agreement was 
reached with DAO for assumption of responsibility for adminis"': 
trative processing of deserte} personnel on X+40, the decision 
to retain the bulk of us Forc~s remaining in VN until the final 
list. of POW's was received re~ulted in continued process.ing of 
deserters by the USARV/MACV SUPCOM PM and AG rather than by 
DAO throughout the entire redeployment period. 

(3) To insure ,that the DAO was provided with an 

\ 

accurate prcture of the physical security posture of all us 
Government contractor operated' installations/facilities remain
ing in-country, copies of all physical security surveys/conducted 
at those activities were provided DAO by this office. The find
ings and recommendations of the surveying officers were used as 
a basis for modifying existing contracts to upgrade the security 
and r~duce the likelihood of losses from t6eft and pilferage. 
In the Saigon area" security of numerous compounds, ,BOQ' s, 
BEQ's, and similar activities formerly provided by the 1l6th 
MP Bn became the responsibility of DAO on X+30. Local national 
guards were employed through contractors and trained on-site 
during a periog of overlap to insure complete fam3.liaritywith 
their functions prior to assuming the r~sponsibility on their 
own. 

(4) The only residual function fransferred to the 
USARPAC PM office was the preparation of supplementary and 
terminal serious incident reports on criminal cases transferr~d 
to .,CID elements in USARPAC for continued investigation. The 

·USARV/MACV SUPCOM Deputy PM was placed on temporary duty to 
USARPAC HQ in Hawali for the purpose of briefing the USARPAC PM 
and staff on the redeployment activities. The briefing was de
signed to/provide the USARPAC PM staff with the opportunity to 
discuss any aspect of the redeployment operaticin as well: as ko 
leave them with written brief~ covering every aspect of the 
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wi~hdrawal. Frequent contact was maintained between the two 
orfices throughout the withdrawal period and daily telephone 
calls\were made beginnfngX+40 to/insure,that the'US~RPAC PM 
staf~was kept fully informed on the progress of redeployment 
during the final days. 

h. Trahsfer of billeting, bases, installed property and 
equipment, and other real prope1:-ty. As was \the case wi th equip
mentretrograde/turnover, the p~ocedures established to' insure 
timely and orderly transfer of facilities we~e well 'thought out 
and,easily executed. As agencies were identified to assume 
responsibility for the various facilities, offices, and selected 
i terns of post, camp and station property,' transfer documentation 
was prepared, ,joint inventories werS conducted, and account-' 
ability transferred to the gaining activity. Hand receipts 
were pr!=!pared to pe:r;:mi ~ continued utilization 0':( the facilities 
and equipment until the uni ts/activi ties closed out. Trans'fer 
of,the USARV Installation Stockade to the GVN for use asa 
National Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation Center was effected 
with no difficulty whatsoever and the facility was received 
with much enthusia.sm by representatives of the vietnamese 
Ministry of Health. 

4. Section II - Commander's Observations/Recommendations: 
HENRY H. GERECKE, COL, MPC 

a. S tanddown phase., 

(1) The planning guidance received in both the COMUSMACV 
OPLAN J215 and the USARV/MACV SUPCOM OPLAN 215. was, for the most 
part, exce.ptionally complete, thorough and well thought out. 
Despi te the fact that much of the pla'nning done was,' of neces
sity, based upon assumptions that did not always prove to be 
valid, the vast majority of the procedures established in the 
original ·plans proved invaluable in implementing redeployment 
once the negotiations were completed in Paris. Modifications 
in the plans, particularly in the area of troop withdrawals, 
wer~ antic~pated all along apd created no majo~ problems in 
revising redeployment schedules. Procedures establish~d·tq in
sure expeditious processing of awards, issuance of reassignment 
instructions, disposition of recor~s, and similar administrative 
matters were particdlarly noteworthy and of inestimable 'value to 
bqth unit commanders and staff agencies as well. The confusion 
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created ~y the numerous changes in the postal service schedule, 
I however, affected iboth personnel of the I cominand and their cor'-respondents in CONUS and:".~C:_~ '!l0t,:L~ c01:1son'ance with the conce~t of orderly redepl·oyrne-iit."" ,-' \' \ 

, '\ 
(2), Alth6ugh the vast majority of all potential pro~lem areas associated with redeployment were identified early in the planning phase and procedures were developed to preclude any major difficulties, ,there were ~ limited number of unforeseen problems which required last-minute resolution. The first of these concerned ,the support of the Four Party Joint Military Commission (JMC). Due to the extremely sensitive nature of the peace negotiations~ information on the am6unt o~ support which would be required by the US element of the ,JMC was kept extremely "close hold" at higher headquarters until public announcement of the agreement was made. Consequently, the JMC, which began operations almost immediately after the cease fire went into effect, was literally authorized a "blank check" in obtaining the personnel, equipment and facilities required to,become operational. Since a perioa of several days went by before some of the equipment could be provided by the GVN"tb support the JMC, US equipment was initially utilized in some areas to assist in bringing the JMC Teams to an early state of preparedness. The guidance received regarding assistance to be provided I was "support now and straighten out the kinks later." Considerable effort was required, however, to resolve the problem of accountability of equipment after it had already been provided to the JMC. While procedures were eventually established to resolve the matter, an inordinate amount of time was required to pin down responsibility for reliev;ing the units pJ;oviding the equipment of their accountabil~ty. The severe security constraints un,der which the JMC had to be established created many such problems, particularly in matters requiring extensive coordination with other headquarters and agencies; however, it is recognized that the limitations imposed we,re necessa,ry and completely unavoidable due to the political sensitivity of the ceasefire negotiations. 

. . (3) A 'second unforeseen situation developed during the transfer of responsibility for logistical and other sripport activities from military to civilian agencies. Contracts awarded 'to civilian firms engaged in residual support functions did not, in most cases,' contain adeq~ate provisions for secur~ty' of US Government property. For the most part, 'government contracts in VN were written at a time when US military per~onnel 
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were providing much of the secu~ity, for goveinment furnishec;1 
equipment. Consequently, contractors were ill-equipped to assume 
responsibility for security upon disengagement of US Forces. 
Had this problem been identified earlier, much leist-minute 
effort to develop security specifications for incorporation into 
contracts could have been avotded. In' most ,cases, the contradt6rs 
did nO.t possess the -in-hous.e resource's needed to evaluate thei\r 
owp securi1ty re'quirements ,nor was there adequate manpower or \ 
technic~l expertise available at the Area PM level to overcome 
this deficiency. ThE? EtPproach taken to attack t.his problem was 
the for~ationof a ~ask' force of four qualified MP officer~'fr6m 
the Physical Security Branch, USARV /MACV SUPCOM PM office!, who 
were dispatched throughout the country to survey the resirlual 
sites and submit comments and recommendations for modification 
of the existing contracts to improve the level of physical 
security where required.' This task force assiS'tedgreatly in 
reducing the magnitude of the problem/ but would have been far 
more effective had the problem been identified and the inspec
tions' conducted much earlier'. 

b. Withdrawal phase. 
; 

(1) Considerable uncertainty surrounding the release of 
personnel during the withdrawal phase was created by several un
expected events. The delay in the release of th,e second group 
of POW's from North Vietnam led to modific~tions in the .Opera
tion HOMECOMING support concept, thus' indreasingthe number of 
mili tary police personnel required by Area Commanders. .Later 
developments made it apparent that these additional personnel 
would no longer be required and the release schedules were 
again modified. As pointed out previously, MP support require
ments for the JMC also changed frequently throughout the with
drawal phase, although no serious problems were created as a 
result 6f these changes. Perdonnel were anxipus for assignment 
to-any agency which might give th'em a potential opportuni ty for 
assisting in any way wi th the 'repatriation of US POW's. Each 
time a requiremeh~ for additional ~ersonnel was received, there 
were more volunteers for the assignment than were needed to fill 
the vacancies.} The eagerness and enthusiasm shown for this 
~sp~ct of the r~deployment operation was both highly unique 
and extremely heartwarming. r 

(2). No significant administrative or logistical problems 
were encountered during the wittldrawal phase. Unit inactivations 
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were accomplished 'ahead of the original sCgedule in many cases 
by transferring personnel from two or mO:r:-e units into one and, 
by consolidating the administrative and logistical functiotis fto 
the maximum extent pos sible. This technique resulted in con- \ 
siderable manpower savings and greatly reduced the administrative 

" workloa¢l of the uni ts concerned. As property books and unit funds 
'we're closed out or transferred, required audits were iinrnediately , 

conducted to expedite unit inactivations. '. 

(3) The three separate PMDetachmen~s of the Brigade 
(90th, 177thand 178th) were inactivated on X+15 (12 Feb 73) 
and the assigned personnel transferred to their supporting MP 
units.' The 284;th MP Company was inactivated on X+30- (27 Feb' 73) 
after the USARV'In~tallation Stockade was closed down. Personnel 
formerly assigned to that, unit who were required to operate the 
newly established USARV/MACV 8UPCOM Transient Stockade at 
Pershing Field in Saigon; provide security and escort guard
service for the USARV/MACV 8UPCOM Drug Treatment Center a.nd the 
US Army Hospital, Saigon; and provide MP support to MR III were 
tr,ansferred to HHD, 18th M~ Bde. Thei /483rd MP Platoon', located 
at Can Tho ~n MR IV, ,was the next unit to inactivate in-country 
on X+50 (19 Mar 73). The 615th MP Company at DaNang in MR I was 
inactivated in-country on X+50 (19 Mar 73). On that same date, 
HHD, 18th MP Brigade completed standdown. The unit colors were 
escorted to Oakland Army Terminal, California, for inac:tivation 
upon redeployment of the remainder of US Forces from Vietnam. 
The colors of the 560th MP Company,' the unit in support of MR II, 
weremailedtoFortMonroe,Virginia,onX+55 (24 Mar 73), to' 
replace an existing MP Company at that installation. The 716th 
MP Battalton was the last to le~ve, on X+58, (27 Mar 73), when 
its colors were escorted to Fort Riley, Kansas, to replace an 
existing MP Battalion at that installation. On the same day, 
the Vietnam Field Office, 4th Region, US Army Criminal In- . 
vestigations Command was inactivated in-country. All open 
CID cases were forwarded to CONUS, along with the related 
evidence for continued investigation and processing. 

c. Roll-up phase. 

(1) MP missio~s, unlike 'those of many other supporting 
activities, were not capable of termination on a given date so 
that theiunits could devote th~ir ef~orts solely to ~rappinglup 
and going horne. Rather, unit operational capabilities remained 
in effect on a limited scale, while administrative and logistical 

I personnel closed out the ~nit headquarters and transferred the 
remaining property and equipment. Certain ~ilitary police 
functions, however, such as customs inspectipn of household 
goods and unaccompanied baggage, registration of weapons, and 
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I , routin~ p.atrol acti vi ties were either terIJlinateq entirely or 

\ 
\ 

..... 

placedQn an on-call .basi;s t·o permit maximum redep,loyment of pe;sonnel ·while concurrently retaining a response \C~Pa»ili ty. 
. (2) The final 15 days of redeployment were characterized by constant 'change and uncertainty surrounding the release sched~le for POW's .. Each new development brought about yet another revision in the redeploybent concept and completely nullified all original plan'ning for the final phase. I Rather than. revise unit standdown/inactivation schedules, however, personnel ]7'equired for continued sUpport of Area Commariders wereei ther placed ·onTDY 'to the Regional Assistance COInmands en route to their new duty §tattons or were held in an intransit status until ·they·were Jredeployed. The remainder ·of the' unit personnel were placed in r~placement channels and held until redeployment resumed. This procedure allowed units to s'tand down and inactivate as scheduled. In the Mili tary Regions" outside Saigon, MP's assigned to the JMC were retained for security dutie~ thrbughout the entire redeployment peribd, providing support until the very end. Since these individuals had been transferred to the JMC early in the withdrawal phase, the 18th MP Bde had no responsibility for their redeployment or support, thus eliminating any potentia,l problems associated with the last-minute release of these' personnel from the RVN; Finally, arrangements for turnover of the few remaining facilities, . offices, and post, camp and station property were made well in. -advance of· the final release dates for the roll-up elements,. ~nabling a smooth, rapid turnover of all remaining property,( on ~he last day of departure. By the time the roll-up period came 4 around, such ,procedures had been exercised so frequently that they became a matter of routine for the final contingent of personnel. 
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'After Action Report . 
'1-, 

1. ,Purpose. To provide details of significant activities re
lating to redeployment of the US Army'Engineer G~oup, Vietnam 
(USARENGRGPV). . 

2. General. 

a. The period of 10 November 1972 to 28 March' 1973 was 
characterized by numerous changes. Flexibility and adaptability 
were ~lso characteristic of this redeployment ~lanning and ~x
ecution peridd. The Engineer Group was in the\ final phases\ of 
Increment XIV which riltimately decreased milit~ry staffing ~o 
100 spaces by 1 December 1972 .. 

b. The Engineer Group Headquarters completed its relocation: 
to Tan Son', Nhut from Long Binh on 10 November 1972. By this 
time all of the region ~nglneers had ceased fun~tioning as a 
separate TDA element and were on the morning report of the 
Headquarters and Headquarters Company, USARENGRGPV. 

c. Personnel were assighed in the .following general func
tional areas: . Administration, contingency planping, facilities 
engineering support. and provision of high voltage power, retro
grade of high ,dollar value engi~eer equipment, real property 
management, and base transfers . 

.. 

~ . 
d. Upon redeployment of all Englneer Group personne+, 

residual functions were accomplished by the newly organized 
Engineer Branch, Army Division, Defense Attache Office. The 
USARENGRGPV was deactivated on' 28 March 1973. 

e. Details of specific activities occurring du~ing the 
cited period are provided in the following paragraphs. 

3. Significant Activities. 

a. ' Reorganization. 

(1) Based on the incremental drawdown of US force~, 
major reorganizations of the USARENGRGPV occurred in September 
and December 1972. The final organization resulted in a :'stpffing 
of 100 military, 40 DAC's, and 956 local nat{onal personnei. 

(i) In Dec,ember 1972, the three engineer elements in 
Vietnam were ~eorganized.into one organization. Planning for the 
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posyceasefire period and commanq management decisions brought about the consolidation of,all engineer organizations and accompanying functions remaining in RVN. Representatives from the three cognizant organizations (MACV Engineer Advisory Division, MACDL-43, and USAREN'GRGPV) formed a planning group in October and November to work out the details. This consolidation of all . . 
, , ~CV anq. USARV engineer resources resulted in the creation of the MACV Command Engineer position and the Engineer Branch, Army Divisioh, DAO. The Engineer Branch,DAO was transferred all responsibilities for engineer support to include srich fUtictions 'as facili ties engineering and r.etrograde· of engineer equipme:nt. 

(3 ) 
Appendix 1. 

More details concerning reorganization are at 
j 

b. Facilities Engineering (FE) ~upport. 
I 

(1) Facilities engineering sup~brt, the primary mission of the USARENGRGPV, that was provided after 10 November 1972 was severely reduced in scope. Base closures, rede'p'16yment, and relocation of troop units cuI ti vate'c:1 an atmosphere of change in which flexibility was the byword. The uncertainties·associated with the cease fire required more frequent and detailed analysis of job order requests. During the first week in November, 'if or example, all minor new construction projects that had been submi tted to ,the engineer for command approval were analyzed and continued or cancelled on the basis of the analysis. Normal- FE support continued at'all installations; Qowever, in most cases, it'was restricted to "breakdown" type services except in bases which had been identified as residual. The FE contractor was directed to establish a training program by 1 December 1972 which,would insure ARVN's self-sufficiency in operating and maintaining the equipment being transferred with 
J each base. The program included power generation equipmen~water and sewage systems, and air conditioners. The FE contractor, through a contract modification,continued to provide FE services to VNAF until ,the ,appropriate training had been completed. 

I (2) The region engineers and, their staffs reverted more to contract management and supervision as COR's. On 24 January 1973, however, the involvement of the region engineers increased again with the requirement to support the peace-keeping commissions' ('refer to paragraph e). 
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(3) More details concerning FE support are at Appendix :t 

. c. Transfer of Real Property. 

(1) In the 6,-10 November time frame, . real property under 
control and management of th,e USARENGRGPV was transferred in ti tIe 
only to ARVN and Embassy/USAID. The system for title transfer 
was devised by a task force consisting-of representatives from. 
MACV, USARV, ~nd the Engineer Group. Long Binh, once the largest 
US logistics complex 'in the RVN, was transferred in November 1972 
and was a cl~ssic ex~mple of\a well planned and executed base. 
transfer action. After 10 November and through the end of 
February 1973, joint inventories were conducte9 which completed 
the base transfer actio~. rAt. the beginning of the ceasefire, 
the~e w~re a total of 82 leases and 256 sep~rate facilities. 
Approximately 70% of the leases were terminated and the balance 
transferred to the US, Embassy/USAID and the DAO. AJ?proximately 
95% of the facilities were transferred to ARVN with ,the 
balance going to the US Embassy/USAID. 

(2) More details concerning transfer of real property 
are at Appendix 3. 

d. Retrogra~e of High Dollar Value Engine,er Equipment . 
. ' 

(1) High Voltage ,Generators: In September 1972, a high 
voltage generator retrograde plan was finalized and submitted 
to MACV and ARVN JGS for concurrence. The finalized plan called 
fo~ the systematic retrograde of high voltage generators and 
ancillary equipment at the maximum rate possible while still 
maintaining suffi'cient power resources for regional US and 
free world military 'for'ces, and projected VNAF base utilization. 
In several cases, commercial power connections and installation 
of low voltage generators were planned to allow for retrograde 
of all high voltage generators at certain ibstallations. Since 
1 November, 57 generators valued at over $9.6 million have been 
retrograded (prior to 1 November 38 had been shipped). The cur-

. rent retrograde program scheduled to end in June 1973 will re
sult in a total of 129 high voltage generators being shipped. 
'l'he DAO w~ll continue the retrograde. of the remaining 34 
generators. 

(2) T-2 Po~er Barges: The T-2 power barges are World 
War II vintage tanke~s that have been modified and refurbished 
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into floating power plants.. The four remaining power barges v'" in the RVN are the Kennebago and Tamalpais (Nha Trang) and the 'Caney and SeBee (Vuhg Tau). Just. prior to the,ceasefire, USARV coordinated with the Air Force on an AF-fundedproject to expand an,existing VNAF power plant at Nha Trang, utilizing USARV furnisqed generators and anci'llary equipment ~ This project is ~cheduled for1 completion 01;1 or about 7 May. I Upon completion of the VNAF power plant exten~:;ion, the Kennebago and 'Tamalpais will be moved from se~vic~. At Vung Tau, a commerc'ial power hookup has been completed and the contractor (PA&E) i$ currently installing low voltage generators to accommodate frequency sensitive loads. Upon completion of the installation of the low voltage generators, the Caney and Sebee will be removed from service. The DAO Engineer will ,be responsible for disposition and retrograde of the power barges. 

(3) In November 1972, there were act,ions underway to provide for retrograde of the five DeLong piers located in the RVN. One pier was located at Qui Nhon, three were at C~; Ranh Bay (CRB) and one was at Vung Tau., As a result of the announcement of the imminence of a ceasefire, the retrograde plan was modified. The piers at Qui Nhon were critical to redeployment of Republic of Korea Forces (ROKF). One of the piers (No.5) at CRB was released for retrograde in December 1972 and, by 24 February 1973, hao been dismantled and was enroute to CONUS via Singapore. The second pier at CRB and the pier at Qui Nhon are presently being dismantled by the Dae Lim Industrial Co., Ltd. of Seoul, Korea, and. completion is scheduled for 5 June 1973. SealandCorporation will dismantleth~ third a1;1d last pier at CRB beginning in June 1974. Alaska Barge and'Transport (AB&T) began retrograde of the Vung Tau pier on 20 March 1973. The DAO Engineer is monitoring all remaining retrograde actions. 
; 

(4) More details concerning retrograde of high dollar value engineer equipment are at Appendix 4. 

e. Support to the Joint Military Commission (JMC) and International Commission for Control <and Supervision (ICCS). \ 
(1) . Planning guidance issued to this headquarters prior to X-Day did not include reqpirements to provide facilities engineering support to the JMC/ICCS. Between 24-27 February, requirements for suppo~t developed, which necessitated immediate response by the region engineers and their available workforce. Of necETssity, the, work had to be completed rapidly and the 
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construction had to be functional arid unsophisticated. Standards for ccmstruction'were .estab1ished by the group for each type. faci1i ty (messhal1, ;bil1ets, conference room, latrine, etc.).' . The posture and flexibility of the USARENGRGPV were instrumental in obtaining immediate responses to requests for construction or renovation. With military, contractor, and local national personnel already strategically positioned, constru~tion-began wi thin 24 hours after requirements had been identifi\ed. I Wi thin twd\ weeks, all but two·of the 14 region sites had been completed. Concurrently, concepts for upgrade of 52 JMC/ICCS teq.m sites and 12 control points were developed and, as ~oon as sp~cific require-ments had been identified, construction and repair work began. Paramount in this critical work was a sense of urgepcy, associated with each site. Equally as critical was the r~porting system devised by the ,group for providing management inforrhation con-.cerning the status of construction of these facilities to' COMUSMACV and higher, headquarters. Detailed information on 'each field site, relayed from region engine'ers, provided an up-to-date assessment of construction status and, ultimately, precluded amplification of Jany problems. Construction support'for JMC/ ICCS was divided into two phases: Phase I consisted df that work .essential to make the site suitable for occupancy and included such work as plumbing, electrieal and carpentry upgrade, and painting of new wood. Phase II work provided refinements such as partitions and similar minor improvementsjto afford added privacy and upgraded facilities. Phases I and II were completed/for region headquarters by 5 March 1973. Phases I cand II were completed for all region a;nd team si tes by 17 March. Of the tentatively identified 12 control sites, two were completed and six had begun by 5 Marc~. Construction at all required uti-' finished sites will be continued by the civilian contractor (PA&E) under direction of the Engineer Branch, Army Division, Defense Attache Office. 

(2) More details concerning support to the JMC/ICCS , are at Appendix 5 . 
• 

f. Facilities Review Board. 
I 

. (1) The USARV Facilities Review Board (FRB) was establishe&for the purpose of controlling funds being devoted to all significant minor new construction projects (bver $500). When it became apparent that a ceasefire was imminent, the'Engineer 

I. 
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Gr~up began a periodic review' of proj ects \ i~ or'der to impose even stricter controls on new construction. By 10 November 1972, 'projects had! been identified for: construction or irnniediateor short term cancellation. All approved projects and projects peridingapproval since the last formal meeting of the bQard'were reviewed to determine appropriate disp~sition. As a result of the', analysis and subsequent engineer recommendation,' the CDR USARV/MACV SUPCOM's decision was as follows: Eleven projects in progres~ were continued, six projects in'progress were dis~ continued, 38 approved pr'ojects not yet sta~ted were placed'in a "hold" status, 15 proj,ects pending submission to the FRB were withheld from submission, and 11 proj~cts pendi.ng submission, to the FRB were 'submitted for processing. Formal meetings of the FRB.were suspended at the end of October. Subsequent projects requiring FRB approval were submitted to'the Engineer, 'who processed the projects through; a coordinated decision paper to the CDR'USARV/MACV SUPCOM. All other projects were held for further review pending the outcome of peace negotiations. As a! general rule,'those projects which had carryover value for VNAF or those whose complet~on would significantly influence' the' safety and l 

we'lfare of US or VNAF were approved for continuation., These procedures were suspended during/the post X-Day support of the JMC/ICCS. RegionengineeJ;s were given authority to perform the required work and simply maintain cost data concerning each project. 

(2) More details concerning the FRB are at paragraph 4f. 
! 

g. Vietnamization. 

(1) Although Vietnamization has been an on-going program for some time prior to 10 November 1972, the ann9uncement of the cease fire imminence in October 1972 caused a reevaluation of al,l efforts in training VNAF towards self-sufficiency. By the middle of November each of the five ARVN Area Logistic Com-mands (ALC I s,)' and the CLC in Saigon had been contacted and asked to reevaluate training requirements for ope~ation of vital engineer equipment primarily assqciated with utilities systems. Working with the region engineers and local government officials, training programs were developed consistent with 'the specified requirements. During the ensuing base transfer planning and execution phase, it became necessary to identify specifically which 'utilities systems would be transferred to ARVN and those that would not. It follows that complete base ,transfer became a function of ARVN's capabilities to maintain and operate the equipment being scheduled for transfer. 

( , 
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(2) As a result of the meetings among the region. engineers, ALC's and local government/officials, aJ;1d official correspondence initiated by the USARENGRGPV, an acceler~ted formal training program was begun on 1 December 1972. The con-. I, .. . cepts' for these traiping programs were approved .by the ARVN Chief' of Engi\neers and the CD,R Central Logistics Command. Programs of instruction developed by the contractor (PA&E) included oper<:ttion al!d\maintenance of,low and high voltage , power generat10rt equ1pment and mechan1cal systems such as water and sewage distributiod. 

(3) At X-Day, all of these p~ograms were on~going within each regibnand the training continues to,progress. Completion of all programs is scheduled by ·the end' of the 2d Quarter, FY 74'. _ The length of the courses and the am,ount of det,ail presented is commensurate with the sophisticati'on 'of·-the system. For example, it was determined that the program of instruction (POI) for high voltage generators would take approximately nine months to complete. On the ~ow side, tpe POI for operation and maintenance of the sewage, and water treatment and distribution systems would vary from six to eight weeks. 

\ (4) An on-the-job training pr9grarh for opera'tion and maintenance of low voltage generators was already in effect at the beginning of the standdown phase. This program of on-thejob training (OJT) was primarily associated with the Integrated Communications Sites (ICS) which were spread . ). • I'" • throughout the RVN. The Eng1neer Group ~as 1nstrumental 1n revitalizing the interest of !'top VNAF officials in the ICS program. Planning conferences held just prior to the standdown phase resulted in the personal involvement of the CDR CLC. 

(5) More details' concerning the Vietnamization program are at paragraph 4g. 

h. Map Supply. 

(1) The map issue point" operated by the US Army Engineer Group, Vietnam was formally opened in the 3d Quarter, FY 72, concurrent with closure of the map depot located in Long Binh. Prior to X-D"ay, there ;were approximately 865,000 maps.on-hand at the map supply point. Of these, approximately 170 ~ 0'00 were either outdated or obsblete, and approximately 320,000 were in excess of established stockage levels a,nd were retained at the direction of MACDI. The thinking was that outdate¢l maps were 
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better than no maps at all. When it became appare'nt that a cease
fire was imminent, a ~ystematic destruction and retrograde program 
was es·tablished. Prior to X-Day, approximately 150,.000 outdated 
maps were destroyed and approximately 40,000 excess maps wh:lch 
could not be transferred to VNAF ~ere retrograded to USARPAC. 
Dur;ing January approximately 20,000 maps w'ere requisitioned 

-and issued as ~ompared to a previous monthly average of approxi
. mately 10,000. 

(2) More details concerning Map SUPPly\are at Append;ix 6. 

i. Standdown Phase. 

(1) The engineer regionsbegan'to lose their identity 
concurrently with. Increment XIV. Actual standdown dates for the 

.• . r 
regions and Englneer Group HQ are shown below: 

I • 

Engineer region MR I 28 Sep - 5 Oct 72 
Engineer r'egion MR II 1-11 Nov 72 
Engineer region MR III 15-22 Oct 72 
Engineer region MR IV 1-11 Oct 72 
HHC, USARENGRGPV 15-18 Mar 73 

(2) Standdown activities ~n all regions entailed ac
complishrdent of similar tasks! Sirice all of the regions were in 
the' midst of, supporting Qustomers in various facilities engineer
ing projects, they each had to disengage from their assigned 
projects. This was done on a selective basis because some of 
the projects (particularly those associated with the well-being 
of the troops) would not be cancelled. The recommendation of 
each region engineer was,~equested, obtained, and u~ed in making 
the final determination as to which projects spould 'be continued 
and those that should ndt. These recommendations all had the 
concurrence of the regional assistance commanders. Generally, 
those projects which offer~d some long term benefit to GVN and 
those affecting health, welfare, and morale of US, ROK and RVN 
troops were continued. Projects that had not started were 
evaluated in the same manner and started or not started 
accordingly. The plan for phaseout of the/projects was 
presented, to the CDR USARV/MACV SUPCOM and approved. ,with 
a d,cision made on disposition of the projects, the group then 
began planning on personnel changes, equipment turn-in, and' 
general phaseout of military personriel. These and other details 
are 8rovided at Appendix 7. 
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After ,Action Report 
.4. Commander's Observations/Recommendations, Lessons Learned 

RUSSELL L. LAMP, COL, CEo 
a. Reorganization. . 

i (1) Discussion: It was not until 28'December 1972 that 

the. one engineer concept materializeq.. Before that time, there 

were separate command engineers for MACV and USARV and others 

scattered throughout subordinate commands (such as the Reg~onal 

Assistance Commands) of these headquarters. Functional respon

sibilities Yfere separate ~but, ).n ~ost cases~ ;could have easily 

been conso11dated. Real esta~e ~anag~ment 1S a good example. 

Consolidation of "the' MACV, USARV, an¢!'USARENGRGPV real estate 

off:ioces placed the managing and operating personnel in the same 

offi\ce, significantly reducing processing time for leasing and 

! basel. transfer actions. Redundancy was eliminated in all func

tional areas, and increased efficiency and reduce~ responset~mes 

were the ultimate results. 

't' (2) Comment: Consolidation of separate engineer elements 

. (and their functions) operating with reducep staffing into one 

organization was an overdue action. It would not have been too 

premature to combine the organizations 3-4 months earlier. (3) Recomme~dation: In situations where similar organiza

tions (which are'assigned different functions) are located within 

the same geographical area, their force structure and staffing 

should be closely monitored and the organization$ consolidated 

as soon as it is appropriate. 
' b. Facilities Engi!neering '(FE) Support.' (1) Discussion: When the US troops began to redeploy, 

the quantity of engineer operational support missions dropped 

off and the Engineer Group assumed the respons,ibili ty for 

facili ties engineering services throughout the' RVN. Further 

redeployment of troops made it necessary to phase out troop 

suppprt altog~Uler ,a,nd rely entirelydn the FE contractor (PA&E) 

and FSlcilitie-s Engineer Saigon (FES) , a direct hi;t:'e DA and LN 

civilian organization fori FE services. FES had the mission of 

providing FE support for all leased facilities in the city of 

Saigon. All other FE services were provided by the contractor. 

Use of contractual FE services in built up base camp areas was 

effective and the concept sho~ld be cqntinued.· PA&E.was very :l 
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responsive and treated each change as a challenge and opportunity 
to excel. FES was an effective organization until it was phased 
,out on 10 February 1973. It functioned/more like a similar state-
side organization because of ' the stable and consistent nature of 
work associated with leased facilities. 

(2) Cornn;tent: \The two primary methods of providing FE 
support were both benef\icial" each serving its own specific 
purpose. 

(3) Recommendation: That under like circumstances, 
similar contractor and direct hire civilian organizations be 
employed to provide FE services. 

c. Transf,er of Real Property. 

(1) Discussion: Transfer of property was a,ccomplishe,d 
in two phases: First, there was the requirement to ti.tle trans
fer all property '(except specific controlled 'and high dollar 
items) during the period 6-10 November 1972. During the en
suing peoriod, on-site joint inventories were conducted to 
consummate the transfer action. No particular problems were 
associated directly.withthe inventories but in instances where 
the facilities became vacant and the designated gaining agency 
was ;.t'availabie for immediate occupancy, the facility was oft.en 
stri ed. Lighting and plumbing fixtur.es and communications , 
and e ~ctric wire were removed ih many cases overnight. Several 
such instances occurred before preventive measures (increased 
security) could be implemented. 

r , 

(2) Comment: Provisions for security-of facilities 
being cons'idered for transfer must be included in base transfer 
actions. The owning agency should maintain appropriate security 
for the length of time necessary to assure property being traQs
ferred is not looted or stripped (notwithstanding the fact that 
on p~per the property already has been transferred). 

(3) Recommendation: That the parties incident to base 
transfers provide for adequate sequrity to preclude costly 
looting and destruction of property. This shOUld be discussed 
early in the planning stages of base transfer actions. 

d. Ret~ograde. 

(1) Discussion: Retrogr~de' is normaliy discussed in 
terms of geneLators, P9wer barges, and DeLong piers. The one 
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ANNEX D (US Army,Engineer Group, Vietnam) to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

common denominator that applies to' all of these items! is the inability to properly f0recast and plan for their diisposition. This was ,causep by changing requirements.an~ admittbdly,' was understandable under the c·ircumstances.. This state~entsimply illustrates .the fact that the plans had to be flexibleen6ugh to allow fo~ major changes'without detrim~nti to the overall retrograde program. To choose one drawback of the retrograde program is difficult since the program which involved.equipment valued at over $75 million was managed well. In the 6oordination and decision making process for choosing a contractor for the J I 

DeLong pier retrograde, it became apparent that there were far too many' agencies involved with the' proces s. 'The,re were too many agencies which showed "eleventh hour" interest in the program which over-complicated ~ simple procurement action. 

(2) Comment': The high voltage generator and T- 2 power barge retrograde programs had only mi~or problems, primarily associated with redeployment changes and funding· questions p1ertaining to commercial and/or low voltage power. The DeLong Pier retrograde program simply had too many agencies involved ~n the contractor selection procedure. The fact that the bid package was wtitten as a lu~p sum rather than itemized solicitation contributed to the problem. If the bid package had been written·to obtain itemized bids, the retrograde package could have easily been parcelled out to·"'the lowest bidder f<?r each item. As it happened, there was a savings of over half a million dollars (based 'on the government estimate) by selection of a contractor who submitted an unsolicited lump sum proposal, but this was brought about by unique circumsta~ces not likely to reoccur. 

(3) Recommendation: That future requests for proposals (RFP's) for DeLong Pier retrograde require itemized, rather than lump Sfum , bids .. 

e. Support to JMC/ICCS. 

(1) Discussion:' Within a'very short period of time beginning 24 January 1973,' Gomplete and functional administ'ra-tive and billeting facilities had t'o be readied for the peacekeeping bodies established by the ceasefire protocols. Significant is the fact that this/monumental task was preceded by no planning guidance. Site preparation ranged from no work at all (for leased hotel space and existing MACV or.other compounds) to complete cons·truction of buildings to house conference rooms, 
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ANNE~ D ·(US Army Engineer Group, Viet.nam)· to USARV /MACV SUPCOM 
~fte~ Action Report J 

6ffices, latrines, showers, and billets.' Redeployment plans all: 
assumed that GVN, as the host country, would underwrite all costs 
and provide facilities for the JMC and ICCS. Instead, the US 
was called upon to provide, on sh9rt notice, whatever support 
was required to deploy these commissions to their operational . \ sltes. 

! 
\ , 

(2) Comment:IT'he JMC/ICCS support\role should have been 
war-gamed neforehand. It was a mistake not to have done so but 
the mistake was less costly because there were a~equate perso~riel 
mobilized and funds and materials available to support'the require
ment. 

nature 
remote 

(3) co endation: That futbre requirements of thi& 

~ 
. . 

be subje Ta to "what if" exercises Iregardless of how 
the poss~ iIi ties of direct US involvement are. 

f., Facilities Review Board (FRB). 

(1) Discussion: The FRB was designed to assure the USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM CDR that his ever-diminishing resources were being 
dev6ted to only the critical construction projects. The result 

,was that the FRB screening process eliminated many projects 
which otherwise wpuld have been a drain on already limited 
resources. The wisdom of the FRB process was even more· 
apparent when during the JMC/ICCS construction crisis, there 
was money available for diversion. Other/management actions 
enhanced the availability of funds at !this crucial perxod but 
the FRB also had contributed significantly. 

I (2) Comment: Th~ FRB played a vital role in the 
10 November 1972-20 March 1973 time frame. The board was an 
effective method of controllin'g funds and other resources during 
this icritical redeployment period. 

(3)' Recommendation: 'That a review board of this nature ,. 
be established in all cases where" rigid control of "limited re- . 
sources is required. .. 

":f,'\' 
g. Vietnamization. 

(1) Discussion: There are several key areas in which 
ARVN is being trained for self-pufficiency by PA&E. The training 
programs are not neo/, but announcement of the impending cease~ire 

1/ 
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ANNEX D (US Army Engineer Group, Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUP COM 
After Action Report 

'in October 1972 revi talized emphasi~\"\ on the programs. ,Training 
on sophisticated equipment such as tne 500KW generators (including 
switch gear .and other ancillary ,equipment) will be completed by 
the end of this calendar year. Training on equipment'requiring 
a lesser degree of technical proficiency is scheduled for comple
tion earlier than the power gener,ator 'equipment date. 

(2) Comment: The ARVN Engineers are rapidly developing 
into a capable force in subject areas which were'heretofore little 
known 'to them. ! Ii 

I 

(3) Recommendation: That the training of ARVN be con
tinued until self-sufficiency in operation and, maintenance of the 
transferred engineer equipment is assured. 

h. Map Supp+y.' 

(1) Discussion: The USARV/MACV SUPCOMmap issue point 
was operated by personnel assigned!to the USARENGRGPV. Opera
tional control of the map issue point was the responsibility of 
the Directorate for Intelligence, MACV (MACDI). The USARENGRGPV 
had no written or other responsibility for determination of 
stockage objectives or determination of which maps to stock and, 
in qay-to-day,ope~ations, these matters did not present any real 
proolems. There were manyope~ational requirements which did 
overlap into the USARV staff which should have been MACDI actions. 
For example, emergency requisitions for maps which occ~rred after 
normal duty hours invariably were passed to'the USARENGRGPV for 
action, and the actions were aggressively completed. It would 
have been a much better managed operation, however, if the' 
personnel and the responsibility for operating the map issue 
point were ,.assigned to the same organi z,ation , (in this ,case MACDI) . 

(2) Cowment: When the map depot at Long Binh closed, 
the responsibility for operation of the map i~sue point and ~he 
app+opriate personnel should have been assigned to a single head-' 
quarters for better management. 

,,' 

(3) Recommendation: That this split of operational 
control and ~dministrative control be eliminated when the geo
graphical separa,:tion of the headquarters involved is not 
prohibitive. 
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ANNEX D (US Army EngineerlGroup, Vietnam)' to USARV/MACV SUPCOM \ After Action Report 
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i . S tanddown. 

(1) Discussion: Standdown of engineer elements was a very smooth operation. No real problems developed and the mission of the Engineer Group was not adversely affected. This was no / accident, however, because through all phases 6f the incremental drawdowns, sufficient operational US o~ US/LN forces were maintained in each military region to accommodate the construction requirements in the region. After the region engineers had stood their units down (by 11 November 1972)1, a mobile engineer platoon (operating out of Tan Son Nhut) and platoon-sized forces of LN personnel (supervise4 by US and LN personnel in each region) continued to provide crit~cal FE support. These augmentation forces provided flexibility in the regions and' the JMC/ICCS . support', required this flexlbili ty. ' 
(2) Comment: The ag~-old concept of maintaining a reserve force ;:still applies. Maintaining an !operational capability in each region, even, after standdown of the regions, proved to be a prudent decision. 

(3) Recommendation: That an operational capability under control of military personnel be maintained as long as practical in such dynamic situations. 

j. Close Hold Planning. 

(1) Discussion:" A Campaign Planning Group (CPG) (sometimes qalled "close hold planning group") was formed consisting of selected representatives from each USARV headquarters staff element and major subordinate unit. The purpose of the planning gr;:oup was to form cl. close-knit working and planning group to effect incremental redeployment of US forces from RVN. During November 1972, meetings were normally held on call. Later, during the last several weeks in February and the first two week,s in March, -meetings were held on' a scheduled basis daily' and then twice weekly. The meetings were an effective means of dissemina ting information and, in mqst cases, we-re used ... as a vehicle during which staff requirements were handed out requiring quick responses. Generally, the requirements were put / out in the l form of "what if .. " exercises and engineer input was provided based on specified USARV parameters.' For ,example, engineer input for Increment XIV staffing was provided based on guidance received during CPG meetings' in October/November 1972. There was also a wealth of coordin'ation effe'cted during ., these mee.tings. Along wi th redeployment, many units and personnel 
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ANNEX b (US }\rmy Engineer Group, Viet.nam) . to USARV!MACV SUPCOM 'After Actio~ Report 

were being relocated in-countri because of tactical and security considerations. The logistical and manpower effort associated with some of these .r:elocations was extensive. In the beginning (early November), it'was'difficult ,to get a firm fix o~ exactly which bases would remain as U'S residual. Surfacing, these prOb-'lems during,tD.~ CPG meetings kept them in the forefront and, by the end of November, the situation was fairly stable. I The engineers knew which bases were being retained and consolidated and, accordingly, could effedt cost savings by with-drawal of contractor support ~nd servides. '. ; . 
(2) Comment: The CPG was an effective means of diss~minating close hold information to the USARV staff and major cdpunands. In severa'i instances ,information which was available at\ MACV or· USARV was'delayed in ge'tting to the Engineer Group. In some cases, adjustment or elimination o~ contracted facilities engineering services' could haye been accomplished earlier resulting in added cost savings~ 

(3) Recommendation: A working group of this nature should be established to accomplish the in-depth planning.' and coordination associated with troop phase-out and redeployment. 

k. Constru~tion prioritie~. ~ 

(1) Discussion: The method of establishing construction priorities for minor new construction' (over $500) initially omitted an essential element, the appropriate Regional Assistance Command (RAC)~ Being"the zone/area coordinator, the RAC commander was most cognizant of wha~ his overall construction requirements were and could assign ptioiities accordingly. Because of the cease fire announcement, all projects were reviewed again by the Facilities Review Board during early November and knowing the precedences already established by the RAC's assisted greqtly in this review. 
, 

(2) Comment: Th~ project is simply that the RAe's are a vital part of the project approval chain and should always be Included in it. 

(3) Recommendation: That the RAC's be consulted in the project approval process anq (in a ceasefire or similar environment) during project reviews when decisions are pending which will eliminate or defer projects for an indefinite period. 
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ANNEX D (US Army Engineer Group, Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM 
After Action Report 

1. Use of TDY Funds. 

(1) Discussion: During the 10 November 1972 to 28 March 
1973 period specifically and also during FY 73 in gene~ai, a 
s,tgnificant amount of individual travel between ',installations 
w~s required. Engineers, having responsibilities for base 
services throughout RVN, traveled between bases almost con
tinuously without benef,it of TDY pay. Other staff elements 
performing a lesser amount of travel, however, received reim
bursement for some of their travel expenses. 

(2) Comment: An equitable application of the travel 
regulations is required to insure all personnel 'are properly 
,reimbursed ~or expenses incident to TDY. 

(3) Recommendation: That a command-wide policy be 
established which encompasses all types of in-country travel 
performed by both military and civt,lians. 

Appendices: 1 - Reorganization 
2 - Facilitie~ Engineering Support 
3 Transfer of Real Property 
4 - Retrograde 
5 - Support to JMC/ICCS 
6 Map S~pply 
7 - Standdown 
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APPENDIX t (Reorganization) to Annex D to USARV/MACV SUPCOM 
After Acti\on,; Report 

1. During the 10 November 1972 to 28 ,March 1973 time frame 
several significant reorganizations occurred within the 
USARENGRGPV. At the beginning of the period, the Engineer 
Group was organized'as shown at TAB A. Atth,is time each one 
of the engineer regionshad'a separate\MTDA identification, 
wi.th a separate morning report. As; persons were drawn down 
into a 1 December 1972 programed strength of 104, spaces, it 
was apparen~ th~t the separate M~DA's would be e~iminated ~nd 
that all Engineer Group spaces would be placed o~ one MTDA -
that of HHC, USARENGRGPV. At the same time that the region 
engineer· elem~nts were standing down, a mobile engineer platoon 
was being formed at Tan Son Nhut. .Personnel of the proper skills 
and retainability were earmarked in!September and October and 
physically transferred immediately prior to standdown of their 
units. A subsequent reduction in December 1972.1mposed by USARV 
resulted in a final MTDA authorization of 100 military, 40 DA 
civilians, and 674 local national personnel. 

2. During the same time frame, I ,there was an engineer planning 
group (organized in mid-October) which was formed in order to 
concentrate efforts to consolidate the ~ngineerelements re
maining in-country. Further, the mission of the group involved 
the development of 'an organization which would--'remain in-country 
after X-Day plus 60. The result of the study group's work was 
the organization shown at TAB B. The study group was comprised 
of personnel assigned to MACVIConstruction Directorate (MACDL-43), 
the Engineer Advisory Division, and the USARENGRGPV. All of 
these elements were phased out except the U9ARENGRGPV. The 
CDR USARENGRGPV became the MACV Command Engineer and retained 
his status as USARV/MACV SUPCOM Engineer and CDR USARENGRGPV. 
The USARENGRGPV was deactivated on 28 March 1973. 

TAB: A Engineer Group Organization 
B - Reorganization of Engineers in Vietnam 
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APPENDIX 2 (Facilities Engineering Support) to Annex D to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report . 

1. ! The primary mission of the Engineer Gr<?~p shifted to FE support concurrently with the pha~e-out of maJor troop u~its i9 April 1972. In November 1972 there were basically two elements providing FE support: The contractor (PA&E) and a direct hire DAC and LN organization (Facilities Engineer, Saigon, commonly called FES) . 
\ 

! \. 
. I :2. In October 1972, PA&E became the ~ol~ contractor with the . . I responsibility for country-wide FE services except in the city of ~aigon where ~ES was responsible ,for FE service~ in leased facilities. 

\ . 
B. !During the final redeployment phase, it became necessary to ~valuatethe ,two different service concepts. Because of the restriction on civilian and military space§, it was apparent that the civilian personnel assign--ed to FES would be needed for the critical Defense Attache Office (DAO). The question then had to be resolved as to whether PA&E could absorb the mission of FES. This question was studied. and as a result, it was recommended that PA&E be assigned the former FES mission and that ,FES be phased out on 10 February 19.72. Individuals (DAC's and LN's) assigned to FES in most cases simply changed I employe~s, while others restricted by space limitations or job qualifications could not be employed by the DAO. 

4. Another type of evaluation was also beneficial during the redeployment phase. Earlier in the year (October 1972), the Group had established the Facilities Engineering Assistance Team (FEAT). The team, comprised of military and civilian technical and managem~nt experts in all aspects of FE suppprt, visited base camp areas throughout RVN ,'and, accordingly, during the redep,loy-
! ment'phase, had a good feel for actual conditions of facilities in the field being turned over to ARVN. The FEAT visits also served to main~ain a certain degree of quality ~ontrol. The FEAT visits be~ame a useful management tool and assisteq in moni toring and evaluating contractor pe'rformance in addition to its stated purpose of increasing customer satisfaction. Prior to October 1972, facilities engineertng contracts had been of the incentive award type, in which the contractor was awarded a fee based on evaluated performance. Although operation under a cost plus fixed fee contract requires closer and more . professional review and analysis of the contractor, in order to maintain proper control, the cost savings achieved indicate that the cost plus fixed fee contract is the preferable method. The 
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APPENDIX 2 (Facilities Engineering Support) to Anne,x D to 
USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Actiqn Report 

; .' 

FEAT visits were a vital part of this review and analysis procedure 
and kept the contractor and the Group Commander up-to"7date .with 
essential FE matters. ' 

5. In order that constructioI), projects and FE support may be 
properly planned from concepe through comp;Letion, it is neces sary 
to provide plans and specifications built around the scope of each 
project. Construction standards are rigid guidelines and are 
beneficial in assuring adherence to cost restrictions. The 
standards cannot be so rigid that they do not allow. for minor 
project enhancement changes. During the redeployment phase" 
particularly, there were numerous management changes which caused 
cqrresponding sqope of work changes. The Engineer Group staff 
was experienced 'and had cOI:J,tingency plans which compensated'for 
such changes with a corresponding adjustment of resources tdmatch 
the new requirements. ' ! 

6. Facilities enginee+ing support, including high voltage power, 
was provided by the contractor. During the redeployment phase, 
the contractor had to keep abreast of base consolidation and 
base transfer planning so ~hat services at these installations 
could be reduced or eliminated at the appropriate time. (In 
this re§pect, it is essential that the critic~l middle and top 
managers; possess security clearances since during the planning 
stages, such information is rarely unclassiDied.) 
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APPENDIX 3 (Tranisfer of Real Property) to Annex D to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Repor't 
\ 

1. Transfer of real property was a two-phase operation. Title transfe'rs of the property were completed (on paper) during .the period 6-10 November 1972 and the joint physical inventory of property was cdmpleted at each installation in the following 60-day period. The physical inventories were\ conducted by the
f 

losing and gaining agencies. During this period also, selected engineer high dollar value item~ were deletedifromthe ~nventory list (DATAPAK) of items to be transferred. The computel1:'ized in-
I ventory list of real property was not always up-to-date~ causing minor problems in coordination initially. The gaihing ~gency , expected to be transferred all facilities shown on the data . listing but in all cases the facilities or equipment listed were not ~ctually on hand. These discrepancies were resolved among the parties concerned at each individual site. 

2. As the occupants vacated the facilities, the doors were locked and the buildings were secured. In m,any cases, this minimum security was insufficient to preclude stripping the buildings of electri~al and communications wi~eand electrical light fixtu~es. The contractor was required to provide added secu~ity in areas where vandalism was anticipated and, apparently,!stripping was reduced to a minimum. Security is always a matter of concern and, in the future~ security planning should be considered early enough to preclude stripping of facilities. • 
I 

3. At several of the installations, there were minefields associated with the base transfers. The, primary concern of the Engineer was to ascertain that when minefield locations were known'or suspected, "they were properly documented. In all such cases, known or suspected mined areas were visibly marked and 
-- .f the location and boundary pointed out ~ to the gaining organization. 

4. Beginning in early February, a Redeployment and Base Closure Assistance Team (RBCAT) began a series of visits to bases loc?=lted throughout RVN. The purpose of the team was to insure for the USARV Commander ,that all areas and facilities being transferred were in a reasonable state of repair and police and to provide assistance to the .units being visited as pertains to base closure. An engineer representative was included on the team and placed his emphasis on condition of facilities, status of real property, and min~field transfers. 

I 
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APPENDIX 4 (Retrograde) to Annex D to USARV/MACV SPPCOM After Action Report 

i. High Voltage Generators. 

a. In ' March-1972. a systematic analysis of high voltage generator assets in-country was begun, closelycoQrdinated with MACV and RVAF. Based on the analysis, a, final retrograde program was developed by the Engineer, approved by MACV, and implemente~ (see TAB A). By 1 Noverhber, only 38'of the generators had been shipped to Tooele Army Depot, Utah. The cease fire talks placed added emphasis on the program and between 1 November and 28 March, 57 generators were retrograded. Shipment of the'500KW generators offered no real problems but the1500KW generators required heavy lift cranes and heavy transpo~t vehicles to be moved from their emplacement site to the port. These were critical-items of equipment, and care should be taken to insure their availability when planning fo~ shipment of the 1500KW ~enerators. 
b. Generators remaining to be retrograded are shown' at TAB B. Two factors have influenced the retrograde program: 

(I) First" low voltage generators' must be installed' in order that the high voltage equipment can be removed. 
(2) Secondly, connection of existing loads to commercial power is pending in some 'areas (such as Long Binh). 

c. The Defense Attache Office is, continuing! retrograde program, and ,all generators should be shipped by' 30 June 1973. 
2. T-2 Power ,Barges; None of the T-2 power barges were moved during the 10 November-28 March time frame. Message traffic between DA, MECOM and USARV resulted in issuance by DA of ,'interim disposition instructions (shown in basic report) ~ Completion of the power barge retrograde is scheduled for June 1973. 
3. DeLong Biers. 

a. Planning for retrograde of the DeLong Piers was already underway by 10 November 1972. There were five, DeLong Piers in /RVN: One pier at Qui Nhon, consisting of four' "A" type barges; three piers at Cam Ranh Bay, consisting of a total of four "A" type and six "B"type barges; and one pier at Vung Tau, consisting of. seven liB" type barges., Origirial acquisition costs for the piers and associated components were in excess of $6'0 million. A two-phase plan was developed for retrograde of the piers based on approved OPLANs. 
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APPENDIX 4 (Retrograde) to Annex D to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

, b. In October 1972, the release dates for the piers were re'vised in conipidera tion of changes to the ROKF redeployment schedule. Shortly thereafter, Alaska, Barge and Transport Inc. 

~
AB&T) ,submi tted an unsolici ted -,proposal for removal of Pier 5, Cam Ranh Bay ~t a cost of $694,000. After a cost analysis, the engineers found a potential $750,000 sayings 'associated wtl.th"the AB&T proposal, primq.J::"ily in the tow costs to CONUS. Acceptance of the proposal was recommended to DA and the work 

\ 

was accomplished as an amendment to the existing Military Sealift , , Command cont1{act MSC OT3S(X). 

c. Dae Lim Industrial Company 
contract on 8 March, for $289,000. 
the piers will be, ready for tow to 

was ~warded the phase one . 
Work began on 26 March and 
CONUS py early June. 

d. MSC has contracted with AB&T for retrograde of the Vung Tau Pier. Work began on the pier on 20 March and in early June the pier barges will be towed to Naha (Oki'nawa) or Subic Bay (Philippines) . 

e. USARV/MACV SUPCOM has obligated $500,000 to the Navy Officer in Charge of Const~uction ~or the pha~e one contract. The original Navy request for contrabt funds was $2.3 m~llion, of which $1.8 million was decommitted after contract award. The $211,000 above the award price of $289,000 remains com~ mitted to the' Navy to provide for contract modifications and contractor claims. Funds in the amount of $1.2 million for reimbursement of the MSC OT35(X) are being held on miscellaneous obl~gation docume at the Central'Finance and Management Office in Hawaii. USA AC will be advi~ed to program $1 million for FY 74 for the d' mantling of Pieri #4, Cam Ran~ Bay in the event that Sealand Serv Inc;::. does1not retrogradeithe pier as they have proposed~ .' . , 

f. The DAO Engineer has the responsibility for conclusion of the retrograde actions. 

TAB: A - High Voltage Generator Retrograde 
B - Generators to be Retrograded 
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T~BA (High Voltage Generator Retrograde) to Appendix 4 to 
Annex D to USARV/MACV(SUPCOM After Action Report 

CMTED, 
RETROGRADED AWAITING TO BE 

REGION TO DATE RETROGRADE RETROGRADED TOTAL 

MR I 22 0 12 34 

MR II 29 0 10 39 

MR III 34 0 12 !46 

MR IV \ 10 0 0 10 
\ 
\ 

TOTAL 95 0 3"4 129 

/ 
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TAB B (Genera tors to be Retrograded) . to"· Appendix 4 to Annex D 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report I 

DA NANG 12 3-150:0KW GMC 
6-700KW Schoomaker 
3-600KW GE 

'4, 
, 

QUI NHON 1500KW GMC 

NINH HOA 3 500KW Schoomaker 

NHA TRANG 3 500KW Schoomaker 

LONG BINH 12 1500KW GMC 

TOTAL 34 

" 
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APPENDIX 5 (Support to JMCYICCS) to Annex D to USARV/MACV SUPCOM 
After Action Repbrt I 

I 

1. Redeployrnent:-'plqns were developed by 'QSARV and MACV in 
~ October and November 1972. The redeployment plans all assumed 

that RVN as the host country would provide facilities and 
logis,tical support for theJMC" and ICCS. The .. JMC was comprised 
of military representatives of North Vietnam, Viet Cong,' RVN, 
and the United States. The ICCS was comprised of representat~ ves 
from Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Indonesia, and Poland.' . 

2. It was not until 24 January 1972, four da~s ~rior to the 
effective date of the ceasefire, that the USARENGRGPV was passed 
requirements to suppor~ these commissionp. Each of the commis
sions would have a headquarters located at Tan Son Nhut and would 
also have seven regional headquarters spread geographically for 
control of the 26 (each) operational team sites. The total 
number of sites to be prepared is shown below: 

JMC ICCS 

HQ 1 1 
Region HQ 7 7. 
Team Sites 26 26 
Control Po,ints 6 6 

TOTAL (80) 40 40 

3. The initial planning centered aro.und getting the two head
quarters and 14 regional sites prepared. The concept was simply 
to use ex"isting facilities when available; otherw'ise,' facilities 
had to'be leased or constructed. 

f4. Work was separated into two phases. It had been determiried 
that a conference room, billeting, offices, mess, and latrine 
facilities would be required a~.each of the 80 sites. The US 
and RVN representatives remained in already established facilities. 
So, in all cases, construction for the JMC was related to NVA-and 
va requirements. To preclude random and arbitrary requirements 
from developing, the work was phased and standards were published. 
Phase I was that work necessary to provide beneficial occupancy 
in minimum facilities required (admin" space, billets, conf.erence 
rooms, latrines, showers, mess facilities). Phase lI.included 
construction designed for additional comfort and convenience. 
Examples of work accomplished during Phase II include: 
Parti tions, drop ce'ilings, electrical upgrade, painting and 
applica,tion of dust palliatives in bil,let and administrative 
areas. By 5 February 1973, Phase I work had been completed for 
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APPENDIX 5 (Support to JMC/ICCS) to Annex D to USARV/MACV SUPCOM ~ 
After Action Report 

the two headquarters and 14 region sites. By 18 February, 85% 
of the 52 team si.tes was completed through Phase II .. By· 
17 March,Phase iI work was 60mpleted on all headquarters, 
region, \and team sites. Tp.e primary workforce was comprised 
of the \,dentractor (PA&E), LN platoons which were supervised by 
US persbnnel, the US·mobile engineefplatoon and, to a minor, 
degree,i..ARVN engineers. Materials and funds had to be diverted, 
obtained through normal supply channels, or purchased locally 
as th1e requirement dictated. By 5 March work had begun on all 
but four of the control points. In most cases, these sites had 
to be built~rom the ground up. Four control sites had been 
completed by 28 March and the DAO was monitoring and directing I 

completion of the balance. The viet Cong cOrlstructed two of . 
the sites since the control points are on land controlled by 
them. 

5. A daily status report was required from the region engineers 
between 1800 and 2000 hours. Data sheets were prepa,red on each 
site based on these reports~ and a copy of these data sheets 
provided to key command and staff elements (COMUSMACV, MACV 
Chief of Staff, Chief US Delegation, FPJMC). As the sites were 
developed, plot plans were provided from the field and by ~he 
contractor., and photographs were taken to completely document 
the work accomplished. Daily briefings by the CDR, USARENGRGPV 
to COMUSMACV kept key staff elements advised of the current con
struction status and problem areas. This reporting process was 
very complete, and the engineers quickly became the recognized 
authority on the sites.' 

6. There were several minor problems associated with the con-
struction~ I 

a. Some areas were 'still insecure. Supplies were delayed 
and could not. be transported except by airlift in one location. 
Several contractor employees were wounded by rocket fire while 
working on two of the sites. 

b. Some delay was experienced in obtaining use of several 
USAID facilities. Each si te had to be· app·roved on a case-by
case basis . . / 

c. The GVN (local.government) did not always permi t the VC 
and NVA to occupy available facilities, requiring time and funds 
to be spent on others. 

d. Scope of work changed too often; however, the contractor 
and"other work forces were flexible an~,met these changing demands. 
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1'>PPENDIX 6 (Map Supply) to Annex D to USARV /MACV SUPCOM After Action Report 

1.. By 28 January I 1973, with the exception of a small reserve directed by !1ACDI~ all obsolete maps had! been destroyed and nontransf~rable excesses had been retrograded. Also, a large percf·ntage of the maps that were required' for post X-Day utilization had been requested and issued. \ . '. 
. 

2. After X-Day, the following significant activities occurred: 
I 

a. Issue of approximately 1,000 maps by X+3. 
b. Closing of the map issue poin't for all but emergency requisitions on X+3. 

f 

c. Destruction of the remaining outdated a~d obsolete maps by X+5. 

d. Retrograde to Hawaii of all remaining excess maps that were nontransferable to VNAF (35,000). ; 

\ 

e. Issue of approximately 6,500 maps to the ICCS (accomplished in one day). 

f. Transfer of maps to residual us age~cies: 

(1) US DAO Cambodia - 63,000 maps (Cambodia). 
(2) US DAO Laos - 15,000 maps (Laos). 

I (3)' US DAO RVN - 15,000 maps (RVN). 
\ (4) USAID RVN - 5,000 maps_ (RVN). 

(5) MACDI - 10,000 maps (assorted). 
I g. Transfer of approximately 490,000 maps to the, 1st Topo Bn (ARVN) by X+11'. 

h. Closure of the map issue facility and clean-up of the building were completed by X+12. Per,sonnel assigned to the map' issue point were p~ogramed for redeployment in the first increment. 
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APPENDIX 7 (Standdown) to Annex D. tal: USARV/MACV SUPCOM.After 
Action Report 

1. The region engineer elements all had stooddown between the 
perilod 28 September-II November 1972. Because the : engineer 
troo~s were engaged in construction and repair projects, suitable 
dispbsition of· this work was required. In addition, the normal 
tasks of turn-in of .supplies and equipment, and redeployment or 
relocation of personnel in-country were required. Each of the\ 
region engineer elements had a· separate MTDA and, accordingly,!. 
they each ha6 to be c19sed out with for~e structure changes. 

2. Construction materials and selected vehicles that were common 
to both the region engineers and contractors' requirements were 
offere~ to the co~tractor \for use in provis~·on of FE services 
(supplles and equlpment wete government furnlshed). Only. those 
i terns which were authorize8. to the contractor (by his TDA). were ~. 
offered in an effort to upgrade ,his equipment. Other equipment 
were disposed of 'through normal supply channels. An inventory 
of all construction materials and PLL was also provided the 
contractor (PA&E). Through coordinatiorr with the USARV Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Logistics (DCSLOG), arrangements were made to 
transfer these supplies and materials to the contractor. These 
actions were completed in all regions by 1 November 1972. 

3. The region engineers, at the direction of the CDR, USARENGRGPV, 
maintained a local national work·force which was supervised by US 
mili~ary officers and ~CO's. Afte~ the region engineers had' 
stood down, the work which they had been doing was shifted to 
the LN platoon and the contractor. Because the region engineer's 
military personnel had been involved with operational support 
missions, such as bunker and revetment construction (a mission 
not previously performed by the contractor), additional con
tractor staffing was authorized in the._form of a contract 
modification. 

4. Personnel in the regions were assigned to HHC, USARENGRGPV 
by 11 November 1972. Increment I XIV would require a military. 
authorization of only 104 spaces (subsequently reduced to 100 
spaces in December 1972). Recognizing the require~ent for 'a 
complete restructuring of the Engineer Group, the staff set 

7about to accomplish this task. A significant result. of this 
~orce structure change was that all Engineer Group personnel and 
equipment were placed on one authorization document, the HHC 
USARENG~GPV MTDA. 

5 .. The Engineer Group stooddown between the period 15-18 March 
1973. It was essential, however,. that critical staff functions 
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APPENDIX·7 (Standdown) to Annex D to'USARV/MACV SUPCOM After ,Action Report. , I 

,~ 

(; continue until unit deactivation 'and redeployment. Such items as after action reports, efficiency reports, unit 'and individual awards, and routine corr;espondence' continued as requirements. There was only a minimum amount of equipment ,(pr'imarily weapons) on the unit property book and it was closed on 18 March 1973. " 

, 
6. Sinpe there would be!on-going,engineer requirements, the Enginee'r Branch, DAO was passed the responsibility for comple- , tion of these functions. A Memorandum of Understanding was signed transferring responsibility forsuc~ functions as facilities engineering support, retrograde of equipment, and real property management. 

7. Based,on USARENGRGPV OPLAN 215, personnel were scheduled for redeployment in four phases in the following quantities: 
Phase 'I 

(X-Day to 
X+15) 

22 

Phase II 

(X+15 to 
X+30) 

28 

Phase III 

'(X+30 to 
X+45) 

35 

Phase IV 

(X+45 to 
X+55) 

15 
The redeployment of personnel, however, was keyed to prisoner release and only the first phase was met. There were sever:al changes caused by delays in release. of US prisoners which resuI ted in alteration of the above figures. ' 
8. The USARENGRGPV was deactivated on 28 March 1973. 
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ANNEX EI (United State'..s Army Hea1lth Services Group-Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 
1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this report is to record and cr.itically evaluate the US Army Health Services Group- '\ Vietnam (USAHSVCGPV) 'activities during the period 1 'Janua4"Y 1973 and 28 March 1973 as thee USAHSVCGPV prepared for an~ \ executed the inactivation/redeployment of its medical assets and services from the Republic of Vietnam. 
2. GENERAL. .-;>--

a. Section I: Significant Organizational Activities.' 
( 1) Personnel: i 

(a) Strength Accounting: As of 1 January 1973, the assigned strength of the US Army Health Services Group, Vietnam, and assigned units was 852: 206 Officers, 35 Warrant Officers, 611 Enlisted. On X-Day (2£ January 1973) the assigned strength was 736: 188 Officers, 39 Warrant' Officers, 509 Enlisted. unit redeployment schedules, prescribing day-by-day movement to transportation points, were published by Headquarters, USARV/MACV SUPCOM on the basis of proposed unit standdown dates and availability of transportation. To insure that, subordinate units adhered to the redep1oymen t schedule, t,elephonic strength reports were obtained on a daily basis throughout the period 28 January - 28 March 1973. Such a system enabled the commander'and staff to maintain an up-to-date accounting of personnel assets at all times. The final deparfure date for personnel assigned to Headquarters p 
,US Army Health Services Group, vietnam was 28 March 1973. . 

I 

(b) Awards: During the period I January - 28 March 1973, approx"imately750 individual award recommendations were processed by the Personnel Division.' The majority of these I awards were approved by USARV in time for presentation prior to personnel departing Vietnam. In addition to individual awards, five recommendations for Meritorious Unit Commendation were submitted. They included ·the HHD, US Army 'Health Services Group, ,Vietnam; USAH, Saigon; 67th Evacuation Hospi tal; 95th Evacuation Hospital; and the 20th Preventive Medicine Unit. 
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ANNEX E (United States Army Health Services Group-Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. ' 

(c) Assignment Instructions and Orders: Prior to the announced ceasefire, assignment instructions were· issued by the officer!i, branches in' the Office of the Surgeon General on almost all'officers. These assignment instructions were provided the se~viqing P~rsonnel Service Companies (PSC) i and upon announcement of the ceasefire, they began to publish orders. Periodic telephonlc communication was maintained with the Office of the Surgeon General to obtain any changes to the previously announced assignment instructions. In most instances, changes were received in sufficient time to publish amendments to orders prior to the departure of personnel from Vietnam. In some cases, changes were rE;!ce'ived after personnel had already left country. This usually resulted from the transmittal of qhanges via mail ~ather than by telephone. with few exceptions the PSCts were responsive to the requirement for timely pubflication or orders. Assignment instructions on enlisted personnel were received from TAGO by USARV and were provided directly to the PCS's without coming through this headquarters. With the exception of those cases involving requests for ITT's, orders on enlisted personnel were provided in a timely manner. 

(d) Other: Personnel replacements continued to arrive in the comrnand- up until X-day as requisitioned. Subsequent to that date, there were no critical, shortages of, officer personnel, and subordinate units were able to accomplish their missions with available assets, and at the same time meet established redeployment schedules. Eight Medical Corp$ bfficers were re~ssigned to the ~27th Personnel Service Company to provide medical support to the Joint Military Commission throughout Vietnam. with one exception there were no critical shortages in enlisted personnel during the redeployment. Just prior to-and after the peasefire" the Urine Testing Laboratory experienced, due to ETS and DEROS, a large reduction in available laboratory technicians, MOS 92B. To alleviate this potential problem, ten 92B's were brought in 'l'DY from Okinawa to work in the laboratory until" ' the cessation of the u~ine testing program. These personnel departed Vietnam on 6 March 1973. 
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ANNEX E (United States Army Hea'lth Services Group-Vietnam) to USt~V/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

(2) Logistics: \ 

(a) Retrograde:, i Upon notifi~ation of implementation of the ceasefire, subordinate unit equipment lists were screened against US Army\ worldwide requirements and medical ii terns designed for retrograde -were identified. Lists of the equipment,' so identified were returned to the units for action. During the withdrawal period, approximately $,113,000 of medical expendable supplies and $212,000 of'Tfonexpendable medical equipment were retrograded to USAMMAPAC. I 

(b) Turn-In to Keystone: All subordinate units w~re instructed in the proper procedures for the processing of equipment through Keystone processing points. Numerous messages that were received' from higher headquarcers' augmenting Keystone procedures ~ere disseminated to supply officers.: Equipment that was turned in consisted of vehi-: cles, weapons, typewriters, on-hand excesses and other TOE/ TDA property not previously title transferred to RVNAF. 

(c) TUrI'~-Over RVNAF: Transfers of supplies a,nd equipment to the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces were made on , an "as is/where is" basis and consisted of medi'cal and post, camp and station prope:r;ty. All transfers of medical supplies and equipment were ,coordinated through the Military Region Medical Advisory Teams. These transfers provided needed supplies and equipment to the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces logistical system which woufd otherwise have been required from off-shore sources. The maintenance of an accurate, legible/audit trail to maintain visibility of asse~s transferred under these procedures was of primary importance. 

(d) Turn-Over to AMEMB: Sufficient medical equipment to operate consulate dispensaries located at Da Nang, Nha Trang, Bien Hoa, and Can Tho and 150 bed hospital facility operated by the Seventh Day Adventists in Saigon was trans-' ferred to the American Embassy from Health Services Group uni ts located in the!se areas. Equipment lists for the dispensaries were formulated by the Medical Materiel Division and coordinated with the Medical Director of the American Embassy. 
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ANNEX,E (United states ArmYi Health Services Group-Vietnam) 
to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

(e) 'Close Out of \property Books: ,A schedule of dates 
for all units to clea~ property books was published by , 

. USARV, DCSLOG upon notification of the cease-fire. All pro:'" 
per'ty books, except the ones from Military Region I, were, 
pre-audited by/the Medical Materiel Division piior to the 
final audit to .. insure that ail supporting documentation 
was present. Numerous changes in final clearance dates 
were necessitated by operational requirements requiring a 
change in unit redeployment or standdown dates. i All changes 
were ~oordinated with the USARV property bocbk auditor to 
insure that schedules were,revised. \ 

, 
(f) Establishment of Supply Accounts: Due to the j 

fact that USARV units throughout Vietnam had provided me-' 
dical supply support to bOD bon tractors as well as the 
American Embassy, it was necessary that separate supply 
accounts be established at USAMMAPAC to provide support 
for these personnel. As a result of extensive coordination 
and evaluation five medical supply accounts were established. 

, These accounts were in sU'pport of the Vim'lell Corp; Pacific 
Architects and Engineers, Inc; Alaska Barge arid Transport, 
Inc; Ameriqan Embassy Regional Support Activity; and the 
American Embassy, Saigon. Suhsequent to the establishment 
of these accounts', a number of training sessions were held 
with members of this headquarters and representatives from 
each of the five customers in an effort to acquaint them 
with Army supply procedures. 

(3) Intelligence/Security: 

(a) Security Inspection: On 16 January 1973 a security 
inspection was conducted by'representatives from the MACV
Director of Intelligence staff covering all aspects of 
USAHSVCGPV security program. The inspection was extremely 
comprehensive and came at an appropriate time as it followed 
the merger of HQ, USAHSVCGPV's document reg~ster with that 
of the MACV Corrunand Surgeon Offfce. At the time of. th~ 
inspection, approximately 130 SECRET documents were under 
the control of the custodian of Clas'sified Documents. 

I 

Although formal inspection report has not been regeived 
through channel~· at the time of this report, the exit 
briefing to the Commander by the inspection team indicated 
that the security program of the headquarters was ,satisfactory. 
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ANNE~:E(United States Army Hehlth Services Group-Vietnam) to USA~V/MACV SUPCOM After Actton Report. \ I . \ ; . / (b) ~ransfer of Documen~s: Commencing on X+30, CONFIDENTIAL records/documents were shipped in accordance with directions ,received by higher headquar~ers. On' X+37 a lOO%inve~tory of the SECRET records/documents was con-
I 

' .-' ducted and uhe documents and doqument register were shipped via regis,tered mail closing the classified cage of HQ, USAHSVCGPV. Prior to shipment, downgrading and declassificati'on actions were taken as appropriate. No TOP SECRET records were shipped by this headquarters a's the TOP SECRET account was closed at the time' of the merger mentioned in the preceding paragraph. ' 
, (c) Intelligence Sweep: On X+S3 the S7Sth M.I. Detach-Iment conducted an evacuation inspection of the office of HQ, USAHSVCGPV. The purpose of this inspection was to preclude the,loss and/or compromise of classified material upon the disestablishment of the USAHSVCGPV. The inspection was conducted without incident. 

(4) Operations: 

(a) HOMECOMING: USAHS,VCGP\( provided medical support to. Operation HOMECOMING during the period X t6 X+60. This support consisted of medical teams composed of a physician and a me<l:l:cal specialist· and of Dustoff aeromedical evacuation as needed. Aftex; X+4S medical support to HOMECOMING was reduced to only the medical teams as Dustoff phased out at X+4'S. The medical teams made a medical evaluation of 

\ 

each returnee medical evacuation to Clark AB. F~llowing this, the returnees were moved by rotary wing air craft to the staging air field where they were immediately transferred to awaiting C-9 aeromedical evacuation aircraft for movement to Clark AFB. One u.S. civilian returnee chose to be hospitalized at USAH, Saigon, and remained there for three days undergoing tests before he was discharged. The medical support for Operations HOMECOMING functioned smoothly and without incident. 
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ANNEX E (United States Army Health Services Group~Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. \ 

(b) Drawdown of Medical Service: Medical support was provided U.S. peresonnel and FWMAF throughout the with~drawal phase to include hospitalization, evacuation, detox-
I ification, drug testing, preventive medicine, veterinary, dental and medical materiel support commensurate with the I declining overall troop strength until the withdrawal of all U. S. forc\es was complJted. . This drawdown was conducted in four incr~ments of 15 \days: Increment FOX (X - X+14) , Increment WOLF (X+15 -' X+29) , Increment LION (X+30 - ~+44) , and Increment TIGER (X+45 -X+59). Essentially by the beginning of Increment TIGER, the USAHSVCGPV units had completed their standdown and transferred their,medical support mission to the Joint Military Commission physicians,and to the residual medical support system remaining in-country under the direction of the Medical Director of the U.S. . . Embassy. Key personnel from HQ, USAHSVCGPV, to include the Commander, USAHSVCGPV/USARV Surgeon/Command Surgeon MACV remained through X+59 to prov,ide final' coordination with MACV, USARV/MACV SUPCOM, JMC, ICCS, U.S. Embass~, Seventh Day Adventists, and DAO on medical, matters. 

(c) Joint Military Commission Support: On X-day with the establishment of the Four Party Joint Military Commission (JMC) , medical support for the U.S. delegation of the JMC became an item of concern. In view of the locations of the teams (Hue, Da Nang, ~leiku, Phan Thiet, Bien Hoa, Saigon, My Tho, Can Tho), it \vas determined that US Army physicians would be immediately assigned to JMC locations which did not already have a US medical facility in the" immediate area (Hue, Phan Thiet, and My Tho). As US medical units phased down, a U.S. A1;'my physician was assigned to the remaining !JMC locations (Da Nang, Pleiku, Bien Hoa, Saigon, and Can Tho). Throughout the reqeployment period, these JMC physicians provided area medical support not only for jMC, but for other eligible US personnel in their respective areas. 

(d) Internat~onal Control Commission Support: As the International Commission for Control and Supervision (ICCS) , be'came a reality, emergency medical support was provided by existing US medical facilities and us Army physicians assigned to the JMC. Assistance was provided by this head-,' quarters to ICCS personnel reference available med~cal facilities, air evacuation prQcedures, medical supplies, and advice, when requested, on professional medical matters. 
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ANNEX E (United States Army Health Services Group-Vietnam) 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

(e) Drug Program: 

1 Urin~ Testing Laboratory: Th~\urine Testing Labo
ratory closed on X+30. Prior to theri~ an int~nsiveicampaign 
was conducted to insure that all pe,rs\onne12 8 Iyears of age 
find under received 'a urine test withih 60 days, of DE ROS. ' 
as directed by DOD,. Numerous messages were sent to major 
commanders n.dvising them of the UTL closure and that follow
ing X+30, personnel reporting for DEROS who were 28 years 
or under would be required to have a Commander's Certifi
cate in their possession stating they had had a negative 
urinalysis within 60 days of DEROS. Prior to X+30, all 
commands reported that! target group personnel had received 
aDEROS uri,ne test. Because of the increased workload 
brought ab6ut by the intensified testing and the shortage of 
92B laboratory technicians assigned to the UTL, it/was neces
sary to bring 10 92B laboratory technician into RVN on TDY 
from Okinawa. These personnel departed RVN on 6 March 1973. 
On X+35 the equipment of the UTL was prepared for retrograde 
to USAMMAPAC, Okinawa.· Because of the failure of some 
commanders to provide their target group personnel with a 
Commander's Certificate after X+30, it was necessary for 
UTL personnel to rem'ain at Camp Alpha until X+40 to check 
unit sweep records for a valid urinalysis. ~hose personnel 
who had neither a Commander's Certificate, nor a negative 
urinalysis were sent to the USAH, Saigon, or the 95th Evacu
ation Hospital for a clinical evaluation for drug abuse by 
a physician. !. . 

2 Drug Treatment Center: The Drug Treatment Center 
closed on X+40. Initial planning for the DTC was based on 
the assumption that a large patient load would be generated 
as a result o( i.ntensified testing'. This assumption proved 
erroneous as only 216 Army, 80 Air Force and. 16 Navy person;
ne~in the target group tested positive. Staff requirements 
were reassessed on X+15 resulting in the departure of 16 
personnel prior to X+30. At X+34 the Drug Treatment Center 
closed the ward ii was occupying when the patient'census 

. reached zero. After X+34 personnel requiring detoxification 
were detoxified in Ward 3. 
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ANNE~ ,E (United States' Army~Health Services 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After ~ction Report. 

, J 

Group-vietnam) 

(f) ROK Support: Med'icai support was provided to the ROKF-V.during their withdrawal from RVN. This con- ' sisted of hospitalization at the USAH, SaigOn;\ emergency treatment in the 575th Dispensary and aeromedipal e~acuation. On 30 November 1972 MACV ~greed to provide emergency medical support to ROKF-V beginning at X+24 for troops supported by 201st Mobile Army Surgical~ospital, Vung Tau and at X+35 for troops 'Supported by the 102d Evacuation Hospltal~ Nha Trang and 106th EVtacuation Hospital, Qui Nhon. On 26 Jan 73 the ROKF-V Surgeon notified USAHSVCGPV that it would be necessary to, assume (this support at X+16 (13 Feb 73). The 9th AEG, Clark AB flew special missions on'two different occasions to clear out their' hospitals prior to closure. However, it was still,necessary to transfer 23 patients to the 21st ASF, TSN and 4 patierlts to USAH, Saigon on 13 Feb 73!. This trans fer! could have been precluded by' the ROKAF using their C-54 aircraft to evacuate these patients to Korea. Throughout the period the ROKF-V insisted that they could fly only one air evac mission per week and this from Saigon. Finally the ROKF-V agreed to fly their own in-country mission and one special mission. The ROKF-V reluctanO'e to properly use their organic resources placed an additional and unnecessary workload on US medical and aeromedical resources. 

(g) Consulate Dispensary: Meqical service support to the residual United States personnel in vietnam was the responsibility of the Medical Director ~erican Embassy. To discharge this responsibility, he established 4 consulate dispensaries to provide area medical service. One each was established at Da Nang, Nha Trang, Bien Hoa, and Can Tho. Generally these dispensaries were designed to support a populat~on of 100 to 200 personnel on an outpatient basis and have the capability 'of providing primary medical care to include immunizations, sick call, and the treatment of minor disease and injuries. These dispensaries had very limited laboratory and pharmacy capability. 

(h) Org~nization of DAO: The residual element remaining in Vietnam after X+60 was the Defense; Attache Office (DAO) I. 
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ANNEX E (United States Army Heaith Services Group-Vietnam) to'USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

'The Mecrfcal Service Element~ Army Division DAO was authorized . \ .', . a total of 10 spaces. The breakdown 'of these spaces was as' follows: \. . 

., . 

MEDICAL SERVICE ELEMENT 

UNITED STATES PRRSONNEL: 
Medical Adrnt,nistrator' 
Project Officer 
Inventory Management Specialis~ 
Veterinarian J 

, 

VIETNAMESE PERSONNEL: 
SUpply.Specialist 
Interpreter/Translator 
Secretary 

1 
1 
3 

Within the Army Division of the DAG, there was a large group of Computer Sciences Corporation contractor personnel working at the RVNAF National Materiel Management Agency (NMMA). One person in this gro,up was a medical inventory management specialist who worked under the technical supervision of the Medical Service Element. In reali t'y the resi<;1ua,l DAO organization was designed with an authorization of 11 personnel to perfor~ medical service functions even though only 10 personnel were authorized within the Medical Service Element. 

(i) Reo~ganization: On 26 January 1973, the medical units in Military Region II were separated from MEDDACSaigon and organized under the 67th Evacuation Hospital as ME,DDAC Pleiku, a major subordinate coinmand of USAHSVCGPV. 

(5) Transfer of Functions: 

(a) Hospitalization - Seventh Day Adventist?: The USAH Saigon plant was transferred to the American Embassy Saigon. Health Services Group, with its MACV Command Surgeon's hat, was the executive agent coordinating a contract between the Seventh Day Adventj"st organization and the. American Emba.ssy to p;rovide hospitalization services to residual united States personnel. Utilization of the American Embassy-owned hospital plant was a part of the contract. 
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ANNEX E (United states l;\rmy Health Services' Group-Vietnam) 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action ,Report. 

\ . 

(b) Outpatient Care - US Embassy/Seventh Day Adventi'E!ts: 
'The outpatient care mission for residual US mission personnel 
was transferred to the US Embalssy . In addition to the out
patient service provided in Sa~gon by the Seventh Day Adyen
tist Hospital and the US Embassy Medical Unit, consulate dis
pensarieswere established in Da Nang, Nha Trang, Bien Hoa, 
and Can Tho.: , Initial staffing was provided by US Army medi- I 

cal personnel until their redeployment. 

(c), Defense Attache'Office (DAO): The ,following Mili
tary Assistance Service Funded (MASF) functi'ons were assumed 
by the DAO Medical Service element personnel subsequent to 

, I ,. 
X-day: ' 

I Moni~OringOf contracts 'for MASF ~unded loca~ procure
ment -of pharma<~euticals and veterinary inspection of all 
food contracts. I, 

2 Developing and-controlling the RVNAF MASF budget. 
This-included persuading RVNAF m~dical service personnel 
to accumulate daily fund expenditure data with subsequent 
submission to DAO Medical Service Element personnel. 

3 )lalidation of MAS,F supported requisitions submitted 
to United States supp~y sources. 

4 Validation of RVNAF medical equipment requirements 
subm:rttE~d for MASF support . 

. '" 
5 - The coordination of offshore optical and medical 

maintenance s~pport for RVNAF. 

6 '. The II).edical regulat'ing function for movement of 
patients wlthin and out of RVN was transferred.to DAO on 
X+4S. Out-of-countryair evacuation continued to be pro
vided by' 9th AEG, Clark AB'- In-country air evacuation be
came the responsibility of Air America on X:l-30 . 

. '7 The off-'shore med'ical training program moni torship 
was trans ferred ,to the Medica,l Service Element DAO on X+30. 
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ANNEXIE (United States Army Health Services Group-Vietnam):'. 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. : \, . 

i 

DAO's responsibi'lities include:, Assessment of requirements, , 
selection of candidates, submission'of requests for train- . ' 
ingl\, monitoring of training and as signment of personnel. 
upoh dompletion of training.! ~, 

.l._ .. , 

(d) USARPAC - TripIer Army Medical center: The Pay, 
Patient Accounts and Patient. Trust Funds of t.he rein'ain,tng -
hospitals in \Vietnam (67t~ Evac, 95th Ev~c and USA,H-S~N) , 
were closed and examine,d In-qountry prior ,to their·t~ahsfer 
to TripIer Army Medical Center in accordance with guidance 
from the USARPAC Surgepn's:Office. 

(6) Transfer of Fa~ilities: 
were transferred prior to either 
prior to the peasefire. 

Ai.l medical facilities 
RVNAF or the ·U. S. 'Embassy: 

(7) RVNAF .Advisory Activities: 

(a) Recornrriendations fOr Strengthening the Organiz~tional 
Structure of the RVNAF Medical Service: 

1 In December 1972, the Command Surgeon was requested 
by 'the Director'of Logistics, MACV,'to make recommendations 
concerning the posi tionof the RVNA.F Surgeon General in a 
recommended staff organization for the Central Logistics..', 
Command. (CLC). Recommendations included: 

a That,the Su~geon General should dccupy a position 
in the Command Group at CLC, serving as principal ·advisor 
to the Commander ,. CLC, and the Chief of the Joint Staff on 
all ~atters pertaining to the health care of the RVNAF, in 
addition to commanding the units and activities of the RVNAF 
Medical Service. . 

b That the ~urgeon General's ~taff organization remain 
as i t is now with no separate 'staff agency at the CLC level. 

2 In addition to the input to the~Director of, Logistics, 
it seemed appropriate, at the 'same time to also address areas ' 
within the internal organizational structure of the RVNAF 
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ANJ:EX E (United states Army Heal.th Services i Group-Vi etnam) \ 

,to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

Medical Service which might be strengthened. A study was made and recommendations were suggested for possible reorganization. Major changes recommended were: \ 
, " 

' \ " a A proposed reorganiz ation -of the currenit. Cuc Quan Y (RVNAF Surgeon Generals Offic~) s·taff organization whic'h grouped re'lated functions ,added staff sections for some 'functions not currently being perform~d, and in general attempted to provide a staff organization more responsive to the needs of the Surgeon General, and, , 

b Proposed' changes ,lin the command organization of the RVNAF Medical Service. 

c A RAMMS (Republic of Vietnam Armed Forc~s Automated Materiel Management System) Stock Control Division was proposed to assume those functions currently performed by the 70th Medica!l Base Depot. 

d Proposals for strengthening the "Tri-Service" concept included the utilization of VN and VNAF medical service 

\ ' 

\ 

.,. 
" 

officers on the staffs of Cuc Quan Y and the Military Medi- ~ cal School. Recommended changes in the command organization included placing the station hospitals under the command of the ~1edical Group commanders, placing the small technicaL and independent units in the Saigon area under the command of Cong·Hoa General Hospital, rather than reporting directly to Cuc Quan Y, and placing the Military Medical/School under the command of the Surgeon General, rather than ~nder the Central Tra~ning Command. 

(b) Mid-Year Review of MASF Budget: The mid-year review of the RVNAF MASF buqget was conducted atUSARPAC during the period 22 January through 5 February 1973. The RVNAF developed requirements submitted for MASF support with a a ceasefire situation follows: 
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ANNEX E (United States ~r.my Health Services 
to. USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Acti1fn Repert. 

Greup-Vietnam) 

RCN 

AB19 

BQ08 

DN84 

SW42 

SW43 

SW45 

SW46 

SW47 

SW48 

SW53 

TE19 

TE26 

TG59 

Tl7,88 

TY89 

TZ47 

"-, 

MEDICAL MASF REQUI~MENTS 

CATEGORY OF SUPPLIES 

Medical Equipment CIni tial) 

X-Ray Equipment (At'tritien) 

Chemicals 

Beeks and Publicatiens 

Drugs and Surgical Dressings 

Other Medical Supplies 

Medical Chemicals 

Medical Equipment (Attritien) 
I 

FY 73 

PROGRAM 

$ '444,000 

197,000 

1,895,250 

50,000 

19,224,000 

2,233,000 
I 

140,000 

706,000 

Mattresses 25,000 

Repair and Rehabilitatien 13,000 

Laberatery Equipment (Initial) 46,000 

X-Ray Equipment (I~itial) 285,000 

Laberatery Equip~ent (Attritien) 67,000 
. ''l. .. ~(... _ 

Lecal Precurement, Drugs and Dressings 700,000 

Lecal Precurement, Other Medical 
I 

Supplies 200,000 

Lecal P'ro.curement, Chemicals 3'00,00"0 
, : 

TOTAL: $26,525,000 
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ANNEX E (United States:Army Health Services Group-Vietnam) ·to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 
Lp.rger requirements were identified in the event there was no ceasefire and were available for pres~ntation at the review. The Department of ,Army review approved the program 'coverlng the ceasefire I requirements s'ince the 'ceasefire was announced during the conduct of th~ review. This was the last review at which advisory personnel would participate. i ,DAO Medical Service Element personnel in! conjunction with RVNAF Medical Service personnel assumed the function of preparing and conducting future reviews. 

, ! 

(c) Transition from US to DAO: Three DAO civilian personnel arrived- for temporary duty with the Medical \ Service Element immediately subsequent to the declara.tion of the ceasefire .. An additional medical inventory ,manage-lIlent specialist,' hired by Co~puter Sciences Corporation,', to perform duty with the Medical Service Element also arrived. These personnel were, able to, participate in a lengthlyoyer-lap period with their mi Ii tary predecessors resul t,ing i1na" " genE?,rally smooth and comprehensive transition. ' ., .- .J 

, , 

(d) In-country Procuref\lent of Pharmaceuti'cals: 0Ile of \, theDAO Medical Service EI,ement personnel' was given' the'.p'ri-'mary duty 6f .m.'anaging "the in-country procurement ofpharmaceuticals program. This ,individual assumed management of a,p in-process program and traveled extensively ,around the Saigon I 
area during the first week of his prese~c~~ This travel was accomplished to'introduce the in¢lividualto the'~any personnel in RvNAP·,· ,GVNMinistry of Health (MOH) , MACV' Economic Affairs, USAID/PH/ and the US Army Contract., Administration Officer Vietnam, (USACAOV) in' ord~r to acquaint himself with all the contact points and personnel involved with, the program. The st.latus Of ,the program at ,the time of the f·unction assumption by the Medical Service El~ment follows; 

I -l A total of 51 items Were identified for the brogram. 
2 MOR had the capability to'test 20 of these items. 
3 A $1 million contract was being finalized by USACAOV for TS items. 
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ANNEX'E (United StatesiArmy Health\Services Gr9up-Vietnam) 
to USARV/Mf\CV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

. \. 
. \ . 

\ 

4 Separate record control numbets have been established 
for local procurement amounting to $].2 million . 

.' \ 

5 $3 million of the FY73MASF budget is targeted for 
local procuremen~. 

/ 

6 'Future incr~ases in local procurement are limited 
by the prodnction capability of industry and the t~st,ing 
capability of the MOH. 

Ci 

'\ 

(e), Quality qontrol System: An, in-stor.e quality control 
system for use in ithe RVNAF depot system was' developed and 
submitted to Cue Qpan Y. 

/ 

. (f) Field Advisor Team Members: On X-Day the advisory 
function of field Advisory Teams ceased an9 the team members 
were utilized to assist in the

l 
transfer of equipment to the 

US Embassy and RVNAF, the support of JMC and ICCS, the aug-. 
mentation of U8AHSVCGPV medical facilities, and the organi
zation and activation of the consulate dispensaries. 

(8) Administration: 

(a) Audit of Funds: A total of 24 funds were audited 
after X-Day. They consisted of 16 Unit Funds, 4 Other Sundry 
Funds, and 4 Domestic Hire Funds. In order to save manpower 
and insure adequacy of audits, a cent~alized aUditing ~ystem 
was established in this Headqua~ters which was used i for all 

.I ' 

but a select few funds which were audited locally. Priorities 
for audit were based on the suspense dates established by 
higher headquarters., custodians and/or responsible individuals 
were not permitted to depart the command until the final audit 
was completed. 

(b) Disposition of Records: The disposition of records 
was carried out in accordance with guidance published by the 
USARV/MACV SUPCOM Adjutant General. This directive provided 
that ~ll records would be frozen on X-Day and it also allowed 
files t-o be transfe·rred without lengthy and time consuming 
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ANNEX E (United States Army Health Services Group-Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After ,Action Report. 

documentation. The transfer of records,was even further simplified by the establishment' of records collection points ih each l'1ilitary R~gion and the'Saigon area where. all records were staged for shti.'pment to Hawaii where the records were s,?reenedfor determination of final disposition. ' 
\ ' b. Section II: commanaer/surgeon's\comments on Lessons Learned - ,M.D. T~omas~ COL,\MC. 

(1) ,Personnel: 

(a) Strength Accounting: While a day-by-day withdrawal schedule for all subordinate units 'was published and moni-' tored by this headquarters, it was difficult for those units 'outsioe the saigon area to strictly adhere to this ~chedule. They were obligated to move personnel as tra'nsportation was made available by the Army Support Elements in their areas. This often caused problems in getting an accurate strength 'accounting. In general, units were able to stay within their movement quotas for anyone ,increment. 

(b) Awards: There were no major problems encountered in this area. The only way in which the processing of' awards might have been enhanced would have been by the preparation of av,rard recornrtl.endations in advance of the ceasefire and holding them in abeyance until the announcement, at which time they could have been rapidly processed. 

(c) Assignment Instruqtions and Orders: Once officer assignment instructions were issued by the Office of the Surgeon General, it would have ,been much less of an administrative burden if changes had been kept to a minimum. The many and often last minute changes in assignments, and the associated amendments to orders, increased the workload of the already extr'emely busy Personnel Service Compp.~ies'. 

(2) . Logistics: 

(a) Retrograde: r The logistical operations were a "first" in that they generally involved phasing out and 
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ANNEX f: (United States Army Health Servi,ces Group-Vietnam) to USA~V/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

I 

not just phasing down. This presented a problem for disposition of large quantities of medical materiel. Worldwide requirements for medical materiel were recei"'led from DA OTSG ;allowing 'screening of on hand' assets for application ~gainst these requirements. Many of these requir~fuents w~re satisfied resulting in sUbstantial savings to the.\DA medical materiel managerilent system through· obviation of previously planned procurement of similar materiel. This world wide visibility of DA OTSG medical ,materiel requirements was of great assistance to the Command. Recommend th,is procedure be follow¢d in future phase out operations. ' 

'. (b) Turn-In To Keystone: Subordinate units processed other than medical ,equipment through Keystone processing po~nts. Keystone was responsible for accepting this equipment for ultimate dispositiqn and f9r'maintaining auditable records. This procedure greatly assisted/subordinate units in phasing out of operations. They were not frustrated by having tO,hold items on hand awaiting disposition instructions and were relieved from the laborious process pf retrograding items while at the same time having to accomplish other phase out actions. ' Recommend a Keystone type procedure be included as a part of future phase out of operations. \ 

(c) Turn-Over to RVNAF: RVNAF medical service was extremely cooperative and helpfulldurJ,.ng the phase out of medical serv~ce log~stical operations. Their country-wide medical materiel deficiencies were identified and stibmitted to this command for screening against US unit assets. This substantially aided in the provision of disP9sition ,instructions to US subordinate units. RVNAF, in addition to facili-,tating'the turnover of US equipment and supplies, provided medical service logistic'al support to the Command during the phase out period~ For example, oxygen was supplied to the USAH saigon on a routine replenishment basis and -other support was rendered on a situational basis as' requested. 
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ANNEX E (United States Army Health Services Group-Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

'(d) Establishment of Supply AccountS: Prior to X-Day, the Command provided medical materiel support ,to numerous small activities in country. This support had been provided fr0m the Supply and Service Division, USAH Saigon. In order to insure/continued support to these activities' after X-Day, the Command operated a's an interinediary for them with the US Army Medical Materiel Agency, Pacific located on, Okinawa, Japan, ,to assist them i~ being established as authoriz~d requisitioners of medical m~teriel~ It is ' felt that the Corrunand action substantially benefitted these activities, Ibut was an unexpected additional workload that, detracted from the Command's ability to accpmplish more directly related phase out ,operations. 

i ' (e) Clo$e-Out of Property Books: The pre-auditing of subordinate unit property books by the Command Headquarters proved to be extremely beneficial. This provided the units with advance knowledge of the USARV DCSLOG requirements and additionally provide'd them wi tha degree of certainty as to their property book accuracy. USARV DCSLOGwas required to frequently change its audit schedule, therefore subordinate units were subjected to numerous changes in their audit dates. This pre-audit reduced the tr~uma accompanying the frequent changes. Pre-audits should be a part of future operational phase outs. One problem area which made the close out of property books more difficult, than necessary was the, early release ,of 'some of the units' property book officers. In ~ futu:r;-e redeployment action, commanders should ensure that property book, officers are retained ,in the command until pro-perty books are cleared. 
I 

(f) Turn-Over to AMEMB: Subsequent to X-Day, the American Embasqy established 4 consulate dispensaries and asked the Command to provide assistance in obtaining medical . equipment. On-hand assets were screened and available~ ~quipment was provided. The effort required to provide this . assistance was minimal and did not influence the Command phase out. 
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ANNEX E (bni ted states Army Health Services Group-Vi'etnam) tOI USARV /MACV SUPCOM After Action Reportt. 
\ ' 

(3) Intelligence!Securf'ty: 

, (a). Securi ty Inspection: The compreheh s i ve ~a tur~ and helpful attitude of the MACDI Security,Inspection\ team was extremely beneficial toth~ HQ, USAHSVCGPV security Eersonnel _ particularly in ,the matter of resolving differences between USARV /MACV SUPCOM and MACV security regulations.' '.; 

(b) Transfer of Documents: The decision by,higher headquarters to ship all classified records to a central point in Hawaii for sorting and disposition and the simplification of docume~t shipping instructions was extremely"help~ ful in'insuring the, orderly drawdown of this Headquart~rs and fadili tating the disposition of 'classified documents-. 

(4) Operations: 

(a) HOMECOMING: OSAHSVCGPV's participation in Operation HOMECOMING was without incident. How~ver, the handling of the one US civilian returnee who elected to stay in RVN for a few days after release presented some unnecess,ary problems. The problems of security and PIO ,coverage which fell on the shoulders of the USAH, Saigon could have been precluded. In future operations of this nature, civilian returnees who are permitted to drop out of the system in-country should immediately become theiresponsibility of the US Embassy. Those requiring hospital admission, obher than for emer.gency medical care, should not be permitted to leave the system unt~l they reach the Joint Processing Center off~shore. 
" 

(b) Drawdown of Medical Service: Due to the' ample planning time prJor to the exec.ution of the cease fire , X-Day found USAHSVCGPV poised to execute the redeployment plan on order. The only problems encountered during the execution period occurred as a re~ult of shifting support requirements, changes in base/compound closure dates, and the availability of air transportation for both in-country travel and DEROS flights. As our medical u'nits provided area support, local commanders were ,able to make on-site adjustments without compromising either the quality or availability of medical support. Ultimately as the drawdown was 
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\ ANNEX E (Uni ted St~tes Army Heal!th Services G-rQup-Vietnam) 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action RepOrt. 

./ 

slowed to more directly parallel the release of POW's, two 
dispensaries were'opened'atCampAlpha and j:he'MACV Annex .' 
t.o provide medical support for,the large concentIaticin,of 
troops in these areas who were awaiting redeploynlent.' In 
addition, ,the USAH-Saigon continued to provide staff support 
to the Seventh Day Adventist Hospital in sufficient numbers 
to staff one ward for US milit~ry ,patients,'a 24 hour 'emer
gency room service in the same Ifard , and an on-call surgical 
team. Throug~out the redeployment period, flexibility was 
tHe key to all operations. The response of the medic~l 
units to th~changes as the occu~red was a tribut~ to\their 
leadership and mission dedication. ' 

(c)' :JOin~ Military commis~ion Support: The/requirement 
for providlng aphyslclan w~th" each JMC team posed no pro
blem for the Group as in-country assets were available. 
Personnel were physically located with the teams upon acti
vation (Hue, Phan Thiet, My Tho) or,upon the closure'of the 

IUS 'medical facility available in the team area (Da Nang, 
Pleiku, Bien Hoa, Saigon, Can Tho). Since JMC physicains I 

provided area support to US personn.el in their vicinity, 
this distribution of small aid stations provided' continuous 
medical support throughout the country during ,the redeploy-

,ment period. 

(d) International Commission Support: No problems were 
encountered in provlding ICCS support as this support parallel
ed support for the JMC and US personnel. 

(eY Drug Program: 
I I 

I The Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Program was 
seriously impaired in the final months by the fai16re of 
anyone office at MACV to assume responsibility for all 
facets of "the program. There was no central focal po'int at 
MACV to provide coordination, policy gui¢lance, and d·irection 
to the component commanders or to maintain statistics on the 
program's effectiveness. Further, although the Army's pro-:" 
gram was monitored closely by Special Actions Division, DCS 
P&A, USARV/MACV SUPCOM, - 'a similar agency was noticeably 
la.cking for the Air Force, and Navy. 
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ANNEX E (United states Army Health Services Group-Vie,tnam)" to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Act,ion Report.' 

~ It was initially felt that several hundred personnel ~oul~ be \identified as drljlg abuse:-s upon DER<?S ~. This pro]ectl0n w~s based on th~ best avallable statlstlcal data. In'order to handle the projected workload, the DTC ,was to remain at full strength,and plans were developed to llse Ward 8 atUSAH, Saigon as an addit~onal drug detoxifiqation ward. The pr<?jection was, in actualli ty, t'oo hiQh as only 176 pe:-sonnel ,resruired detoxifi~atibn. at the DTq. . In fufture, operatl0ns ofthlS nature, conslderatlon must be glven to the desire of some drug a!::>users to go home clean. This desire obviously caused many to detoxify themselves,. 

(f) j, ROK Support: The' medical support provided to ROKFV by USAHSVCGPV was brought about by the failure of ROKFV to accept responsibility for their own medical c'are. 0riginal discussions with ROKFV medical personnel in Sep'temper 1972 center'ed around their intention to phase out medical support concurrently with troop withdrawal. Their plan at that time would have resulted in only a minimal requirement for US medical assistance. However, on .February 15,1973, ROKFV , unilateraily a~d unwisely stood down th~ir hospitals ~nd by their actions forced pS medical units to assume this support. In addition, the ROKAF refused to increase the number of air evacuation missions to Korea resulting in many unnecessary days of hospitalization at the USAH, Saigon. The ROKFV actions in the withdrawal resulted in an unnecessary burden being placed on US medical facilities during a'period when the us medical facili ties were als,o trying to standdown. In any future'operation,all allied forces must'be held respopsible for their own medical support with only minimal, 'esseiiti'al assistance provided by us military medical ~ervices. OJ..: •• 

(g) I Consulate Dispensaries: These dispens-aries were' established primarily :!:hrough the initiative of command military personnel.i Requirements were identified in terms of personnel, physical plan.ts, equipment and materiel. Where available, military assets were furnished to these d,i,spensaries to include personnel during the' pha~e down, period. Es-, tablishment of these dfspensaries did no't 'adverse'ly '_~ff~ct the Command's phase~down operations. 
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ANNEX E (United S.ti'l,tes ~y Health Services 
to YSARV/MACV S UP"COM After Action Report. 

Group-vietnam) 

(h) Org'aniz'ation of" DAO: The Medical Service Element 
of DAO was functionally organiz~d and easily assumed it's '! 

planned ,mission., In retrospect, it was hampered by the 
absence of 'an administrative specialist to handle' informa-' 
tion distribution, other DAG organizational element in
quiries, and to provide an -information control center. 
Further, as the US redeployment neared its'conclusion, it 
beca,me more and more evident the presence of a Surgeon in 
Medical Service Element' during the transition period of DAO 
(60-90 days) woulq/have facilitated the establishment ,of 
the Medical Service Element by providing profe'ssional ex
pertise and ,prestige in the coordination of 'policy with the 

'(Medical Director, US Emb'assy~ Seventh Day Adventists, and 
RVNAF. , Unfortunately the rigid space limitations imposed ,I 

'bn DAO'preclu~ed the inclusion of b6th the Surgeon and the 
administrative specialist. 

, (i) Reorganization: The purpose of establishing MEDDAC 
Pleiku was to fac~litate the command/control of the units 
in Military Region!II (MR II) and reduce the span of respon
sibility for USAH-Saigon in anticipation of ceasefire opera
tions. The decision proved to be a wise one as it enabled 
MEDDAC Pleiku to 'manage the medical support of' MR II in a 
'manner which was responsive to the local sit:uation. Further 
USAH-Saigon was more abie to e,ffectively meet, its responsi
bilities during redeployment. Finally, the Group benefitted 
b.y having direct lines of communications to the major medical 
units in-country. 

(~) Transfer of Functions: 

(a) "Hospitaliz,ation - Seventh Day Adventists: I Th'e 
Seventh Day Adventists were extremely qooperat~ve in the 
transition period of providing hospitalization. Their 
pets'onnel work,ed side by side with Command personnel to 
insure continuity of operations and minim1lIIl disruption of 
services. The provision, of hospitalization qn a contrac
tual basis was considerE7d advant:ageous when compared to the 
alternative of continued United States investment in a phy
sical: p,lant, personnel, and equipment to support an unstable 
residual force. Recommend contractual support be considered 
for future similar phast7 outs. 

··'r'· 
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ANNEX E (United st.ates Arm~, Health 'Services Grol;lp-Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

(b) , Olft'p'atlent' Care '- us Embassy/Seventh ,Day Adventist's: Originally the' Consu.late Dispensaries ONere established under the con6eptt~at outpatient care would be available to. all US personnel in the Da Nang, Nha Trang, Bien Hoa, and Can Tl10 areas. The' Medical Director~ however, due to limited assets was unable to assume the responsibi-Ii ty for US contractors and this created some difficulties' as, the contractors ~ere required to make independent arrangements for medical suppor,t.' No problems of., this nature were experienced i1) the Saigon area as the Seventh Day Adventists provided out~~tient service for, a fee. 

(c)iDefens'e Attache Office: Transfer of functions to DAO was greatly facilitated by the presence of'TDY DAO ' personnel immediately subsequent to X-day. Of equal importande was the irnmeaiate acceptance by'RVNAF medical service personnel of greater ,responsibilities in the management of their MASF budget. The 'relatively long phase out period of 60 days allowed incumbent/successor functional overlap and provided for detailed instruction and guidance for successors.· This overlap period was a significant factor in functional_transfer 'success and should be included in future such phase"out oper~tions. 

Cd) USARPAC -TripIer Army Medical Center (TAMC): The transfer of the PaY,Patient Accounts and Patient Trust Funds to TAMC enabled USAHSVCGPV to close out its hospital admil;d.strativ~ functions in-country. It is anticipated that the transfer of the MRO, USAH-Saigon, whb is' familiar with the funds and their problem areas, to TAMC will provide the "institutional memory" necessary to facilitate the manage-.ment and ul ti~_ate itermination, of these funds . 

(6) Transfer of Facilities: Since all facilities were transferred prior to the cea.sefire, no problems were en-' countered which in anyway hampered the withdrawal. If any lesson is to be learned, it is that i~ a similar situation" a similar process should be followed. ; 

(7) Phas'e-Out of Advisory Effort: 
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ANNEX E ("Qnited States Army Health Services, Group-Vietnam) to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action report. 
. i 

(a)" Re commend a'tAons for' Strengthening the Organiza-" tional Str~cture of· the RVNA;FMedical Service: . Although the RVNAF Medical Se:tvic~ has exper~enced treme,ndous' growth' in size and capabili tie,s over the past' few years, there are several areas ih ,the drganizational"and .command structure .. which 'should, be changed.' 

I ,While t{l,e'RVNAF Medical Service1 in theory operates under a: "tri-service" concept, such'is notalwc;:l.Ys the~ase in reality. ,T~ere app~ara tobe.a reluctanQ~on the part of t.he VNN and the VNAFto"use ARVN facilities "-'Thich should support; theTI,\under this ,uriified concept~ There.' a,lso 'appears to be a' reluctahce on, the pa,rt, of .the supporting j j-\RVN activities' to provide support to "the medical facilities of the other two services~. The' same is true toa lesser' extent for the-"Marine Hospital and, the Airborne Hospital. In many instances these facili tie's have. exceeded their, capacity, yet theyhesitate<;1 to transfer patients to ARVN station 'or general' hospit,als ~ Each individual service, attempts to b~-' co~e self-sufficient at the expense of causing unnecessary duplication of already limited resources. t:The utilization ,'of, VNN and VNAFstaffing at the Cuc Quan Y level' and at the Military Medical School would be a st~p toward furthering the Tri -seJ:vice concept.. '.- ' . 

2 The current command structure of the RVNAF Medical -8ervlce is centralized in'; nature.'in that 'all station and gene'ral ho~pi tals report direct to the' Surgeon General. While the Medical Gropp has been given cormnand for the smaller ' activi'ties within the Military Region, association with the s~ation ~nd general hospitals is limited to technical sUQervision only., If the Office of the Surgeon Gene~al is to continue to improve its mission of overall management of the medical service, further decentralizat,idn and a reduction' in s'pan' of con,trol is indicated. Thi's can be accomplished by establishing an are~ medical support concept wi~h all medical acti vi tie's in the Military Region, except the, general hospitals, being placed' under the cdmmand and~cbntrol of the Medic,al Group. 'L. 
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ANNEX',E (United States Army Health ,Services Group-vietnam) to'USARV/MACV SUpeOM After Action Report. . " 

, (b)L'o"g'i:s'ti~s:' Th<? logistiqal advi'spry effort at X-day was func;tionally categorized by ·US and RVNAF medical' 'materiel mariagement personnel into advisory functions to be transferred to RVNAF, fun'ction/s to be ,transferred to the DAO medical service element, ,functions to be transferred out of country to other agencies,' and functions tO,be deleted. Essenti~lly~ the residual advisory effbrt in ,medical materiel m~nagement is the minimum necessary to accomplish I 
MASF budget control and to provide the interface with US ' pupply sources., This low ,level of ,advisory effort is expected to continue as long' as MASF support to RVNAF continues. Funct.ions that continue to have us invol ve,men-t through DAO ' ~edic:::al Service Eleme~t personnel ar~ the'MAS~\ b'7dget and In-country procurement' of Rh.arI!laCeutlcal-s. ' Slnce these functions are 'directly concerned with utiliz ation of us funds" it is recommended that control J'actions for these functions, continue to:" remain with US personnel. 

, 
(c) 'Utilization' of US Medical Advisory Personne:L: . Since the Commander, USAHSVCGPV controlled the medical advisors as Command Surgeon, MACV, these bssets were used 'throughout the redeployment period'to assist in estahl~shing and staffing the Consulate Qispensaries for the post redeployment'medical system throughout the couritry, in providing jMC/ICCS support at team sites, ~nd in augmenting USAHSVCGPV medical facilities as needed. This unified effort on the part of.all US Army: medical personnel in-country was a decisive factor in the'redeployment of the ,us military,medical assets from Vietnam and the tran~ition! to a viable civili~n medical system Mithout interruption in bhe availabili£y 6f quality medical support'. 

(8)', Administration: 

(a) Audit of Funds:~ During the courge of the audits, it was discovere'd that five funds in USAHSVCGPV were st'ill active though ~heir units had 'been ina6tiviated duri~g the, past year. Only after locating the necessary records and assets were the funds reconstructed andeventual:I,y ter-'minated. Another'problem in the final auditing was that proceduraleirors ~ad been made ~rid perpetuated from custodian to custodian over extended periods of time,. The necessity to resolve this type of error could have been precluded 
.:' 
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ANNEX E (United states ArmY",Health Services Group-Vietnam) 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

. ' 
", 

\. . had the'.responsible hea¢lquarters more closely, supervised 
the funds by performing.the ~equired audits and instituting 
effective training programs for their custodi~ns .. All audits 
were satisfactorily completed and accepted by higher head
qua~t~rs, and the funds were correctly dissolved within the 
time schedule ,prescribed by. higher he~dqUar;ers~ \ I (b) Disposition of Records: The disposition of records 
was implemented accor4ing to the'prescribed directives a~d, 

,becabse' of the in-depth pre-planning and the greatly simpli
"fied procedures I was completed without any problems .being 
e'ncountered. The elimination bf the· requirements to screen 
each individual file and to prepare extensive documentation 
greatly facilitated the expeditious transfer of records from 
all units, e~pecially those' units that were,r~quired to re
deploy within the first 15 days of ·the ceasefire. Addi-, 
tiona.'lly, the creation of.collection points throughout RVN 
eliminated the rapid influx of several tons of parcels intb 
the APO system. Thls also provided for ,the proper disposi
tion of records without reliance on the mail service system 
from RVN. 

APPENDICES: r 
2 
3 -
4 -
5 -
6 -
7'-
8 -
9 -

10 -
11 -
12 -

USA Hospital, Saigon 67th Evacuation Hospital, Pleiku MEDDAC~ 95th Evacuation Hospital, 5MBL ~ 4th Medical'Detachment - VS 57th Medical Detachment. - RA 237th Medical Detachment - RA 247~h Medical Detachment.'- HA 345th ~edical Detach~ent 575th Medical Detachment - MB 9th Medical Laboratory, Augmentation 20th Preventive Medicine unit - SVC-FLD 38th Medical Detachment - HA 
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APPENDIX 1 (USA Hospital, Saigon) to Annex E to USARV/ 

I 
MACV,iSUPCOM After Action, Report. 

I 

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of th,is report 'is to provide 
information concerning ~ignific~nt activities, observa
tions and recommendations concerning. the US Army Hospital, 

\
saigOn, and the Drug Treatment Center during "Operation 
COUNTDOWN" and the twenty-seven days preceding the imple-
~entation of this plan. ' 
I { 

2. GENEru\r.. This report covers the period 1 January 1973 
to. 15 Marcn 1973. Information contained herein r~lates 
to ·the deactivation of the units inr~aragraph 1. The phases 
stated in the following sections' ate considered to be func
t,ional phases and not time phases. The standdown phase per-:
tains to the actual operations and/or curtailment of op~ra
tions~' the rorl up phase concerns the transfer of properties, 
remaining functions; and disposition of records, and the 
withdr~wal phase concerns the deployment of personnel. 

a. Section I: Significant ~rganizational Activities 

(1) Standdown Phase. 

(a) Out-Patient Clinics/S~bspecialtyServices. In 
anticipation of a cease-fire, elective procedures were held 
to a minimum beginning 1 January. Originally, no personnel 
were to depart USAH, SGN until X+15. However, the'hospital 
received short Aotice to release 50'~ersonnel between X' and 
X+3. This included the release of some subspecialists. As 
a result, effective X-day, all specialty clinics were closed 
and all elective procedures(were terminated. The MACVClinic 
remained operational until X+19, while the,Vung Tau Clinic 
and Plantation Dispensary operated until X+,I9 and X+45 re- j 

spectively. The hospital out-patient clinic, although closed 
for specialties, remained staffed to conduct sick-call and 
relieve the emergency ~oom from the burden of a large influx 
of people. On"X+30, the JOPC operated sick-call from 0800-
1200. On X-day the immunization clinic was moved to the, 
emergency room. Also, between X+l and X+22 an immunization 
team \vas st.ationed at MACV Annex (52 7th PSC) to screen 
records and give required immunization. The team operated 
from 0800 to the COB of the 527th PSC daily. 

\ 
" 
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APPENDIX 1 (USA Hospital, Saigon) to Annex E to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM After Action ,Report. 

(b) In-P~tient Ca~e: Effective X-day, the evacuation poJ.icy of the 'command changed from 30 to 10 days. This action, coupled with the curtailment of elective procedures, quickly reduced the numlJer of inpatien·ts to a figure compatible with persortnel assets. As a result, Ward 6 and Ward 2. were closed on X+l and X+20 respecti~ely. Tpe mission of providing in-patient care to the ROK forces was assumed on X+14. (Planning/had anticipated a requirement of 10 :beds). The first ROK patient arrived on X+23 and by X+27 there were I? ROK in-patients, several requiring intensive care. Many attempts were made to evacuate 'them out of country, but all failed and they remained until X+30. Ward 6 was prepared ~tb accept any'returnees releasedb~ the Viet Cong in South Vietnam. On X+15, one POW (Civil~an) was admitted. to ward 6' and· remained under observation for three days. 
(c) Logistics: Effective X-day all routine requests to USAMMAPAC were stopped. Only emergency requisitions, . were processed. By X+2, all supply requisitions due in from USAMMAPAC were screened, resulting in a telephonic/written cancellation of the majority of items. USAMMAPAC responded I and tried: to even turn around some materials already in, the "pipeline". The small amount of materials that did arrive' after X-day were returned immediately ,if not needed. Effective X-day, property management section conducted intensive inventories. of all property on hand at the hospital, MACV Clinic, Vung Tau, Can Tho and·Plantation Dispensaries. The maintenance section likewise prepared all ite~s of equipment for disposition (included equipment at all medical anq. dental treatment facil~t'ies in MR II, III and IV). During 1::his en.tire period, the pupply and Serv'ice division continued to support all authorized customerl with medical supplies to include the JMC/ICCS customers'. . 

(d) Administration: In preparation for a cease-fire agreement, the hospital initiated actions to prevent an overwhelming 'volume of administrative actions in c'ase of short notice. All awards, OER's and EER's were processed as far as possible; the Annual Medical Service Activi~ies Report was drafted'and finalized by 5 JanuarYi records normally scheduled for retirement ~n Janu~ry were prepared and retired by the end of the first week in Janu~rYi and· 
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Ii APPENDIX I . (USA Hospital, isaigon) to .Ai'mex E to USARV / ,MACV . SPPCOM After action Rerport. 
all other personnel actions were handl~d a~ expeditiously as possible. It should be noted that these actions were also taken by subordinate units. Registrar activities were actually consolidated by combining the Joint Medical Regulating Office" and the Drug Treatment Center / Registrar! Section with the main Registrar Office prior to X-day. Effective X-day, all routine personnel actions were terminated. ' Act ions in progress at that time were filed in· the indiv~dual's 201 file so action could be continued at the f( next duty section. 'Be't;ween X-day and X+15 awards,OER's and EER's were. finalized the processed. They totaled over 400 awards, 125 OER's and 250 EER's. In addition to military awards, over 75 civilian awards for local national employees were proqessed. Associated with the loss .of personnel, functional areas, were combined. ' Plans, Qperations, Train~ng, and Security were' combined with the Medical Company Detachment functions. Medical Compap~ Administration was assumed by the headquarters while 'DTC administration was completely managed by the Registrar/Personnel sections of the hospital. 

' 
Effective 2E? January the 67th Evac. Hospital, 575th Medical Detachment, and the 247th and 237th Medical Deta6hment were relieved from attachement to the USAH, SGN. This increased the ~fficiency of administrative actions between these units and USAHSVCGPV concerning Countdown Operatigns. 

(e) Food Service: On X-day, Sunday Brunch, 1'1ight Supper and the ambulatory modifie¢t diet' line were discontinued. Box lunches prepared and distributed at the supper meal were ~~ovided to replace the regular night supper. Effective X-day only hospital' personnel, patients and other milita~y transients were authorized dining privileges. ;All civilian contractor personnel were, refused subsistence unless working for the hospital or as in-patients. Subsistence pick-ups and deliveries continued with no/interruption. \ 
(f) Drug Treatment Center: Prior to X-day, all 212 actions previously processed by the DTC were simply forwarded 
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to CONUS for acti0n. . Polj/cy was also changed to reflect that first time identifiers could be air-evaced to' CONUS instead of returning them to their unit. Exceptions·, were made to this policy in cases where the unit 'needed the indi vidual returned; however, .over.all, this new policy worked well.\ The r,ecidi vist rate seen after 1 January showed a st~ady declin~. 
,I 

i In anticipation of a large influx of drug abuse patients identified through DEROS testing, the DTC Staff remained unchanged until after X+26. Ward 8 was prepared. to be qtilized in the event admissions to DTC would surpass. 1\ the beds available in Ward 9. Because of the low patient cfensus, Ward 9 w·as closed on X+34.
f 

(1) Withdrawal Phase. 

(a) USAH,SGN: Prior to X-day personnel were given an adjusted !departure date, annotated on a DPU roster and forwarded to the servicing personnel service company. Original plans ,were .based on a zero strength loss until after X+1Sj however, on XHday the hospital was required to r,rop 43 personnel and by X+lS to drop another 6, bringing I~he assigned strength from 313 on X-day to 264 on X+1S. During the 

I 

period X+15 through X+30, 131 more personnel;departed the ) command. The third increment, X+30 - X+4S saw the loss of anpther 46 personnel leaving a'residual force of 87 who de-parted between X+45 and X+49. ! 

Ten assigned personnel were on leave or R&R in CONUS on X-day. None were deemed mission·essential. Reassignment orders were received on each and they were subsequently dropped from accountability by that authority. 
One NCO on leave was sent back to RVN from theiOakland Staging Area. For SOme reason he was thought to be mission essential by DA. ' 

One clerk, one cook and t~o physicians were reassigned to the 527th PSC for duty as members of the Joint Military ComInission. 
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APPENDIX ,1 (USA Hospital, Saigon) to Annex E to USARV/ MACV SUPCOM Afte~ Abtion Report. 

Ext~nsive plann~ng was'a9~omplished by ~~e staff in ,?r~er to 1nsure a de11cate balance of profess10nal and ~dm1n1st~ative personriel throughout the period th~t coVld effectively accomplish the, mission. A general surgeon, internist and OR team were held until X+45. Departure days for some personnel were changed because of personnel problems" i.e., marrigage.processing, e~ergency-situations and illness (air-evac). Troop ~oral~ remain~drelatively high during the period despite the uncertainty of daily operations. 
I 

Between X-day and X+45, all l,ocal national employees were separated as the reduction in force program took effect. The vast majority (1091 remained employed until the hospital waS turned over. In accordance with instructions recei ved, ,these personnel were given two weeks· ~da'i tional pay in lieu of the standard two weeks termination notice. Every conceivable effort was expended to assist these employees in obtaining employment. with the Seventh Day Adventists and ot~remaining employeres. 

uS Army Drug Treatment cen~er: Planning for the DTC was based on the assumpt10n that a large patient load would be generated for this facility because of the increased unit 'sweep testing and the rapid DEROS of personnel. Thus the DTC assigned strength was to remain unchanged until X+30. Between X-day and X+15 several personn~l were lost due to normal DEROS/ETS-, ern.ergencies, etc. When it became apparent that the patient 6ensus would not exceed a minimal staff, permission was rece.i ved to drop some personnel. Between X+15 and X+30, 16 personnel, departed, X+30 ,to X+45 saw the loss of 10 more and the remaining 11 dep,arted on X+45. 

(3) Roll-up Phase. 

(a) Transfer o£ Properties: The di~position of supplies and equipment fell into ~hree main categories: retrograde to CONUS or other off-shore depots, transfer to ARVN, and transfer to US~Embassy>(to re;main in-place for use by the Seventh Day Adventists). Other disposition of Ii ttle magnitude included issues/trans f,er to JMC/IGCS customers anp RVNAF. Disposition by jollar value is shown below. This was accomplished during the period X-qay to X+45. i" 
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MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

Expen4able Medical 
Supplies 

Non-Expendable 
Equipment 

RVNAF $99,349.00 
I 

T~ctic.al 
Equipment 

.I 

$320,00.00 

Real Prop 

None 

\ 

. Retrograde 
US Embas,sy 
JMC/ICCS 

$101,158.00 
$ 484 ,00 O!. 00 

\ 

$ 20,192.00 

$ 85,000.00 
$112,2'48.00 
$379,415.00 

None 

None 
None 
None 

None 
5,500,000.00 
None 

\ 
~ audit trail and documentati~n of all transactions have 

\ . 

been maintained and has been furnished and r.tifed with 
the property books. 

(b) Transfer of Functions: Following the determination 
that this facility would be turn~d over to tpe UJ) Embassy, 
and that the Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) would staff and 
op~rate{it, action to transfer the functions were coordin~ted 
between the SDA Administrator, this headquarters, and 
USAHSVCGPV. Beginning X-day, selected SDA staff'personnel 
were given tours and briefings concernipg the hospita~'s 
operations, activities and problem areas. On X+~2 the SDA 
staff began integration with the USAH, SGN Staff. This in
cluded orientation of nurse, pharmacy, food service\, ad
ministrative, supply, and security personnel. On X+45 the 
SDA staff took over full operation of,the hospital and the 
remaining military personnel acted only! as advisors until 
their departure on X+49. Medical regulating continued until 
X+45 when the US Embassy assumed this function. 

(c) Disposition of Records/Funds: Effective X-day, al! 
transact~ons conc,erning the Hospi t~l Unit Fund' and Other ., 
Sundry Fund ceased. All records pertaining to these funds 

J were prepared for audit, audited by Health Services Group 
and officially retired by X+30. 

Effective X-day, all clinical records were retired to the 
appropriate repository and by X+20, all hospital management 
records were boxed, labeled, and disposed of as required 
by UAARV Message 110100Z Dec 72. The Pay Pa,tient Account 

I ' . 

discontinued billing on X-day, was audited and transferred 
'to TripIer' General Hospital on X+~O. The Patient Trust 
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APPENDIX 1 (USA Hospital, Saigon) to Annex E to USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

Fund ceased operating\o~ X+30 and was likewise transferred 
to TripIer. The closing of these two activities allowed 
for the further consolldation of registr~r activities by 
closi~g·out the A&D section. Upon final disposition of 

, all'properties the documents and property books of the 
hospital were reviewed and accepted by USAHSV;CGPV. All 
mail room records were turned over to the b~se post office, 
on X+40 'following the final mail room inspection. 

b. Section II: Commander's Observation and Recommenda
tions. 

(1) Standdown Phase. 

(a) Problems: Initial agreement was. made for the USAH, 
SGN t.o provide 10 beds for support of ROK forces between 
X+30 to X+4S. When the letter of agreement ''las written by 
the MACV Surgeon's Office (6 Dec 72), ,the dates for aS$ump
tion of this mission,were changed, without coordination af 
the hospital staff, to X+24 through X+4S. The letter further 
stated that in-country and out-of-country air evacuation 
beyond the capabilities of ROK forces .would be provided by 
MACV. Then, on X+IO, U8AH, SGN was notified that support 
of ROK forces would begin on X+14 rather than X+24. The 
first ROK patient arrived on X+20 and by X+27 there were 16 
ROK patients in-house, several of them seriously ill. Even 
though many attempts were made to evacupte them out of 
country, it was impossible to effect any. dispositions until 
the regularly scheduled flight (ROK) arrived on X+30. On 
X+26 an urgent request was received by the MRO, USAH, SGN, 
to move· two ROK patients from Nha Trang to this facility. 
{One patient had been shot in the abdomen with an M~16 
rifle and the other had1a basal skull fracture). An urg~nt 
request to Clark AFB was turned down because of the indivi
duals being non-US. It took 4 1/2 nours to get the patients 
transported to th~~ facility ~via a standard passenger tJ-21 
flight), where they immediately underwent emergency proce
dures, which fortunately proved successful. During the 
period, some problems arose concerning release of informatio~ 
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to Annex 

I Y 

\ 

E to USARV/ 

. ( 

to the Press Corps. This facility received one POW returne~ 
and several patients wounded in action after the ceasefire. 
Obviously these situations were of intense public interest. 
MACV PIO showed little interest in intervening'between the 
hospital staff ard the press~· i Little official guidance was 
given, especially concerning the POW, because of his status 
as a civilian,. Numerous corresponden ts arrived here, s9me 
stating that MACV PIO told them .to come here, that the in
dividual was.a civilian and· that MACV had no jurisdiction 
over him. The Embassy maintained control. over the POW,' but 
likewise 1.- they were not available t'o intervene between the 
hospital 'and the press. This 'situation caused undue'hard
ship and animosity between the press corps and staff members 
of thi~ hoppital. 

Physical security of POW's ahd members of ,the ,Joint Military 
Commission also presented problems. Previously'written plans 
for security support from the 7l6th MP Bn had been r~scinded 
without notification to us. This required the hospital to 

'provide security from internal resources (considered minimally 
I • ' • 

acceptable) for both sltuatlons. ' 

A major problem during the standdown phase was the lack of 
information provided- the headquarters' staff of the hospital 
and complete exclusion of this headquarters as an operating 
entity. Examples of this were support of "Operation HOME
COMING" and suppo~t of the JMC. Personnel of this command 
were s~oned to Health Services' Group Heddquarters and given 
missions apd assignments and were briefed on their responsi
bilities while the hospital as a unit was given no mission 
or responsibility. Following commitment of these personnel 
to perform whatever function they were assigned, the hospital 
as a unit,' 'Was asked to' submft an after action report on the 
operation when the hospital headquarters itself knew npthing 
of the requirements of the mission, what the personnel were 
supposed to do, or what, they actually did. 

,. '\ , 

(b) Recommendation .. s: In the event that US Army Hospitals 
are committed to the proper care and treatment of 3d country 
armed forces such as the ROK forces, that other US agencies 
involved in the total care and evacuation of such patients, 
also are required to lend their support. The support of 
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APPENPIX 1 (USA Hospital, Saigon) to Annex Eto USARV/ 
MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

the ROK forces' patiel1:ts would have presented no problems 
if, they could have been scheduled through 'the US' air evac,u
ation syst.em, bo~h in and out of country. , Because this was 

. no~ possible, several patients were held up to 10 days with 
no defini ti ve type care. provided either because they did not 
need it or it was beyond th~ capability of this facility. 
That 'it be the policy in th~ future, that the information 
office provide personnel, tr~ined in press relations, to 
the hospital to handle press matters even if the subject 
is civilian. The assistance is not requested for the .civi
lian as such, but for the benefit of the hospital staff," 
to relieve' them of this non-medical responsibility. 

That military police-be made available to hospital authori
ties when required for s,ecurity' beyond their "mv;n capabili
ties. Also, that ~hen contingency plans are changed, that 
they be appropriately staffed through the hospital, when 
the hospital is involved. 

That when personnel of a subordinate unit are assigned a 
mission and'expected;to respond a~d perform that mission, 
that the headquarters of the subordinate unit be issued 
some type of information or instructions conc'erning its 
responsibilities as a unit. ' 

(2) Withdrawal Phase. 

(a) Problems: Plans, based on initial g'l;lidance as 
contained in COMUSMACV OPORD J215, USARV OPORD 215, and 
USAHSVCGPV OPORD 215', called for the continued full operation 
until X+15, at which time, due to th,e initiation qf personnel 
losses, elective procedures, specialty clinics, MACV Troop 
Clinic and other operations would be curtailed, However, on 
27 January (X-I) we were informed of the loss of 110 people 
that would .-occur by X+6. as stated above, all plans were 
revised drastically to include' curtailment of operations 
fifte!en ,days earlier than anticipated. Subspecialists and 
other personnel (50) departed by X+6, then another revision 
called for zero 'strength losi until after X+15. This re
sulted in more personnel available than were required to 
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,'. perform the operations not yet cuftailed~ Th~s overstaffing g caused. considerable boredom to remaining personnel. 

Constant changes to the members of ~ersonnel allowed t6 departVietnamland the revision of X-day rosters, caused much personnel unrest. Communication between higher headquarters, servicing agencies and this hospital seemed poor. continued 'contradiction arose/on vital points such as dates to sign'in at Camp Alpha versus X-days; formats and. requirements for awards; whether to count people not returning from leave, ,or those departing air-evac (medical means) lin loss. strength against those actually sche.duled to proceed to Camp jAlpha; and obtainin~ reassignment orders, especially on incountry transfers. Additional requirements such as the ROK mission, and the staffing of Plantatiori Dispensary with a physician as well as corpsmen, made matching personnel figures (authorized strength by X-dates) with ~equired missions a difficult task~ 

(b) Recommendations: That in the future, withdrawal of troops be more flexible as to scheduling them out of country. Once figurep were agreed upon for the humber of personnel to leave during each increment, there was no way 
I to change th~ schedule even though mission changes were made. Many personn'el could have departed sooner than they did because' the withdrawal schedule was not flexible enough. 

I 

That scheduling of troops out of country be more flexible and mission oriented. In the early phases of the withdrawal, scheduling was done without consultation with the affected unit. This did improve in later increments but again, .numbers to be moved on certain days appeared to be more in:tportant than mission performance and schedules were very inflexible. 

(3) Roll-up Phase. 

(a) Problem:" Prior to X-day, instructions 'were received that all consumable supplies would be left in place for the US agency taking over the hospital. Following X-day, the plans were changed and supply was -ordered to retrograde $1'01,158.00 
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worth of consumable supplies and issue $99,349.00 worth I 

of consumable supplies to ARVNAF. This mission was un-planned and required many man houJ;"s of unprogrammed labor' to pull the supplies, post the stock record cards and deliver the supplie? to the ARVN Depot or pack them for re-trograde.· \ 

The retrograde and transfer of property was '\ an extremely difficult operation with instructions as to~isposition of property changing;almost daily. -Although the original plan called f6r a minimum of equipment to b'e retrograded, it was a major problem for this unit to get it ~rom units as far away asPleiku, Nha Trang, and Can Tho. Although deadlines for the receipt 'of thLs equipment were established, they were not followed. ' In addition, the FRAT machines and equipment from the Urine Test Laboratory were scheduled~for shipment on X+36. P~rsonnel were ,scheduled,trucks were laid on, a Sealand trailer was obtained and all was ready for the packaging of this delicate equipment. 'On X+31 the hospital was notified that the equipment could not be processed for shipment until further notice~ Personnel;were required to stand by, an~ at 1630 hours, X+34, the processing and shipment of the equlpment was approved. Personnel were required to work 16 hours on Sunday to get the equipment ready to ship py Monday morning. Indecision and 'frequent changes from the published plan were a major source of frustration for the personnel of this command. 

This headquarters received several conflicting instructions concerning turnover of property. For example, all equipment from Plantation Dispensary to USAH, SGN was scheduled for . turnover to the US Embassy on X+32". On X+31 instructions were' received to turn several items of equipment over to the ICCS for use by the Canadian contingent, even though the . property was already listed on the transfer document for tur:t,;lover to the Embassy and promised to the 7th Day Adventists. 

~he two, maj9r problems in the maintanance arec:t were scheduling' inspections of medical equipment at outlying units and arranging for transportation to get to th~se units. Sch~duling of tech~ nical inspections of equipment was done by theMACV Surgeoni"s Office and the Medical Maintanance Section, USAH, SGN, was notified when to inspect the various units. Transportation was extremely difficult to obtain and when the team arrived to inspect the equipment, they were not expected and the unit 'was not prepared. ' 

,/ 
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to USARV/ 

\ 
(b) Re·commendations. That published plahs not be changed 

unless critically necessary. The frequency. of the changes 
and the numerous delays in implementing the published plans 
indicated a lack of :foresight arid undermined the confidence 
of the personnel in the command structure~ 

That in the future, operations of this type should have com
munications stressed and instructions issued should be more 
formally coordinated. 

,I , 
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APPENDIX 2 ,(67th Evacuation Hospital, Pleiku MEDDAC) to 

IAnnex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 
\ ..... I " 

I 

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this report is to provide 

significant information pertaining to the redeployment 

of personnel, the turhover of equipment and facilities 

to RVNAF, and the concurrent provision of health care 

during the withdrawal of U.S. troops from 'Military Region 

TWO, Republic of; Vietnam. ' 

2. GENERAL. This report covers ;the period beginning 

28 January 1973 through the completion of the roll-up 

phase, 29 March 1973 (X-day through X+S9) . 

'a,. 'Section l:j ! Significant Organizational Acti vi ties. 

On X-2, (26 Jan 73), the 67th Evacuation Hospital was re

organized into the Pleiku MEDDAC with the following units' 

being assigned: 247th Medical 'Detachment (RA), 237th Medi

cal Detachment (RA), and 575th Medical Detachment (MB). 

As of X-day, three major organizational activities were 

delineated: 1) Assessment of troop locations and strength, 

and probable routes of standdown deployment indicated the 

need for establishment of'dispen:saries at Qui-Nhon and Cam 

. Ranh Bay. 2) Coqrdination of Medical support withdrawal with 

the incremental decrease in U.s. Military Troop strength in 

Military'Region Two, and 3) the support of POW release 

(Operation HOMECOMING) within the Second Region Assistance 

Command. ' 

(1) Personnel: Effective X-day, all AMED personnel re

verted to t-he operational control, of Pleiku MEDDAC CMDR/SRAC 

Surgeon (minus Avn ~de). It was felt thq,t thenuinber of AMED 

personnel, assigned anid attached, were sufficient ~o staff 

all facilities (including the two additional dispensaries) 

within M~ II without augmentation. At the conclusion of 

total mission, all personnel were redeployed to CONUS from 

the 247th Med Det by X+15, the 237th by X+33, the 575th by 

X+50, the Qui-Nhon Dispensary by X+40 ',. the Cam Ranh Dispensary 

by X+46 and the 67th Evacautioh Hospital by X+50. One MC . 

officer/and one 91C40 were reassigned to JMC and remained 

until the conclusion of that mission. \ 
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APPENDIX 2 (67th Evacuation Hospital, Pleiku MEDDAC) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 
(2) Equipment/Retrograde/Turnover: .. The turnover of equipment ·supplies/and facilities was begun early in the standdown phase. Joint inventorie~ Were conducted with ARVN counterparts and lateral transfer accomplished. All equipment and f,acili ties necessary to contin\ue operation were then assumed tempqrarily on hand receipt unti~;cessa-tion of mission. 

\ 
(a) Prior to X-Day: (11 Nov 72) .Turned over 21/2 ton trucks (3), 1/4 ton trucks (4), M-16 rifles (.63) to ARVN and sign~d back on hand receipt. i 

(b) \X+lS: Encore Qental Units (4) and compressors (2) retrograded to Saigon (~ Feb 73) . 

(c) X+lS: Turned in ftS cal pistols (20), Typewriters (13), adding machine (1) and Flag, US (1) (6 Feb 73) . 
( d) Turned in 3/4 ton trucks (2) to LSA (8 Feb 73) . 

I 
. -

(e) X+lS: Transferred'rest of medical equipment and PCS Equipment to ARVN (9 Feb 73). 

(f) X+lS: Emptied Medical Supply warehouse and Motor Pool. 

(g) X+39: Per joint inventory with RVNAF, hand receipts were cleared. 

(3) Intelligence/Security: All classified ~ocuments were destroyed lAW ·appropriate AR's on X+38 and properly witnessed and recorded .. 

(4) Operations: Inasmuch as medical support would be required throughout the wi~hdrawal of u.s. Military cessation of mission was coordinated with the closure of U.S. Military installations in Military Region Two. Because of variance i~ the. actual time ~f installation 9losure, som~ local redeployment o~ medical personnel was required. with closure of Lane/An Son, remaining personnel of f37th Med Det moved to Camp Rivers, Qui-Nhon. Closure of the 67th Evacuation 
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APPENDIX 2 (67th Evacuation .Hospital, Pleiku MEDDAC) to Annex E- to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

Hospital Compound in Pleiku atX+39 required redeploymel1't of personnel to MACV Team 21 and the establishment of a ' dispensary operation there to provide ,medical support through X+59. The following: operations was considered significant. 'enough to enumerate: 

_ X-Day: 

X+4 : 

. X+6: 

X+15 : 

X+30: 

X+39: 

X+41: 

X+46: 

One M~C. (3100) and two 91B40's(from MACV Advisory Teamsi deployed to Camp Rivers/Qui.Nhon Dispensary. 

Two 91B40's deployed to Installation Cam Ranh , Bay Dispensary with direct support provided by - the 575th Med Det at Nha-Trang . 

~he 237th MedDet assumed the mission of air evacuation for MR II south from the 247th Med Det w~ich began roll-up and deactivation to be completed NLT X+15. 

The 247th Med Det completed its incremental redeployment ,to CONUS. 
I 

The 237th Med Det ceased operation. Gontractual 
arrangements,were~accomplished with Air America to provide fixed wing air evacuation. Rotary wing support was provided by on~site ICCS and JMC helicopter. 

The hospital at 67th Evac Compound was closed and the dispensary operation at MACV Team 2-1 Compound initiated and staffed by JMC personnel. The di~pensary at Camp Rivers was ~losed-and the three attendant personnel deployed to Camp Alpha. 

The 575th Med Det terminated mission, remaining personnel providing interim medical support through the Nha Trang Embassy Dispensary. 

The Dispensaryi at Cam Ranh Bay terminated mission and the two attendant personnel were deployed to Camp Alpha. 
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\ APPENDIX 2 (67th Ev,acuation Hospital,'Pleiku ·MEDDAC) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report., 

X+l th'rough .X+45.: Operation HOMECOMING was supported by two medical teams from the .6·7th Evacuatio,n 
Hospital. Dus~-off support was p;oyided by the 237th Med Det through X+30 and by fixed wing Air America and Rotary wing JMC andl ICCS. there9fter. I ,\ . 

. 
I As the extent of the medical support mission permitted, II, personnel were' gradually withdrawn throughout Military"Region Two and transported to ~amp Alpha. Movement of personriel was dependent upon coordination of in-country transportation with ter~inal flight facilities from Saigon to CONUS. It ,.,as felt that available medical resources were adequate ~nd that deployment and utilization sufficent, resulting in outstanding medical care being provided ithroughout the redeployment of U.s. Military personnel from Military Region Two. 

(5) Logistics: To integrabe transportation of patients and supplies within the MEDDAC, as well as to support OPERATION HOMECOMING, two ~edevac ships and crews were qeployed to Prleiku. Subaccounts for medical supply w'ere'initiated for all subordinate units and dust off helicopters utilized to transport supplies and at the same time for coordination of medical ope~9tions. The final ,order of emergency supplies wasrequested 25 Jan 73 from USAH Saigon. At X+39, all remain~ ing expendable supplies were transferred to ARVN and all narcotics destroyed. , 

(6) Transfer of Functions and Reporting: At X+4l, the mission of the 575th Med Det was assumed by the Embassy Dispensary at Nha-Trang. At X+39, the function of the 67th Evacuation Hospital was assumed, in part, by the JMC Dispensary, MACV TM 21. 

(7) Transfer of Buildings, Bases, Installed Property and Equipment and Other Real Property: Prior to X-day, (November 1972) all hospital buildi~gs were inve~toried, turned over to ARVN and hand receipted back. At 'X+39 , all hand receipts were cleared and buildings turn~d over to . RVNAF. 
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APPENDIX 2 (67th Evacuation Hospital, Pleiku MEDDAC) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Actio~ Report. 
! " 

.! \ 

(8) Other: Prior to X+B9, all funds wer,e audited, remaining monies properly disposed and records retired. Files and records were disposed and/or retired lAW appropriate AR's. 

b. Section 2: Commanders Observations and Recommendations - David G. Hatl, LTC, MC. 

(1) Personnel: Considerable unrest amongst the enlisted personnel was evident when, assigned {departure dates were revised because of operational or transportation variations. It was difficult to keep the troops fully informed. because! of the time and distance factors between the 67th Evacuation . Hospital and the primary source of information, i.e., USAHSVCGP-V. Troop morale' would have been high'er had it been possible to deploy more personnel to Camp Alpha and CONUS during the period X+lS to X+34, when a considerable decrease in overall workload was experienced at the same time that the Clubs, Craft Shops, etc. were offering less in the way of off duty entertainment §.nd the town of1Pleiku was off-limits. 

(2) 
.I 

Equipment Retrograde and Turnover: -' 
(a) The only equipment retrograded were four Encore ~' dental units and two compressoFs. This was accomplished without difficulty. 

(b) Considerable difficulty was experienced with the turnover of medical equipment and post camp and station property to RVNAF. This headquarters was 'informed byUSAHSVCGP-V to turn over all medical equipment and PCS propert~ to two RVN Medical Un'its located at Pleiku. This turnover was. accomplished by lateral transfer to the units/concerned and hand receipting' back the items to be used until X+39. The buildi'ngs owned by the 67th Evac Hosp'i tal were .signed over to the two RVN Medical uni ts and one RVN' Signal unit 'at X+39 per j oint inventory on that date. The problem encountered was due to an understanding on t,he part'" of the RVN Signal unit that all PCS property located in the buildings they signed for would be turned over in-place with the building. By X+39, all PCS property located in subject buildings had already been removed by the RVN Medical unit which hfd signed for the property. The Commander of the RVN Signa~ unit expressed considerable displeasure in the fact that the buildings he was accepting contained nn PCS 
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APPENDIX 2 (67th Evacuation Hospital, Pleiku MEDDAC) to, Annex E to USARVjMACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

property. He also stated tnat there would be a complete investigation! of the matte'r by the RVNAF Iq. The SRAC G-4 I who was supervising the tur~over of the Compound, stated that 

\.

i t was also' his understanding that all medical property books would be turned over,to RVNAF Medical units. The problem be\tween the RVNAF Med;ical unit and, the Signaluni t wasl not resolved, but since the 67th Evacdation Hosp was in receipt of a 

\ 

DA Form 3161 (From the RVNAF Medical unit) all property and buildings were cleared on X+39. The turnover of all buildings and equipment could have proceeded more smoothly had 
r more specific instructions been issued to, the RVNAF units, ~ particularly if ~edical unit property books (PCS property) were to be turhed over differently than in other units. 

" ! i (j) Intelligence and Security: Secrirityof buildings and supplies became an in reasing p,roblem when troop strength declined and RVNAF troo s were allowed on the cbmpound to ac'complish pre-joint invent ry inspections. The problem was alle-,viated by quartering U.S. troops in each of the critical standdown and withdraw 1 phases, a major problem also existed in the security of sup lies and equipment secondary to high local needs and demand Recognition of our'imminent withdrawal brought innumerable req sts for medical supplies, equipment, and movable facilities f omProvience Hospitals, ARVN Medical installations and newly arrived medical peisonnel 'attached to the Joint Military Commission and the ICCS. In addition, highly profi tabl'e sales of medical supplies reported possible on the local, economy made physi~al security of such items -of highest priority. ' 
'\ ' (4) Operations: The only problem encountered in the operational area was due to: the fact that the Pleiku MEDDAC was established on 26 Jan 73, only two days prior to X-day. This was not sufficient time to define administrative, anq supply channels o/hich became very critical on X-day. Due to the fu'll cooperation of the USAHSVCGP:"V, staff, medical operations were accomplished as efficiently as'possible under the circumstances. \ 
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APPENDIX 2 (67th iEva¢uation Hospital, Pleiku MEDDAC) to 
Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. , 

(5}Logistics: No significant problems were encountered 
in .the area of logi,stics ~ The two dispensaries established . 
at Qui Nhon and Cam Ranh Bay were equipped and supplied from / 
existing resources, utilizing Dust off helicopter to trans
port most supplies. Poor ~elephonic communication and a 
very s10w(7 to! 14 day) distribution system cAused considerable, 
time and effort to be e~pended in order to co~unicate with ' 
and transmit important documents to Saigon. i, 

- \ 

(6) Transfer df Functions and Reporting: No problems 
were encountered. The transfer of the/67th Evacuation Hos
pital's function to the JMC Dispensary at MACV TM 21 was one 
NCO, 9lC401to JMC on X+39. The transfer of the functions of 
the 575th Med Det to the Embassy Dispensary in Nha Trang was 
carried outl with no difficulty. 

(7) Transfer of Buildings and Installed Property; No 
sig~ificant problems were. encountered. 

; 

(8) Other: During the latter portion of the roll-up 
phase following termination of supply input and cessation of 
~urgical and holding facilities, it became obvious that large 
numbers of people in the Central Highland area had become 
dependent upon US Militar~ medical facilities. These included 
American civilians employed by PA&E, Federal Electric, and 
many otherlAmerican corporations, as well as vietnamese 
civilians and Montagnards~ with cessation of mission, it 
became distressingly evident that these poeple had access to 
essentially no medical, support of any kind. Following stand
down of the Dust off units, no certain liaison could be docu
mented with Air America, assuring emergency air evacuation 
of critically ill patients. Attempts to confirm this pre
sumed co~tractual arrangement were fruitless. Military U-2l 
aircraft were utilized for medical air evacuation when the 
occasion demanded. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this report is to provide a narrative and chronological account of events 'leading up to and the subsequent departure of the 95th Evacuation· Hospital from the Republic of Vietnam~ It will also analyze s~lected problem areas and recommend solutions where , applicability to future hospital closings 'appears likely. The standdown portion will include those action taken prior to and shortly after X-day while the withdrawal and roll-up portion will discuss those actions occurring shortly after 'X-day until closure of the hospital. There is some overlap in these phases as many actions proved difficult to delineate between specific phases. 

2. GENERAL. The 95th Evacuation Hospital gradually reduc~d its patient care capabilities and ceased to operate, on 9 March 1973. )Specific planning actions were taken in accordance with USARV/MACV OPLAN 215, HSVGP OPLAN 215 and USASE OPLAN 215: The period covered by the r~port is from 1 January 1973 to 9 March 1973. Actions, as outlined in Annex D, USAHSVCGP, OPLAN 215 were taken with no significant problems being encountered. 

a. Significant Organizational Activities. 

(1) Standdown Phase. 

(a) Personnel. 

1 As of 1 January 1973, the authorized strength of the 95th Evacuation Hospital (RA) was 97, with a manning level of 96,' and an assigned strength of 93. As of X~day, 28 January 1973, the unit strength was:95 personnel drie to normal assignment gains. On 28 January, Operational Plan' COUNTDOWN was activated and by this plan normal DEROS' dates were adjusted at a level so as to bripg the hospital to a strength of 37 on X+30. The original release date roster was modified. somewhat during the period X+l through X+21 due to anaccelerated,withdiawal plan. The final'list was drawn up'which left a tobal of 37 personnel in the unit as of X+30. Of this number, 16 were officers and 21 were enlisted. 
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APPENDIX,3 (95th Evacu'\ftion Hospital '- 5MBL) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. , \ 

r' 

2 'Personnel records and reports were handled in a normal manner at the end of calendar! year 1972. End of year reports were submitted, while ,1971 and 1972 record~ and files were screened for proper disposition. On X-day, all records and files were frozep in place and plans wei-e activated for shipment beginning on X-day, 28 Janu~ry 1973,and finishing by X+30, in accordance with USARV/MACV SUPCOM Msg 110100Z Dec 72. Recommendations for awards for service ,were submitted by X+2 to Commander, US'Army Health 'Services Group, Vietnam and for achievement by X+15. On X+6, civilian per- ' sonnel were notified of their release dates based on the phase' qown of patient care. Efficiency reports to be indorsed or revlewed by US Army Health Se~vices Gr9up, vietnam were submitted on X+18. ' 
, 

3 Hospital~files, as well as the files for the 571st Medical Detachment (RA) were turned in to the Records Management Office MRI on X+16 (13 Feb 73). 
4 Personnel Strength Indicated Below: 

I 
a 1 Jan 73 - Strength 93 

b 14 Jan 73 - Strength 91 

c 28 Jan 73 - X Day - Strength 95 
d 4 Feb 73 - X+7 - Strength 83 

e 11 Feb 73 - X+14 - St~ength 80 
f' 18 Feb 73 X+2l Strength 67 
(b) Equipment Turnover: 

1 At X-90 a complete inventory of the hospital was conducted. This inventory included medical, TO&E and'pCS equipment. Several discrepancies in the existing records were found,and based upon this inventory, corrections were ,made. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. I ' , d < \ I 
2 Instructions were received at'about x-ao to transfer selected items of equipment to the 711 Medical (ARVN) depot. These items were transferred'in accordance with instructions received by message. They were retained by the hospital r but on a hand receipt rather than on the property book. 

1 By X-60 the medical equipment which was to be retrograded was determined1by Supply and Maintenance Division" Health Services Group. At X-50 an additional list of items which could beiretrograded depending 'on condition and exisiting requirements, was given to the hospital. 

! The disposition of the remaining equipment, was determined. All PCS and remaining medical equipment was to pe turned over to the VNAF in place. The withdrawal schedules of retrograded equipment was determined by the Chief of Professional Services, the Chief Nurs~, and the hospital Commander. They established specific increments for 'releasing the equipment based essentially on the phase down schedule and the anticipated requirements. 

(c) Intelligence/Security. 

1 ~here was very little intelligence aqtivitiy of significande to the 95th Evacuation Hospital during this ~riod. Emphasis was placed on the security aspect during this phase The classified document container 'was screened and action taken to downgrade or destroy classified docume~ts prior to X-Day .. On X-Day remaining classified documents w~re left status quo .. 

2 Bhysical security of the hospital facility to include the medical supply warehouse, troop billets, motor pool, and officer quarters area was gradu~lly increased as X-Day approached and increased even more after X-Day. The Staff Duty Officer and Staff Duty NCO increased their prescribed physical security ~hecks to four during the hours of,dark~ ness. Nursing service as well as other'hospital personnel were advised to maintain an increased vigi~ance of medical, equipmen,t and medical supplies in their areas of responsibili ty. 
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! APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After action Repox:t. 

(d) Operations. 

, 1 Dur~ng the standdown thru the roll-up phase the 9 5th-Evacuation Hospital was cha;rged with I providing medical', 'surgical a~d dental service for military personnel remaining in MRI. After X-Day the services were tapered down while still 'maintaining essential coverage. All of the milestones to take place on X-Day as listed in Annex D to USA Health Services Group, Vietnam OPLAN 215 were complied with as were the o~her milestones throu~hout the entire period. 

2 On 14 February ~973-, the optometry clinic was cl'osed when-the optometrist departed and arrangements were maq.e for 'pick-up of previously ordered spectacles.' A message was senft on ,16 February 1973 to the 'Commander of the US 7th Fleet and' Fleet Air $upport Unit at DaNang advising as to what s~rvices would be available ~t the hospital and until when. All civilian contractors were likewise advised when services other than emergency care would no longer be available . 

.3 On 3 February 1973, the dispelilsary located at Camp Eagle was closed. In conjunction \vi th this, a small treatment facility was opened in the CORDS compound in the city of Hue to provide medical assistance to US military in Hue (FRAC Forward) as well as to members of ' the JMC and subsequently to members of the ICCS. This facility was initially staffed with a Medical Corps Officer, a 9lB20, and an ARVN medical technician. The facility was staffed, eqplpped, and supplied from hospital resources. 

4 A second dispensary was established in the CORDS compound in the city of Da Nang. This facility was l established to provide medical support to the US Consulate in accordance with instructions received from Hearth Services Group. It had to be operationalNLT X+30, however, it was ready to treat !patients by X+22. This facility was staffed initially by a Medical Corps Officer and a ,NCO from the hospital. The NCO I was allowed to depart two weeks after the dispensary bec'ame fully operational. It was equipped and supplied from hospital resources. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital -- 5MBL) to Annex E 
i to USARV /MACV SUP COM Aft~r Action Report. 

2.. All PCS equ1ipment at the Da Nang Air Base belonging tip the: hospital wastransfe~red to the VNAF on X-3. Addi- I tional1y 58 line items of medical equipment were inventOried a~d title transferred to theVNAF dispensary. At Camp Horn the procedures were similar and the recipient was the 1st ARVN Logistics Command. 

(e) Logistics.' 

1 The disposition of the Medical Supply Account AT87FK was determined by He.;:tl th Services Group at X-8S." It was decided that all items wt~h the exception o£ cert~in non-standards, would be shipped\to the 711 ARVNMedical Depot. Non....., standard items with a dollar value of $300.00 or more ,were retrograded to Okinawa,. This was accomplished by X-65. 

~ Since X-Day was not known,shippipg documents DD Form 1348-1's were typed minus the quantity so'that the~ would be ready on X-Day. These documents were typed between X-75 and X-65. 

3' It became apparent that the stock record' cards did not accurately reflect the quantities in the warehouse. An inventory was conducted between X-50 and X~20 ~o that the records could be properly reconciled. New items which were discovered during the inventory were picked up on stock record cards. Shipping documents were then prepared for the new items. 

(f) Transfer of Functions and Reports. There was no transfer of function during this period. 

(g) Transfer of Buildings and Installed Property. 

1 The hospital was notified by the Air Force that all builaings and installed property woulu be transferred to 'the VNAF. 

2 This title transfer was accomplished by the Air Force at about X-85. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL) 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After ,Action Report. 

(2) withdrawal and Roll-Up Phase. 

(a) per,sortnel. 

1 

\ 
I 
I, 

to Annex E 

I OERls were signed and returned by US ArnJ.y Health Services Group on X+2'6 and were forwarded· to Personnel Service Center, Da Nang (Prov) for final disposition on 
X+27~ 

2 ·Of the remaining 67 personnel, 30 were scheduled to depart by X+30 bringing.the unit down to an assigned str~ngth of 37 lAW the OPLAN. i Of the remaining 37 personnel, 24 were scheduled for departure by X+40, the standdown date of o·f the 95th Evacuation Hospital (BMBL). 
I 

3 Personnel Strength Indicated Below. 

a 25 Feb 73 - X+28 Strength 38 

b 04 Mar 73 - X+35 Strength 22 

c 09 
I
Mar 73 - X+40 Strength 0, unit deact;i.vated. 

(b) Equipment Retrograde/Turn-Over. 

I Between the period X-25 and X- 3, TO&E items which were no longer mission essential were either returned to the ARVN depot from which they were hand-receipted or turned-in to the Keystone processing point. Due to a change in policy it bec~me necessary to recoup eight line ,items originally transferred Ito the VNAF on the PC&S document and turn these items int9 Keystone. This was accomplished by submitting a letter to the VNAF Chief of Supply and then coordinating these actions through the Air Force Advisory Team~ 

2 On X+I medical equipment which had been designated avaiI'"able for retrograde at this time was packed and shipped to Okinawa or turned' intp Property Dis·posal Office depending upon the condition code. 

\ 
\ 
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APPENDIX 3--(9Sth Evacuation Hospita~ 5MBL) to Annex E toUSARV/MACV SUPCOM After: Action R~port. 
I 

" i '\ 

3 The disposition of !~he remaining medical' equipment was Changed.somewhat from the o~iginal plan. As previously mentioned Saline items were title transferred to the VNAF dispensary.' The remaining items, . minus those need~dto, \ establish a Consulate Dispensary, were title transferred \ to the .711 ARVN,Medical DepOt, then subsequently hand-receipted \ 

\ 

'back to the VNAF who eventually would be occupying the faci-, l·ity. 

, ,! i By X+26 the only items remaining were 10 line i terns which,were on ha~d receipt fJ;'om the ARVN Depot. 

S The remaining items of medical equipment which had to be retrograded were processed so tha·t they could be shipped immediately upon their release by the hospital. 

6 Contractor owned equipment. was returned to the contractor. This equipment included'a keypunch machine and a paging syst.em. 

7 The final pr0perty book inspection was held at X+40 after the.last hand receipt had been cleared. 

(c) Intelligence/Security. 

1 During this phase, there was little change in the inteTligence activity. It was still minimal relative to the hospital. On 19 Feb 73 an inventory of all classif'ied documents was taken and all documents on hand were properly prepared and shipped to the designated records, centers in accordance with pertinent directives. 

2 As withdrawal of personnel increased, physical security problems also increased. ,Remaining personnel were periodically briefed on the importanc,e J of each individual being securi~y conscious. Additional~Yf as fewer and fewer patients came to the facility during the hour of darkness, all doors to the facility were fitted with h,asps and locks with the exception of the main entrance, which was left open 'since there was always someone at! the front desk. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hdspital - 5MBL) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Rep~rt. ; 

(d) Operations: 

1 A messagb.was sent' out on 26' Feb 73 to all military and civilian un~ts and agencies in MRI advising of the X+4~ ~tanddown\6f.the.~5th Eva<?uc;t~on Hospitc;l and,further advlslng as to themedlcal facllltles that wlll stlll be in oper~tion after the hospital closes. , 
2 Coordination was effected with the Da Nang Air AmerIca operations officer regarding in-country medical evacuationafter the-standqown'of the 57lst Medical Detachment (RA) ,.Information pertient to this was disseminated to the dispensaries in'Hue, Da'Nang and Camp Horn as well as CORDS, and U.S. Consulate repres'entatives. FRAC HQ and the 11th Combat Aviation Group were also advised. r 

3 The dispensary at Camp Horn was beefed up somewhat in anticipation of the clo'sure of the hospital. Three beds were placed in the dispensary to enable that facility to maintain a small emergency holding capability. 

4 Support of the urine collection team at the Camp Horn outprocessing center ceased as of X+30. The team was being supported by two 95th Evacuation Hospital Mediqal Technicians as agreed upon. . . 1\ 
5 Preventive Med'icine and Veterinary 'services were provided until DEROS of the Preventive Medicine Officer and Veterinarian. Emergency Dental Service was provided until the hospital closed on X+40. 

(e) Logistics. 

1 On X-day all customers were notified to increase their sto~kage levels of supplies because as of X+14 only bone. fide emergency requests would be accepte4. 
- I 2 On X+15 the 711 ARVN Medical Depot provided personnel to assist; with the ,movement of the account to their depot. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL) to Annex E ,to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 
-

I 

All the medical suppries w~re.shipped by X+24. This was Jccomplished by packing the supplies into conexes then moving them to ,the 711 ARVN Medical Depot by contract trucks., 

3 ~ll oulstanding requisitions were cancelled by Health Services Group on X+IO, - with the exception' of IPG I. These were ch~cked for their validity and up-graded to 02 prio~ity. On X+45 all of these requisitions not yet filled, were cancelled'by Health Servic"es Group. Any emergenciep were filled from'in~country assets, or if not available and the need sufficierrt, placed on 03 priority from,Okinawa. 

(f) Transfer of Fu~ctions and Reporting. The Air Evacuation mission was transferred from the 571st Ned Det !(RA) to Air America contract service (See After-Action Re'port 571st Med Det (RA». 

(g) Transfer of Building;s and Installed Property. 
, 1 1 The Air Fo~ce Advisory Team was notified of the final closing date of the hospital. The team then contacted the VNAF and established a time and date td effect the turn-over of the facility. 

, 2 The VNAF made an inventory of selected items and were sa~isfied with the completeness of the property. 

3 After completing this they became responsible for the hospital and its contents. 

(h) Other. 

I Medical Records. 

a All medical records were boxed alphabetically. Current records (January - March 1973) were sent to our repository: TripIer General Hospital, APO Sf 96438 in March 1973. All former records were retired to St Louis, Missouri to include \ US Military and Civilians. Records for Third Party Nationals were sent to their appropriate agency. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation/Hospital 5MBL) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

,h Vie\tnamese medical records were sent to the local provincial Hospital. ' . 
. 

c Thete ~ere no current POW files or medical records. 

2 Administrative Records (Registrar}. 
I' 

i a Administrative files - Admission and Disposition Sheets, Beds and Patient Report, Mor~idity Report, OutPatient Report, Hospital Report of Death, were sent to USAMEDCOMV for retirement by tha~ office. 

b. 'The Patients' Trust Fundl~heckbook ~as at zero balance as of 11 November 1972 and closed out that date. There was $361.78 on deposit for outsta~ding checks at Chase Manhattan Bank on 22 December 1972. Funds still on deposit were transfe~red to Finance and Accounting Office, Unclaimed Money Accobnt. A terminal audit ~as conducted in preparation of transferring the fund to TripIer General Hosp'ital, APO SF 96438. 

(c) The Pay Patient Account was brought up to date on 28 January 1973 with thirty and sixty day delinquency notices sent to open accounts. Upon completion of the 90 day period for outstanding accqunts, they were turned over to Finance and Accounting. The PPA was transferred to TripIer General Hospital via the USAH, Saigon upon completion of the 1 terminal audit by HO, 95th Evacuation Hospital. 

(d) All correspondence on Line of Duty Determination has been answered or will be answe~ed when the Line of Duty file has reached the repository hospital, TripIer General Hospital. Second requests were forwarded to USARV Casualty per normal procedure. Line of Duty correspondence was brought up to date. The Inpatient Data ProCessing Sy'stem was also up dated. The last transmittal number was 11-73. This transmittal was sent to Medical Command on 9, March 1973. There were adequate regist·rar personnel to standdown the registrar section, and the operation 'proceeded smoothly. 
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APPENDIX 3 '(95th Evacuation Hospital,- 5MBL) to Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. \. ! 

b. 

(1) 

Conunande'r "s \C9mrnents. 

Standdown phase. ' 
\ 

Cal Personnel. 

I 1 Turbulance1expected with the rapid rptation of assigned personnel was very minute due to prior planning and X-Day rosters having been previously submitted to Personnel Service Center .- Da Nang. Even as the submitted rotati6n \roster was adjusted, no loss of mission effecti~enesS was encountered. 

2 Of the five reques~for ITT's submitted by personnel assigned to this unit after X-Dayi.t should be noted that US~RV'AG received only one ox the requests. The others could nat'-b,e located at the 518th PSC or at HQ, USARV. In the future,' consideration should be'given allowing request for ITT's to by-pass the local personnel shop and 'be sent directly to the responsible agency in an effort to e,xpedite these requests. 

3 During this' phase of the OPLAN there was a FIF of 19 crvilian employees which was easily absorbed due to the prio~ planning that had been accomplishe~. 
(b) Equip~ent Retrograde/Turn-over. 
1 Disposition instructions for major items of equipment were-received and acted upon allowing adequate time for proper' planning by the hospital. 

2 Instructions for medical equipment although later modified by Health Services Group allowed the hospital to' properly control its resources until closure. 
3 A very flexible policy concerning retrograde medical equipment al;towed the hospital to choose. in some instances whether or not the ,equipment would be retrograded. This was extremely beneficial from the hospital's point of view. 

\ 
\ 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL). to Annex E 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. \ 

\ 

(c) Intelligence/Security. During this. phase, there 
wereperio,dic intellige~ce updates at the weekI:». conunander' s 
conference. The update-concernedprimari~y information on 
POWs who wQuld be involved in !"Operation HOMECOMING". AI.,.... 
though several potential release sites were mentioned as I 

we].l as various ,\number of prisoners to be released, very 
Ii t\tle hard intelligence regarding "Operation HOMECOMING" was 
transmitted to t~e hospital. This is not to say that the 
hospital was left out of the picture~ rather that it seemed 
that little definite intelligence data was available. It 
was ,felt the OPLAN 190 was definitely adequate to handle 
the variousfcontingencies that were expected. 

(d) Operations. It \.val? initially anticipated that the 
'hospital would remain operational until X+59, however, as 
• events developed this was revised downward until the X+40 
'date TNas settled upon. With the residual assets in MRI, 
adequate coverage could be provided by the Camp Horn dis
pensary. During'this phase the conunand's main emphasis 
was on planning a smooth drawdown by which the hospital 
could divest, itself of personnel and services and still be 
in a posture to provide rout'ine and emergency care when 
necessary, until the hospital ceased operation on X+40. 
This period witnessed the closing of the dispensary at 
Camp Eagle and the establishment of two dispensaries, one 
in Hue and the other in Da Nang. It ~as decided to eq~ip 
and supply the dispensary in Hue with resources from the 
Camp Eagle. I,tems and Medical Supplies that could not' be 
obtained were taken from the 95th to Hue. Cpordination 
was effected amongst the hospital, the dispensary physician 
the senior advisor in the area as well as CORDS and Consulate 
personnel. The extensive-coordination was the key to a 
smooth transition of Medical Support from Camp Eagle to Hue. 
JMC and ICCS personnel \Vere mad~ aware of the scope medical 
resources available locally and also what was available in 
the way of back-up support. Support from the senior, Army 
Adviser p1roved to be most beneficial. ' , 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL) to Annex E 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

(e) Log:rstics. 

I Supporting activd.ties such as En-gineer, Maintenance 
and T"ransportation continued to oPE?rate with very littLe 
redu~tion in their cap~~iliti~s. This gave the hospital 
a hi~h degree of flexi~ility in its planning. 

2 Disposition of the medical supplies ~as established 
early allowing the hospital to adequately plan for its 
needs as X-day was" announced. 

(f) Transf~r of Functions and Reports. Not applicable. 

(g) Transfer of Buildings and Installed Property. 

I The decision to turn the hospital facility over to 
theiVNAF with all equipment remaining in place greatly en
hanced the missi6n of the hospital. The hospital w~s able 
to plan to be operational until the final turnover. 

2 The in place turnover of the hospital's equipment 
allowed the hospital to operate with only a slight reduc:-' 
tion in overall capabilities. Essential equipment which 
had to be retrograded was retained until after closing 
the hospital while some other retrograde items were sent 
just prior to -the" fina4- roll-up. 

(2) Withdrawal and Roll-Up Phase. 

(a) Personnel. 

I Of the remaining personnel only those required for 
mission accomplishment were kept after X+30. with the 
early rotation of personnel the already decreased adminis
trative workload was even less. During this phase of the 
OPLAN there were no personnel actions processed due to 
limited manpower and equipment resource available at e.ach 
level of c9mmand. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evkcuation Hospital- 5MBL) to AnnexE 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM ,After Action Report. 

\ 
2. During this final phase of the OPLAN the remainder 

of tne civilian personnel were r~leased in two increments. 
The first increment being X+30 when 5\were released from 
duty with the remainder of them being released on closure 
of the hospital at X+40. 

(b) Equipment Retorgrade/Turn ... Over~ 
. -

I Equipment turn-over through Keystone proceeded 
smoothly. A change in the Keystone contract'required the 
con.tractor to do most Gf the clean-up work orirvehicles. 
This was a great help as t~is work was very time ,consuming 
and the number of avai~able personnel was rapidly decreasing. 

2 The transfer of the medical equipment went,smoothly 
although the decision to establish a Consulate Dispensary 
caused some delay. Once the equipment for the Consulate 
Dispensary was determined ther transfer of the remaining. 
medical equipment proceeded without c~mplications. 

3 The PCS prop~rty was transferred to VNAF but then 
eight line items had to be recalled and turned into Keystone 
due to a chaI)ge in policy. It.er:ns of PCS property which could 
not be title transferred sho~ld have been specifically de
fined in the basic OPLAN·in order to avoid any possibility 
of confusion. I do recommend this for further operations 
of this nature. . 

(c). Intelligence/Security. Security of the tacility, 
equipment, and supplies during this phase become more and 
more astute. However, the security awareness concept 
instilled into the hospital personnel seemed to be the most 
effective way to combat theft. As the Local National hires 
realized the hospital was closing, their attempted thefts 
increased. All personnel were instructed tO'challenge any
one in the hospital area or billets who were not recognized. 
This and a close coordination with the Air Force SeCUrity 
Pblice gate 'guardS contributed significantly to lessen the 
theft problem. The Air; Force also provided a walking guard 
periodically in the area. Although his presence may have been 
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APPENl?IX.3 (95th EvaCuation Hospital - 5MBL) to Annex E 
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action ~eport~ 

someth~ng of a deterrent, the value of the walki~g guard 
was guestionable'~ It is Fecemmended that in all continued 
endeavo~s of this ~atur~.t~a~ the most effec~ive means of l 

preventJ.ng thefts-J.n addJ.tJ.on to locks, barrJ.ers, and 
security checks by the AOD o±- N~OD - is to instill. a "se-
curi ty awareness" into the personnel al?)3igned to the hospital. 

I 

(d) Operations. 

1 This phase saw a loss of personnel from the hospital, 
assets that of course, had an ~ffect'on the services pro-
vided by the hospital. However, by extensive pridr planning 
the hospital was able to drawdown considerably yet\ still re
tain a strong nucleus which was able to provide comprehensive 
medical,slfrgical, and dental care until the hospital actually 
closed completely. Careful planning in this area coupled with 
a close 'scrutiny of the skills of the personnel remaining until 
last is imperative and stronglx- recommended. BEtckward planning 
(i.e. determining what.MOS and 'personnel will be required' at 
the very end and work back from' there) is recommended for 
future endeavors of a similar nature. 

2 Once the final standdown date of X+40 was established 
for the hospital, it was of great importance to get the word 
out to all potential patients as soon as possible. In this 
way, everyone (military as ,..,ell as Department of Defense 
and contractor paid civilian) was informed as to when service 
would be terminated. It was fouhd that'by advising personnel 
as soon in advance as possible of the drawdown and standdown 
~f the hosbital, many misunderstandings were averted. 

3 In establishing the consulate dispensary, it was soon 
discovered that if the opening target date of X+30, was to be 

. 1 

met, the military would have to tak,e the ini tiati ve. The 
civilian efforts seemed not to be very strongly directed and 
with little sense of urgency~ 'Consequently, we seized the 
initiative and had the dispensary in operation by X+22. The 
listing of, equipment for the fqcility, provided by ?ealth Services 
Group was adequate with only a f~w minor embellishments to 
localize the list of equipment for this area. 
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to USARV/MACV SUPCOM. After act~on Rerpot. 
" 

4 The 57lst Medical Detachment eRA) stooddown effec-
ti ve -:"X+30.· After this, date, in-countryl. Medical Evacuation 
responsibili ty was assumed by Air America under a contrac.
tual agreement. Here again, th'e need for close coordination 
so that all potential users of helicopter or fixed wing . 
evachation were' aware or how to obtain 'the means of evacua
t.ion,was essential. A listing of names, phone numbers I 
radici frequencies, etc to contact for air evacuation was 
given to those concerned parties. Further coordination 
was effected when the hospi~al stboddown i so that 'the i opera
tions personnel at 'Air America realized that the Camp Ho~n 
dis~ensary personnel would be responsible for coordinated 
ae/r~pedical evacuation in lieu of the 95t.h Evac Hc;>sp "';l~til 
the~r departure when Camp Horn closed. Any coord~nat~on 
required.' wi th the USAH, Saigon would be carried out thru 
the dispensary. 

(e) Logistics. 

I The availability of contractors to perform yital 
services grea.tly enhanced the cap~bilities of the hospital. 
It allowed the hospital to standdm.,n without degrading 
the mission. The movement of all of the medical supply by 
contract trucks was particularly efficient and effective 
and strongly recommended. 

, 2 Medical supply although hav~ng to ship all of its 
stocks to the 71l'ARVN Depot was able to provide effective 
support until the final closure. The procedure of in
creasing the hospital's operating stock was a very effective 
method of ensuring adequate supplies. 

(f) . Trans/fer of Functions and- Reports. See After Action 
Report 57lst Med ~et (RA). 

( g) Transfer of Buildings and Installed Property. 
.i 

1, The co-operation of the Air/Force Advisory Team , 
was a significant factor during the turnover of the.facility~ 
The team was able to provide the needed liaison and. rapport . 
between the hospital and the VNAF. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuatidn Hospital - 5MBL) to Annex E to USARV!MACV SUPCOM Atter Action Report. , 
j 

2 The turnover was accomplished'smoothly and without , any complication. 

(h) Other. 

1 , The availability of a repository for the medical record1s \was a significant factor because it allowed the re90rdi to be sent tb an active medical facility. Int~e future, if questions\arise concerning these records then they will be able to b~ answered by personnel at TripIer General Hospital. 

2 The availability of certain admi~istrative records such-as the line of duty file will also be a definite asset in the future. 

3 Disposition of narcotics. All of the narcotics in the ~5th Evacuation Hospital and its supporting dispensaries were inventoried and accounted for. When narcotics were destroyed, witnessed destruction statements were prepared. The remainder of the narcotics that were no 16nger needed were shipped to the US Embassy in saigon in 'accordance with instructions received from Health Services/Group. No problems were encountered in this area. 

4 The planning guidance ~nd procedures provided for in the lmplementation of COMUSMACV OPORD 215, USARV OPORD 215, and USAHSVCGPV OPORD 215 were considered adequate. There obviously were some areas not covered by the, guidance but these were ar~asthat required local coordin~tion with area headquarters, i.e. FRAC, USASE, MRI and suppor~ed units. The guidance provided included ppecific directives and procedures yet allowed for desi~ed flexibility at the local level. Nothing can be recommended that would improve the means of guidance that was provided. 
, " 

5 The final turnover date of the hospital to the VNAF was a subject that ,had to be worked out locally since we were dealing with both the USA£ and VNAF. The hospital was 

i 

located lin the "Gunfighter" compound, of "the Air Base. The Base Commander, because of security and other considerations, wanted to turn the entire compound over to the VNAF at one time., The 'Air Force preferred an early turnover date, however, 
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it was' agreed upon by all parties. to turn the entire "Gun
fighter" area, to include 'the 95th Evacuation Ho~pital over 
to VNAF control on the morning of X+41. IIi this way the 
medical coverage· provide? by~he hospital \~OUld' exten,d 
over the period for which we· had planned. A small Air Force 
,dispensary would be maintained at the Main Co~pound until 
all Air Force personnel withdraw frofu the. base. Consequently 
continuous medical service was provided at the Air Base at 
all times. Additionally, the Ilth'CAG maintained a flight 
surgeon and a small dispensary until X+6,O to -provide medical 
support to Army flight personnel and other per.sonnel in· 
accordance with its capabilities.' 

6 Once again, the key to a successful turnover of the 
facility was attributed to early and continuous coordination 
with all parties concerned. I 

I 
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APPENDIX 3 (95,th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL) to Annex E
to USARV/MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

I. STANDDOWN PHASE'. \ 

[X-30 - PIR submitted with projeyted X-da~es 
personnel assigned to the hospital'. 

for 

X-25 

X-20 

X-3, 

B~gan turning in ~on-mission essenti~l TO&E 
items. 

,Draft Recommendations for Awards pre'par7d. 
.! 

Completed turning in'non-mission essential 
TO&E items. 

X+l Seven personnei shipped. 

X+3 

Recommendations for Awards handcarried to US 
Army Health Services Group, Vietnam. 
Retrograde medical equipment turned in for ship
ment . 

Three personnel shipped. 

X+5 OERs and EERs in draft form. 

X+6 

Consolidated Unit Fund Closed. 
DOHIF closed. 
Movie account closed. 
Four personnel spipped. 

Dispensary at Camp Eagle closed. 
RIF papers submitted to Civilian Personnel Office 
and notices sen~ to civilian employees on release 
dates. ' 

X+8 Two personnel shipped. 

X+lO 

Last awards handcarried to US Army Health Services 
,Group, Vietnam. 

Outstandi~g requisitions for sppplies were can
celled. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - 5MBL) 
to USARV!MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. 

to annex· E 

X+II 

X+12 

X+15 

/" .,j' 

R~cords boxed for shipment. \ 

Reviewed contingency plans on 
ment! schedule. 

personnel ship-

Paid first Local Natiional RIF payroll. Began shipment of medical supplies td,711 ARVN Medical Depot. 

\ 

X+16 Two personnel'ship~ed. \ Reeords for 95th Evacuation Hospital (SMBL) and 571,?"Q Medical Detachment (RA) turned into MRI , , Records Management Officer. 

X+17 optomerty Clinic closed. 

X+18 -' Four personnel shipped. 

X+19 

X+20 

OERs handcarried to US Army Health Services 
Group, Vietnam. 

,I 

Three peisonn~l shipped. p 

Time sheets on Local Nationals submitted. , 
Last day for submission of ITT Request. 
Three personnel shipped. 

II. WITHDRAWAL AND ROLL-UP PH~SE. 

X+22 

X+26 

X+27 

Consula~e Dispensary operational. 
Paid s'econd Local National RIF payroll. 
Classified documents shipped,by registered mail to Hawaii. 
Safes turned in. 

OER's signed and returned by US Army Health 
Services Group, vietnam. 

OER's Ifor 95th Evacuation, Hospital (SlvJBL) 
Officers submitted to Personnel Service Center Da Nang (Prov) for posting, to service members 
records and submission to Department of the Army. 
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APPENDIX 3 (95th Evacuation Hospital - SMEL) 
to J'US1\RV/MACV SUPCOM After, action' Report .. 

. I ' : , " ,~\, • 

to Annex E 

X+28 Thirteen personriel1shipped. 

X+30 

" X+31 

X+32 

X+33 

X+33 

X+34 

X+3!? 

X+38 

X+40 

, , 

Paid third Local National RIF payroll!. , 

Published revised release date 'roster for re
maining personnel. 

\ 
1\ 

Rec\eived orders assigning MC officers to JMC Da' 
Nang and JMC Hue~ 

OER's ,for '. 57lst medical Detachment (RA) indorsed, 
,re1viewed and forwarded to Personnel' Service 
Center; Da Nang I(Prov) for posting to service 
mekbers records and submission to Department of 

"\ -' 

the Army. 

Two personnel shipped. 

Three personn~l shipped. 

" 

Tei personnel shipped. 

One person shipped. 
, 

Final property book inspection completed. 
Twenty-one personnel shipped. 
unit Strength O. ' 
unit, INACTIVATED lAW General Order Number 30, 
HQS, united States Army, Pacific, APO San 

f 

Francisco 96558 dated 31 January 1973. 

TAB A - 5
J
71st Medical Detachment - RA 
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TAB A (57lst Medical Detachme"nt RA)to Appendix 3 to 
Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM·After Action Report. 

1\1. PURPOSE. This report is submitted in" accordance with 
':the instructions I',outlined in Appendix 2 to Annex N to OPLAN 
USARV/MACV SUPCOM 2l5-THUNDERBOLT. 

, ;' 
.. F 

a."- Significant Organizational Activities - This segment 
broken idown into Standdownl and Withdrawal-RoIl-Up Phases, 
describes major unit activ1d.ties in pre~\aration for an actual 
standdown of the unit. \ \ . 

I 

b. Commander's Comment - This segment of the report 
briefs the reader on problems, lessons learned, and recommend
ations that the Commander feels are applicable to the report. 
They are submitted in order to'~rovide ba~is for better 
planning and executi9n during a similar action in the future. 

\.. . \ I 

2. GENERAL. This report will cover the unit activities 
from 1 January 1973 until official standdown of the unit, 
28 February 1973. Activities and planning bo.th prior to 
and; after X-Day (28 Januar,y i973) are discussed. The 57lst 
Medical Detachment, for the purpose of. this report, defines 
"Standdown'Phase" as 1 January ,1973 to 11 February 1973 in
clusive. "withdrawal Roll-up Phase" is defined as 12 Febru
ary 1973 .to 28 February 1973 inclusive. 

3. OPLAN USARV!MACV SUPCOM 2l5-THUNDERBOLT was the primary 
s~urce of planning guidance. Planned activities and per
sonnel releases were adjusted as accelerated schedules of 
withdrawal werel received. 

a. Significant Organization Acti vi ties.' 

(1)' Standdown Phase~ 

(a) Personnel. 

1 As of 1 January 1973, the authorized strength of the 
57lst Medical De,tachment was 48, while only 35 personnel 
were actually assigned. As of X-day, 28 Jan,u.ary 1973, the 
unit strength was down to 34 personnel due to normal DEROS 
activity. On the 28 qanuary, Operation Plan THUNDERBOLT 
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TAB A (571st ~edical Detachment - RA) to Appendix 3 to Annex E to USARV/MACVSUPCOM After Action Rep,ort. 

\ . . 
. was activated and by this plan normal DEROS dates were a~justed \andpersoqnel were released to bring the unit to\~alf strength by X+30. Prior to X-Day, a tentative X-day release plan 'for all members of the UP~lt was drawn up by the unit Commander and submi ttEid for approval tb' our next higher cctnmand ;when formal noti fica tion of X-day was rec'ei ved .! The release dates were changed and reorganized during the period X+l through X+14 due to an accelerated withdrawal plan, until the final. list was drawn up which left a total of 26 personnel in the unit as of the end of "Standdown Phase". 

2 Unit records and reports were handled ~n a normal manner at the end' of the .calendar year,. End -of the .year reports were submitted, while 1972 records and files were screened for proper disposition. On X-Day, all records' and fites were frozen in place and plans were activated.for shipment of all categories,. commencing on X-Day and finishing by X+30, as prescribed by USARV/MACV SUPCOM MSG 110100Z 72. 

3 \personnel Actions Indicated Below: 

01 Jan 73 
13 Jan 73 

28 Jan 73 
04 Feb 73 

08 Feb 73 

09 Feb. 73 , 

11 Feb 73 

Unit strength 35. 
- unit strength 34 due to reassignment of one 

individual. i 

- X-Day, unit strength 34. 
- X+7, reassignment loss one individual, unit 

strength 33. 
- X+ll, reassignment los~ one individual,' unit I strength 32. 

X+12, reassignment loss one individual, unit 
strength 31. 

- X+14, reassignment loss five individuals, unit strength 26. 

(b) Equipment TurnQver. Selected items of TOE equipment I of this unit were turned over to the Army of the Republic of Vietnam and tqe remainder were turned in via Keystone Pelican 
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. ~TAB A·I (571st Medical Detachment -:RA) to. Appendix 3 to 
Annex E to USARV/MACV SUPCOM .After·Action Report. 

. . "; " \ . 

procedures. The ARVN turn~~ers started 15 November 1972, 
and were finished on ,19 January 1973. This procedure 
consisted of title;transferring selected items' to ARVN 
assets and then hand receipting them back 'to the US unit 
to be used until nolon~er needed. The 'remainder of the 

1. unit's equipment was turned ,in to US supply channels via 
~eystone processing c~nters. Disposal pf airctaft will 
becoyered iip paragraph f, ·Transfer of Air Assets, and will 
not be' menti'pned further in this paragraph. 

i "., I 
(c) I~telligence/Security. Because of the nature of 

!the mission of this unit, very little empha13is was placed 
on the intelligence aspect. Adequate security measures 
were taken .to secure all classified documents pertaining 
to th~ standdownand associated activities .. Confidential 
instruments such' as SOl's and CAC sheets, us"ed in conjunc
tion with some missions, were constantly monitored by means 
of a signout sheet utilized by unit aviators. 

(d) Operations. Complete fulfillment of the unit's 
mission never waivered during the tim~ period cov'ered by 
this report. Prior to X-Day, the unit funetioned under 
normal operating procedures. Adequate medical evacuation 
coverage was insured in MRI by providing alert crews at 
the horne site, Da Nang Air Force Base, and at a ·field site, 
located at Camp Eagle, southwest of Hue.- - Continge:rI:!Y plans 
were formulated, using THUNDERBOLT time tables as guidelines 
for the standdown of this unit ,beginning witlJ. X-Day. . . . 
On 3 February 19.73 (X+6) the field site at Camp Eagle was 
terminated beca~se the medical team at that location re
located to the city of Hue. This gave us our complete com
pliment of men and aircraft at Da Nang. Communication lines 
~or medical evac~a~ion missions were excellent, as always, 
~nd the entire MRI had our services available to them. 

i 

(e) Logistics. Logi~tical support was provided for 
this unit by Pacific Architects and Engineers (PAE) , Vinnell 

I Corp, and the 277th Supply and Services Battali9n. PAE and 
virtnell were civilian c6ntractors and ran DS maintenance 
for all but aircraft and supply, for all but automotive and 
aircraft parts, respectively. VinnellCorpr s Self Service 
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TAB ,A (S'71st Medic?l Detachment - RA) to Appendix 3 to Annex E tlo USARV /MACV SUPCOM After Action Report. I 

// __ 

Store was open with f~lly stocked shelves until approxi~ately ./\ X+lS when they had to ship out nearly alIi items due to large losses from thievery" Vinnell a'ccomplished all DS maintEknance on vehicles, weapons, commo, and office equipment at its China Beach Iodation. 

(f) Transfer of Combatant Air 1'~ssets. As of 1 January 1973, the unit had four aircraft. This did no1=: change through Standdown Phase . 
. 1. 

(g) Transfer of Functions and Reports. Not applicable for Standdown Phase. 
, 

(h) Transfer of Building and Post, Camp and Station Property. The S71s't Medical Detachment I (RA) ,occupied two buildings on 11th CAG compound and one office and hanger space on the flightline. Post, camp, and station property was all laterally transferred to RVNAF on 26 January 1973, but retained by the using US unit until no longer needed. 

(2) Withdrawal-RoIl-Up Phase: 

l(a) Personnel ~ The remaining 26 individuals were scheduled to depart by X+31, the standdown date of the 571st Medic"al Detachment (RA) for DEROS and reassignment. The unit went to half 'strength 'on X+18 in accordance with the OPLAN. This unit's files were' boxed and sent the ne~t higher command, the '95th Evacuation Hospital on 15 for combined shipment to the, Records Holding Cen r. Pe tinent' unit history files were sent by Health Services Group to Fort Carson, Colorado, where this unit redeployed at zero strength on X+31. 

I Personnel Actions Indicated Below: 

12 Feb 73 - X+15, records and files shipped. 15 Feb 73, - X+18, Reassignment loss eight individuals, unit strength 18 
28 Feb 73 X+30, Reassignment loss 18 individuals, unit 

strength 0, unit redeployed to Ft'Carson. 
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TABlA (571st Hedical Detachment - 'RA) to Appendix 3 to 
Annex E to USARV /rJJA.CV SUPCOM After Action Report. ! 

/ (b) Equipment Turnover. As items were no longer! needed 
and the actual physical transfer of the items was accom
plished,~ the US hand receipt was brough~ to a zero (0) ba
lance and kept as it was required to clear the property 
book during final audit. The major items selected for ARVN 
title transfer were 2 1/2 ton trucks ,', AN/VRC-36 radios, and 
r1-16 ri.fles. Theseti tIe trcins ferred i terri_s were as before' 
meptioned, completely physically transferred by 19 February 
1973 (X+22). The remaining items on-the property book were 
all turned in by 23 February 1973, X+26, with the exception 
of helicopters which will be discussed in paragraph f. Major 
items here were 3/4 ton trucks, ,organizational aircraft main
tenance "B" set, and basic load of amunition. All were 
turned in via Keystone except forthEk ammunition which was 
turned in to ARVN. 

(c) Intelligence/Security. Beginning on X+~5, all 
i terns wi ~h unit designations were. either burned or painted 
over. All rooms were prepared for inspection by painting 
over all names and call signs. When the last aircraft was 
turned in, all maps, SOl's, and CAC she~ts were destroyed. 
Every effort was made to k~ep rumors at a minimum' and when 
facts w~re available for dlstribution, unit personnel were 
the first to be informed. Every member of the unit was 
adequately debriefed prior to ~is departure fiom the unit. 

(d) Operations. By X+15, mission load was at a new 
low with the withdrawal of andstanqdown of the United 
Sbates military forces and this allowed us a gr adual reduc
tion in both men a:p.d aircraft while still keeping mission 
ready. The gradual reduction is discussed under PERSONNEL. 
The unit was given a warning order on or about 17 February 
1973, to have ready one aircraft for possible employment in 
Operation HOMECOMING. Adequate planning had already been 
complied with well in advance of its,issuance. Overall 
mission readiness wP.s not affected.. " 

(e~ Logistics. Vinnell ran Class I supply from which 
we drew C-Rations for the last two weeks. Automative 
maintenance from Vinnell was adequate although from approxi
mately X+15 on, they had no parts fo fix 1/4 Ton and 3/4 Ton 
trucks. 
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